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ABSTRACT

In 1962 the Argentine-German composer Mauricio Kagel (1931-2008) completed
an innovative multimedia/interdisciplinary piece, Antithese für einen Darsteller mit
elektronischen und öffentlichen Klängen. The unique compositional style and formal
structure consisting of heterogeneous compositional components reflected his profound
insights into issues inherent in postwar avant-garde music. Kagel remarked strikingly that
“anarchy in the piece was omnipresent.” Indeed, his use of the term ‘anarchy’ is a
keystone not only of the structural features of Antithese, but also of Kagel’s aesthetic of
music in the piece. The present study seeks to reveal Kagel’s idea of anarchy in musical
context and how he attempts to epitomize this particular thought in the complex and
transliterate formal structure of Antithese.
This study first reviews Kagel’s Buenos Aires period in terms of the cultivation
and development of his musical composition and notion of anarchy. The review also
incorporates problematic aspects of postwar new music in Europe which emerged in the
period chronologically parallel to Kagel’s Argentinian era. The next stage deals with
Kagel’s engagement in electroacoustic composition in Germany and the development of
his own compositional method and style in its realm, where he consciously distanced
himself from controversy between Parisian musique concrète and Cologne elektronische
Musik.
Because Antithese is a unique form of Instrumental Theater – a compositional
approach Kagel invented – and a piece he dedicated to John Cage, this study examines
distinctive features of Kagel’s theatricalization in the piece in contrast to his other
theatrical pieces, as well as to Cage’s musical theater work. This examination clarifies the
aesthetic distinction between Kagel and Cage which underlies their theatrical-theoretical
differences. Intriguing in terms of compositional aesthetic content is that Antithese
encompasses Kagel’s serial thought and an approach of Grenzüberschreitung of art
genres which may seem antithetical in compositional-characteristic terms. This feature
suggests that a latent part of his aesthetic intention was to create tension as a concealed
component derived from the coexistence of heterogeneous ideas and elements on various
levels of Antithese’s complex structure. Indeed, tension, as an indispensable element of
iii

the piece, is a key to deciphering Kagel’s notion of anarchy in music.
Keywords:

anarchy in music, postwar avant-garde music, electroacoustic music,
multimedia/interdisciplinary composition, musical continuity,
theatricalization, sectionalization, montage technique, psychologization,
Instrumental Theater, serial thought, open form, Verfransung of art genres,
Grenzüberschreitung, liberal anarchism.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Background and Context
Due to the diversity of compositional styles in the 1960s, multifariousness as the
characteristic signature of this period carries a connotation of compositional
individualism, where composers sought their own musical language and materials, and
their own structural design. In this context, some of the postwar avant-garde were keen on
exploring new interrelations between musical composition and other fields of art. In other
words, interdisciplinarity became an attractive proposition for the artistic expression of
many avant-garde composers.
While such multimedia work extended the range of concepts and contexts in
compositional thought, it often aroused controversy about the definition of music. Critics
and audiences could even occasionally question whether a piece was still music, in their
encounters with unprecedented multimedia hybrids. This question seems to have derived
from “[t]he conflicts and tensions between the two principles . . . of heterogeneity and
unity, run[ning] through the history of twentieth-century music.”1 This aspect is one of
the unavoidable but significant theoretical and aesthetic issues in any examination of
postwar avant-garde interdisciplinary work.
This dissertation focuses on a composer who related the tensions created by the
coexistence of heterogeneity and unity to an idea of anarchy. The concept of anarchy in
this context is important, because it contains ideological, aesthetic, and musical
implications. Growing out an early 1960s’ tendency in which postwar avant-garde
composers and artists became ever more conscious of multimedia work of art, Mauricio
Kagel (1931-2008) composed Antithese für einen Darsteller mit elektronischen und
öffentlichen Klängen (1962) with an interdisciplinary principle of his own. Consisting of
electronically generated music emitted by loudspeakers and a series of “main actions”
executed by a performer, this work has played a significant role in the development of
multimedia/interdisciplinarity in musical composition. With the amalgamation of the
1

Björn Heile, “Collage vs. Compositional Control: The interdependency of modernist and
postmodern approaches in the work of Mauricio Kagel,” in Postmodern Music/Postmodern Thought, edited
by Judy Lochhead and Joseph Auner (New York and London: Routledge, 2002), 288.
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“autonomous work”2 (a self-contained piece recorded on magnetic tape) and the mutable,
performer-dependent visual components, there are further syntheses or interactions within
each of the prerecorded and live performance domains.
The musical part, on the one hand, combines two different compositional styles
prevalent in electroacoustic music at that time; elektronische Musik in Cologne and
musique concrète in Paris.3 The fundamental difference between these methods is that the
former creates a musical piece “on the basis of synthetic sounds,” and the latter “on the
basis of real noises.”4 The performing part, on the other hand, consists of the performer
arbitrarily choosing “main actions” specified by the composer and forming an order for
them. In other words, the performer’s task is to create a series of actions, although there
are cases in which “the actor cannot give an interpretation of the musical processes” due
to “the variable forming of the scenic order.”5 In any case, Kagel provides a graphic score
with verbal instructions intended only for the actor. Each of twenty-three different main
actions indicated by an adjective or verb – for instance, “gastronomic,” “furious,”
“destroy,” – contains specific directions for its realization. Subtly underlying the
structural concept of the acting part are the concomitant notions of arbitrariness and the
serializing procedure.6 Finally, Kagel provides specific instructions for the stage scenery,
consisting of various technical devices and props that are all related to the recording and
reproduction of musical pieces. The main purpose of this idiosyncratic stage scenery is,
according to Kagel, to “give the impression of a retrospective exhibition of the apparatus

2

Mauricio Kagel, “Antithese: Spiel für einen Darsteller mit elektronische + öffentlichen Klängen”
in Das filmische Werk I: 1965-1985, ed. Werner Klüppelholz and Lothar Prox (Amsterdam:
Meulenhoff/Landshoff, 1985; Köln: DuMont Buchverlag, 1985), 17: “autonomes Werk.” Unless otherwise
noted, all translations are my own.
3
For this synthesis of compositional principles of elektronische Musik and musique concrète, see
Dieter Schnebel, Mauricio Kagel: Musik Theater Film (Köln: Verlag,M. DuMont Schauberg, 1970), 104;
Björn Heile, The Music of Mauricio Kagel (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006), 45. In the present study, to specify
individual characteristic features, I will indicate elektronische Musik (in German) and musique concrète (in
French), depending upon the context. When discussing electronic music in general or from a broader point
of view, I will use the term “electroacoustic music.”
4
Werner Klüppelholz, Über Mauricio Kagel (Saarbrücken: Pfau-Verlag, 2003), 64: “auf der Basis
synthetischer Klänge,” “auf der Basis realer Geräusche.”
5
Mauricio Kagel, Antithese: Spiel für einen Darsteller mit elektronischen und öffentlichen
Klängen 1962, libretto-score by Mauricio Kagel (Frankfurt: Henry Litolff’s Verlag/C. F. Peters, 1965), 23.
6
Here serialization does not mean its procedure of twelve-tone pitch structure, for instance, like
that explored and then established by the Second Viennese School. Rather, it is to create a series of order of
the selected actions. In other words, the series deals not with pitch, but with the main actions as visual
materials. The details of this serial aspect are discussed in Chapter Four.
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which has been used for relaying sound from the beginning of the [twentieth] century up
to the present day.”7
Antithese as a whole thus comprises conceptually heterogeneous and incompatible
components, principles, and techniques. Its multicomponent, multilayered, polymorphic
structure is, so to speak, a hallmark of Kagel’s composition, as is characteristic of many
other works in his oeuvre. Due to the new approach of combining electroacoustic music
and theatrical performance, as well as an eccentric stage setting, Antithese could be
perceived as just another experimental multimedia work characteristic of the period. A
close examination, however, reveals that its distinct “theatricalization of music”8 resulted
not only from Kagel’s painstaking compositional plan, but also from an extraordinary
original aesthetic force. More specifically, the motivation behind this force was based on
Kagel’s critical perspective on the development of postwar avant-garde music, as well as
his sharp observation of music in society at that time.
Hence, the stage version of Antithese is not an experimental work, although it
does contain an element of aleatory since the form of the piece is arbitrarily constructed
by the performer prior to the performance. In any case, the complex of heterogeneous
compositional components, in which the individual component is also a complex of
materials, elements, and methods, can hardly be deciphered without considering it from
the perspective of Kagel’s original musical thought, which is inseparable from his
aesthetic and philosophical intention. In Antithese, the idiosyncratic, novel, multiplexing
and amalgamating compositional procedures of these incongruities diversely reflect
Kagel’s thought.

Scope and Object of Study
Kagel’s selection of the title “Antithese” is likely to raise questions. “Antithesis”
generally indicates a state of polarity or irreconcilability, and in a dialectic sense it
represents a stage prior to synthesis. In this respect, the work’s title invites one to ask
whether dialectical tension has already been resolved in the piece, is supposed to be

7
8

Kagel, Antithese, 19.
Klüppelholz, Über Mauricio Kagel, 61: “die Theatralisierung der Musik.”
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resolved by the performer, or remains present as an irresolvable characteristic – a state of
tension without reconciliation.
Further perplexing are the composer’s various accounts of the piece. There are
three distinctive descriptions of Antithese by Kagel: a letter to John Cage, who is the
dedicatee of the work (1962), a lecture given in English for the Slee Lecture Recitals at
the State University of New York at Buffalo (1965), and an interview with Wulf
Herzogenrath and Gabriele Lueg (1986).
In the lecture, Kagel concisely explained his aesthetic motivation and the concept
of Instrumental Theater and, subsequently, how these apply to Antithese.9 Interestingly,
Kagel stated then he was “very much [convinced] that each musical process in
composition is dialectical. This means that by the opposition of fundamental statements
or behavior, you can arrive at very intense results, which are not only ideological but also
musical.”10 Kagel thus suggests that even though Antithese may be characterized by a
dialectical process, what the piece primarily achieves are “very intense results”; in other
words, a concurrence of irresolvable tensions, rather than a harmonious synthesis. In
terms of the ideological aspect of dialectic procedure in Antithese, Kagel’s message to
Cage may seem perplexing as well. In the letter written in December 1962, Kagel assured
Cage that “the piece has no ‘anti’ and no ‘thèse’ which characterizes the music written to
wide-awake antithesis.”11 Although what Kagel meant by this statement is unclear, it
seems to signal Kagel’s aesthetic and philosophical conception in Antithese, rather than a
formal or structural method for the piece.
In the interview conducted almost two decades after the lecture, Kagel provided
clearer and more detailed thoughts concerning Antithese. Particularly striking is his
reference to the notion of anarchy in the work. At first, Kagel pointed out a general issue
of electroacoustic music up to the time of Antithese, as “something strangely hygienic: no
9

The content of the lecture is similar to that in the last half of Kagel’s description regarding the
music and film of Antithese in Kagel, Das filmische Werk I, 17; see Mauricio Kagel, “About the musical
theater,” SLR 257 (lecture presented at the Slee Lecture Recitals at the State University of New York at
Buffalo on 3 April 1965), in Slee Lecture Recitals: A Catalogue, 1957-1976, Music Library, State
University of New York at Buffalo, Buffalo, transcribed by Sam Mirelman. Incidentally, the last sentence
in his lecture at the SUNY Buffalo is virtually the same as a footnote in the English version of the librettoscore; see Mauricio Kagel, Antithese, 23.
10
Kagel, “About the musical theater.”
11
Mauricio Kagel to John Cage, 23 December 1962, original letter in typescript, John Cage
Collection, Northwestern University Music Library, Evanston, Illinois.
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interpreter on the stage, neatly installed loudspeakers, and unalterable, repeatable sounds
and always a whiff of antiseptic acoustics from the magnetic tape.”12 Subsequently he
attributed to Antithese the characteristic of anarchy:
Indeed, the hybrid form of electronic music plus live-performance then also began
to take shape. But the anarchy in this piece was omnipresent. I do not deny that
some sources of my work emerged already in Argentina, where I became
acquainted with Spanish anarchists who lived there in exile due to the civil war.
Anarchy in a classical sense – and not in the perverted conceptual confusion with
which one later operated in the whole of Europe – is assuredly one of the noblest
equalizations for utopia and deals with freedom rather than with violence. The
motor of anarchism is a yearning for a far-reaching, fair freedom and not for
permanent discord and terror. The actions, which the performer of Antithese
incessantly carries out, . . . aim at an anarchic unity of life and art.13
Although extraordinary, this anecdotal reflection on Antithese creates further confusion.
Kagel articulates his musical-aesthetic thoughts on different planes: a tacit
procedure inherent in his composition (the dialectic process in musical composition); a
characterization of the piece through its title (neither “anti,” nor “thesis,” but “wideawake antithesis”); and distinguishing features of antithetical elements and an implication
of their coexistence (omnipresent anarchy and anarchic unity). However, when looking
for a logical consistency among the statements cited above, one can assume that the
individual aesthetic principles themselves are antithetical to one another. Such a
hypothesis highlights the compositional and aesthetic tensions inherent in Antithese on a
more detailed, theoretical level.
If it is true in Kagel’s oeuvre that “each musical process in composition is
dialectical,” Antithese can be understood as a work yielded by synthesizing manifold
12

Wulf Herzogenrath and Gabriele Lueg, “Gespräch mit Mauricio Kagel,“ in Die 60er Jahre:
Kölns Weg zur Kunstmetropole: vom Happening zum Kunstmarkt: Kölnischer Kunstverein, 31.816.11.1986, ed. Wulf Herzogenrath and Gabriele Lueg (Köln: Kölnishcer Kunstverein, 1986), 180: “weil
die elektronische Musik damals etwas seltsam Hygienisches ausstrahlte: Auf der Bühne keine Interpreten,
nur sauber aufgestellte Lautsprecher, nicht veränderbare, vom Tonband wiederholbare Klänge und immer
ein Hauch antiseptischer Akustik.”
13
Ibid.: “Zwar begann auch damals die Mischform elektronische Musik plus Live-Aufführung
Gestalt anzunehmen. Aber die Anarchie in diesem Stück war omnipräsent. Ich leugne es nicht: Einige
Quellen meiner Arbeit entstanden schon in Argentinien, wo ich spanische Anarchisten kennenlernte, die
dort aufgrund des Bürgerkrieges im Exil lebten. Anarchie im klassischen Sinne – und nicht in der
pervertierten Begriffsverwirrung, mit der man später in ganz Europa operierte – ist sicher eine der edelsten
Gleichsetzungen für Utopie und hat eher mit Freiheit als mit Gewalt zu tun. Motor des Anarchismus ist die
Sehnsucht nach einer tiefgehenden, gerechten Freiheit und nicht nach Unfrieden und Terror in Permanenz.
Die Aktionen, die der Darsteller von Antithese pausenlos durchführt, . . . zielen auf eine anarchische Einheit
von Leben und Kunst.”
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elements as well. Nevertheless, in his letter to Cage, the composer suggests that the work
contains no contradictory materials, but is itself the antithesis of something. Further,
assuming there is no ‘anti’ and ‘thèse’ in the piece, at least the acting part is supposed to
depict an “anarchic unity of life and art,” which implies that incongruous materials,
elements, and ideas are somehow ‘omnipresent’ in the work. Moreover, the acting part as
a compositional component is supposed to be performed with the musical part, which
itself amalgamates the compositional principles of elektronische Musik and musique
concrète. One may therefore hypothesize that unity results from a dialectical composition
of those heterogeneous aspects. And yet the title itself still poses the paradoxical riddle,
locking us in a vicious cycle.
According to the 1986 interview, Kagel’s idea of anarchy in musical composition
originates in part from his own experience, which he then transmuted into Antithese.
Therefore, anarchy could simply represent Kagel’s thoughts about composition at a
specific time in his personal history. Particularly in the context of his remark cited above,
anarchy in Antithese is equivocal, depending on whether it refers to a technical-theoretical
context, a philosophical-aesthetic context, or to an integrated conception of these. Hence,
certain keywords such as “hybrid form,” “omnipresent anarchy,” “motor of anarchism,”
and “anarchic unity” evoke different meanings depending on contexts and compositional
perspectives. At the same time, Kagel did not define anarchy as “discord,” but rather
implied “harmony” as a result of “noble equalization.” This can perhaps be a basis for
investigating individual meanings or connotations of the term in different contexts – for
example, compositional-theoretical aspects of Antithese, Kagel’s philosophy and aesthetic
of music at the time of this particular piece, and his political or ideological commitments.
Taking Kagel’s conceptions of anarchy as a starting point, the present study seeks
to explain the composer’s philosophical and aesthetic thoughts in Antithese by examining
individual components of the piece and its overall formation. In deciphering their
complex interactions and interrelations, some contradictions may be expected due to the
potential for multiple interpretations, as well as the fluidity of the work itself. However,
the internal and external facts regarding Antithese provide some hints on how to construe
the work in a logical way. By this means, I hope to illuminate the intention behind the
composer’s titling of the work.

7
This study also seeks to clarify the relationship of anarchy to the idea of
multimedia/interdisciplinary composition. If the work transgresses boundaries
[Grenzüberschreitung] of art genres, Kagel’s incitement of anarchy may just be an
idiomatic symptom of interdisciplinary composition. Theodor W. Adorno, for instance,
called the tendency or phenomenon of musical works to become involved with techniques
or principles of other arts a Verfransung [infringement] of art genres.14 Interpreting
Antithese’s interdisciplinary traits in this light provides an interesting example of a
discrepancy between Kagel and Adorno. Adorno’s use of the term Verfransung is not
exactly positive, but rather suggests his skepticism about the musical (and artistic)
tendencies present at that time. In contrast, Kagel’s interdisciplinary approach in
Antithese, which was in fact an instance of Grenzüberschreitung, indicates a positive
direction, and an affirmative meaning of anarchy. This example illuminates a salient
contrast in aesthetic orientation between the influential philosopher of “neue Musik” (but
not postwar avant-garde music) and one of the standard-bearers of postwar avant-garde
music. Kagel’s affirmative characterization of anarchy in Antithese reflects his eager
exploration of collaborative musical composition. However, it is too reductive to consider
anarchy and interdisciplinarity in a simple one-to-one relationship. Instead, the present
study seeks to pinpoint the significant connection by considering the historical
background that motivated Kagel to achieve the extraordinary form of Antithese. Thus,
this project also aims to reveal the significance of Antithese as an agent of Kagel’s
distinct aesthetic and critical thought in social, political, and philosophical contexts.

14

This term first appeared in Theodor W. Adorno, “Die Kunst und die Künste,” in Ohne Leitbild:
Parva Aesthetica (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1967) in his writings. Part of his conception of
Verfransung reappeared in Adorno, Ästhetische Theorie (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1972), 271.
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this regard, see Christine Eichel, Vom Ermatten der Avantgarde zur Vernetzung der Künste: Perspektiven
einer interdiziplinären Ästhetik im Spätwerk Theodor W. Adorno (Frankfurt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1993) and
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musikalischen Moderne, ed. Otto Kolleritsch (Wien: Universal Edition, 1994), 159-173. For a direct
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Literature Review
Antithese (1962)
While there are no previous studies in which the central topic is Antithese, the
work has been discussed in several important texts describing Kagel’s music. The first
comprehensive description of Antithese, in Dieter Schnebel’s Mauricio Kagel: Musik
Theater Film (1970), elucidates technical details of the composition, scenic and action
schema, and antithetical aspects within the music and theatrical part of the piece.15
Especially notable is the author’s interpretation of collage in the “synthetic music,” as
well as his account of the manifold interaction and interrelation among heterogeneous
compositional elements. In the excellent resource Im Zenit der Moderne: Die
Internationalen Ferienkurse für Neue Musik Darmstadt 1946-1966 (1997), Pascal
Decroupet and Inge Kovács investigate the aspect of “scenic composition” in Antithese
from the perspective of “‘music and technique’ and their historicity.”16 Noteworthy is the
authors’ observance of the presence of serial thought in the work: “even though Kagel
preferred to represent himself as an opponent of ‘serialism’ at that time.”17 In his
Komposition zwischen Musik und Theater: Das instrumentale Theater von Mauricio
Kagel zwischen 1959 und 1965 (2007), Matthias Rebstock postulates that “[t]here is
perhaps no other work than Antithese that articulately shows Kagel’s position vis-à-vis
Cage’s musical-theatrical pieces.”18 Based on this intriguing thesis, Rebstock compares
Kagel’s distinct theatrical staging and “linearly contiguous actions”19 to Cage’s
compositional approach, which is characterized by “Dadaist’s simultaneous poetry
combined with Eastern philosophy of non-intentionality and equality concerning
everything.”20 This methodological approach vividly contrasts aesthetic and conceptual
differences of theatrical composition between Kagel and Cage. Lothar Prox’s essay
15

Schnebel, Mauricio Kagel: Musik Theater Film, 102-118.
Pascal Decroupet and Inge Kovács, “Szenische Kompositionen,” in Im Zenit der Moderne: Die
Internationalen Ferienkurse für Neue Musik Darmstadt 1946-1966, Band 2, ed. Gianmario Borio and
Hermann Danuser (Freiburg: Rombach, 1997), 326: “‘Musik und Technik’ und deren Historizität.”
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Ibid., 328: “Auch wenn Kagel sich in dieser Zeit gerne als Gegner des ‘Serialismus’ darstellte.”
18
Matthias Rebstock, “Kagels Kommentar zu Cage,” in Komposition zwischen Musik und Theater:
Das instrumentale Theater von Mauricio Kagel zwischen 1959 und 1965 (Hofheim: Wolke, 2007), 180: “Es
gibt wahrscheinlich kein anderes Stück, bei dem Kagels Position gegenüber Cages musiktheatralischen
Stücken so deutlich wird.”
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Ibid., 182: “zusammenhängenden, linearen Handlung,” “
20
Ibid.: “dadaistischen Simultangedichte mit der östlichen Lehre der Intentionslosigkeit und der
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“Musik und Regie: Mauricio Kagel ‘Antithese,’ ‘Match,’ und ‘Solo’ analytisch
betrachtet,” included in Kagel’s Das filmische Werk I 1965-1985 (1985), scrutinizes the
formation of antithetical materials and elements inherent in the work.21 Focusing on the
methodological and theoretical aspect of musique concrète, André Ruschkowski’s essay
“Das Phantom lebt: Die Idee der Musique concrète zwischen Wunsch und Wirklichkeit”
(1999) sees Antithese as a piece that belongs to a category of “compositions in which
original sound recordings are used in their original form.” Ruschkowski considers the
work to be “dominated by raw original sound recordings” and “the application of the
sounds to be comparable, for instance, to the role of a ‘readymade’ in the visual art of the
1960s.”22
Despite a large number of publications on Kagel and documents written by the
composer, most of this literature is available only in German and has not yet been
translated into English. However, Björn Heile’s The Music of Mauricio Kagel (2006), the
first English book about the composer, provides an account of virtually all of Kagel’s
works, and it includes a vast range of additional information including biography,
friendships with contemporaries, and his aesthetics. For Antithese, Heile neatly
summarizes the individual characteristics of musical and acting parts and identifies a
baffling point in the piece as a whole: “a switching between semantic and aesthetic
listening involved, as one can never be quite certain whether the music is a product of the
stage action or accompanies it.”23
Anarchy in Music
Aside from Kagel’s anecdotal statements mentioned above, there is no literature
that focuses on the anarchic aspects and characteristics of Antithese. However, Heile’s
reference (2006) to an anarchic element in Kagel’s artistic activity in the early 1960s
provides a significant key to understanding the “omnipresent anarchy” and “anarchic
unity” in Antithese. For instance, Kagel cofounded an artist group with Wolf Vostell
21

Lothar Prox, “Musik und Regie: Mauricio Kagel ‘Antithese,’ ‘Match’ und ‘Solo’ analytisch
betrachtet,” in Mauricio Kagel, Das Filmische Werk I 1965-1985, ed. Werner Klüppelholz and Lothar Prox
(Amsterdam: Meulenhoff/Landshoff, 1985; Köln: DuMont Buchverlag, 1985), 163-167.
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called “Labor”,24 which “was active in the underground art scene and connected to the
student rebellion of the 1960s.” Heile relates this event to “[Kagel’s] embrace of anarchy
as both a political and aesthetic aim.” Given that the group’s primary orientation was to
explore the interrelation of acoustic and visual arts and “the connection between
experimentalism and multimedia,” it seems possible to reexamine the anarchic aspects of
Antithese from an interdisciplinary perspective. In addition, Heile mentions Kagel’s
involvement “with the anti-Perónist student movement” during his Buenos Aires period,
which would become the essential “backbone of his aesthetic beliefs and the hallmarks of
his later style.”25 Paul Attinello’s dissertation “The Interpretation of Chaos: A Critical
Analysis of Meaning in European Avant-Garde Vocal Music, 1958-68” (1997) also
briefly touches upon “Kagel’s sympathy with anarchists,” and states that “his world view
is associated with a band of the political spectrum which is as far to the left as possible,
the one that most strongly resists reification into institutions or ideologies.”26
As a supplementary resource, literature on Jorge Luis Borges’s politicalideological engagement with anarchism provides an important reference point, because
Borges’s thought profoundly influenced Kagel’s aesthetic and ideological cultivation of
anarchy in his Buenos Aires period. Emir Rodríguez Monegal’s essay “Borges and
Politics” (1978) illustrates significant episodes of Borges’s resistant attitude towards
Perón’s dictatorship which seem to have solidified his belief in anarchism. The
importance of this resource is that Kagel perhaps learned about some of these episodes
directly from Borges and discerned his anarchist traits.27 The essay also gives a sense of
the limitation on artistic freedom under the Perón regime and its influence on Kagel’s
compositional activity. As the title indicates, Alejandra Salinas’s “Political Philosophy in
Borges: Fallibility, Liberal Anarchism, and Civic Ethics” (2010) characterizes Borges’s
anarchist thought as liberal anarchism whose defining criteria are “the ethics of selfrestraint” and thus “self-restrained individuals.” Borges’s liberal anarchism as such is not
24

For the details of “Labor,” see Wulf Herzogenrath, “Die Geburt der Kunstmetropole Köln” in
Die 60er Jahre Kölns Weg zur Kunstmetropole vom Happening zum Kunstmarkt, ed. Wulf Herzogenrath
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mit Mauricio Kagel,” ibid., 174-183.
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Heile, 15.
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Paul Attinello, “The Interpretation of Chaos: A Critical Analysis of Meaning in European AvantGarde Vocal Music, 1958-1968” (Ph.D. diss., University of California Los Angeles, 1997), 112.
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Kagel’s connection with Borges is discussed in Chapter Two.
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simply idealized thought, but rather is based on the notion that his “political stance had a
historical as well as an intellectual source.”28 Characteristics of Borges’s liberal anarchist
thought resurface in Kagel’s idea of anarchy in Antithese.
Discussions of anarchy in other musical works also shed light on Kagel’s ideas. In
his essay “Anarchie als ästhetische Kategorie” (1991), Heinz-Klaus Metzger examines
John Cage’s Concert for Piano and Orchestra, applying the “socio-political concept” of
anarchism that “governance would be abolished and no violence would be held or
practiced.”29 Metzger’s interpretation of Concert focuses on the unconventional notation,
the distinctiveness of tones and noises, and the large degree of freedom given to the
performers, maintaining that these elements preserve the individuality of the performers.
While this freedom and individuality are further characterized by the absence of a score
and thus “synchronization” of the parts, Metzger nevertheless stresses that all these
distinguishing components form a unique structure.
Postwar Avant-Garde Music
Literature on postwar avant-garde music offers further insight into the ways in
which Antithese evolved. Hermann Danuser’s Die Musik des 20. Jahrhunderts (1984)
addresses a diverse range of issues in postwar avant-garde music such as serialism,
musique concrète and elektronische Musik, chance music, indeterminacy, open form,
musical theater, and sound composition. “[I]n order to illustrate the extraordinary breadth
of today’s pluralistic musical culture,” the book is based on the author’s perspective on
the “contradictory and interlocking aspect of the equivocal categories, ‘tradition’ and
‘new music’.”30 The four volumes on postwar music at Darmstadt Im Zenit der Moderne
(1997), edited by Gianmario Borio and Hermann Danuser, give the history of the
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Darmstädter Ferienkurse and detail pertinent aesthetic issues and compositions. These
volumes also include important documents by postwar avant-garde composers and critics.
Amy C. Beal’s New Music, New Allies: American Experimental Music in West
Germany from the Zero Hour to Reunification (2006) is an accomplished and exhaustive
account of the new music scene after World War II and provides an account that helps
capture not only the diverse background of Kagel’s early compositions, but also his
musico-aesthetic direction as distinct from that of his contemporaries. Beal also reports in
detail on Cage’s enormous influence upon European-based composers. With respect to
Kagel, who was distraught by the poor reception of Cage in the United States, she points
out his “resilient views about American musical life” in which he sees “the separation
between university composers and independent avant-gardists.”31
Viewing serial music as “one of the most important aesthetic movements to
emerge in post-war Europe,” M. J. Grant’s book Serial Music, Serial Aesthetics:
Compositional Theory in Post-War Europe (2001) examines the inseparable and
reciprocal connections of serial music with electroacoustic and aleatoric music. Grant
cites Kagel’s dissatisfaction “with the absence of a performer” in electroacoustic music
concerts as an example of the kinds of issues raised by the development of this medium.32
Based on his observation of important events in the Darmstädter Ferienkurse, Attinello
(1997) categorizes non-serial (or post-serial) works of Kagel, Schnebel, and Bussotti as a
“‘third type’ of avant-garde music . . . in Europe in the fifties and sixties.”33 This type of
composition is characterized by neither “determinism” nor “aleatoricism,” but creates a
new musical space “by the avoidance of consistency and the expression of non-formal or
non-conceptual qualities.”34
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Methods and Approaches
Musical Continuity and Sectionalization
The present study traces the applicability of Kagel’s distinct theoretical concepts
concerning musical structure to compositional features of Antithese. The conception of
musical continuity was a major concern among postwar avant-garde composers and
especially important for Kagel. The practicability of technology for musical composition
contributed not only to solidifying individual composers’ definitions of musical
continuity, but also to establishing their personal styles and forms. At the same time,
composers also attempted to create musical continuity in instrumental composition, the
concept and procedure of which could be applicable to an electroacoustic piece or vice
versa. Taking a keen interest in formalizing his own approach to structure in these terms,
Kagel attempted to define necessary elements of musical continuity. For instance, he
stated that in a perfect musical continuity, no clear concept of beginning and ending can
be detected.35 Furthermore, Kagel distinguished musical continuity from “continuous
music,” for which the latter term meant “a sound succession with or without pauses.”36 In
this, however, he did not mean that a sound succession had nothing to do with musical
continuity. Instead, Kagel regarded an operation of continuous sound structures – more
specifically, composition of continuous sound layers or movements – as an important
element to create musical continuity. Yet, these materials had to preserve “the unbroken,
logical connection” especially, according to Kagel, in electroacoustic composition. With
the aid of this theorization of musical continuity, as well as of his original method
“Translation – Rotation,” Kagel produced Transición I, his first electroacoustic
composition in Europe, by combining both continuous and discontinuous musical
elements in the continuous sound process.37
The examination of Transición I is a prerequisite for the present study in two
significant respects. First, the piece reflects Kagel’s distinct theoretical and aesthetic
attitude towards electroacoustic composition as compared to that of his contemporaries.
35
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An examination of particular pieces by Xenakis and Ligeti highlights not only how nonserialist composers formed their individual methods to create musical continuity, but also
Kagel’s distinctive approach and aesthetic in Transición I. Second and more importantly,
a formal analysis of Transición I from a perspective of musical continuity reveals marked
contrasts to the formal design of the musical part of Antithese. Not only is the technique
of continuous sound structure more sophisticated in Antithese, but even more striking is
the compositional plan Kagel used to produce the musical continuity.
The plan for Antithese involved an ingenious combination of sectionalization and
musical continuity. In the first phase of Antithese’s compositional evolution, Kagel
composed several sections individually, focusing not on breaks but on characteristics of
each section. Then Kagel unified these sections by means of a dextrous technique of
montage which preserved musical continuity without overshadowing the sectionalization.
That is to say, these processes were necessary to articulate musical continuity in the
concatenation of the sections. Also, these processes were directly related to Kagel’s
intention of using both elektronische and concrète musical materials in the music of
Antithese. Kagel’s formal sketches of the piece are particularly useful to understand the
structural evolution of the formal design; that is, how he manipulated the two types of
electroacoustic musical materials in terms of synthesizing musical continuity and formal
sectionalization. Kagel’s creation of such a distinct form was, however, not just for the
sake of formal invention, but rather to produce a narrative cohesion of his critical thought
on music at that time which included his rhetorical question: “what is music?”
Instrumental Theater
The stage version of Antithese is subsumed under the category of Instrumental
Theater work in Kagel’s oeuvre. “Instrumental Theater” is Kagel’s original compositional
concept that “emphasizes the procedures of music making and sound production,
respectively, and . . . [the] acting out of visual components,” wherein “the actions are not
directly connected with the production of music.”38 Such a concept, however, was derived
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not really from the motivation to be the pioneer of a new genre but from Kagel’s
observation and consideration regarding the present issues in musical presentation. In
other words, his critical view of the state of music at that time was an indispensable factor
that led him to invent Instrumental Theater.
For instance, although Kagel was not the first person to point it out, the fact that
the audience no longer needed to see but only to listen was a source of controversy in
electroacoustic music concerts. For Kagel, who had already conceived of an important
association between acoustic and visual elements in his Buenos Aires period, the
conspicuous absence of live performers on stage triggered his pursuit of theatricalization
of music. Kagel’s musical theatricalization (Instrumental Theater) distinguishes itself
from other composers’ attempts to address this problem. Boulez, for instance, was also
aware of the problem. Although not deeply involved in and to some extent skeptical of
“taped music played in a concert hall,” Boulez had
always been painfully embarrassed by the resemblance to a crematorium
ceremony, and found the absence of action a redhibitory vice. . . . For a larger
audience – let alone huge crowds – it is a very lame, one-sided affair, with nothing
visual to correspond to what is heard.39
In his Poésie pour pouvoir (1958), Boulez attempted to solve his “painful
embarrassment” by means of “placing the loudspeakers behind the audience” and “the
orchestra in the middle – on three platforms and in a mounting spiral.”40 Though an
interesting staging arrangement, the visual presentation had no theatrical component.
The blueprint of Antithese’s tactic to regain and recast the visual presence was
unequivocally different from Boulez’s stage formation in Poésie pour pouvoir. In the Slee
Lecture Recitals, Kagel explained:
Antithese could be regarded as a kind of ‘illusion music-theatre.’ Electronic
sounds are on the stage. The composed public reacts all at the same time, with
applause, rejection, excited whistles and loud commentary. The listeners, that is [,]
the people on the main floor, respond to these electronic sounds with similarly
conditioned references. . . . This piece is . . . perceived in third person, because the
Hervorkehrung der visuellen Komponenten ,” “Handlungen, die nicht unmittelbar mit der
Hervorbringungvon Musik in Verbindung stehen.”
39
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listener of Antithese is observing, as if trying to invent, in which the artificially
created public is actively dedicated as far as he is concerned, . . . for reality is an
invention of the power of the imagination.41
The idea of Instrumental Theater, the new genre Kagel invented, was derived also from
his criticism that “in general, musicians are bad actor [sic],” since “they are not trained to
make any kind of movement.”42 Any actions that Kagel wanted his performers to execute
are, of course, not to entertain the audience, but are intended as components of the work.
With his strong background in the visual arts, theatrical enactment was, in a sense, an
inevitable reaction to and the result of the visual deficiency of electroacoustic music. It is
therefore no surprise that Kagel decided to use an actor, instead of a musician, in
Antithese.
More comparable to Kagel’s resurrection of the visual aspect of musical
performance are certain works of John Cage, the dedicatee of Kagel’s Antithese.
Regardless of their reception, Cage’s compositional means, concepts, and aesthetics were
enormously influential among postwar avant-garde composers, Kagel included. However,
Kagel’s musical and aesthetic orientation was never completely swayed by Cage’s,
regardless of the extent to which Cage stimulated Kagel’s creative activity. It may be
tempting to group certain works of Kagel and Cage together, based on their musicalaesthetic intention. However, unlike Boulez or Kagel, Cage seems not to have been
troubled by the problematic nature of electroacoustic music presentation. Nevertheless,
the “multimedia event at Black Mountain College in 1952” organized by Cage, for
instance, might bear comparison to Kagel’s technique of acoustic-visual consolidation in
Antithese. The event consisted of an improvisational dance by Merce Cunningham and
other dancers, a lecture read aloud by Cage, a piano performance by David Tudor, Robert
Rauschenberg’s playing of records on a phonograph, and performances by M. C.
Richards and Charles Olsen. Additionally, “a film was projected”43 and “Rauschenberg’s
pictures were suspended above the audience.”44
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This interdisciplinary experiment might initially seem to share some aspects of
Kagel’s theatricalization of music. Cage’s Water Music (1952), performed by Tudor at
Mary Bauermeister’s atelier in Cologne, a performing space offered to avant-garde
composers, critics, and writers, where Kagel was also occasionally present,45 is another
example of how Cage’s work might have directly inspired Kagel to conceptualize a space
unifying audio and visual dimensions. Kagel’s admiration for and support of Cage’s
musical aesthetic are also evident in his writings. Composed for Cage’s fiftieth birthday,
Antithese’s musical and visual characteristics can, however, be clearly distinguished from
Cage’s theatrical works. This is an important key to deciphering the meaning of Kagel’s
later claim that the “aesthetics of Cage and my own are diametrically opposed.”46 The
present study will examine what exactly Kagel meant by this in connection with his
notion of Instrumental Theater.
Application of Serial Thought
When Kagel was composing Antithese, compositional approaches to serial music
varied with respect to the “traditional definition of serialism, which implies a sequential
preordering of musical events.”47 Although “parametric thinking” as “the fundamental
principle of serial technique” was already present at that time, the definition of postwar
avant-garde serialism was not as fixed as it has become in retrospect.48 What we call
serialism in music was, despite the presence of influential pieces such as Karlheinz
Stockhausen’s Kreuzspiel (1951) and Klavierstücke (1952-56) and Pierre Boulez’s
Structures Ia (1952), still in process of establishing itself. Also, the idea of a “series” was
not unique to musical composition, but rather was developing its own forms and
applications in other fields such as architecture, visual art, and poetry.49 In other words,
serial thought as the basis for an original vocabulary and grammar was a significant
concept in various disciplines of art.
45
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Kagel’s application of serial thought in relation to the performing part of Antithese
has been discussed mainly from a structural perspective. As Decroupet and Kovács note,
with regard to Kagel’s subtle stance against serialism, Kagel did not absolutely deny the
serial-compositional principle in his music. Serial thought may not be immediately
perceivable in Antithese if glancing at the graphic notation, due to the absence of any
notations for musical sounds that could be represented numerically. However, if one reads
the instructions for the piece, one may speculate that Kagel’s deliberate avoidance of
specific numbers invokes a traditional characteristic of serial composition. Referring to
this aspect, Decroupet and Kovács point out that in Antithese “there are a total of 23 main
actions; the performer should allow for at least 11 forms of realization and a compulsory
duration of at least 5 minutes and 30 seconds.”50
The characteristic of numerical avoidance of “twelve and its multiples”51 (or
divisions), as Decroupet and Kovács suggest, may be regarded as Kagel’s implicit
resistance against serial standardization. More important, however, is Kagel’s original,
creative way of applying a serial principle to Antithese, not as an arithmetic compositional
method, but rather as an expandable concept that is capable of embodying an idea. That is
to say, while Kagel composed Antithese with his serial thought, he had no intention to
compose it as a serial piece. Thus, the work is not a matrix-driven example of serial
practice, either. Instead, the extended application of serial principle was a significant
component for construing the interrelations of Kagel’s musical-aesthetic idea with the
organization of the work. In short, Creativity of such an expansion was a basic idea of
serial thought. Regarding this particular thought, Pierre Boulez has asserted “that
numbers are not sufficient to unify the different characteristics of the sound so as to
integrate them into a general structure.” On this basis, he continues:
The series has become a polyvalent mode of thought. . . . The series must not only
generate the actual vocabulary, but must expand into the very structure of the
work. . . . Against classical thought, . . . here there are no preconceived scales –
general structures into which a particular thought is fitted. . . . Classical tonal
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thought is based on a universe defined by gravity and attraction; serial thought on
a universe in continuous expansion.52
Umberto Eco cites this as a fundamental principle of serial thought and as a departure
point for his discussion of “Structure and ‘Series’.”53 Based on Boulez’s definition of
serial thought, Eco states: “serial thought creates the objects it needs and the form
necessary for their organization each time it has occasion to express itself.”54
While Eco’s main point is to contrast characteristics of serial thought with those
of “structural thought,” his statement seems to follow Boulez’s distinction between serial
thought and classical thought. The following sentence of Eco is indicative: “the aim of
structural thought is to discover [a primary code – Ur-code], whereas that of serial
thought is to produce.”55 Regardless of Kagel’s familiarity with the discourses of Boulez
and Eco, characteristics of serial thought (i.e., “continuous expansion” for Boulez and
production of a form of organization for Eco) are unmistakably present in the series of
main actions in Antithese. Of note here is Kagel’s application of serial thought not to the
musical part, but to the acting part. This unique “parameterization” is an intriguing aspect
of the work, in that serial thought can be said to mediate the interdisciplinary
components.56 Examining the presence of serial thought in Antithese will, paradoxically,
help us to understand the organization of anarchy – in other words, the state of anarchy in
the unity of the piece in both theoretical and aesthetic terms.

Organization
The present study seeks to elaborate significant details with regard to Kagel’s idea
of anarchy in Antithese. Chapter Two consists of two different overviews that are related
to Kagel’s musical-compositional and aesthetic-philosophical development in his early
career as a composer. The first half of this chapter investigates Kagel’s musical-artistic
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activities and social-political experiences in Buenos Aires until his departure for Europe
in 1957, in terms of his aesthetic cultivation of anarchy and his engagement in musical
composition. This section also touches upon the Argentine writer Jorge Luis Borges as
the most influential figure of Kagel’s aesthetic development in Buenos Aires. In addition
to recounting the cultivation of Kagel’s early aesthetic and ideological thought, the first
half of Chapter Two also examines his keen interest in and attempt at electroacoustic
composition in this period. The second half of this chapter includes a thorough review of
the postwar avant-garde musical scene in Europe as a chronologically parallel event to
Kagel’s musical and aesthetic development in Argentina. This section focuses mainly on
the compositional development of electroacoustic music in connection with serial music,
both of which are important in Antithese. The work of M. J. Grant and Amy C. Beal will
help to pinpoint significant achievements and issues in the development of these musics.
The review prepares for the discussion of how Kagel reacted to the scene of European
postwar avant-gardes and how he pioneered his own realm of compositional approach in
the following chapters.
Based on the discussion of the two streams of music in the preceding chapter,
Chapter Three discusses Kagel’s involvement in electroacoustic musical composition in
West Germany as well as developmental and compositional processes of Antithese. This
chapter introduces the important concept of musical continuity, by which Kagel and his
contemporaries sought to establish individual compositional styles. In fact, musical
continuity plays a significant role in the formal design of Antithese. To clarify the
structural details of Antithese, this chapter first observes specific pieces by Xenakis and
Ligeti which focus on creating original forms of musical continuity, and then examines
Kagel’s first electroacoustic work Transición I, composed in the electronic studio at the
WDR [Westdeutscher Rundfunk (West German Broadcasting)], as a predecessor of
Antithese. Devising a method of ‘Translation – Rotation’ in the process of composing
Transición I (and II as well), Kagel strove for the creation of a musical continuum in
which he “integrates continuous sound processes with discontinuous elements.”57 The
acoustical result was “unusually rich and complex sonorities” with “long sustained
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sounds that change in pitch, bandwidth and timbre over time.” 58 Similar musical
characteristics are evident in Antithese as well. This chapter next examines the musical
component of Antithese, focusing principally on Kagel’s intention to synthesize principles
of elektronische Musik and musique concrète, as well as the rationale for his choice of the
concrète sounds. While the formal design of the piece demonstrates his original approach
to musical continuity, for example, his use of montage technique, the underlying aesthetic
intention is Kagel’s sharp criticism of the prevailing musical norms. Kagel’s striking
musical sarcasm in Antithese takes specific aim at issues in electroacoustic composition at
that time.
Chapter Four examines the origins of Kagel’s Instrumental Theater and the
reasons and processes for shaping the concept of musical theatricalization. In Antithese,
Kagel conceptualizes the theatricalization of music as an interdisciplinary creation of
music that regains the visual component lost in electroacoustic music concerts. In other
words, the concept is derived from the intertwining of advanced and retrospective points
of view in Kagel’s aesthetic thought. Also, it is worth observing the various revisions of
the performing part with the professional actor Alfred Feussner who premiered the piece.
The different versions illuminate Kagel’s close cooperation with Feussner, which further
solidified his musical and aesthetic concepts in Antithese. These aspects seem to
distinguish his embodiment of the musical idea significantly from that of Cage, who also
composed unique pieces of musical theater. In light of Kagel’s foundation of Instrumental
Theater, this chapter also investigates what Kagel meant by the “diametrically opposed
aesthetics” between Cage and himself, by examining how the two composers’ aesthetics
and philosophical thoughts are reflected in the compositional materials and structures of
their representative works. In short, it attempts to specify “Kagel’s position vis-à-vis
Cage” through the lens of theatricalization in Antithese. The aesthetic differences between
Kagel and Cage reflect crucial differences between their ideas of anarchy in music as
well.
After pinpointing the distinguishing features of Kagel’s notion of anarchy in
music, Chapter Five focuses on two aesthetic issues that underlie his remark, “anarchy is
omnipresent in Antithese.” The first half of this chapter examines the notion of serial
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thought in general and Kagel’s specific application of it to the work. Relevant writings by
Boulez and Eco will be addressed in order to explore Kagel’s understanding of serialism
and his original serial thought. In addition, this section includes a brief analysis of Henri
Pousseur’s electroacoustic open work, Scambi (1957), which he composed on the basis of
serial thought, in order to highlight Kagel’s own use of this in Antithese. The last half of
Chapter Five compares and contrasts Kagel’s multimedia/interdisciplinary approach in
Antithese with Adorno’s notion of “Verfransung of art genres.” The Verfransung theory
presents Adorno’s view of the rapid artistic diversification and intersection of art genres
in the late 1950s and early 1960s, which has been often described more neutrally as
Grenzüberschreitung. Adorno, on the one hand, negatively appraised such interplay from
the standpoint of a critic; on the other hand, Kagel created works but not appraised
interdisciplinarity per se.
Based on the studies in the preceding chapters, Chapter Six attempts to trace an
underlying logical consistency between paradoxical tenets, that is, between ‘omnipresent
anarchy’ and ‘anarchic unity,’ and between the structures of Antithese and the title itself.
Regardless of whether a persuasive theory in this respect is acquired, or whether the
essential idea of anarchy in the work, as well as in Kagel’s sense, still remains equivocal,
the result will provide a picture of the work’s “anarchic unity” shaped by heterogeneous
elements and ideas that reflect the whole and details of the interdisciplinary structure.
Finally, the present study suggests Kagel’s question about definition of music behind the
multimedia/interdisciplinary practice and his idea of anarchy in Antithese, as well as of
“music = thought.”
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CHAPTER TWO
TWO BACKDROPS FOR ANTITHESE

Introduction
An examination of the term anarchy in a musical context merely from a viewpoint
of liberation-from or struggle-with convention would be of little help in grasping the
complex structure of Antithese and its underlying aesthetic. Indeed, by the early 1960s,
such an idea and attempt had already brought about a vast variety of new compositional
approaches. For most so-called postwar avant-garde composers, the exploration and
establishment of “a special vocabulary and syntax”1 of their own was a tacit requirement
of self-preservation in order to distinguish themselves from the pre-1945 idea of
modernity. This apparent pressure, which some avant-garde composers might have seen
as a historical necessity, contributed not only to intensifying the inventive force of the
composers’ creativity, but also to creating complex structures of musical composition.
These, in turn, shaped subsequent debates that involved both the composers and their
critics. Under the circumstances, the idea of anarchy in music may be easily simplified to
a loosely defined, stereotypical notion that it is a form of chaos and outrageous behavior.
The oversimplification as such is highly misleading, not only in the social and
political context, but also in the musical. Especially for the latter, if the impact of an
uncontrolled state in a musical composition is described as anarchic, many musical pieces
composed in the mid-twentieth century can be so labeled. Because the present study pays
special attention to the interrelation among the technical, theoretical, and aesthetic aspects
inherent in Antithese and Kagel’s notion of anarchy, a superficial linkage of complexity
and anarchy must be avoided. Meanwhile, it is necessary to bear in mind that Kagel’s
conception of anarchy was developed during his Buenos Aires period and that the
significant events he experienced at that time are important keys to deciphering his
characterization of the piece: “anarchy is omnipresent.” For this reason, a review of his
early biographic background will reveal his specific and nuanced idea of anarchy.
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This chapter follows two separate musical and political streams in the 1950s –
more specifically, up to 1957, the year of Kagel’s departure for Germany: first, Kagel’s
musical, philosophical, aesthetic cultivation in Buenos Aires; second, the development of
electroacoustic composition and the polemical issues in Europe. These two backdrops are
basically separate; however, there are a few significant connections between them, which
led to Kagel’s strong wish to relocate to Europe. Both the connections and contrasts help
to explain Kagel’s unique stance not only toward the field of electroacoustic composition,
music aesthetics, and multimedia composition, but also toward the idea of anarchy.
These two streams eventually merged into one as Kagel started participating in the
European musical scene in 1957. From that point onward his creative force flourished
flamboyantly, and his works immediately began to establish his unique position in the
existing constellation of postwar avant-garde composers. Although most pieces of
Kagel’s oeuvre were composed in this newly united (or third) stream, his previous
experiences on both sides of the Atlantic are indispensable sources for capturing the
aesthetic and philosophical spectrum of his music. In understanding them Kagel’s
compositional and aesthetic intention in Antithese becomes distinct, together with the
clarification of his concrete conception of anarchy.

Kagel in Buenos Aires
Anti-Despotism – Kagel’s Views on Social and Cultural Life
Kagel’s artistic and aesthetic cultivation in Buenos Aires, where “there developed
after 1950 the most flourishing musical life in Latin America,”2 reflects the “backbone of
his aesthetic beliefs and the hallmarks of his later style.”3 In other words, Kagel’s
musical, artistic, and philosophical experiences shaped the ingeniousness of his work,
which is distinctive from that of his European and American contemporaries in important
respects. Together with these experiences, Kagel’s critical views on the social and
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political conditions in Buenos Aires are equally important since his social experiences
constitute a significant part of his initial aesthetic and philosophy of music. These views
also shed light on the crystallization of Kagel’s idea of anarchy.
In addition to the descriptions of Heile and Attinello in Chapter One, a number of
Kagel’s reminiscences about his cultural and social life in Buenos Aires illustrate not only
the process of formation of his own philosophy and aesthetic, but also that of the idea of
anarchy. Although the latter idea may seem somewhat naïve with respect to political
ideology, it nonetheless became a salient part of Kagel’s philosophy and aesthetic.
Anarchy is often regarded as synonymous with freedom especially in the context of a
tyrannical rule; however, such an oversimplified formula would lead to a reckless
understanding of Kagel’s thoughts. In fact, Kagel’s idea of anarchy is not simply
equivalent to that of freedom, but rather combines his own ideas of freedom and
organization.
Observing the development of this particular thought, one must recall that Kagel’s
Buenos Aires period includes an era of Juan Domingo Perón’s (1895-1974) dictatorship.
Particularly important are the extent to which artistic activities were restricted under the
Perón regime, how Kagel in fact experienced this constraint, and how the specific events
he experienced contributed to his idea of anarchy. Hence, it is necessary to investigate the
social, political, and cultural circumstances of this period, as well as Kagel’s experiences
and critical observations, before discussing his conception of anarchy.
In reflections on his homeland in the 1940s and 1950s, Kagel often expressed
negative aspects and situations, although he insisted he did not “disdain the native country,
nor does the Argentine nationality discomfort” him.4 In his essay “Denke ich an
Argentinien in der Nacht” (When I Think of Argentina in the Night), for instance, Kagel’s
narrative of his view on Argentina is not just pessimistic, but even hopeless:
When hearing the word “Argentina,” I first think not of music, literature, theater,
or visual arts, but of the series of dreadful governments and dictator, of the
censorship – which displays unbelievable naïveté rather than excessive malice – of
the dismal role of the church, of the systematic dismantling of progressive
4
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universities, of the charming selling out of natural resources, of the shortsightedness with respect to social needs, and of the endless chain of false
assessments, self-pity, betrayal, deficiencies, and incompleteness, which these
degrading and inhumane people accomplished, who girdle themselves with boots
and hierarchical polished tin and whom one simply calls “military.”5
No doubt Kagel’s desperate picture of Argentine society as such resulted from Perón’s
dictatorial policy, under which the composer perceived that significant elements of the
society had degenerated.
As Matthias Rebstock states, Kagel’s youth exactly corresponds to Perón’s first
and second presidencies (1946-1951 and 1951-1955, respectively). Rebstock’s summary
of the negative aspects of the Perón regime at that time well elucidates Kagel’s bleak
portrait.
With his right-wing populist policy, he [Perón] consequently tried to win the
working class’s favor and was finally elected to the president by a large majority,
supported by the masses and trade unions, but with a widespread opposition in the
military, Catholic Church, aristocracy, socialists, communists, and intellectuals.
Perón governed without the parliament and persecuted political opponents,
especially those on the left. All areas of public life including the economy, culture,
media, and education were forced into line directly under the president. Critical
intellectuals were dismissed from the offices and replaced with puppet figures.
Perón’s policy was anti-clerical, authoritarian, and nationalistic, even fascistic.6
Both the above statements of Kagel and Rebstock pinpoint the negative characteristics of
dictatorship in the Perónist government, but there were arguably positive sides to Perón’s
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attempt to reconstruct the country; “updating Argentine legislation dealing with both
social reform and the protection of workers’ rights,” for instance.7
In any case, Kagel’s severe criticism of the social conditions reflects the political
oppression of intellectuals and artistic activities. It was his way of opposing the Perónist
government’s dictatorial-political control of social and cultural life. This does not mean
that Kagel focused on political activism as a crucial element of anarchism. Instead, it is a
reflection of anti-despotism shaped through his own experiences and observations of the
dictatorial social condition. That is to say, while in his Buenos Aires period Kagel did not
compose musical pieces to protest the dictatorship, this particular political context did
influence his conception of anarchy in music as a significant part of his aesthetic of
musical composition.
Jorge Luis Borges as Opposition to Perón
In consideration of the cultivation of Kagel’s conception of anarchy, his personal
contact with Jorge Luis Borges (1899-1989), one of the most prominent Argentine writers
in the twentieth century, was decisive. In fact, scholars and indeed, Kagel himself,
highlighted the positive aspects of Borges’s influence in the course of the formation of
Kagel’s compositional approaches. As a writer and artist, Borges was in fact an
outstanding figure who experienced Perón’s “fascist methods of humiliation and
manipulation.”8 Under the circumstances, however, Borges never acted in conformity
with the dictatorial policy, but rather stood against it despite difficulties presented by the
government. Notably, Borges maintained this attitude only for the sake of freedom of
artistic creation, which to a large extent impacted the formation of Kagel’s aesthetic
thoughts. This specific focus on freedom taught Kagel something valuable not only
artistically, but also philosophically. Meanwhile, Kagel intensified his idea of artistic
individuality through the example of Borges’s struggle to preserve artistic freedom and
his resolute stand against political oppression under Peròn’s regime.
It is uncertain to what extent Kagel and Borges talked about issues of Perónist
policy (particularly about the oppression of the intellectuals), but to a certain degree he
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recognized the difficulties Borges experienced resulting from Perón’s sanctions.9 At least,
Kagel did know that “during the dictatorship of Perón, Borges could survive only as free
lecturer at the Colegio Libre [de Estudios Superiores] (Free School for Higher Studies)”10
after his resignation from the municipal library in 1946, where he had worked for eight
years as an assistant librarian.11
Before Perón officially came to power as president of Argentina in 1946, Borges
had already detected symptoms of fascism in Perón’s government;12 and therefore as
early as 1945, he criticized the fascist tendency of the military government in
publications.13 As soon as Perón was elected to the presidency of the country, he started
purging intellectuals who opposed and condemned his political orientation and the regime
itself. While Perón dismissed 1,500 intellectuals from their university positions outright,14
in other cases, including Borges, he deliberately engineered resignations as revenge for
the condemnation of the government. Emir Rodrígez Monegal, the first Borges
biographer who closely knew him since their first meeting in 1945,15 describes Borges’s
resignation from his assistant librarian position:
In August, 1946, Borges was sent official notice of his promotion to the rank of
inspector of chicken and rabbit coups at the municipal marketplace. . . . Perhaps
out of embarrassment, Borges does not explain what the promotion entailed. The
new job had an obviously allegorical meaning: chickens and rabbits are tame,
almost cowardly animals, perennial butts of the grossest machismo jokes in
Argentina. . . . He resigned his position.16
The disgraceful demotion was, however, not sufficient to make Borges fall silent, nor
could it diminish his indomitable spirit against political coercion and the Perónist
government.
9
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Surprisingly, in the same month Borges presented a short text reprimanding the
dictatorship that illustrated both his opposition toward the government and his fortitude:
dictatorships foster oppression, dictatorships foster servitude; dictatorships foster
cruelty; more abominable is the fact that they foster idiocy. Hotel clerks mumbling
orders, effigies of caudillos, prearranged “long live’s” and “down with’s” walls
embellished with names, unanimous ceremonies, mere discipline substituting for
lucidity. . . . To combat such sad monotonies is among the writer’s many duties.17
For Borges and other intellectuals in the minority, however, the dictatorship reached a
point even worse than his characterization of it.
Relishing his complete control over the government, Perón restricted freedom of
speech as well, and targeted any criticism of him in the press. By his use of the police,
Perón coerced the socialist newspaper La Vanguardia into closing down in 1947 and
“raid[ed] the leading metropolitan dailies La Prensa, La Nación, Clarín, and the offices
of the United Press and Associated Press” in 1949.18 Moreover, the Perónist government
issued its own propaganda to eulogize Perón and his wife Evita; as a consequence,
“[p]ortraits of both now smiled out from every corner of the republic, and endless
batteries of slogans were promulgated.”19
In the course of these events, Borges experienced another humiliation by the
government in 1948, involving his sister and mother. Joining a demonstration against the
Perónist government, which was carried out by a female anti-government group, Borges’s
sister and mother – and other leaders of the group – were arrested by the police and then
were sentenced to a month in prison.20 Furthermore, having become the president of
SADE, Sociedad Argentina de Escritores (Society of Argentinian Writers), after his
resignation as librarian, Borges “was expelled from the presidency for refusing to hang
Perón’s portrait”21 in his office. Afterwards, a hoodlum, who described himself as a
Perónist, menaced Borges and his mother although they were not physically assaulted.22
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Nevertheless, in contrast to many other intellectuals, Borges never ceased to
publicly criticize the regime until the overthrow of Perón. According to Monegal,
To endure Perón, to survive, that was Borges’ main problem during those years.
But instead of spending those years in dignified silence (as Eduardo Mallea,
another Argentine writer, would do), or on his knees (like many others) Borges
spent them speaking out. In the occupied city that Buenos Aires had become,
Borges continued to speak out until one day he was able to wake up and learn of
Perón’s downfall.23
Perón’s fascist oppression of Borges occurred before Kagel began to study with him at
the Colegio Libre. Presumably through their personal contact outside the Colegio Libre,
Kagel knew some details of Borges’s disastrous experiences and understood Borges’s
unflagging aesthetic belief in art. It was the fact that Borges remained unshaken in his
belief that artists must not bow to dictatorship, but instead preserve their strength of
individuality. This is, indeed, an essential principle of a specific form of anarchy – liberal
anarchism.
Liberal Anarchism
In contemplation of Borges’s determined attitude against the Perónist government
and its influence on Kagel’s thoughts especially in reference to musical composition, it is
also necessary to investigate Borges’s notion of liberal anarchism. Whereas its
germination cannot be separated from the socio-political context under the Perón regime,
Borges’s ideological notion of liberal anarchism is distinguishable from other conceptions
of anarchism. This distinction is worth stressing because Borges’s particular conception
of liberal anarchism formed the significant ideological backbone of his intellectual
activity under the tyrannical control of culture by the government.
In general, anarchy is a state that “excludes arrangements structured with a
controlling centre,”24 but without eliminating the central element or component from the
structure. Politically and ideologically, it therefore assumes the place of an antipode
against authoritarianism or totalitarianism. However, as William O. Reichert claims,
characterization of anarchy as “synonymous with the breakdown of law and order” is a
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misconception the intelligentsia often believe.25 That is to say, destruction is not an
essential characteristic of anarchy; on the contrary, in anarchism an organization has to be
constructed by “non-coercive, non-authoritarian” means. The key is not that government
be destroyed, but that government be created from the bottom up and not from the top
down. Thus, “holistic and tribal means are anarchistically admissible, as are utterly
individual ones.”26
In such a broad context, as Alejandra Salinas points out, “conceptually, anarchy
can be compatible with a communist organization” as well.27 Yet Borges never had a
communist commitment, nor was he interested in anarchy in the economic context, which
could be called “market anarchism or anarchocapitalism.”28 Thus, in a discussion of
Borges’s conceptualization of anarchy, the specific characterization with the modifier
“liberal” is necessary to clarify its distinction from these other forms of anarchist
ideologies. To be sure, Borges’s liberal anarchism was framed not in economic terms, but
in moral/philosophical ones.
According to Salinas, “an ethics of self-restraint” is indispensable for liberal
anarchism in Borges’s sense.29 This ethics cannot be gained without being “a strong
individual” and is a crucial factor to form “the well functioning of a self-organized
society.”30 In other words, if the whole is comprised of individuals with no ethics of selfrestraint, but merely a self-centered wish for freedom, such a state easily leads towards
violent chaos, which is incompatible with the idea of liberal anarchism. Again, even
though the notion of anti-authoritarianism underlies a conceptualization of anarchism,
liberal anarchism has nothing to do with physically destructive actions. Nor did Borges
have such intentions; instead, he insisted on ethics and self-discipline as the essentials of
the anarchist idea.
Regardless of the degree of Borges’s self-consciousness as an anarchist, one can
see that anarchism fundamentally rejects an “authoritarian principle which conditions
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people to look toward leaders for guidance.” In fact, the intensification of Borges’s
anarchist leanings can be attributed to Perón’s cultural policy.
The Peronist state endeavored to politicize certain aspects of everyday life and
popular culture such as education, the military, the universities, the public
administration, the media, welfare and sport.31
Under the circumstances, it is thus no surprise that Borges attempted “to convert the
SADE into a cultural forum in order to oppose the nacionalista and populist orientation,”
during his presidency of the association.32 His goal was not to organize a political group,
but rather to guard the dignity and liberty of art against the “vulgarity of state-promotedcultural activities.”33
Engaged in musical and artistic activities, as well as in Borges’s lectures on
literature, Kagel must have sharply sensed Borges’s liberal-anarchist thought as a
significant part of his aesthetics, even though Borges made no direct remarks about this.
While Kagel was impressed not only with the formidable intelligence Borges displayed in
his lectures and writings, but also with his cosmopolitan perspective, the composer knew
how Borges’s literature and his dignity were distorted by the misguided cultural policy of
the Perón’s regime. “For love of Borges,” Kagel explains:
If one speaks of Peron’s culture policy – more appropriately, politics of unculture,
populism was the catchword then. Politicians of every shade of opinion often have
an unmistakable sense for bad quality. They vehemently defend anachronistic
manifestations, which they claim to understand, always keeping the anonymous
voter in the corner of their eye. In the context of this hopeless situation, Borges’s
literature was dressed up as elitist, and he even lost his small position as a
librarian. To give in to the political pressure and to commit himself to writing
“popular” [volksnah] literature would have been identical to suicide for him.34
Here, Kagel suggests two significant points: first, political intervention results in cultural
degeneration; second, repressive circumstances constrain artistic originality. In the latter,
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especially, he implies that Borges never sold out to become a preferred writer of the
government who would fit within the frame of its restrictive definition of culture.
Kagel’s encounter with Borges’s sturdy spirit and determined attitude was a
momentous lesson that influenced his philosophy and aesthetic throughout his career.
Kagel must have assimilated Borges’s liberal anarchist doctrines (which Salinas termed
“the ethics of self-restraint” and the indispensability of the “strong individual”) through
his observation of Borges’s practices for the sake of artistic freedom. For both Kagel and
Borges, Perón’s cultural populism was nothing but a degeneration of art, a “hopeless
situation” they had to face as an everyday reality which they could never condone.
Although Kagel was not as pronounced an opponent of the Perónist government as
Borges, he also experienced the restriction of creative freedom under Perón’s dictatorship.
Such a situation must have made Kagel more conscious of Borgesian liberal anarchist
concepts in the cultivation of his own aesthetics.
Even before he met Borges, Kagel was already familiar with some aspects of
anarchism because he grew up in a left-leaning family. According to Kagel, his mother
was “very left” and extolled Rosa Luxembourg as “the most important female figure in
history.”35 Also, in his boyhood, his mother taught him “the history of Sacco and
Vanzetti,”36 two controversial Italian anarchists arrested on charges of robbery and
murder in Massachusetts, 1920. It is unclear how Kagel’s mother may have explained the
idea of anarchy to him, but presumably she meant to convince him that the execution of
violence never deserved to be a principle of anarchy.37 This could have become the basis
for the ideological and structural formation of Kagel’s own concept of anarchy. That is to
say, his family background could have contributed to Kagel’s cultivation of the idea that
one must distinguish anarchy from terrorism or assassination. These hypotheses suggest
that Kagel was already a potential liberal anarchist not only as a composer and artist, but
also as “a strong individual.” For this reason, it is no surprise that he later viewed
Borges’s resolute attitude against Perón with great sympathy.
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In the early 1950s, Kagel was working at an Argentine cinémathèque where he
was a cofounder. He mainly restored damaged films, but also worked as a critic of film
and photo journals. In 1952, Kagel used the experience and knowledge that he gained at
the cinémathèque to produce his first film, which featured Borge’s poem Muertes de
Buenos Aires. However, this film was “immediately forbidden by the censorship of the
Perónist regime.”38 According to Kagel, “like a classical persona non grata,” he and his
co-producer “automatically became lepers for the dictatorship.”39As a consequence, the
film was never screened in public, which might have triggered Kagel’s involvement in the
student protest movement against Perón, although the details are unclear.40 In general, the
cultural climate of the Perónist regime devalued Kagel’s musical pieces, although they
neither dealt with Borges, nor contained a political message. It was simply due to a
tyrannical reason typical in a dictatorial state: “his music was scarcely performed, since it
did not fit the official direction anyway.”41 Together with his exposure to liberal anarchist
thought, his experiences under the dictatorial regime shaped Kagel’s anti-despotic idea
and, consequently, led to him becoming a non-conformist in music and art. Thus it is
clear why the word “Argentina” always reminded Kagel of the darker side in the first
place, even if there may have been other factors that alienated him from the
(mis)government.
For Kagel, who was deeply involved not only in music but also in visual art,
literature, and film in his Argentine period, the Perónist intervention in freedom of speech
and artistic activity was perhaps the most unforgivable folly. It is thus understandable that
Kagel was struck by Borges’s unshakable stance on independence of art as well as by his
idea that the artist was an individual working against the controlling authorities. Equally
important was Borges’s outstanding intelligence and distinct aesthetic of art, which more
directly influenced Kagel’s musical composition.
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Borges as Composition Teacher
In his Buenos Aires period, Kagel held Borges in the highest esteem. Despite the
fact that he was neither composer nor musician, Borges in fact played a pivotal role in the
development of Kagel’s distinct aesthetic and philosophy of music and his cosmopolitan
viewpoint as a composer.42 Due to Borges’s enormous influence, Werner Klüppelholz
regards Borges as Kagel’s “composition teacher, while – paradoxically enough – he never
studied music at a conservatory.”43 This viewpoint is indeed a significant observation
about the formative stages of Kagel’s aesthetic of musical composition.
What Kagel absorbed from Borges in his seminars at the Colegio Libre44 and
other personal contacts with him was not actual skills of musical composition, but rather
meanings of liberality of art and multiculturalism as parts of the cultural identity of
Argentina.45 Reflecting on his participation in the seminars, Kagel said that the school
could have been modeled on the Collège de France: “Seminars on the highest possible
level, only invited lecturers, a limited number of participants, and a change of theme after
every semester.”46 Furthermore, according to Kagel, it was also “a refuge for many
European university lecturers forced into exile” in Argentina and thus called “University
in Exile.”47
At the Colegio Libre, Kagel enjoyed Borges’s lectures about literature and history
“on the highest level possible.” In his lecture of English literature, for instance, Borges’s
extraordinarily extensive knowledge astonished Kagel as well as the attendees. Greatly
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admiring Borges’s ability to cite long lines of various English and Anglo-Saxon writers
by heart, Kagel states:
One positively felt how he always turned the pages in the folios of the world
library in his head. And all these occurred without a triumphant tone of an English
specialist, but rather almost with humility, from the deepest love for the musicality
of this language.48
In addition, Kagel appreciated Borges’s lectures on German literature. Through these
lectures, Kagel perceived a significant aspect in Borges’s posture of art; “his totally laidback, liberal relation to different literature and even to every composition of words, where
the profundity of thought and charm are combined.”49
Indeed, this perception represents a characteristic of heterogeneity in works of art,
which is one of the prominent principles in Kagel’s composition. Borges’s
multilingualism could hint at Kagel’s extensive application of multiple languages to his
musical composition. This distinct compositional approach is noticeable in his early
piece, Anagrama, for vocal soloists, speaking choir, and chamber ensemble (1958) in
which Kagel uses four different Western languages (French, Italian, Spanish, and
German), based on decomposition and re-composition of a Latin palindrome (which I will
discuss the details of the compositional method in Chapter Three). The idea of linguistic
decomposition and re-composition also underlies Kagel’s unique compositional approach
in Sur scène. In this theatrical music, he montages different musicological and musiccritical texts from various authors in various periods, re-composing paragraphs,
sentences, or phrases that are previously decomposed.
Contrast, whether explicit or implicit, is equally an important concept of structural
and formal design in Kagel’s composition. Coexistence of antithetical or heterogeneous
elements, like “profundity of thought and charm” in Borges, often appears in Kagel’s
pieces but in a specific manner such as that of Kagel’s social critical thought and humor.
In relation to these characteristics, Kagel’s acknowledgement of Borges’s multifaceted
features in his writing seems markedly reflected in the multidimensionality of Antithese
as well:
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Borges’s texts are like a prism, in which the light reflects in various directions, but
the surfaces of some facets are not sparklingly polished, but raw.50
Kagel’s metaphor of a prism is virtually indispensable for the examination of Antithese.
In the piece, indeed, Kagel’s thoughts are reflected in various directions as well.
Kagel’s Involvement in Electroacoustic Composition
Despite the undesirable political situation, Kagel’s distinct cultural experiences in
Buenos Aires fostered his musical and artistic cultivation. Aside from studying literature,
Kagel expanded and deepened his musical appreciation and his compositional skills
through participation in the Agrupación Nueva Música, a group of composers who
examined musical works of twelve-tone and experimental composers outside of
Argentina or South America. Kagel studied musical composition with Juan Carlos Paz
(1901-1972), the founder of the group, who was “the most radical composer of his
generation”51 in Argentina. Active in integrating the newest compositional trends such as
neo-classicism, polytonality, and to a lesser extent atonality into his composition, Paz had
already in the mid-1930s immersed himself in the Second Viennese School’s twelve-tone
technique.52 Paz was also eager to learn about works of North American and European
contemporary composers such as Henry Cowell, Edgard Varèse, Charles Ives, John Cage,
Olivier Messiaen, and Pierre Boulez.53 Thanks to Paz’s collection of musical scores by
these composers, members of the Agrupación were able to study them.
Although Paz was nominally Kagel’s composition teacher, rather than learning
compositional skills from Paz himself, Kagel’s study of avant-garde music was in fact
autodidactic with the aid of Paz’s “fantastic library.”54 One influential work in this
collection was Messiaen’s Mode de valeurs et d’intensités (1949), a cornerstone work of
serialism and the idea of parameterization. Together with a colleague from the
Agrupación, Kagel keenly scrutinized the modal formation and parameterization of the
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piece, a prototype of serial concept55; “nevertheless, this attempt annoyed Paz.”56 Paz
does not seem to have agreed with the new compositional approaches of the younger
generation at that time, e.g., aleatory and serialism, although his knowledge of them was
extensive. In fact, while Kagel’s engagement in learning in the Agrupación heightened his
appreciation of contemporary music, he came to regard Paz as “not a good [composition]
teacher” and his teaching as “partly very conservative.”57 No matter which of the latest
compositional styles Paz employed, his approaches almost always clung to tonal
vocabulary. Even Paz’s composition with twelve-tone technique, for instance, had a
tangible stylistic tendency “to construct tone rows on tonal patterns” associated with tonal
centers, as well as to use a twelve-tone row in a somewhat monotonous manner.58 This
aspect explicitly illustrates not only Kagel’s view of Paz’s conservative bent, but also
their contrary views on new music at the time. For Paz, stylistic diversification “opened
the doors to the most extreme individualism” and thus he virtually lost his path regarding
what and how to compose in the 1950s.59 For Kagel, in contrast, such diversification
stimulated him to seek out his own musical vocabulary. Kagel’s strenuous effort to
analyze Messiaen’s Mode was thus quite natural.
Despite his disagreement with Paz’s musicality, Kagel’s membership in the
Agrupación allowed him to inspect various musical literatures and enabled him to
develop a foundation of wide-ranging musical perception. Especially important is that
Kagel had the opportunity to read Pierre Schaeffer’s A la recherché d’une musique
concrète (1952), his first treatise on musique concrète. According to Rebstock’s interview
with Francisco Kröpfl, who was a close friend of Kagel’s during their membership in the
Agrupación, the book was given to Kröpfl by Paz and Kagel read it avidly.60 Although
there was no official electroacoustic studio at that time in Buenos Aires, Schaeffer’s
treatise probably inspired Kagel to undertake electroacoustic composition. Notably, Kagel
seems to have developed an interest in electroacoustic music already as early as 1950.
According to Hugh Davies, Kagel began experimental studies of electronic composition
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at the Ion, registros sonoros, where he produced 8 estudios between 1950 and 1953.61
This period in fact overlapped with that of his involvement in the Agrupación.62
Unfortunately, the profile of the studio and the details of Kagel’s experiment there have
never been made public.63 Kagel describes to Rebstock what he attempted with the few
electronic devices available for musical composition:
. . . at that time there were no audio tape machines for hobby use in Argentina –
maybe there were for professional use at a radio institution. A wire recorder
[Drahtgerät] was the first machine that I got from my father as a gift. And then I
had something wonderful, a blank Pyral – French magnetic recording media – in
which one could directly record just like an electroacoustic recording disc in its
early phase. In addition to concrete sounds, I used quite primitive electronic
sounds – I knew nothing at all of the early electronic music in Cologne – which I
produced by three sawtooth wave generators, but without the necessary
technology and system, since I did not have three tape-recorders to mix them.64
It is worth noting that Kagel experimented with a composition by means of a mix of
concrete and electronically generated sound materials, no matter how primitive and
unsophisticated the result would be. That there was no electronic music studio in Buenos
Aires at that time seems, however, not wholly disadvantageous, but probably favorable
for Kagel in terms of his penchant for artistic creations in non-institutionalized
circumstances.65
Despite the unsatisfactory circumstances for electroacoustic composition, in
1954 Kagel achieved his first multimedia musical work Música para la torre [Tower
Music], which contains electroacoustic sounds. As Schnebel, Heile, and Rebstock point
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out, it is a spectacular and potentially epoch-making work in significant respects. As the
title indicates, the piece was composed for a “geometrically abstract” tower designed by
an Argentine architect and designer César Janello, who named the object Torre alegórica
[Allegoric tower].66 The gigantic tower consists of cubes that are composed of steel bars,
and the five cubes contain two pyramids, respectively, in each of which a light is
installed. Furthermore, loudspeakers were placed forty meters high in the tower.
Because all but one page of the score has been lost67 and no recording of the
performance has survived, information about the piece has to be reconstructed from
contemporary accounts. Rebstock’s research highlights the confusion about the piece: the
Enciclopedia de música argentina claims that the piece comprises “orchestra, a study of
percussion, an ostinato for chamber ensemble, and a study of concrète music;”68 the
newspaper Los Andes reports that “the composition has been recorded with the
participation of an ensemble of four pianos, an orchestra with brass and percussion
instruments, and noises of current machines;”69 and finally, Schnebel describes Música
para la torre as a piece that consists of “various combinations of concrete noises and
denaturalized instrumental sounds.”70 Although the variety of explanations is
bewildering, Kagel clearly produced an electroacoustic composition whose principle has
much in common with that of Parisian musique concrète. As Rebstock and Heile note, it
is a phenomenal experiment of musique concrète realized for the first time outside of
Europe and in South America.71
Incidentally, an available primary source of Música para la torre is the first page
of the score for the lighting, not for the musical part. Kagel composed various patterns of
lighting for the individual pairs of pyramids, transforming into lights both the rudiments
of compositional technique – such as “crescendo,” “diminuendo,” and “sustained” – and
sophisticated elements of polyphony. For example, each cube has its own series of
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lighting that includes a combination of red and white lights, as well as of a red or white
light and no light. It is therefore a composition of “horizontal” lighting patterns. A change
in the lighting pattern in the individual cubes is supposed to occur at a certain time point
simultaneously. That is to say, the tower as a whole generates various “vertical”
combinations of lighting patterns in the fixed time interval; hence, one could describe the
structure of the piece as analogous to a five-part polyphony or a five-voice chorus of
lighting, so to speak.
This distinct characteristic suggests that Kagel did not simply create the lighting
for the architecture, but rather his composition of Música para la torre included lighting
as a visual embodiment of his musical idea. This is indeed a noteworthy aspect of Kagel’s
aesthetic. Whenever there were components from another discipline or extra-musical
materials, regardless of their capability of generating a sound, Kagel treated them as part
of the musical composition. For Kagel, music was always the main component, even if an
extra-musical component had a stronger impact than the musical part due to the visual or
theatrical spectacle. His use of varying degrees of illumination and polyphonic lighting
patterns in Música para la torre demonstrates that already in his Argentine period, Kagel
cultivated “musicalization” of extra-musical elements in his own manner. This
musicalization is not intended to accompany or embellish the ‘real’ musical part, but
rather to take the form of musical material, so that it can play a contrapuntal role to the
musical part. In the case of Antithese, his musicalization of extra-musical components is
conspicuous in the acting part but more sophisticated and complicated than in Música
para la torre.
Path to Europe
Kagel’s interest in composition with the aid of electronic devices and his ambition
to study it led ultimately to an important turning point in his career as a composer; the
decision to go to Europe. A decisive factor here was his meetings with a gifted composer
who had already established an international reputation: Pierre Boulez. Kagel’s first
meeting with Boulez took place in Buenos Aires in 1953 during the South American Tour
of the Compagnie (Madeleine) Renaud- (Jean-Louis) Barrault, which Boulez
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accompanied as the musical director.72 Interested in Barrault’s theater work, Kagel “took
part in two of his theater productions (Hamlet and Kafka’s Der Prozeß) as an extra,”73
which Boulez later remembered.74 Although the exact date and location is unclear, Kagel
had an opportunity to show Boulez his compositions Quarteto mixto and Sextet (which
was not yet completed).75 As Kagel himself repeatedly asserted in interviews and
conversations, Boulez suggested to him that he should move to Europe, since that would
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be far more suitable for him if he wanted a career in musical composition.76 As a result,
Kagel put his wish to pursue composition in Europe into practice: in the same year he
applied for a stipend from the Groupe de Recherches de Musique Concrète at the
Radiodiffusion-Télévision Française organized by Pierre Schaeffer, Pierre Henry, and
Jacques Poullin.77
It was quite natural that Kagel chose the musique concrète studio in Paris. First, by
reading Schaeffer’s A la recherché d’une musique concrète, Kagel knew the studio was
there and he had gained theoretical and aesthetic knowledge about musique concrète.78
Second, as Heile assumes, Kagel’s choice of the concrète studio was perhaps due to his
familiarity with the French language, which must have been derived from “cultural ties
between Argentina and France.”79 However, Kagel’s decision to study at the concrète
studio does not seem to have ever been suggested by Boulez, although Boulez had
already produced his first electroacoustic pieces in the studio by the time of his first
encounter with Kagel (at that time the relationship between Boulez and Schaeffer was
already strained80). Thus, it was probably Kagel’s own choice. His application was,
however, declined.
In the following year, Boulez visited Buenos Aires again for another tour with the
same theater company, and this time Kagel had more and closer contacts with Boulez.
Paz arranged for Boulez to give a short talk about his work for members of the
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Agrupación, including Kagel.81 This talk gave Kagel the opportunity to reconnect with
Boulez and at subsequent meetings, according to Rebstock, he showed Boulez his 4
Piezas para piano of 1954, his Sextet (now completed), and part of Música para la torre
What Kagel and Boulez discussed in detail in their meetings is unknown, yet presumably
these compositions (especially the Sextet, which employs complex serial applications, and
metric changes and Música) convinced Boulez more firmly of Kagel’s effort to establish
his own approach to musical composition. Describing Cologne’s elektronische Musik and
Stockhausen (and not Parisian musique concrète) to Kagel,82 Boulez’s suggestion for
Kagel’s relocation to Europe this time was specific and realizable.
Up to that year, Boulez already had developed significant contact with
Stockhausen and Herbert Eimert (1897-1972) – figureheads of the elektronische Musik
studio at the WDR in Cologne – while abandoning his work at the RadiodiffusionTélèvision Française (henceforth referred to as RTF) studio in Paris. Although it is
unclear to what extent Boulez informed Kagel of the developmental state of elektronische
Musik in Cologne, it is plausible to assume that he might have sounded Eimert out as to
whether the studio would allow the talented Argentine composer to work on
electroacoustic composition. In any case, Kagel arrived in Germany on a DAAD
(Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst) stipend to work on electroacoustic
composition at the WDR in 1957. As a result of Boulez’s encouragement, Kagel now
stood on the threshold of his career as a composer in Europe.

Issues in the Development of Electroacoustic Composition in Europe
Introduction
While Kagel was cultivating his early aesthetic of music in Buenos Aires, in 1950s
Europe compositional style and technique were changing rapidly. In particular, the
integration of technology into musical composition enabled composers to pioneer new
methods and theories which later came to characterize them as postwar avant-garde. As
M. J. Grant points out, for instance, the developmental link between electroacoustic
composition and serialism was so reciprocally influential that it not only enabled but also
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encouraged composers to establish individual, unique theorizations and aesthetics. It was
in fact one of the noteworthy incidences of cross-fertilization in the history of music and
of musical theory in the twentieth century. Aside from the serial/electroacoustic
connection, the electronic devices for musical composition also played significant roles in
producing a variety of unheard-of sounds. In any case, that the electronic equipment
entered the sphere of musical composition broadened the musical palette (especially in
relation to the idea of Klangfarbe) of the postwar avant-garde.
Meanwhile, the innovations of compositional method and theory in combination
with technological media not only inspired new individual approaches but also
engendered controversial issues. These issues were mostly attributable to aesthetic
differences, which often led to mutual criticism among the composers. This situation in
turn contributed to a curious politics among the postwar avant-garde, though there were
other factors for it as well. In terms of technological contribution to musical composition,
the innovations and disputes represented two sides of the same coin, so to speak.
Perhaps one of the most notorious cases is the controversy between Parisian
musique concrète and Cologne elektronische Musik which emerged in the early 1950s and
peaked at about mid-decade. As Carlos Palombini points out, the derivation of the
concrète-elektronisch antagonism is often simplified into differences of “mutually
exclusive temperaments: the intuitive and the rational,” respectively.83 However, this
disagreement was based on essential aesthetic distinctions regarding how to deal with
electronic equipment – what to regard as the new “instrument” – and how to define the
goal of composition that incorporated it. Closer observation reveals that the aesthetic
distinctions are inseparable from the differences of the individual theorizations in
electroacoustic composition between the Parisian and Cologne schools. Furthermore, it is
worth noting that the very root of the controversy lay within the musique concrète studio
but soon spread to Cologne as well.
Presumably, Kagel had little clue of the controversy at the time it was happening,
and Boulez, who was a key person in the disputes, did not elaborate upon it on the
occasions of their meetings in Buenos Aires. Thus, Kagel was able to focus on his own
experiments in electroacoustic composition in Argentina without being distracted by the
83
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ongoing concrète-elektronisch debate. This is an important aspect for examining Kagel’s
stance on the electroacoustic issues in Europe, as well as for structural, formal, and
aesthetic characteristics of Antithese, which reflects his perception of the issues.
In order to discern Kagel’s distinct viewpoint of the concrète-elektronisch dispute
and its reflection in Antithese, the discussion below deals with aspects of the controversy
from a specific angle. In parallel with Kagel’s Argentine period discussed above, this
discussion throws light on Boulez’s involvement in electroacoustic composition in the
early 1950s and its problematic consequences. First, Boulez was one of the first
composers who applied a serial theory and its parameterization to an electroacoustic
composition – at least earlier than Stockhausen. His ambition to explore the possibility of
serial manipulation in electroacoustic composition (in the musique concrète studio!)
consequently gave rise to a quarrel between Boulez and Schaeffer. Each composer
insisted on the correctness of his own opinion concerning the theoretical development of
electroacoustic composition, as well as his aesthetic direction. As a consequence, Boulez
became “disillusioned with the situation” in the concrète studio.84 A review, below, of the
sequence of events related to Boulez’s electroacoustic studies, and Schaeffer’s irritation
with them, highlights one significant origin of the concrète-elektronisch controversy.
Understanding the details helps one appreciate why Boulez did not mention the concrète
studio in the 1953 meeting with Kagel, even though Boulez then suggested Kagel
compose in Europe.
Second, there is a common understanding that, although somewhat bizarre, Boulez
is regarded as belonging to the Cologne School,85 despite the fact that he composed no
electroacoustic music in the WDR studio. In addition to his harsh criticism of the
principles of musique concrète, his serial applications to the electroacoustic compositions,
Étude sérielle sur un son (1951) and Étude seriélle sur sept sons (1952), produced in the
concrète studio demonstrate that it is scarcely suitable to subsume Boulez under the
category of musique concrète, as we shall see. Also, during his work on the two Études,
Boulez made contact with Stockhausen and Eimert, the director of the elektronische
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Musik studio in Cologne, whom Boulez regarded as “very liberal.”86 His excitement at the
prospect of working with them at the elektronische studio can be seen, indeed, in a letter
to John Cage which Boulez wrote during his stay in Buenos Aires 1954, exactly in the
same period that Boulez spoke of Stockhausen and elektronische Musik to Kagel.
Although there is no direct connection between Boulez’s Études and Kagel’s
Antithese, a brief analysis of the serialization of Étude sur un son helps to discern
contrasting aspects of serial thought, an important aesthetic of composition.87 Boulez’s
serialization in the Étude is an example of the embodiment of this particular thought, a
basic model crystallized by the straightforward connection between serial method and
serial conception. The analysis thus contributes to illuminating the uniqueness of
Antithese, a non-serial piece nevertheless composed with Kagel’s serial thought.88
Also, an analysis of the Étude underscores the irreconcilable contrast between
Boulez’s serial approach and Schaeffer’s concrète theory and aesthetic. The BoulezSchaeffer dispute did not directly influence the early phase of Kagel’s electroacoustic
composition in his Argentine period. However, Boulez may have expected Kagel as a
potential ally to legitimize his serialization, as he realized a unique serial application in
the Sextet. If this hypothesis is true, Kagel’s compositional and aesthetic direction
thwarted Boulez’s expectation. When Kagel later became aware of the concrèteelektronisch debate, he recognized it as worthless to his own compositional and aesthetic
development and thus never leaned toward either side. In the music of Antithese, Kagel
integrated both principles into the piece but with a unique method and aesthetic compared
to those of the two opposing parties, and without serial organization. Hence, Boulez’s
attempt at serializing electroacoustic composition and the resultant dispute with
Schaeffer, which soon became the debate between the Cologne and Parisian studios, are
significant events to be examined as a preliminary stage for the theoretical and aesthetic
analysis of Antithese.
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Pierre Boulez: Serialization in the musique concrète Studio
According to Jean-Jacques Nattiez, between October and December 1951 Boulez
took a course in musique concrète89 offered by Pierre Schaeffer (1910-1995) and his
colleagues (the studio engineer Jacques Poullin and the studio composer Pierre Henry) in
the electroacoustic studio at the RTF in Paris. During this year, Boulez’s exploration of
musical composition was “focused on the expansion and homogeneity of the field of
serialism, having attempted to generalize the notion of the series itself.”90 Already in the
previous year, Boulez had begun composing Polyphonie X for eighteen instruments and
Structures for two pianos, pieces that seek to construct mutually transformable serial
structures. More specifically, Boulez “attempted to realize the serial organization at all
levels: arrangement of the pitches, the dynamics, the attacks, and the durations” and to
make all these parameters structurally interchangeable by transformations (it seems that
the pitch structure is the prime series – i.e., the series the composer first organizes).91
That is to say, before becoming involved in composing electronic music in the
musique concrète studio, Boulez had already exerted himself at attempts at serial
theorization in Polyphonie X and Structures, both of which he later regarded as
“documents rather than works.”92 His principal reason for composing in the concrète
studio stemmed from a firm belief that by means of electronic devices, one could
concentrate exclusively on formulating the serial structure, without concern for the
technical difficulty of the musical instrument. “In this way,” Boulez enunciates his
expectation, “each work will have its own universe, its own structure and its own methods
of [serial] derivation on each level.”93 He sought to achieve “homogeneity of the field of
serialism,” in other words, “the serial organization of all planes by means of a single
unifying principle.”94
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The Compositional Method of Étude sérielle sur un son
In a letter to Cage dated December 1951, Boulez set forth the details of his work
at the studio. His explanation there was axiomatic since the underlying parametric
thought corresponded exactly to a serial theorization. Indeed, the description in the letter
contained instructions on the serial scheme for Boulez’s first electroacoustic piece Étude
sérielle sur un son. As the title indicates, the Étude takes a single recorded sound, in this
case from an African sansa (a musical instrument generally known as thumb piano), as its
original sound material. The plan of serialization rested “solely on the transformations
95

[interversions] of the time and pitch series,” leaving aside timbre and dynamic

parameters. This fact reveals that for the realization of the Ètude, Boulez hardly paid
attention to the generation of Klangfarbe, but instead concentrated his efforts on
exploring the foundation of the serial method made possible only by electronic
manipulation.
The musique concrète studio consisted at that time of “microphones, disc cutters,
two ordinary tape recorders, a three-track tape recorder,” and a “transposition machine
called the phonogène,” capable of generating twelve different speeds that correspond to
the tempered twelve-tone chromatic scale.96 In addition, this particular device was able to
double the speeds; therefore, one could obtain twenty-four semitones in a range of two
octaves based on recorded sound material. With regard to the Étude, with the aid of
technology, Boulez not only enriched the recorded sound with the artificial reverberation,
but also created a catalogue of seventy-two distinct sounds, each of which has its unique
pitch and duration. He determined the pitch and duration of a sound by the point on which
the twelve “semitone” pitch columns and six “octave” tape-speed rows intersect in the
matrix Boulez tabularized (see Figure 2.1 below).
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Figure 2.1. Matrix for Seventy-Two Pitches and Durations of Pierre Boulez’s Étude
sérielle sur un son (1951)
1
2
3
t1
t2
t3
4N
2N 2t1 2t2 2t3
4t1 4t2 4t3
N
8t1 8t2 8t3
M
M/2 16t1 16t2 16t3
M/4 32t1 32t2 32t3

4
t4
2t4
4t4
8t4
16t4
32t4

5
t5
2t5
4t5
8t5
16t5
32t5

6
t6
2t6
4t6
8t6
16t6
32t6

7
t7
2t7
4t7
8t7
16t7
32t7

8
t8
2t8
4t8
8t8
16t8
32t8

9
t9
2t9
4t9
8t9
16t9
32t9

10
t10
2t10
4t10
8t10
16t10
32t10

11
t11
2t11
4t11
8t11
16t11
32t11

12
t12
2t12
4t12
8t12
16t12
32t12

In Figure 2.1, the Arabic numbers in the uppermost row represent twelve distinct
pitches that are equivalent to the twelve semitones in an octave. In the second upper row
(4N-row), t1, t2, t3, and so forth up to t12 indicate a series of durations; for instance, the
relationship of durations between t1 and t3 is an approximate ratio of 9 to 8, which is
equivalent to the ratio of a justly-tuned major second; likewise, the relationship between
t1 and t5 is an approximate ratio of 81 to 64; or a major third.97 The leftmost column in
the table above represents six variant speeds of tape loop: the N represents “normal”
speed and the 2N runs twice as fast speed as the N; the M represents “moitié” (half) and
thus it runs the half speed of the N and the M/2 the half speed of M. Changes of tape
speed here are therefore much wider than the half-step based changes (i.e., t-values).
Based on the prime series of twelve “semitone” durations (t1 to t12), the application to
other tape loop speeds (2N to M/4) generates a total of seventy-two distinct durations.
The duration of pitch 3-2N is, for instance, indicated 2t3, i.e., the duration is twice as long
as that of t3 (3-4N). Units of time are not calculated in seconds or minutes, but in
centimeters of magnetic tape.98
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Figure 2.2. Durations of the Seventy-Two Pitches – initial plan
1
4N
2N
N
M
M/2
M/4

2

3

4

5

6

6,321

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

8

7,4915 7,1111 6,75

5,6187 5,333 4,994 4,7407 4,5 4,21

16

14,983 14,222 13,5 12,642

12 11,237 10,67 9,989 9,4815

9

8,43

32

29,966 28,444

27

25,284

24 22,475 21,33 19,98 18,963 18

16,9

64

59,932 56,889

54

50,568

48 44,949 42,67 39,95 37,926 36

33,7

128 119,86 113,78 108

101,14

96 89,898 85,33 79,91 75,852 72

67,4

256 239,73 227,56 216

202,27 192 179,8 170,7 159,8 151,7 144 135

(values in centimeters)
Figure 2.2 illustrates a hypothetical reproduction of seventy-two distinct duration values
in centimeters, based on the fundamental unit of tape length t1 = 8cm, which Boulez
specifies in the letter to Cage. Interestingly, according to the transcribed tables by
Decroupet and Ungeheuer, in the final realization Boulez seems to have determined the
tape length of t1 = 15cm.99 Since the phonogène produces different pitches by varying the
tape speed, the greater the value of “t,” the shorter its duration; therefore, in this version,
where t1 = 15cm, t2 = 14cm, t3 = 13.2cm, and so forth.100
Boulez’s serial operation for the Étude is both traditional and creative. Concerning
the traditional aspect, Boulez’s choice of row forms preserves a consistency associated
with twelve-tone serial tradition of the Second Viennese School.
Figure 2.3. Pitch and Duration Rows of the Étude sérielle sur un son101
Layer I:

Pitch
Duration

1 6 3 4 10 11 5 12 7 9 2 8
7 1 8 6 11 4 10 9 3 2 5 12

Layer II:

Pitch
Duration

7 12 9 10 4 5 11 6 1 3 8 2
1 7 2 12 5 10 4 3 9 8 11 6

As Figure 2.3 exhibits,102 the Étude contains two layers of pitch-duration series and each
has its own combination of pitch series and duration rows. The pitch series of Layer I
99
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begins with number 1 (the prime form which can be indicated P0 in a pitch-class analysis
whose integers are 0 to 11) and the initial number of the duration series is 7. In order to
generate this specific “tritone” interval, so to speak, Boulez employs traditional serial
operations: the duration series results from the retrograde of T11 of the pitch series. In
Layer II, the 1 – 7 tritone interval between the pitch and duration series in Layer I is
inverted. For the pitch series of Layer II, Boulez simply transposes the pitch series of
Layer I by 6 semitones. The duration series of Layer II is produced in the same manner as
that of Layer I: a retrograde form of the pitch series followed by an 11 semitonetransposition. As a consequence, the initial numbers of individual series in Layers I and II
constitute a tritone-cyclic form. This explicitly illustrates the influence of Webernian
internal symmetry.
For the creative aspect, Boulez obtained pitches that do not belong to the tempered
scale. He calls them “micro-distances”103 – i.e., non-tempered intervals – and regards
their compatibility with traditionally tempered intervals as a significant enhancement in a
serial operation.104 More importantly, the structure of the combined pitch and time series
allowed him to trace the distinct rhythmic structures that could be realized only by the
utilization of electronic equipment. In his contribution to the Première Décade de
Musique Expérimentale (First Decade of Experimental Music), a workshop Schaeffer
organized in Paris 1953,105 Boulez explains:
. . . with rhythm, one can envisage not only rational divisions of the unit, but also
irrational fractions which would mainly be used within the basic unit. If we want
to break the unit down into fractions . . . , when superimposing series of units and
series of durations, which makes performance virtually impossible and notation
unrealizable . . . if we want to introduce a concept of total rhythmic freedom, what
can we do except turn to the machine?106
As Boulez describes above, the rhythmic characteristic of the Étude can hardly be
realized in conventional notation. The beginning sound of Layer I is, for instance, a
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combination of a 1-M/2 in pitch and a 2t7 in duration. While the pitch 1-M/2 remains, the
original duration (16t1) is truncated into 2t7. In contrast, the following sound gains a long
silence (i.e., pause or rest) that results from the reserved pattern of the first sound: the
original length of a 6-2N is 2t6, while the 16t1 in the time series has much longer
duration; thus after the end of a 2t6 duration, the rest of the 16t1 duration remains silent.
Boulez further focused on formulating the interior structure of a sound event. In
the Étude he creates “chords” by superimposing more than two different sounds. The
longest duration among the sound materials determines the duration of a chord.
Moreover, both a tape of a single sound or a “chord” can also be played in the reverse
direction.107 In this case, the silence precedes the sound – as the “retrograde” of a sound
event. What Boulez calls “a total rhythmic freedom” therefore results from the structural
concatenation of the single sounds, chord events, and normal and reversed directions of
tape playback.
Finally, Boulez planned a further operation for the interior structure of a sound
shape, which would be the most advanced and creative aspect in the serialization for the
piece, although he seems not to have incorporated the technique into the Étude. In his
December 1953 letter to Cage, Boulez in fact suggests forming a third row form
applicable to the interior structure. Every two adjacent numbers in the series form a ratio;
for instance, where the series is 6 4 3 … etc., the value of the first ratio is 6:4 = 3:2,
according to Boulez.108 One can apply this ratio to the interior structure of the first sound
by dividing the sound shape into a 3/5 and a 2/5 part. Not only can the two parts be
switched in order, but also the tape direction of the individual parts can be reversed. As a
result, there are eight possible different patterns for the interior structure. This technique
is highly creative, taking advantage of technology in musical composition. However, it is
undeniable that there is an impractical aspect: the smaller the duration of a sound, the less
effective the operation is, because the characteristic distinction between the sounds before
and after the operation is hardly discernible. This could be a reason Boulez did not
employ the concept of the third series in the Étude.
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In the following year, Boulez went a step further in his study project of serial
electroacoustic music – Étude sérielle sur sept sons. Boulez’s focus in this piece shifted
to the serial organization of timbre. What is intriguing in terms of sound preparation is not
only that Boulez now employs a number of various recorded sound materials categorized
into several groups, but also that the sources of these sounds are unusually heterogeneous.
The list of the “timbre-categories” for the Étude reproduced by Decroupet includes noises
taken from non-musical instruments such as two rattles, a rolling can, a “swarm,”
“counterpoint-whirlwind”; sound materials produced by non-Western musical
instruments such as a Japanese instrument and sansa; and those produced by Western
musical instrument such as piano, bell, and some string instrument which the composer
does not specify.109 In addition, Boulez adds variety to the catalogue of timbre by
combining different sounds, for instance, “compound sound of piano and bell,”
“compound sounds of percussion and sansa,” and so forth, as well as “a compound sound
of a low and a high sound” whose instrumentation is unspecified.110
Aside from establishing serial organization, the concept of timbre-categories
reflects Boulez’s interest at that time in incorporating sounds or sound characteristics of
non-Western musical instruments into his compositions. In an interview with Hans
Oesch, Boulez admits his strong tie to the Western European tradition, and particularly to
“the theoretical aspect of the Second Viennese School.” He described his interest in nonEuropean musical cultures as a reaction to his devotion to and deep engagement with
Western European culture:
For me, non-European culture was really a discovery. I sensed it immediately as a
welcoming antidote to European culture. . . . The outside-European musical styles
that I know first fascinated me in terms of the sound, since they are not based on
the definite sound tradition of our musical instruments. Bali is, for instance,
especially bound by metal instruments, Africa by wood instruments, Japan by
brass instruments. It is too bad that there has yet to have been study that examines
the specific relationship of sound and material between different musical cultures.
The traditional West European instrumentation alienated me very much at that
time; Mozart’s or Beethoven’s orchestra was acoustically not capable of
fascinating me.111
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Although Boulez made this striking remark about fifteen years after the composition of
the two Études, his choice of sound sources clearly indicates his intention to integrate
non-European acoustical sounds into his music.112
In his second Étude, Boulez adopts more sophisticated modification of these
sounds than in the previous Étude. Moreover, by applying the serial principle to the
combinations of timbres, the density of the sounds is far thicker and the variety of timbres
far richer. These two Études are therefore complementary in that they literally implement
Boulez’s first “studies” of serial expansion and unification. Henri Pousseur regards these
Études as outstanding electronic works, “for the thoroughness of their musical thought”
which realizes “a process of perpetual self-renewal.”113 Nevertheless, Boulez’s goal in the
Études was never to crystallize serial methods, but rather to develop “a perspective for
understanding composition as a complex of formalization and mediation, knowledge and
transmission.”114
While composing the serial Études or perhaps shortly after completing them,
Boulez seems to have already become skeptical about continuing work at the concrète
studio. In his 1953 essay, Boulez’s cynical view about the principles and aesthetic of
Parisian musique concrète can be read between the lines. On the one hand, Boulez may
seem to show a positive or even optimistic attitude towards the present circumstances of
electroacoustic composition, though he does not specify the studio and exquisitely
interpolates his serialist perspective:
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if we think of the domain of electronics, it is pretty obvious that we are dealing
initially with a non-limitation of possibilities . . . ; we thus create the
characteristics of each sound . . . , which depend on the overall structure; the
sound is reciprocally linked to the work as the work is linked to the sound. The far
end of the serial perspective, which was . . . solely from the point of view of
serialized frequencies, thus brings us into the domain of sound itself, and the
actual interior of the sound.115
In the essay, Boulez also uses the terms “sound-figure” and “sound-object,” inherent in
the realm of musique concrète composition, as new discoveries that resulted from the
disappearance of the distinction between tempered and non-tempered pitches, and
between vertical and horizontal lines in electroacoustic composition.116
On the other hand, however, Boulez’s tone in the essay focuses more on the
extension of the serial operations that give the sound-objects secondary importance in
musical composition – they literally become objects to be manipulated by serial
principles. Furthermore, he asserts: “[t]he crucial research into the intrinsic qualities of
sound has yet to be undertaken,” although this was part of Schaeffer’s important research,
but of course from a totally different perspective from that of Boulez. Boulez’s implicit
irony in the following statement is unmistakable: “the perfected and manageable
equipment necessary to the composition of such works has yet to be built.”117
Musique concrète: Pierre Schaeffer’s Theory and Aesthetic
Boulez’s study of serialization in the musique concrète studio was not congruent
with the research and aesthetic direction of the Groupe de Recherches de Musique
Concrète (Schaeffer, Poullin, and Henry), which was “research into sonority to discover
musicality.”118 Except for the use of electronic media for composition, virtually
everything about Boulez’s and Schaeffer’s approaches – including compositional
purpose, vision, direction, aesthetic, and theorization – seems irreconcilably opposed. In
Schaeffer’s research and theorization of concrète composition, a sound material is
selected according to a premise that the material is manipulated – “deformed,
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transformed, and mixed”119 – in order to produce an unheard-of sound unit and identity.
In this respect, a recorded sound of a musical instrument, for instance, becomes a sound
object not by reproducing it, but by “denaturalizing”120 it, thus characteristically
“alienating” it from the original.121
In other words, while one can use any sound source materials, e.g., a train,
knocking on a door, female voice, etc., the term concrète refers to the procedure of
material composition, not to the presentation or representation of the original sound
source. The material composition entails an empirical operation using technology, but the
kernel of Schaeffer’s theoretical and aesthetic principle is a “listening analysis and
classification of the observed characteristic traits.”122 It attaches, as the title of his group
indicates, great importance to “research” into a sound itself, rather than to establishment
of a systematic compositional method.
Thus, this principle places a strong emphasis on “the concreteness of music in
opposition to the abstract models of the Viennese School of dodecaphonism”123 and to the
“compositional calculation process”124 of serialism. That is, the concrète composition
requires the composer to have a sensitive and searching ear capable of inventing a new
acoustic material. The composer is supposed to conduct the listening analysis throughout
the compositional process; selecting sound materials, denaturalizing or liberating them
from the originals, manipulating them, and establishing the new contexts.125 The listening
analysis also includes the concrete characterization of the novel sound materials by
naming them. Finally, the characterized sound objects are stored by classification, just as
“prefabricated music from drawers”126 is ready for use.
A significant aesthetic in the whole concept and process of concrete composition
is to distinguish between real and unreal sounds. The searching ear of the composer has to
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be “capable of dealing with apparently self-evident and trivial aspects of the everyday
hearing experience,” according to Rudolf Frisius, “to always discover the new from
different perspectives.”127 Once any sounds are recorded, the ear no longer deals with
“the sensually cognizable reality in its perplexing variety and contradictions,”128 but
rather it has to be oriented towards the discovery of unknown sounds that do not exist in
the reality. The new sounds discovered by means of electronic devices then become
reality, but only within and from a piece in which they are used. In the concrete
composition theory, therefore, the new reality can be created only by leaving one’s
auditory cognition and perception of the “original” reality. As a result, a concrete
composer should experience her/his auditory search and cognition in two separate
realities.
Boulez versus Schaeffer
Schaeffer’s notion of a sound object produced as a result of a “sensuous” search
had little in common with Boulez’s development of serial methods. Although Boulez
actually undertook a process of cataloguing various timbres in the second Étude, as
discussed above, the work of cataloguing was a precompositional stage for the
“compositional calculation process” of serial organization. Boulez’s two Études were
nevertheless presented at a concert of musique concrète on 21 May 1952, together with
pieces of the Groupe de Recherche.129 By this point, “a kind of symbiosis in which the
concrete group would investigate sonority while the abstract group would create
oeuvres,” according to Palombini, “might have appeared as a possible compromise.”
However, by 1953 at the latest both Boulez and Schaeffer recognized themselves as
uncompromising opponents in terms of theoretical and aesthetic development. More
specifically, both became certain about the crucial disagreement between their
compositional procedures in terms of the invention of a new sound material: for Boulez, it
was more likely to be a by-product of serial operation; for Schaeffer, it resulted from a
127
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thorough observation and modification of a recorded sound. Since Schaeffer set forth the
basic principle of musique concrète, it is not difficult to imagine that both were becoming
convinced that there was little point for Boulez to work in the concrète studio.
Initially, Schaeffer regarded Boulez as a talented musician who helped to realize
two piano studies [Étude au piano I (Étude violette) and Étude au piano II (Étude noire)]
in his first musique concrète piece, a suite of five concrète works, Concert de bruits in
1948.130 Even when Schaeffer allowed Boulez to engage in electroacoustic composition at
the concrète studio, he perhaps did not imagine being threatened in the near future by the
serial composer’s experimentation and its influence on his colleagues. Later, Schaeffer
explicitly criticized and implicitly repudiated Boulez’s serial-electroacoustic
compositional approaches in an article “vers une musique expérimentale” that he wrote as
a contribution to the Décade:
From among the thousand sounds in our cupboards, Pierre Boulez and his friends
would choose the most unyielding ones, carve out their full mass, and show no
consideration for anything other than the series they had calculated in advance.131
For Schaeffer, the sound itself was paramount; he believed that Boulez incorrectly
subordinated the concrète sound material to serialization. However, Boulez’s serial
approach even inspired Pierre Henry, Schaeffer’s important colleague of musique
concrète, to integrate serialization into his composition. This irritated Schaeffer further,
because for him, it was almost an act of defiance. Schaeffer admired Henry, arguing that
“[w]ithout the presence of Pierre Henry, musique concrète would probably have lacked
an essential experimenter” and thus “would have been no more than the . . . doubtless
ephemeral continuation of either surrealism or atonal music.”132 Thus, Schaeffer regretted
that Henry “was nevertheless also tempted by serial construction.”133
It is undeniable that Henry was once fascinated by the integration of serial method
into electroacoustic composition. This seems due to the presence of Boulez and Olivier
Messiaen. In fact, in the same years that Boulez produced two Études, Henry composed
the electroacoustic works Antiphonie (1951) and Vocalises (1952), using serial
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construction, as well as helped with the realization of Messiaen’s Timbres-Durées (1952).
The Timbres-Durées’ compositional principle is not exactly serial, but rather is
reminiscent of the unique parameterization that Messiaen worked out in the Mode de
valeurs et d'intensités (1949). For Henry, the encounter with Boulez’s serialelectroacoustic methods and the assistance with Messiaen’s composition must have been
formative events in which he could probably capture a clear picture of the developmental
process of serialism.
In Antiphonie, Henry set two contrasting groups of sound antiphonally; “one part
contains short sound motives that form the basic unit of the group in the continuous
renewal, while another part forms a strict series of twelve sound complexes of different
timbre, duration, pitch, and dynamic.”134 Henry’s compositional approach in Vocalises
seems similar to Boulez’s first Étude: Henry focuses specifically on the pitch and
duration parameters and employs a single sound of female voice. Also, the composer
utilizes the phonogène to generate various pitches and durations. As a result of the quasiBoulezian compositional procedure, the entire form of the Vocalises is, according to
Michel Chion, stylistically “frantic-Webernien.”135 Curiously, the ways Henry attempted
to integrate serialism into Antiphonie and Vocalises are almost the reverse of Boulez’s
two Études.
It is unclear to what extent there was a mutual influence between Boulez and
Henry, but it is clear that their serial organization in these compositions made Schaeffer
sharpen his dislike of serialism and twelve-tone method in the territory of musique
concrète.136 In his later publication La Musique Concrète in 1967, while praising Henry
as an “enchanter of disk record, tape recording, and magnetophon,” Schaeffer describes
Henry’s Vocalises as a hardly convincing piece.137 For Schaeffer, serial composition
reflected an abstract mindset [abstrakte Denkweise], the polar opposite of musique
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concrète where “the music is made for listening.”138 In addition to Boulez’s serial
development, Henry’s involvement in serial composition further threatened Schaeffer’s
concrète aesthetic and institution. Hence, Schaeffer had to explicitly reproach Boulez as
one of his guests who little understood the research guidelines of musique concrète,
saying that “what he (Boulez) seeks in the new sound agent is in essence a precision that
proscribes the humane interpretation.”139
Concerning Boulez’s frustration with Schaeffer, his letter to Cage, written in June
1953, implies that the tension between them was increasing more and more and that
Schaeffer was perhaps pushing Boulez into a corner:
I shall tell you about the rows I have been having with Schaeffer: that would be
enough to fill a huge folio! I shall tell you that the experimental studio is more and
more crap, and that Schaeffer is a pain in the arse.140
Furthermore, in the first volume of Encyclopédie de la musique, issued in 1958, Boulez’s
contribution to the subject heading “concrete” acrimoniously criticizes Schaeffer’s
aesthetic of musique concrète. Boulez insinuates that musique concrète can be regarded
as compositional impotence, as it lacks the system to control any “pre-determined sound
materials”141 and thus one can hardly conceive what the principle and procedure aim at.
For this reason, Boulez also states that “the machines . . . and the comfortable slackness in
the studio of musique concrète made itself into a sound junk store.”142
Boulez recognized that the NWDR [Nordwestdeutscher Rundfunk (Northwest
German Broadcasting)] (the former broadcast station of the WDR) studio was optimal for
his interest in electroacoustic composition as a means to intensify serial formulation.
Shortly after the completion of the second Étude in 1952, he first encountered sine-wavebased electroacoustic works by Eimert and Heinz Schütz in the studio.143 Boulez then
perceived that, according to Decroupet, “their manipulation of the inner composition of
138
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sound was obviously deeper than what had been done so far in Paris.”144 This event was
probably the crucial experience to firmly convince Boulez of the incompatibility of his
compositional development with “Schaeffer’s unbending aesthetic with its dogmatic
insistence on recorded source material.”145 In any case, statements regarding the mutual
criticism between Boulez and Schaeffer cited above confirm that by mid-1953, they had
parted with each other over the musique concrète composition in an unpleasant manner.
And now that Boulez had found suitable serial-electroacoustic associates (Eimert and
Stockhausen) in Cologne, he no longer needed to work at the concrète studio in Paris.
The process of Schaeffer’s theorization and aestheticization of concrète
composition is in fact incompatible with that of Boulez’s serialization. In Schaeffer’s
development of musique concrète, as Hilberg asserts, the crystallization of the theory and
aesthetic was “not solely a result of his research and theoretical formulation, production
and composition,” but rather “achieved through examinations of psycho-acoustic,
reception, and media theory.”146 Listening was therefore an indispensable element in
Schaeffer’s concrète theory throughout, but that does not mean that Boulez did not
consider it important to his serial composition. Boulez in fact highly regarded
Stockhausen’s first electroacoustic composition as one that was “successful from the
auditory point of view.”147 The compositional procedures and the underlying aesthetics of
Boulez and Schaeffer were simply so different that they could not avoid becoming
opponents.
After Boulez left the concrète studio, the antagonism between Boulez and
Schaeffer expanded to one between the Parisian and Cologne studios, a more conspicuous
“aesthetic controversy between concrete-empirical and abstract-constructive
approaches.”148 In this controversy, serial composers tended to evaluate musique concrète
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as an amateur musical activity. For them, moreover, Schaeffer was not qualified as a
composer; rather, he was a mere “sound-technician and an amateur musician.”149
Stockhausen, whose first experimentation with electroacoustic composition was at the
concrète studio, recognized the “tone archive of musique concrète as amateurish,” since
the principle “has been up to now shipwrecked on the way to serious problems of the
craft, due to the lack of compositional vision and consistency.”150 Similar to Boulez’s
stance on the issue, Stockhausen was largely skeptical about the theoretical principle of
musique concrète during his work at the studio. In a 1952 letter to Karel Goeyvaerts,
Stockhausen criticizes musique concrète as “nothing but capitulation before the
undefined, a terribly dilettantish gamble, uncontrolled improvisation.”151 Although
Stockhausen did not as publicly disapprove of concrète-compositional principles and
aesthetics as Boulez did, his successful development of serial-electroacoustic composition
at the WDR studio itself tacitly dismissed the concrète theory and aesthetic. The
achievement of Stockhausen, together with that of his colleagues at the studio, thus
served to intensify the antagonism between the Parisian and Cologne studios.
For Schaeffer, serial principles were the most powerful and influential threat to the
development of his concrète theory and aesthetic. In Messiaen’s parameterization and
calculative disposition of sound materials, Boulez’s studies of serialization, and their
influence on Henry’s composition, Schaeffer could perceive the logical consistency of
serial organization. Thus, Schaeffer could also envisage that serialism would attain a
theoretical significance in the course of postwar compositional development. Serial
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procedure, which Schaeffer regarded as no more than “compositional calculation
process,” could be so efficacious that he would have to protect his own theoretical and
aesthetic establishment of concrete music from the influence of “abstract-constructive”
serial method. In other words, even though Schaeffer perhaps acknowledged (although
unwillingly) the potential of serial construction for electroacoustic composition, his
aesthetic commitment to musique concrète allowed him to take no other course of action.
Since the controversy between musique concrète and elektronische Musik became
realized nationwide in Europe, the prominent figures of both schools have been
generalized to Schaeffer for the former and to Eimert and Stockhausen for the latter. For
instance, Stockhausen’s two studies of sine-tone synthesis, Studie I (1953) and Studie II
(1954), “with its greater mathematical precision”152 aptly represent an explicit contrast to
Schaeffer’s concrète works in terms of compositional method. While the contrast between
Parisian and Cologne schools’ electroacoustic compositional approaches was becoming
known as a French versus German aesthetic conflict, Boulez became rather overshadowed
with regard to the concrète-elektronisch controversy. In fact, after his two Études, Boulez
composed no ‘pure’ electroacoustic piece. Yet, it is important to bear in mind the fact that
the controversy originates from an aesthetic disagreement between two French composers
– Boulez and Schaeffer. In our time, the concrète-elektronisch debates give us a basis to
understand the history of postwar avant-garde music theory and aesthetics, rather than
judge one as better than the other. It was presumably not so easy for composers and
critics in Europe at that time to have such an objective viewpoint.
Kagel – Marching to the Beat of His Own Drum
When Kagel moved to Europe, the conflict between Boulez and Schaeffer was
still heated. At the same time, however, there were composers who attempted to combine
the “concrete-empirical and abstract-constructive approaches”; among those whom
Frisius mentions, for instance, are Stockhausen, Bruno Maderna, Luciano Berio, Henri
Pousseur, Luigi Nono, and Pierre Henry.153 Kagel’s name could be included in the list,
since Antithese technically embraces these two approaches as well. However, what
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distinguishes him from the composers listed is that Kagel did not focus primarily on
establishing a new compositional method and theory. Instead, the two approaches were
merely necessary components of the composition to embody his musical ideas and sharp
criticism of the politics of postwar avant-garde composers. Kagel was capable of having
that distinct perspective due to his political, musical, and multimedia artistic experiences
in Buenos Aires, as well as his engagement in musical and electroacoustic composition in
Europe.
Kagel, whose official reason to be in Europe was to work on electroacoustic
composition, only apprehended the details of the controversy after leaving Argentina.
Even though Kagel’s home studio was the Cologne elektronische Musik studio and his
first electroacoustic project dealt with sine-tone based composition – Transición I (195860), his non-European perspective allowed him to contemplate objectively the series of
disputes between the Parisian and Cologne schools. Kagel was a newcomer, late comer,
or even “refugee outsider”154 in the scrambled scene of postwar avant-garde music in
Europe and thus it was politically feasible for him to remain critical of both sides. Still,
Kagel was dismayed at the politics in the panorama of postwar musical composition in
the late 1950s. In an interview with Renate Liesmann-Gümmer, Kagel mentions the
concrète-elektronisch antagonism and gives a somewhat bitter, critical comment on it:
Cologne and Paris were the pioneers in the field of tape-manipulated music. Paris
was a trend-setter of musique concrète, whereas Cologne became the puristic
counterpart with its allegedly strictly logical, materialistically stringent
compositional technique. It sparked a ridiculous rat-race that was stirred up not
with arguments – as is often the case – but by the conceitedness of some
participants.155
Having experienced the constraint of musical and artistic activity under Perón’s policies,
Kagel perhaps expected artistic freedom in Europe. Instead of such political control of
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music and art, however, what Kagel faced was the politics among European composers
which he regarded as laughable.
In a conversation with Max Nyffeler, Kagel recalls the hierarchical structure of the
European musical scene at that time:
I am lucky to have been born in Argentina, because I was not confronted with the
notion of cultural hegemony that was the justification in Europe for fatal
hindrances and aggression. That was one of the realizations that first shocked me
here.156
Although Kagel never said so explicitly, it is possible he viewed the concrèteelektronisch dispute as inherent in the structure of “cultural hegemony.” When
remembering Kagel’s discontent with restricted freedom of speech and art in his Buenos
Aires period, his impression of the cultural hegemony in Europe sounds not only critical,
but also even ironic.
Considering the material characteristic of Antithese and Kagel’s neutral – but
critical – view of the concrète-elektronisch antagonism, one may speculate that the piece
attempts to bridge the gap by consolidating concrete and abstract electroacoustic sounds.
Upon closer observation, however, it is clear that such speculation can only result from a
superficial judgment of the piece. It lacks an appreciation of the fact that Kagel’s use of
these materials follows neither the aesthetic nor the theoretical tenets of either of these
two parties exactly. At the same time, Kagel’s compositional approach in the music of
Antithese should not be regarded as simply eclectic. Rather, the amalgamation of concrète
and elektronisch sound materials in the piece is a unique reflection of his critical view of
postwar avant-garde politics, including his satirical perception of the “ridiculous ratrace.” In this respect, Kagel is rightly characterized as a “social critic in music.”
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CHAPTER THREE
ELECTROACOUSTIC MUSIC AND ANTITHESE

Introduction
The structural uniqueness of Antithese resulted from Kagel’s developmental
transition and integration of various compositional approaches. In this process, the idea of
musical continuity played a particularly important role. The conceptualization and
theorization of musical continuity was not solely Kagel’s concern, but a common interest
among postwar avant-garde composers. This chapter examines specific pieces by Kagel
and his contemporaries first, in order to introduce the musical and aesthetic spectrum of
Antithese.
A merging of two streams – the accumulation of Kagel’s Argentinian and early
European experiences – occurred in 1957. Based in Cologne, Kagel became involved in
several significant musical and artistic events. As a consequence, his early works sparked
wide interest among contemporary composers and critics. Particularly remarkable were
the String Sextet (1953/1957), Anagrama for vocal soloists, speaking choir, and chamber
ensemble (1958), and Transición II for piano, percussion, and two magnetic tapes (1959).
String Sextet [Sexteto de Cuerdas] is the piece Kagel revised from Sextet for flute,
clarinet, bass clarinet, violin, viola, and violoncello, and showed to Boulez in Buenos
Aires. Although employing a serial technique, a line can be drawn between the Sextet and
Boulezian or Stockhausenian serial works. According to Kagel’s preface to the published
score, while the composition was modeled on principles of twelve-tone theory, his
extended application of them made “a theme . . . not actually audible at any moment.”1
His (pre-) composition of the prime row form focused, for instance, primarily on its
rhythmic structure, which consisted of nineteen notes and two rests; in other words, “a
series of twenty-one durations.”2 Based on the prime series laid out at the beginning of
the first violin part (the whole section of rehearsal letter “A”), Kagel composed different
rhythmic patterns for other parts, deriving them from a permutation of the rhythmic
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structure of the prime series. As a result, the section contains a complicated polymetrical
formation (see Figure 3.1 below).
Figure 3.1. Polymetrical Formation in the Initial Section of String Sextet
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For the pitch content of the prime series, while D and E are tripled and E♭, A, B♭,
and B are doubled, an F is missing. It is thus difficult to discern Kagel’s plan of pitch
structure for the series. In the middle sections, Kagel used unspecified pitches that are
indicated in cross-head and quarter-tones “to make the harmony more chromatic, rather
than to enrich the pitch series.”3 The final section (rehearsal letter T) demonstrates
Kagel’s creative force more strikingly. Kagel set out a specific timbre, dynamic level,
bowing technique, and rhythm or duration for each part; for instance, the first violin is
supposed to produce a sound of sul tasto (timbre), ppp (dynamic), tremolo veloce
(bowing), and a quarter note duration. Immediately after the initiation by the first violin,
this sound appears in the first viola (but at a different pitch). In a similar manner, all other
sound characteristics shift from their initial presentations in the original parts to others
individually throughout the section. As a consequence, six different sounds, which Kagel
described as “timbre lines,”4 intercross among the six instruments. The Sextet does
employ the series as the fundamental structural unit, but examples of Kagel’s approach
illustrated above explicitly show that his idea of “series” and its practice were
distinguishable from those of the abovementioned representative serialists.
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The Sextet was Kagel’s first piece that premiered in Europe when he conducted it
at the concert of Neue Musik Darmstadt on 7 September 1958. In the same month it was
performed in Musik der Zeit at the WDR in Cologne and later, on 8 October, at the
“Journées internationals de musique expérimentale” in the Exposition universelle et
internationale de Bruxelles 1958, generally known as Expo 58 (the event at which Kagel
first met John Cage).
Anagrama demonstrates Kagel’s distinct viewpoint on the linguistic aspect of
music, through his serialization of a unique compositional component – a series of eleven
letters. The piece consists of a flute, B-flat clarinet, bass clarinet, percussion instruments,
one celesta, 2 harps, 2 pianos, 4 solo voices of soprano, alto, baritone, and bass, and a
speaking choir. As the title indicates, the text is derived from variations of an anagram
from a Latin palindrome text “in girum imus nocte et consumimur igni” (we circle in the
night and are consumed by fire). Identifying the eleven letters that constitute the text –
namely, i, n, g, r, u, m, s, o, c, t, and e – Kagel composes phonetically derivative texts in
German, French, Italian, and Spanish by means of the extended interpretation of the
phonetic sounds and reordering of these. Incidentally, the series of these letters
“ingrumsocte,” “a magical word representing the condensed form of the palindrome,”5
appears in the soprano of the choir at the beginning of the piece.
Kagel’s method of extended linguistic arrangement is worth noting because it
shows convincingly not only his multilingual facility, but also his sensibility to the
relationship between language and sound. For instance, the letter ‘c’ is phonetically
replaceable with a ‘k’ or ‘q’; a combination of a ‘u’ and ‘e’ in order (i.e., ‘ue’) is
equivalent to a German vowel ‘ü’; a combination of a ‘g’ and ‘n’ in order (i.e., ‘gn’)
corresponds to a ‘ñ’ in Spanish, and so forth. While Kagel added these phonetically
alternative letters to compose the texts in four languages, the remaining letters, a, b, d, f, l,
p, and w, were excluded in Anagrama.6 The idea of replaceable and permutable
compositional elements is a salient concept in Kagel’s compositional works, particularly
those that involve application of a serial principle.
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In terms of the formal structure, Anagrama consists of five large sections: I.
speaking choir and all instruments; II. speaking soli, speaking choir, and all instruments;
III. voice soli, speaking choir, and percussion instruments; IV. voice soli, speaking choir,
and all instruments; and V. voice soli and all instruments. Noticeably, the instrumentation
of the individual sections invokes a quasi-palindromic structure; except for the difference
between the first and last sections – speaking choir for the former and voice soli for the
latter – the instrumental structure as a whole is symmetric. Kagel also applies the
essential trait of a palindrome to the form, such that Anagrama can be performed either in
the normal order (I to V) or in the reversed order (V to I).
The piece premiered in a chamber concert of the 34th World Music Festival
(Weltmusikfest) organized by the IGNM – Internationale Gesellschaft für Neue Musik
(International Society for New Music) – in Cologne on 11 June 1960. Ernst Thomas, a
music critic, found that “the absolute unrecognizability” of the text, which derived from
the superimposition of the four languages, to a large extent blurred a distinction between
“speaking” and “sound,” since “‘the sound generators’ were human beings.”7 Anagrama
was so unprecedented that it attracted more attention from the audience than the other
pieces performed in the same program. According to Richard Toop, on the occasion of a
reception given by Ernst Brücher after the concert, “everyone was talking about Kagel’s
work” (Anagrama), whereas hardly anyone mentioned Stockhausen’s Kontakte, which
also premiered that night.8
These breakthrough works aroused attention from composers and critics and
contributed to Kagel’s reputation as a radical avant-garde. In contrast, Kagel’s first
electroacoustic composition in Europe, Transición I (1958-1960), did not receive as much
attention. First, whereas Transición I is a work that Kagel began after his arrival in
Germany, the composition took him about two years to finish (Kagel started composing
Transición II shortly after the commencement of Transición I but completed the former
earlier than the latter).9 As a consequence, it did not appear until 1960, and by this point
7
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not only had all his aforementioned works been completed and performed, but significant
electroacoustic compositions had also been presented by his contemporaries. For instance,
Stockhausen’s monumental Gesang der Jünglinge (1956) immediately won widespread
acknowledgement. Gesang integrates a sung voice and its text into the serial organization.
The sound material of a boy’s singing voice appears not to be a simple sound
reproduction, but rather one dexterously modified and thoroughly pre-programmed. By
this means, Stockhausen achieved the embodiment of the “integration of music and
language” [Integration von Musik und Sprache]10, which was a common interest among
postwar avant-garde composers as a resurrection of vocal sound in musical composition.
For a similar reason, Boulez and Luigi Nono also attempted to feature voice and text in
their serial compositions; Le Marteau sans Maître (1953-55) and Il Canto Sospeso
(1956), respectively.
What is remarkable about Gesang and what distinguishes it from Marteau and Il
Canto is that “to achieve a gradual transformation, [Stockhausen] inserted electronic
tones approximating to the gaps in the vowel series.”11 While Stockhausen produced
further electroacoustic music after Gesang, it has been frequently considered an epochmaking work in the course of the compositional development of the postwar avant-garde.
As Grant asserts, it is “the serial piece par excellence” in which Stockhausen attempted
“to incorporate the whole gamut of sounds from the most simple to the most complex.”12
It is possible that Transición I was overlooked because of the initial furor surrounding
Gesang as well as scholars’ later evaluation of its outstanding characteristics and
reputation.13
Furthermore, an analytical difficulty lies in examining Transición I because it is a
typical electroacoustic composition that has no musical notation, nor does need a
musician at a concert. This is a common problem of analysis of electroacoustic
compositions, unless the composer publishes a score of an electroacoustic piece
afterwards, such as the graphic score of Stockhausen’s Studie II (1954) or the verbal score
10
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of Gottfried Michael Koenig’s Essay (1957-58). These scores exhibit details of their
compositional procedures, together with their own descriptions of motivation for
establishing specific methods in their electroacoustic works. Thus, by looking at the
scores while listening to the recordings, one can examine the structural details and precise
compositional schemes and systems of the individual pieces. Kagel actually did create a
“photographic notation” for Transición I after completing the piece. However, this
notation lies in a totally different idea of musical notation from that of Studie II and
Essay; the photographic notation presents a visual image of the sound events of
Transición I rather than a system of the acoustic composition. In other words, the
photographic notation depicts the dynamic character of certain variable qualities of the
sound, from moment to moment, such as intensity, frequency, timbre, attack envelope,
and complexity. By “freezing” these constantly varying sound parameters into a durable
image, the photographic notation allows the viewer-listener to contemplate relations
among normally ephemeral events or multiple consecutive events whose succession adds
up to a coherent pattern. It is a very complex idea of the relationship between the
photographic image and the actual sound-composition. Indeed, one can regard this
particular notational style as a phase of Kagel’s early multimedia/interdisciplinary
approach.14
Although Transición I’s impact was limited, it is worth examining the piece for
the following reasons. First, of Kagel’s early works, the piece concentrates perhaps the
most on developing a theoretical framework, a new mode of musical presentation
different from serialism. Second, the photographic notation of the piece is an important
feature of the variety of multimedia and interdisciplinary approaches inherent in Kagel’s
composition. Finally, Transición I can be seen as the precursor of Antithese in terms of
“pure” electroacoustic composition, i.e., musical composition only for a tape. Even
though these works are different in many respects, an analysis of the distinctions
ultimately highlights a salient leap from the compositional approach of Transición I to
that of Antithese. At the same time, a contrast to Transición I illuminates distinctive
features of Antithese in theoretical and aesthetic (including multimedia/interdisciplinary)
terms.
14
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Musical Continuity and Electroacoustic Composition
In Transición I, Kagel’s intention was to design structural continuity, not relying
on serial organization, but rather contriving to establish his own original compositional
theory. According to Kagel’s definition of musical continuity, it
refers to the unbroken, logical connection of elements in time. Therefore, it is a
term that concerns syntax. As for the words “continuous” and “continuousness,” a
sound succession, with or without pauses, means continuous music, but without
musical continuity. The possibility of a permanent succession would have to be
defined here as “continuousness.”15
Kagel’s focus thus was not necessarily on a continuous characteristic of compositional
materials, but rather on the musical form constituted by a “logical connection of
elements.” Although he does not mention it, Kagel’s notion of musical continuity
possibly includes the idea of a sound continuum. The term continuum in general suggests
an uninterrupted succession, but in the context of musical composition, it intimates an
“idea of continuous metamorphosis of sound.”16 This was a significant study of the
Cologne elektronische Musik already in its early phase; namely, that of the
“Klangfarbenkontinuum” – “a continuous change of timbre.”17
In considering musical continuity in Kagel’s terms, one needs to bear in mind that
the idea of “logical connection,” which can be rephrased as “developmental consistency,”
lies in two spheres. The first sphere is at the material level of a sound continuum in which
a “logical connection” or developmental consistency must be formed among or within
compositional materials. As a consequence, a metamorphosed sound continuum offers the
capability of changing the sound shape of an original element [Urelement] via a gradual
or abrupt change of the pitch, timbre, and dynamic. Another sphere is at the formal level,
the formal-structural continuity with logical thought, which does not necessarily require
“continuousness” – that is, “a permanent succession” of sound elements. Given the
concepts of sound continuum and musical continuity, a composer can also integrate the
former into the latter. In doing so, materials (sound continuum) and formal structure
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(musical continuity) become interdependent, which contributes to increasing the
coherence of the piece.
Musical continuity and sound continuum in Transición I become more
comprehensible when compared to the characteristics and developmental processes of
specific works by Kagel’s contemporaries. These include Iannis Xenakis’ Metastaseis
(1953-54) – an orchestral piece – and Diamorphoses (1957) – an electroacoustic piece –
and György Ligeti’s electroacoustic Glissandi (1957) and orchestral Atmosphères (1961).
Neither composer attempted to simulate orchestral sounds in his electroacoustic
composition nor to simulate electroacoustic sounds in his orchestral composition. Rather,
the goal in each piece was to compose a unique form of musical continuity regardless of
the sound agent. In addition, as Kagel did in his Transición I (and in part in Antithese),
Xenakis and Ligeti each paid special attention to a particular type of sound continuum:
the glissando-sound. The developmental process evident in the works of the individual
composers reveals their specific focuses upon creating musical continuity, with or without
glissando-sounds and on the structural characteristics in the unities of individual works.
Although it is unclear whether Kagel examined these works, some of their distinct
features illuminate those in Transición I. Also, the particular examples of Xenakis and
Ligeti are useful models for discussing the early phase of boundary crossing among or
between art genres, a phenomenon that occurred in the mid-twentieth century, which
Theodor W. Adorno included in his late aesthetic theory of arts and music.18
Iannis Xenakis: Metastaseis and Diamorphoses
Before engaging in electroacoustic composition, Xenakis realized musical
continuity containing fluidity of gradational sound movements in his orchestral piece
Metastaseis. Metastaseis is a useful starting point to consider Kagel’s notion of musical
continuity, since the piece appears to fit his idea that “[t]he influence of instrumental
music on electronic composition was evident . . . in the borrowing of methods and
organization principles.”19 At the beginning of the piece, the individual tones of string
instruments radiate out from a sustained single pitch, followed by glissando movements.
18
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While each string has its own glissando, different in register, pitch range, and duration
from the others, the overall effect is one of fluidity and musical continuity. The sound
space of the middle sections contrasts with the beginning section; nevertheless, glissando
elements alternating with tone-cluster elements are present on a smaller scale. The piece
concludes with syntheses of string glissandi but in the quasi-retrograde manner of the
beginning.20
Interestingly, Xenakis makes a clear distinction between continuous and
discontinuous elements by means of specific techniques of musical composition: “a
multitude of short glissandi on strings” for the former and “a multitude of pizzicati” for
the latter.21 In effect, this characteristic contrast further reinforces the impact of the
glissando sound in Metastaseis. For this particular piece, Xenakis in fact emphasizes the
significance of glissando elements: “if glissandi are long and sufficiently interlaced, we
obtain sonic spaces of continuous evolution.”22 In the compilation of Xenakis’s writings,
Formalized Music: Thought and Mathematics in Composition, one can observe a
continuous “glissandi” structure of the ending section by comparing the traditional
musical notation (bars 309-16) for an orchestra to the sketch in graphic notation (bars
309-14).23 In particular, the latter makes explicit that the precise structural formation of
all glissando materials constitutes the musical continuity as a whole in the section. More
specifically, a single glissando sound indicated by a straight line seems to be a very smallscale sound continuum whose duration, register, and pitch range are unique and distinct
from all other lines of glissando sounds. In Xenakis’s well-designed compositional plan,
an aggregation of the individual glissandi forms a macro shape of the sound space, the
visual image of which illustrates the musical continuity.
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Xenakis attributed his sound composition to “laws of the calculus of probabilities”
that he named “stochastic laws” two years after composing Metastaseis.24 Although his
stochastic laws for musical composition may not relate directly to Kagel’s exploration of
establishing a new formal design in Transición I, a few fundamental ideas underlying
Xenakis’s laws recall Kagel’s notion of musical continuity. They in fact contribute to
clarifying the “unbroken, logical connection of elements in time,” which Kagel defines as
a principal aspect of musical continuity. In the first law of his stochastic theory, Xenakis
asserts:
[w]e can control continuous transformations of large sets of granular and/or
continuous sounds. In fact, densities, durations, registers, speeds, etc., can all be
subjected to the law of large numbers with the necessary approximations. We can
therefore with the aid of means and deviations shape these sets and make them
evolve in different directions. The best known is that which goes from order to
disorder, or vice versa, and which introduces the concept of entropy. We can
conceive of other continuous transformations: for example, a set of plucked
sounds transforming continuously into a set of arco sounds, or in electromagnetic
music, the passage from one sonic substance to another, assuring thus an organic
connection between the two substances.25
Diamorphoses, Xenakis’s first electroacoustic composition, demonstrates the “organic
connection between the two substances.” In addition, the piece as a whole is fashioned by
transformations between “continuity and discontinuity”: in other words, “two aspects of
being,” which is the meaning of the title in Greek.26
Incidentally, Xenakis composed Diamorphoses at the musique concrète studio
where he became a member of the Groupe de recherches de musique concrète.27
Accordingly, the composer manipulates, modifies, and organizes distinct recorded sounds
in the piece; “an earthquake, a jet engine, a train, and high-register bell sounds.”28 With
regard to the two substances continuously transformed, the spheres of interpretation in the
piece are twofold: a merging of contrasting characteristics of sound materials such as
“noisy, primarily low-frequency sounds with more sharply defined high-register sounds,”
24
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or glissando sounds from different sound sources; and the formal structure that unifies
continuity and discontinuity.29 In Diamorphoses, the glissando sounds also play a
prominent role, as is true of Metastaseis. However, the formal and structural designs of
these sounds seem to be almost the reverse of those in Metastaseis.
Long and slowly ascending glissando sounds at the beginning of Diamorphoses
shape a smooth slope as a sound unit, but they are located in the background of the sound
space, rather than presenting themselves as a main sound character as in the beginning of
Metastaseis. In the foreground, by contrast, distinctive sound and noise materials appear
in much higher dynamics than the unit of glissandi. A glissando sound in the final section,
on the other hand, no longer plays the “accompaniment” role, so to speak, like in the
beginning section. Rather, the single, uninterrupted glissando sound, whose pitch contour
can perhaps best be described as sinuous, virtually forms an implicit backbone of the
section, while other sound units occur discontinuously. According to John Roeder’s
analysis of the final section, each occurrence of the discontinuous sound unit follows
immediately after the glissando stream reaches the highest register within the somewhat
“narrow interval” of the sinuous pattern.30 As a result, the structure of these
heterogeneous sound characteristics generates a high degree of density and dynamic force
in contrast to the beginning.
In terms of the formal structure of Diamorphoses as a whole, the quasisymmetrical form of glissando structures in the beginning and ending of Metastaseis is
absent. Instead, the structural contrast between the beginning and ending sections in
Diamorphoses creates an accelerating momentum, which generates musical continuity in
the piece. Based on his stochastic theory and the use of logarithmic interrelations, in his
first electroacoustic (and musique concrète) work Diamorphoses, Xenakis demonstrates
that “continuous sounds can be attained by increasing the sound density through reiterated
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intermingling from discontinuous sounds.”31 Kagel’s Transición I also contains a similar
sound character, but the theoretical approach is completely different from Xenakis’s.32
György Ligeti: Glissandi and Atmosphères
György Ligeti, a good friend of Kagel, also attempted to “produce continuous
sound processes”33 in the early phase of his career as a composer. However, unlike
Xenakis and his developmental process of musical continuity, Ligeti explored a sound
continuum in his first electroacoustic composition Glissandi, composed in the
elektronische Musik Studio at the WDR in Cologne, before moving on to focus on
musical continuity. As the title directly suggests, the piece consists of a number of
different glissando sounds – different in duration, tone range, register, and timbre – which
are distributed throughout. At first hearing, however, a question likely to arise is whether
Glissandi constitutes musical continuity, or more specifically, if the piece actually fulfills
the fundamental conditions of musical continuity that Kagel and Xenakis propose.
Despite the variety of glissando sounds, the deficiency of structural cohesion is
perceptible. Ligeti himself, too, was dissatisfied with the “technical and sound
simplicity”34 of Glissandi. He did produce a variety of sound continua, but recognized the
deficiency of continuity. For this reason, it is worth examining the material organization
of Glissandi and the context in which it was composed in order to understand the reason
why Ligeti regarded the piece as unsuccessful; more specifically, why he failed to form
musical continuity in the piece and what caused inadequate interdependency between the
materials (glissando sounds) and structure (musical continuity).
A succinct review of the developmental background of theorizing sound
continuum at the WDR studio is important, because this situation affected the way Ligeti
composed Glissandi. Apart from Eimert, a founder and leading figure of the WDR
electronic studio, one cannot talk about the tradition and aesthetic of Cologne
elektronische Musik without referring to Werner Meyer-Eppler. Meyer-Eppler was an
information theorist and phoneticist who contributed to establishing the studio and
31
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lectures that Kagel attended to learn his acoustic research. One of Meyer-Eppler’s
significant contributions to the development of elektronische Musik was his theory of
sound continua – continuous sound processes – which chiefly addressed developing “a
system of sound modulations.”35 In essence, a sound continuum results from a process of
an electronically generated “raw sound material” [Ausgangsmaterial], in which one
experiments with “transitions from tone to noise, from impulse to tone, from noise to
sound.”36
The realization of Glissandi to a large degree grew out of Ligeti’s study of the
elektronische Musik tradition and, in practice, the assistance of Koenig’s electroacoustic
composition in the studio. Besides Stockhausen and Eimert, Koenig was the only
“permanent” studio composer at the WDR studio, while all the other postwar avant-garde
composers who worked in the studio were “guest” composers, including Ligeti and
Kagel. Ligeti’s specific focus on sliding and glissando sounds and their timbre
transformation reflects his involvement in the realization of Koenig’s electroacoustic
work, Essay. In reference to Koenig’s theoretical formation of electronic musical
composition, Ligeti recalls “what Koenig had in mind”
was not jumbles of sound formed from a large number of sine tones but sequences
of forms balancing on the verge of becoming temporally blurred processes within
the sounds themselves. Koenig had clung to the sine tone as his basic material in
order to be able to keep the transformations of tone colour under control.37
Apparently, Ligeti, despite his as yet inadequate knowledge of and skills in studio
composition, could be inspired by a principle of inner structure composition within a
sound or a sequence of sounds, which was one of Cologne elektronische Musik traditions.
In this regard, the composer’s intention of titling the piece Glissandi, a direct reference to
the principal compositional element, posits his particular interest and study of
microstructure of a sound, which deals more with a concept of sound continuum than
with musical continuity.
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The occurrences of the individual glissando sounds in Glissandi are easily
identifiable (that is not to say, of course, classifiable).38 As Roberto Doati asserts, a
glissando sound “has the advantage of being perceived as a single sound during the
changing of register,”39 regardless of the change of timbre or dynamic within the sound.
Structurally, the glissando sounds are in part juxtaposed and in part superimposed. In
parts of glissandi juxtaposition, above all, the individual glissandi occur almost
independently and thus give an impression of a fragmentary sound event. This aspect
suggests that Ligeti concentrated primarily on composing musical material, rather than on
creating his own style of formal structure. In other words, his initial interest was in “the
transformation of tone colour under control” that generates the “new sound quality,”40 a
specific domain inherent in composition of Cologne elektronische Musik.41
The formal structure of Glissandi as a whole is not as complex as the individual
inner structures of glissandi that are attributed to “the idea of an ‘imaginary polyphonic
fabric,’ the ‘illusory polyphony’ which is hidden inside what is in fact a monophonic
structure.”42 At first encounter, Glissandi may seem to partially employ a formal design
similar to that of Metastaseis, in that the presentation of an initial musical idea is
reiterated in the ending. The ending of Glissandi is neither an exact repetition of the unit
of collective glissando elements in the beginning nor is its form quasi-retrograde. And yet
the beginning and the ending have an identifiable sort of mirrored formal structure, due to
a long pause that occurs after the initial presentation of glissandi and about one minute
before the end of the piece. These pauses, however, are the most perplexing parts in terms
of formal structure as well as musical continuity. Even though the extraordinarily long
duration of the pauses – about eight seconds in the beginning and six seconds in the
ending – may seem to be an element that divides the work into separate sections, both the
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beginning and ending parts can be too short to be reckoned as sections (the former lasts
about forty seconds and the latter about sixty seconds). In Doati’s formal analysis of
Glissandi, in which he divides the piece into three parts, these long pauses are in fact
included in the larger sections, respectively, as distinct musical events.43
Regardless of whether these no-sound elements indicate sectional divisions or
unique musical events, a problem lies in the fact that they deprive the listener of
perceiving a “continual metamorphosis of the material, along with the continually
renewing relationships.”44 However, this problem is perhaps derived essentially from the
overall structural plan of the glissando materials. A metamorphic process is recognizable
within a sound material or a “monophonic” sequence of materials with the aid of a change
of dynamics, velocity, and register, but hardly in a sense of musical formal structure. This
aspect chiefly brings the “technical and sound simplicity” caused by lack of the “logical
connection of elements in time.” Ligeti’s focus on the inner structure and modification of
sound continuum perhaps overlooked structural connections between these materials in
terms of musical continuity, which ultimately resulted in the structural weakness. That is
why the overall structure of Glissandi may seem confusing especially from that
viewpoint. Perhaps Ligeti immediately sensed the flaws in formal structure, sound
density, and musical continuity of Glissandi and thus he “did not let the work out into the
public arena until decades later.”45
Ligeti attained sound density and musical continuity with much less use of
glissando sound materials in his next electroacoustic work Artikulation (1958). The piece,
which “is a distinct contrasting model to Glissandi,”46 adopts “a vast number of tiny
sounds, patched together from various sources.”47 More noteworthy is that Artikulation
attains a continuous momentum not only between the heterogeneous sound
characteristics, but throughout the entire structure of the piece. This results from Ligeti’s
thorough study of “mutual permeability” between the different types of internal
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organization of sounds he chose, scrutinizing “which types were capable of merging and
which repelled each other”: more specifically,
the contrasting of the types and of their mode of combining being worked out in
the detail, and a gradual, irreversible progression of initially heterogeneous
dispositions towards a blending and merging of their contrasting characters.48
Since his investigation of sound continuum in Artikulation is undertaken on a much
higher level than that in Glissandi, it in fact succeeds in creating growing tension in the
sound space, which is virtually absent in the former work. In other words, Ligeti
concatenates sound continuums on a large scale, which, as a solid backbone of the piece,
gives it musical continuity.
His orchestral work Atmosphères is a piece whose musical continuity is strikingly
explicit, although it no longer contains glissando sound material. Nevertheless, Frisius
interprets the piece as consisting of “quasi-glissando structures,”49 comparable to the
structure of glissandi in “total divisi-technique of strings”50 in Xenakis’ Metastaseis. It is
intelligible in terms of the exclusion of identifiable intervals in a sound configuration;
Atmosphères’ massive tone-clusters that no longer contain identifiable intervals can be
seen as similar to Metastaseis’ glissando structure. This does not mean that the structural
characteristic of Atmosphères is directly inherited from that of Metastaseis. Rather, it is
important to bear in mind that Ligeti’s studies of electroacoustic composition to a large
extent contribute to the developmental process of accomplishing the structure of sound
masses.
After Glissandi and Artikulation Ligeti planned to compose a third electroacoustic
piece, Etude électronique nr. 3, but this work was never realized. A graphic sketch51
suggests that Ligeti sought “an alternative to glissando structures.”52 At first glance,
movements of multilayered sounds may still look sinuous in the sketch; however, a closer
look at it reveals that there are no curving or diagonal lines (in the graphic score of
Metastaseis, all glissando movements are represented by diagonal lines). That is to say,
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Ligeti effects a change of pitch in a stepwise motion of sine-tone frequency in Etude
électronique nr. 3. Stratification of close frequency values constitutes a sound-cluster and
it sinuates along the grid pattern thus creating a “quasi-glissando-structure.” The
composition of sound clusters and their movements in the Etude confirms not only a clear
distinction from Metastaseis’ glissando structure, but also a prototype of the structural
program for Atmosphères.
Instead of realizing the microstructures of sound clusters in this planned
electroacoustic composition, Ligeti embodied them in Atmosphères. The initial musical
idea of sound clusters in this orchestral work continuously metamorphoses its external
shape, inner structure, and timbre (i.e., instrumentation). Furthermore, none of the sound
clusters derived from the metamorphic processes stands out throughout the piece. Every
sound cluster structure merges itself into a fluid sound stream or a larger solid soundcluster. Unlike in Glissandi, general pauses are neither confusing nor distracting in
Atmosphères, due to the structural consistency that constitutes the musical continuity of
the piece. The microstructure or “micro tonality” in Atmosphères cannot be contemplated
without taking into account Ligeti’s study of Stockhausen’s Gruppen theory and
method.53 Nor can it be overlooked, however, that the establishment of micro tonal, tonecluster structures and static form in Atmosphères have their roots in Ligeti’s experimental
work in his first two electroacoustic compositions.54
In a Slee Lecture Recital at the State University of New York at Buffalo, where he
worked as a composition professor for one year, Kagel recalled:
[t]he influence of instrumental music on electronic composition was evident at this
time in the borrowing of methods and organization principles. This resulted in new
intermediate gradations between electronic and instrumental music to develop
[sic] alongside other articulations/forms.55
Kagel’s remark is curiously applicable to the development of Xenakis’s early
compositional style particularly in light of Metastaseis and Diamorphoses, even though
Kagel did not model it to fit this particular style, nor did Xenakis ever explain his formalstructural development to Kagel. More interestingly, Ligeti’s development of his own
53
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personal compositional style in the course of Glissandi to Atmosphères via Artikulation
and Etude électronique nr. 3 proves that the reverse process is also true; i.e., it was also
possible to borrow “methods and organization principles” from electroacoustic
composition for instrumental music. Both illuminate the “new intermediate gradations
between electronic and instrumental music” that emerged in the pursuit of musical
continuity. Furthermore, they show that musical continuity as Kagel defined it –
“continual metamorphosis of the material, along with the continually renewing
relationships” – reflected a common goal among postwar avant-garde composers at that
time. The difference lay not in the desire to establish musical continuity in itself, but in
the method and approach of the composer. For Kagel, the work in which he put his idea
of musical continuity into practice was, indeed, Transición I, whose compositional
approach is strikingly different from his contemporaries’ pieces discussed above.

Transición I (1958-60)
Influence of Cologne Elektronische Musik Tradition and Aesthetic
Of Kagel’s early works, Transición I was overshadowed by Sextet, Anagrama, and
Transición II, which his contemporaries saw as emblematic breakthrough works of
postwar avant-garde music. In fact, references to Transiciòn I are rare in comparison to
these pieces, although it took two years to complete. However, specific aspects of the
piece show it to be an indispensable work in the course of Kagel’s compositional
development and thus as significant as other works composed during the same period.
Although the title directly indicates the theoretical and structural characteristics of the
piece, and although Kagel seems to have had no other specific meaning in mind, it
literally represents a “transition” in his career as a composer. As discussed in the previous
chapter, Kagel had learned compositional principles of musique concrète through
Schaeffer’s treatise and had experimented to produce electroacoustic sounds in a way
similar to the concrète composition. However, Kagel encountered totally different
principles of electroacoustic composition and aesthetic in Cologne.
Thus, during the period of composing Transición I, Kagel strove to comprehend
the technical principles of the “Cologne tradition” of elektronische Musik. Especially in
the early phase of composing Transición I, as Heile points out, Kagel had difficulty
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understanding studio work.56 Presumably, Kagel had to learn not only these principles,
but also the basics of the technology from scratch, while he was composing other pieces
such as Transición II and Sur scène as well as performing his own and contemporaries’
works.
In the course of this cultivation, Kagel probably became immediately aware of the
pronounced and systematic differences in electroacoustic composition between the
Cologne and Parisian schools. In this respect Elena Ungeheuer’s theoretical distinction
between the fundamental compositional principles of elektronische Musik and musique
concrète is helpful for imagining what Kagel absorbed. Ungeheuer asserts that a “sound
object” defined in a Schaefferian theory already had a distinct shape at first as selfcontained as well as self-evident. It was therefore capable of preserving its identity of the
“beginning, body, and ending.”57 In other words, at the first stage of composition, the
literally concrete sound object presented its own form before any technical operation took
place (except for the recording process). The raw sound material of elektronische Musik
was, by contrast, an inorganic and abstract element in the first place. Hence, the process
of modifying the raw material as “sound metamorphosis” was indispensable in the
Cologne tradition of electroacoustic composition.
As is true in Ligeti’s Glissandi, Meyer-Eppler’s theory of sound continuum was a
basic principle of elektronische Musik composition. According to his theory, a composer
is initially supposed to take a sound derived from a sine-wave as the Urelement (original
element) and operate on it to attain the desired “idealization and objectification.”58 That is
to say, since there is no pre-configured [gestalteten] sound material, the composer has to
form [gestalten] the material through a metamorphic operation. Eimert asserts that such a
process stands at the opposite pole to Schaeffer’s concrète theory:
In contrast to musique concrète that works with real sound events recorded by a
microphone, the elektronische Musik utilizes only electronically generated sounds.
The tone is produced by a sound generator and recorded in a magnetic tape. Only
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then does its processing begin by means of complicated and differentiated tape
manipulations.59
Meyer-Eppler characteristically classified the Urelement into tone, impulse, and noises. A
composer managed a metamorphic operation by oscillating between two different
materials, for instance, “from tone to noise, impulse to tone,” and so forth. In this way,
composers individually explored the further development of structural formalization in
electroacoustic composition. In this regard, Meyer-Eppler’s electroacoustic studies
resulted in a prototype of the concept of sound continuum. Kagel’s conceptualization of
sound continuum and musical continuity seems to have drawn on Meyer-Eppler’s ideas as
well.
As a matter of fact, Koenig was more directly influential for the cultivation of
Kagel’s electroacoustic composition and his notion of musical continuity. One can trace a
significant link to Koenig’s theorization of electroacoustic composition. Koenig
generalizes the operative procedures of the three Urelemente, deliberately emulating
Meyer-Eppler’s theory of sound metamorphosis:
a noise can . . . be created from sine waves or from impulses; impulses can be
derived from noise, sine waves can be transformed into impulse; finally sinusoidal
processes can be achieved from impulse structures or noises.60
Koenig incorporated a serial tenet, in which a certain row was mapped with its invertible
forms onto various parameters, into these principles of timbre transformation.61 In his
exploration of timbre continuum, Koenig’s approach represents not simply the audible
continuity of a sound unit, but also a transformation of acoustic perception.
More specifically, Koenig’s research on timbre transformation aimed not only to
organize the inner structure of a sound or sound unit, but also to discover the structural
59
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consistency of an entire musical piece. In other words, he extended the scope of sound
continuum to “an unbroken continuum of all timbres; not only of all timbres, but the
continuum between the timbre, stationary in itself, and the musical structure.”62 This
seems to be almost a summary of the explanation of the sound continuum and musical
continuity Kagel gave in the Slee Lecture. In this respect, therefore, it becomes evident
that Kagel’s focus on these subjects for composing Transición I was to a large extent
inspired by Koenig’s studies of timbre transformation and continuum.
Unlike Koenig, however, Kagel sought to theorize a compositional method for
musical continuity, distancing himself from the serialist tradition. Kagel’s deliberate
avoidance of serialism did not mean a total rejection of serial principles, but rather
reflected his belief that serialism at that time would come to wield authority and win the
most followers. As a nonconformist, Kagel rejected belonging to any schools, nor did he
want to establish his own. For instance, in his String Sextet and Anagrama, Kagel applied
serial principles to the compositions, but they never govern the entire structure of the
piece. Instead they were integrated into his own creative methods. In any case, despite his
status as a serial composer at that time, Koenig played an indispensable role as a model
for considering Kagel’s studies of musical continuity in Transición I (as is also the case
of aforementioned Ligeti’s electroacoustic works). Kagel states that “as an assistant and
wailing wall for technical and psychological problems of every type, Koenig was
accustomed to cooperating with foreign composers. I express my gratitude for his
support.”63
With the aid of Koenig, Transición I crystallized Kagel’s search for sound
continuum, timbre and structural transformation, and musical continuity. In this regard, it
is undeniable that Kagel’s earnest cultivation of electroacoustic composition started with
his involvement in the Cologne tradition, leaving the principles and aesthetic of musique
concrète composition aside. However, this does not mean that Kagel became an obedient
follower of the tradition and aesthetic, but rather that by eagerly absorbing them, he
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recognized the formation of his own compositional method in the realm of electroacoustic
music as an essential task. As a consequence, Kagel created a striking compositional
method called “Translation-Rotation” that did not entail conventional serial principles,
but rather articulated his unique aesthetic of musical composition.
Musical Continuity and Translation-Rotation Theory
In Transición I, Kagel realized both sound continuum and musical continuity in a
manner totally distinct from those his contemporaries had attempted. According to Björn
Heile,
Transición I uses long sustained sounds that change in pitch, bandwidth and
timbre over time: the first sound, for instance, lasts for more than a minute during
which it develops gradually. Secondly, the piece contains unusually rich and
complex sonorities.64
Furthermore, together with Ligeti’s Artikulation, Frisius asserts that “possibly Transición
I is compositionally and compositional-historically more significant than many
instrumental works of these composers [Ligeti and Kagel].”65 This striking statement
implies not only the distinct sound-complex and sound-scape like the one Heile depicts,
but also Kagel’s establishment of an original compositional method – TranslationRotation – in the course of composing Transición I (and II). This particular method
primarily engaged “structural transformations or shifts in the organization of the
material.”66 With this principle (which reminds us of Koenig’s research on
transformational continuum), Transición I “integrates continuous sound processes with
discontinuous elements.”67 As a result, theory and practice of the method contributed to
embodying a unique musical continuity, in which a continuous transition occurs with
“one moment flowing smoothly, the next moving forward dramatically.”68
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The Translation-Rotation method first appeared in Kagel’s second contribution to
the publication series Die Reihe: Form-Raum in 1960. In contrast to his first contribution
“Tone-Clusters, Attacks, Translations” published in 1959, the essay “TranslationRotation” presented mathematical procedures for creating a formal framework for
musical composition. A distinctive Kagelian aspect of the theorization of the method was
that the mathematical procedure enabled him to create various visual representations of
sound structure and its formation. Kagel focused specifically on establishing multiple
developments of a simple musical material “by geometrical means”69 that he categorized
into two distinct approaches – translation and rotation of the basic “figure” formed by
musical tones.
The fundamental principle of the translation technique is, according to Kagel, “a
simple straight-line shift of two (or more) similar (or dissimilar) forms.”70 Kagel presents
a few graphic examples of this technique, the contours of which are simply transcribed
from musical examples in quasi-conventional notation (for example, four note heads are
placed on individual edges of a quadrilateral on a staff. Since these notes are tied with
vertices, there is no stem; thus, the figure as a sound unit is represented literally as a
visual figure). In contrast, the principle and the theoretical procedure of rotation
technique, in which certain pitches are digitized into individual frequencies, is
constructed “as a circular shift around one centre of motion (axis) in the figure.”71 Thus,
all graphic examples of rotation technique Kagel presents in “Translation-Rotation” result
from a formulation of these frequency values and its further applications.
Despite the elucidation of the methodological process in the essay, it is still
difficult to see how Kagel applied Translation-Rotation method to Transición I, unlike
Transición II whose “figures” are readable in the score. By contrast, the brief explanation
of the physical procedure he gave in his Slee Lecture Recital for the piece offers a better
means to grasp Kagel’s application of the method in concrete terms. In the lecture, while
Kagel presented translation and rotation as two main spheres of compositional
organization, the former took the main role of determining the musical structure of
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Transición I. The formulation in which two different sound sources on separate magnetic
tapes were operated deals primarily with musical time and structure. Kagel used a fourtrack tape and a one-track tape, each of which contained “only one particular pitch
movement, either rising or falling.”72 He then set out a time proportion between these two
tapes and allows either one to “shift” over a certain time span determined by the other.
According to an example Kagel gave, between a pattern of 50 seconds for the one-track
tape and another pattern of 80 seconds for the four-track tape, “the remaining time of 30
seconds is the playing room for the shifting” of the former over the latter. Kagel called
this principle “a movable or shiftable structure” and composed fourteen such structures in
total.73 This process retained both the formal structure and musical continuity.
[T]he work (Transición I) consists of forms capable of change, that in contact with
the playing of the four-track tape can bring about acceleration or deceleration, as
well as differentiation or similarity. The concept of movable or shiftable structures
coming together, sets up its own formal and procedural conditions.74
Werner Kaegi describes the formal procedure, “an abstract algorithm,”75 as a remarkable
feature of Transición I that can arbitrarily determine the final structure of the piece. An
implication of the term “algorithm” here is that Kagel’s mathematical approach did not
determine a fixed structural order and its inner details in the first place. Rather, the
constructive flexibility of movable and shiftable operations allowed the composer to
modify the step-by-step procedure – an algorithmic process – without altering the entire
structure of the piece.
From a perspective of continuous structure as a whole, it is notable that while
Xenakis’s and Ligeti’s pieces to some extent give an impression of sectional form, this
impression is scarcely perceivable in Transición I. Kagel’s conception of musical
continuity was an extended notion of sound composition of the Cologne elektronische
Musik tradition. That is, a composed sound shape derived from a synthesis of sine-waves
did not necessarily have to indicate its clear “beginning, body, and ending.” In other
words, whether the form of the sound contained these characteristics depended totally on
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the composer’s intention. In Transición I, Kagel expanded the very characteristic of a raw
sound material – an absence or obscurity of the beginning, body, and ending – to the
entire form. Kagel enunciates his original theory of musical continuity in this respect.
A perfect continuity within the overall form would eliminate the concept of
beginning and end. This would not require the creation of an unending or infinite
piece, but the development an apparently contradictory handling of the material to
create a [sic] continuity.76
Together with the method of translation, the application of Kagel’s concept of “perfect
continuity” to Transición I distinguishes its continuous formal structure from that of
Metastaseis, Diamorphoses, Glissandi, Artikulation, and Atmosphères.
An underlying structural principle of Transición I was polyphony, in which two
tapes that had been produced independently of one another were superimposed.
Moreover, the four-track tape consisted of four separate layers and thus the initial
polyphonic structure contained five layers total. This unique framework was a point of
departure for the compositional development in the piece. In this framework, movable or
shiftable sound material, which was derived from the different time proportions between
the two tapes, was capable of overlapping with other sounds. As a result of the
accumulation of translative movements, Transición I achieved a sort of throughcomposition style in electroacoustic composition. Thus, the degree of musical continuity
in Transición I is greater than any of the other works discussed above.
Kagel did not provide as much information about rotation as he did for translation
technique. His concept of rotation technique in electroacoustic composition is twofold:
first, it deals with an organization in materialistic domains such as pitch, tone colour,
volume, and duration, rather than in a formal structural domain; second, it deals with a
physical acoustic space. For the latter, in particular, it is a concept virtually outside the
compositional work; that is to say, a reproductive concept that cannot be standardized due
to a variety of states for a reproduction of tape-recorded music. “Continual rotation in
space,” according to Kagel, “is not realizable without perfect technical equipment”:
As long as no suitable halls are available for the performance of an electronic . . .
music based on movement of the sounds or sound-sources, sound movement will
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remain frozen. Stationary loudspeakers create a space that encompasses in reality,
not the total space available, but only a certain part of the original space.77
However, it is unclear exactly what constellation of technical devices would, in Kagel’s
mind, be ideal for the rotation operation in sound space. One can only speculate that
Kagel wanted to create “continual rotation in space” by means of physically rotatable
loudspeakers but recognized the unavailability of the technology for such realization at
that time.
In the essay “Translation-Rotation” in Die Reihe, Kagel sets forth a more detailed
account of the Translation-Rotation method with various graphic presentations. However,
these are perhaps more suitable to comprehending the formal structure of Transición II, as
the visualized moves and shifts of musical materials which are based on conventional
musical notation are put into practice in the instrumental piece. And yet it is worth
stressing that in Transición I, the method allowed Kagel to embody the specific musical
thought he derived from his “first encounter with electronic music, . . . at the same time
an encounter with a new type of musical time”:
The development of a new musical form without a prescribed travel route
interested me. However, this would mean I would have to have another form,
which is not determined in advance, where relationship, transformations of
quantity and quality, and methods of treating electronic sound are less open. This
form could only be required to answer to a general transition principle, and must
present possibilities for the continual metamorphosis of the material, along with
the continually renewing relationship.78
Photographic Notation
Although Transición I neither requires a performer nor a musical score, Kagel
created a graphic notation for the piece. It is an extraordinarily unique representation of
electroacoustic music which he calls “photographic notation.” Since it is an artistic
visualization of the music of Transición I and not designed to realize the piece, the score
gives an analyst little means to dissect, for instance, how Kagel allots movable translation
structures or what ratios between two tapes individual structures have. Thus, the creation
of photographic notation for Transición I is in a different domain from that of
Translation-Rotation theorization. This difference becomes undoubtedly clear if
77
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contrasting the photographic score to the musical score of Transición II, which one can
also regard as graphic notation but which is “readable” as conventional musical notation.
It is notable, however, that Kagel drew inspiration for his notation system from
visual art in both Transición I and II. In the latter, Paul Klee’s drawing technique inspired
Kagel to integrate movable slides and rotation discs into otherwise traditional musical
notation. The result was a spectacular synthesis of Kagel’s Translation-Rotation theory
and Klee’s graphic technical principles from his book Das Bildnerische Denken (Pictorial
Thinking).79
This “pictorial thinking” embodied in the musical score of Transición II appears in
a different form in Transición I with the aid of photography. Kagel “came from the point
of view that every method of processing electronic sounds could find a mechanical – that
is, immediate – analogy in photographic methods.”80 This standpoint suggests that
Kagel’s intention in Transición I’s notation was no longer associated with the
Translation-Rotation theory, which focuses primarily on a formal structure. Unlike
Transición II, the formal structure of Transición I as a whole is not changeable and no
performer is necessary. In this regard, Kagel perhaps did not need to demonstrate the
method of translation here. Rather, his “pictorial thinking” focused on technical aspects of
sound production and the visual characterization of each parameter (register, duration,
dynamic, and timbre) as the “sound description.”81 It is thus, in a sense, Kagel’s own
analytical visulization of the piece without a “methodological purpose.”82 Kagel therefore
called the realized “score” of Transición I “photographic musical notation.”
Kagel’s invention of photographic notation of Transición I resulted from his
“intensive involvement in the investigation” of possible connections between music and
visual art “in the reversed direction” in terms of compositional process. Werner
Klüppelholz assumes that “Kagel’s physical sound synthesis of electronic music triggered
79
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the idea with photography . . . that is, with chemical processes.”83 Kagel traced common
denominators between electroacoustic composition and photography, taking the distinct
characteristics of the process and consequence into consideration. Thus, a mechanical
process of a sound modification in electroacoustic music might be comparable to a
chemical process in photographic method. In his application of photographic method to
the graphic notation of Transición I, parametric thought underlay the whole concept. That
is, the photographic notation of the piece was not a collection of pictures simply captured
from the music, but rather a synthesized image of parameterized musical elements. It was
indeed the “reversed direction” of a compositional process – decomposition.
“With the aid of oscillographic display formats,”84 the first phase of the
decomposition of Transición I in the photographic notational process was the
parameterization of sound elements. In his concise theoretical statement of photographic
notation in the art journal Magnum, Kagel first presents four distinct illustrations that
correspond to the individual parameters; namely, “linear system,” “tone points,”
“flageolet points,” and “dynamic swells.”85
Figure 3.2. Visualization of Transición I in Photographic Notation86
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The linear system is composed of four horizontal lines in a rectangle frame. Although
similar to a traditional musical notation system in appearance, the uppermost and
bottommost lines of the linear system are the border of register; i.e., all sound events are
indicated within the frame. The sheet of tone points displays a number of dots which
represent individual pitch positions.
The flageolet points represent a concept dealing with timbre. They are illustrated
by several small circles. According to Kagel, they are tones gained “via a light touch on
the strings.”87 This explanation suggests a literal flageolet technique of string instruments.
However, Transición I, all of whose raw sound materials are electronically generated sine
waves, does not contain a recorded flageolet sound. It might therefore be postulated that a
flageolet sound referred to a pseudo-overtone, artificially produced by technical
equipment. Finally, the dynamic swells that are originally derived from tone points
represent durations of the individual tones rather than their dynamics, though a swell
could have a slight dynamic increase or decrease.
Transición I shows dynamic variations by means of “a gamut of gray values.”88 It
is the most striking and effective technique in the photographic notation of the piece. A
degree of darkness corresponds to the degree of dynamics; e.g., the darker the gray-scale,
the louder the dynamic. In effect, different dynamic values of overlapping tones in a
quasi-cluster figure are recognizable due to the various degrees of gray-scale. The
formation of different gray-scales can also illustrate itself as “forms of attack or courses
of density.”89
Kagel’s unique idea of “affiliating a photo laboratory with a studio of electronic
music,” was not unrelated to his experiences restoring damaged films at the
cinémathèque, as well as working as “a photography and film editor of Jorge Luis
Borges’s journal nueva visión”90 in his Buenos Aires period. Although it is unclear how
much knowledge of photographic technique Kagel gained at that time, his involvement in
that field could have led him to experiment in the photo laboratory while designing the
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notation system. In other words, without practical experience of study or work in
photography, it could be difficult to trace the technical analogy between producing
processes of electronic musical composition and photography.
In the photo laboratory of the publisher DuMont Schauberg in Cologne, where
Kagel was allowed to experiment, he “could draw lines from points (impulses in the
electronic music) by means of inducing negatives and simulating various similar
operations, like in the electronic music.”91 It is worth noting that Kagel’s attempt to
develop the new notation may have helped to solidify his idea of the visual element in
music, which is an indispensable principle of Instrumental Theater, a genre he invented.
Kagel himself claimed that the development of photographic notation “was a valuable
acquisition” for him.92 The development of continuous structure together with the notion
of visualization in music in Transición I both prefigure the more advanced, sophisticated,
and aesthetically profound presentation of these ideas in Antithese.

Antithese: für elektronische und öffentliche Klänge (1962)
Siemens-Studio in Munich
Two years after the completion of Transición I and its photographic notation,
Kagel started composing his second electroacoustic piece, Antithese für elektronische und
öffentliche Klänge. Antithese contrasts sharply with Transición I in its composition
studio, musical materials, structural design of electroacoustic composition, and
underlying aesthetic. In other words, these contrasts demonstrate the evolution of Kagel’s
aesthetics and compositional approaches.
The venue in which Kagel composed Antithese was the Siemens-Studio für
elektronische Musik in Munich, not the elektronische Studio at the WDR in Cologne.
There were significant distinctions between these studios in both mechanical-materialistic
and theoretical terms. Not only was the Siemens-Studio better equipped technically, but
the reasons for setting up the studio and its orientation in the ongoing heated debates
about electroacoustic composition were different. The originality of the Siemens-Studio
in terms of all these factors contributed to the distinguishing characteristics of Antithese.
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It is thus necessary to underscore the distinctive features inherent in the studio before
examining the piece, in order to better understand how these affected the realization of
Kagel’s musical idea, as well as the formal and stylistic originality of Antithese.
In 1955, Siemens built the studio to produce its “jubilee and documentary film
Impuls unserer Zeit (Impulse of our Time) with electronic music.”93 This point of
departure for founding this electronic studio was different from that of the Studio für
elektronische Musik of the WDR, which was designed to serve Meyer-Eppler’s scientific,
phonetic, and communication research on electronic sound production and to enhance the
theoretical development of elektronische Musik. In addition, due to its commercial
purpose, the Siemens-Studio had no competing studios in terms of the theoretical and
aesthetic establishment of electroacoustic composition, like the concrète-elektronische
rivalry. In other words, the theory and method of electroacoustic composition initially
played a secondary role in the Siemens-Studio in contrast to the WDR studio, whose
developmental process cannot be explained without mentioning its founders’ aesthetic
commitments.
The impetus for producing Impuls and setting up a studio to do so is generally
attributed to the Munich-born composer Carl Orff (1895-1982). Orff was not only an
established composer, due to his successful Carmina Burana (1936), but had held a chair
at the Hochschule für Musik in Munich since 1950. However, it is unclear how close the
connection was between Orff and the administrators of Siemens at that time and whether
he really had electroacoustic music, a genre he had never been involved in, in mind for
the film. What is clear is that Orff suggested the project.
Initially, Siemens had a specific idea that the film music would be “a composition
with orchestra and choir.” For this reason, it is no wonder that Siemens had Orff in mind
for the musical director when the firm was ready to move ahead. However, Orff declined
the offer, claiming that he was unsuitable for the project. Rather than drop the project
altogether, Orff recommended the younger, Munich-born composer Josef Anton Riedl as
the musical director. Presumably, Riedl, who was enthusiastically engaged in
electroacoustic composition at that time, was unknown to Siemens and thus Orff’s
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recommendation was unexpedted. Nevertheless, in “his sympathy and stubbornness,”
according to Riedl himself, Orff kept recommending Riedl to the firm.94 As a result of
these events, Riedl became the musical director and composer of the Impuls project.
In 1956, the firm installed the studio and formed a team for the film’s production,
which was directed by a technician, Alexander Schaaf. Aside from Riedl and Schaaf
“who dealt with developing a loudspeaker system,”95 the work group consisted of Helmut
Klein, the first developer of an electroacoustic device called a vocoder with Siemens in
Germany, and Hans Joachim Neumann, “a university graduate with experience in the
analysis of sound spectra.”96 Due to the business orientation of the project, no other
composers were able to access the studio until the completion of the film.
According to Thom Holmes, “well acquainted with application of electronic
technology for telecommunications applications,” the engineers, Schaaf, Klein, and
Neumann, “were charged with assembling the components for the studio.”97 The
technical equipment of the Siemens-Studio was the most advanced in Europe at that time,
even though “not all of the individual components were originally intended for music
production.”98 Particularly notable devices were a vocoder, an electronic Hohner-Organ
known as Hohnerola, a generator wall consisting of twenty tone generators, and a paper
tape puncher and a punched paper tape transmitter for programming a series of tones or
sounds. The vocoder enabled a composer to separate a human voice into “three different
aspects and then synthesize them.”99 Moreover, one could add musical or noise sound
elements in the synthesizing process. As a consequence, the vocoder could generate a
variety of highly artificial vocal sounds. In the generator wall, each tone generator was
capable of setting up “frequency, loudness, and waveform, as well as duration by
operating controls.”100
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The most distinctive device in the studio was the equipment of punched paper tape
recorder and the tape reader, which was “the heart of the studio unit, so to speak.”101 The
punched paper tape transmitter operated four punched paper tapes simultaneously, each of
which was first made by the paper tape puncher. Each paper tape contained six punch
lines, but the third line already had a seamless series of punched holes, which functioned
only to feed the tape forward. The individual tapes codified duration, pitch, loudness, and
filter information (timbre), respectively. A disposition of punched holes in the other five
lines determined a value of each parameter. Regarding the duration code, a successive
series of sixty-four holes (per line) was equal to one second (thus, the smallest duration of
one punched hole would be one sixty-fourth of a second). The pitch levels corresponded
to twelve tones per octave and offered seven octaves in range. The loudness was available
in thirty-two different values. For timbre, one could choose from fourteen different
formant filters or opt for no filter.102 Finally, “one did not have to paste pieces of
magnetic tapes together any longer” by hand.103 Together with the vocoder, all these
devices were aggregated with “an automatic control system.”104
Utilizing these advanced technical devices, the electronic musical composition
team for the Siemens’ documentary conducted various experiments and completed the
composition in the spring of 1959.105 The film Impuls unserer Zeit premiered in October
1959 and was then shown in various cities in Germany.106 Due to the great success of the
film, Riedl rose to fame as an electroacoustic composer. Meanwhile, the studio became a
thriving research and development section for electroacoustic music in the firm, formally
called Studio für elektronische Musik der Siemens & Halske AG, where Riedl served as
an artistic director. Regarding the film, it is notable that Riedl’s aesthetic of multimedia
musical composition was reflected in his approach to the music for Impuls. The
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electroacoustic music does not correspond to the visual imagery of the film, but rather is
independent of the scenes; that is, the composer never subordinates the music to the
film.107
This latter aspect should not be overlooked, since Riedl’s compositional aesthetic
in the music of Impuls shares Kagel’s view of multimedia/interdisciplinarity as embodied
in Antithese. After the completion of the film, the studio was opened to composers outside
Siemens, and a number of postwar avant-garde composers such as Ligeti, Boulez,
Maderna, Pousseur, Cage, Stockhausen, Dieter Schnebel, Herbert Brün, and Kagel were
invited. Interestingly, Meyer-Eppler was also invited and Theodor W. Adorno visited the
studio as well.108 Of these composers, however, only Kagel, Pousseur, and Brün actually
produced electroacoustic compositions there.109 Boulez, for instance, wished to examine
“the whole process of exchanging sound characteristics . . . progressively discovered” in
the studio, but his tight schedule at that time did not allow him to conduct the study.110
Boulez also assumed that the orientation toward film music at the studio would limit his
compositional scope. In contrast to Boulez’s assumption, Kagel’s perspective on the
features of the studio meshed with Riedl’s interest in multimedia musical composition. In
other words, not only did the studio’s capabilities for multimedia composition fascinate
Kagel, but also Riedl’s aesthetic and experience of it more or less stimulated his ambition
to try an interdisciplinary approach. Kagel was now on the threshold of Antithese.
Josef Anton Riedl – Kagel’s Colleague at the Siemens-Studio
By the time Orff recommended Riedl for the music director of the Impuls project
to the Siemens, they had had a fairly strong connection. While Orff was not present in the
Händel-Konservatorium and Hochschule für Musik in Munich, where Riedl studied
composition, Riedl often had personal contact with Orff and showed him his works. Orff
enthusiastically encouraged Riedl to pursue his own way of musical composition, and
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“their frequent meetings were important for Riedl’s musical development.”111 In addition,
after the war Riedl was eager to attend various concerts of new music; e.g., concerts of
Studio für Neue Musik organized by another Munich-born composer Fritz Büchtger
(1903-1978), Musica Viva concerts by Karl Amadeus Hartmann (1905-1963), and the
international organization “Jeunesses Musicales” founded in Brussels, Belgium.112
In his compositions, Riedl aimed for a wider spectrum of voice and percussion
instruments than conventional instrumental music offered. However, his attendance at the
Stage International Festival d’Aix en Provence in 1951113 decisively turned his
compositional orientation to electroacoustic music. There Riedl encountered a musique
concrète piece Symphonie pour l’homme seul by Schaeffer, whom he “admired as a great
inventor.”114 With his new found excitement about electroacoustic music, Riedl
composed two musique concrète pieces: Studie I for electronic and concrete sounds and
Studie II for voice and concrete sounds, immediately after coming back to Munich. In
Studie I and II, Riedl worked with a new sound complex, in which he blended sounds of a
percussion instrument and unpitched tones, as well as mixed pitched and unpitched
tones.115 The technical equipment that Riedl used for these studies is unclear, but the
basic compositional procedure, according to the composer, was that
noises of machines were recorded, in part changed through ring modulation,
dynamized through volume control, additionally rhythmized through tape
cutting.116
Not until 1956 were these experimental concrète pieces realized in the studio of Büchtger.
Inspired by the Stage International Festival d’Aix en Provence, Riedl organized a
similar event “Stage International” in Munich, which took place in 1952 and 1953.
During this period, Riedl corresponded with Schaeffer and in 1953 finally succeeded in
bringing him to Munich to give a lecture about musique concrète at the second Stage
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International (interestingly, Meyer-Eppler was also invited to hold a presentation about
sine-tone based elektronische Musik).117 After this event, Riedl was invited to participate
in Schaeffer’s Groupe de Recherche Musical at the Parisian concrète studio. It is unclear
to what extent Riedl then became involved in (or was allowed to participate in) the
concrète research of the group, but at least he could become familiar with concrète works
composed by that time and the technical devices in the studio.118 Since Schaeffer’s
concrète compositions were so fascinating to Riedl – he seems to have adored them – he
attended the premiere of Schaeffer and Henry’s Orphèe in the Donaueschingen Festival.
By contrast, Schaeffer’s reception of Riedl’s work is not clear, since he never made any
reference to Riedl’s electroacoustic pieces. And yet he later claimed that “it is impossible
to speak of the electroacoustic music in Germany without mentioning Josef Anton
Riedl.”119 In addition, Riedl also visited the Studio für elektronische Musik of the WDR in
1955, before he was invited to the Siemens-Studio as the musical director. Although
Riedl produced no electroacoustic piece during his study at the studio, it seems likely that
he not only learned about elektronische Musik compositional principles, but also clearly
perceived the theoretical and aesthetic differences from musique concrète and thus the
underlying tension in the concrète-elektronische debate.
Riedl’s engagement in electroacoustic composition in the Siemens-Studio was one
of the most important phases in his development of electronic sound production. It does
not mean, of course, that Riedl cultivated techniques of electroacoustic composition only
in the three years of study and work for Impuls at the studio. Rather, his studies in both
concrète and elektronische studios had formed a theoretical and aesthetic backbone and,
in this sense, Riedl was perhaps the most appropriate composer and musical director for
the politically neutral Siemens-Studio. Riedl’s stance on the concrète-elektronische
controversy was also neutral; in fact, he seems not even to have bothered to pay attention
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to the debate, since his concern was to establish his own electroacoustic compositional
style. Michael Lentz clarifies Riedl’s compositional traits in this regard:
Riedl is a composer of musique concrète and elektronische Musik and an author of
“sound poems” (Lautgedichte) at the same time. His “acoustic sound poems”
(Akustischen Lautgedichte) are often allocations of specific segments, some of
which are devoted to speech and others to concrete or electronic sounds/noises.
These are realized in either successive or simultaneous (superimposed)
combinations. [Still] they cannot be regarded as [poems] put to music or
reciprocally mimetic harmonizations of speaking and musical sign- and
communication systems in the traditional sense.120
The characteristics and compositional procedure of Riedl’s “acoustic sound poems” well
represent that the concept resulted not from the idea of an eclectic mix of both schools’
compositional techniques, but rather from his thorough studies of technology and musical
composition based on his various electroacoustic experiences.
Riedl’s aesthetic neutrality among postwar avant-garde composers enabled him to
become involved in another significant electroacoustic enterprise. In 1959, the same year
that Impuls was completed, Riedl often visited Herman Scherchen’s experimental studio
in Gravesano, Switzerland, where Scherchen initiated electroacoustic research and
performed various experiments with electroacoustic music. Two characteristics of
Scherchen’s studio are especially remarkable: first, it “was supported by UNESCO and
was therefore independent of any nationality”; second, while the studio focused primarily
on exploring a variety of sound spaces by means of electronic equipment, the “activities
in Gravesano were interdisciplinary,” reflecting Scherchen’s aesthetic of multimedia
art.121
A basic principle of Scherchen’s interdisciplinary aesthetic, according to Dennis
C. Hutchison, was that the individual realms of “recording, radio, film, and television
could only be understood by considering them all together in terms of electronic
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technology, acoustics, and artistic design.”122 Scherchen’s multimedia/interdisciplinary
experiment is worth noting. In the summer of 1959, in Scherchen’s studio Xenakis
realized Analogique B, his first electroacoustic piece “produced by the system of socalled granular synthesis.”123 It is a specific procedure of “composing sound by
innumerable overlapping elementary signals – sinusoidal sound grains,”124 as well as “one
of the most important procedures in electronic music today.”125 Patrick Müller states that
Scherchen’s striking multimedia experiment was inspired both by Analogique B and the
principle and technique of granular synthesis.
Granular synthesis allowed each elemental parameter of music – rhythm, pitch,
and timbre – to be able to develop entirely from a single, homogenous structure; it
is a fundamental thought of all serial music. Moreover, by the parallel setting of
light- and sound-quanta, there is a conceivable capability of executing
homogenous transitions between tone and image as well. Scherchen himself put
this into practice in the 1960s: by means of ultraviolet rays, he illuminated rotating
spherical loudspeakers – a further development of the Gravesaner studio – filmed
the reflections, and synchronized them as visual movement patterns with the
music of Xenakis – an abstract film for an abstract musical piece, in a sense.126
Although it is unclear how often Riedl happened to be present in the course of
Scherchen’s multimedia experiment with Analogique B, his frequent visits to the studio
could have enabled him to see the experiment, as well as apprehend Scherchen’s keen
interest in the expansion of an interdisciplinary compositional approach. At any rate,
regardless of whether Scherchen’s interdisciplinary aesthetic fitted in with that of Riedl,
Scherchen encouraged him to perform his works in concert events that were part of
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conferences he organized at the studio. In addition, Riedl got to know Nono, Maderna,
and Xenakis through Scherchen’s work group.127
With the financial support of Munich’s Youth Culture Service, Riedl organized a
series of new music concert events, Neue Musik München, in 1960. The main task of this
series of events was to introduce
lesser or unknown music in Munich, new music that was ignored or hardly
acknowledged by other Munich concert programmers and that included bordercrossing genres (multimedia installations, new instruments, visual art, and
literature) and represented international trends of more experimental directions.128
By the time of Riedl’s establishment of Neue Musik München, Kagel may have had
already met him. In an interview, Riedl says that “there was a series of Kagelperformances” in the Neue Musik München, although he does not mention the exact
date.129 And yet it is certain that they struck up a friendship by the time Kagel began
composing Antithese in the Siemens-Studio.
In a letter to John Cage, dated 12 January 1962, Kagel expressed his excitement at
performing Cage’s 7’7.614” for a Percussionist130 with a magnetic tape Kagel prepared
in a concert in Munich. Six months later, Kagel wrote to Cage that he performed Cage’s
Amores (1943) and 7’7.614” on 2 February 1962 in “Konzerte für Modern Musik,
München.”131 The concert that Kagel mentions in the letter seems to be that of the Neue
Musik München.132 If this hypothesis is true, then Kagel and Riedl had met by November
1961, because in a letter to Cage, dated 12 November 1961, Kagel mentions that he
would perform Amores in Bremen and Munich early in the year of 1962.
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At any rate, Kagel and Riedl could share their conceptions of multimedia or
interdisciplinary musical composition, since Riedl’s advocacy of “border-crossing
genres” [Grenzüberschreitendes] (or transgressing art genres) for the Neue Musik
München was exactly what Kagel was exploring with his musical aesthetic. Nicolaus A.
Huber’s characterization of Riedl as a multimedia composer reminds us of the
Grenzüberschreitendes aspects of Kagel’s musical composition:
All media, whether they activate the ear, eye, or sense of smell or touch [and]
every interesting technical and artistic innovation, spurred Riedl’s imagination and
combinatorial ability to create new mixtures and striking structures of integration.
He is unusually capable of taking inspirations from other artistic streams, using his
sharp appreciation of art to sort and refine them, and impacting them both actively
and creatively again. His versatility and sense for what was special . . . . made
Riedl an outsider at times.133
Whereas it is not clear how close their friendship was and how long it lasted, Riedl as a
composer of “sound poems” (Lautgedichten), organizer of the Neue Musik, and artistic
director of the Siemens-Studio was a key person for Kagel’s composition of Antithese. It
is no surprise that Antithese für elektronische und öffentliche Klänge was premiered in a
concert of the Neue Musik München on 20 March 1963.134
Raw Concrete Materials as a Formal Yardstick
The title Antithese for electronic and public sounds connotes the integration of
electronically generated sounds and recorded concrete sounds. Such integration had been
already attempted in the Cologne elektronische Musik Studio, for example in
Stockhausen’s Gesang der Jünglinge. Eimert’s Epitaph für Aikichi Kuboyama (1958-62)
adopted a speaking voice that narrates an epitaph of the Japanese fisherman who died due
to radioactivity from a nuclear bomb experiment in Bikini. The narration of the epitaph –
the recorded concrete sound – is the main musical material of the piece. The clearly
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identifiable quality of voice and words at the beginning is electronically distorted in
phases. In terms of sound source in electroacoustic composition, Eimert’s compositional
approach in Epitaph may suggest that the boundary between musique concrète and
elektronische Musik had become virtually meaningless in the late 1950s. However,
aesthetic discord between these two schools still remained sharp.
With regard to this issue in relation to the composition of Antithese, it is worth
recalling the compositional principle and procedure of Riedl’s acoustic sound poems
which to some extent culminated in Kagel’s unique political and aesthetic standpoint. As
discussed above, Kagel was severely critical of the electroacoustic debate between the
two schools, rather than neutral; however, this does not mean that he abandoned all of
their compositional principles. The principle and procedure of Akustischen Lautgedichte
are in fact comparable to the structural aspect of Antithese since Kagel did utilize concrete
and sine-tone-based sounds by juxtaposing and superimposing them in the piece, even
though there is no underlying concept of “sound poems.”
This material-structural aspect, which has been repeatedly mentioned by music
scholars, as well as by the composer himself, is a characteristic hallmark of Antithese. A
closer examination reveals, however, that the characteristics of Antithese’s sound
materials and the formal structure distinguish the piece not only from contemporary
electroacoustic works like Gesang and Epitaph, but also aesthetically from Riedl’s
Akustischen Lautgedichte concept. The most distinctive feature in this regard is that in
Antithese, concrete materials appear virtually “raw,” i.e., almost unmodified. This was not
due to technical limitations, but rather to Kagel’s specific intention to preserve the
identifiability of individual sounds. In André Ruschkowski’s classification of musique
concrète works (which need not necessarily be composed in the concrète studio),
Antithese belongs to a category of compositions “whose original sound recordings were
used also in their initial form.”135
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Ruschkowski’s statement of this “raw form” type of concrète composition is
especially helpful to understand the distinct characteristic of concrete parts in Antithese:
handling of original sound recordings would be comparable, for instance, to the
role of “Readymade” in the visual art of the 60s, and perhaps many pieces that fall
into this category also not accidentally come from this epoch.136
Two aspects of Ruschkowski’s observation deserve special attention. First, he alleges the
similarity of the “raw form” concrète compositional approach to a theoretical principle of
surrealist work. This principle means that, by definition, musique concrète “had led to
aesthetically crucial innovation; that is, the separation of the sound from the sound
source. It was animated by the surrealistic theory of ‘objet trouvé’,” according to Helga
de la Motte-Haber .137 A particularly significant approach in this respect is the montage
technique. It underlies both Antithese, which contains raw form concrète parts, and
surrealist art works, which contain “unmodified” Readymade materials. Second, “not
accidentally” in Ruschkowski’s statement can be reinterpreted as “intentionally,” which
exactly expresses Kagel’s compositional scheme in Antithese.138
These distinct musical features reveal that within his electroacoustic composition,
Kagel’s compositional intention shifted dramatically from Transición I to Antithese. As
discussed above, in Transición I Kagel concentrated on the establishment of his own
compositional theory and method, and specifically on a formal structure of musical
continuity. In contrast, in Antithese the composer provided few details of structural
method and its theoretical development. However, this does not mean that Kagel
randomly mingled concrète and electronic sound materials without formulating a formal
design in Antithese. The sonority as a whole gives a strong impression of musical
continuity, in which Kagel’s technique of sound operation comes across as more
advanced and dexterous in Antithese than in Transiciòn I. While all concrete “raw”
materials of Antithese are immediately distinguishable from sine-wave-based sounds, the
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composer smoothes transitions among them by means of an exquisite manipulation of
timbre and dynamics. For instance, the concrete and electronic sounds in part resemble
one another where they overlap. As a result, shifts from concrete to electronic sounds and
vice versa do not create a sense of abruptness, so the transitions in Antithese maintain its
unique sound continuum and musical continuity.
Nevertheless, different characteristics of the raw concrete sounds may seem to
give a much clearer sense of “sections,” due to their remote appearances from one
another. This is a big contrast to Transición I, in which sectional divisions are difficult to
trace at first listening. In the piece, the translation theory helps to metamorphose
somewhat monotonous sound materials and construct the continuous structure by
overlapping or stratifying these processed sounds. On the contrary, such a translation
theory seems absent in Antithese, suggesting that what Kagel wanted to convey through
the piece no longer involved the earlier method. Rather, the composer attempted to
resurrect an idea of expressiveness by which he can interweave his concrete musical idea.
Materials, technical manipulation, and formal structure in Antithese thus aim to
communicate with the audience, not to express rational theorization.139
Because concrete meanings and situations are more perceptible than abstract
electronic sounds, the unmodified concrete sounds and individual dispositions illuminate
the formal structure of Antithese. All the recorded noises are those derived from people’s
behavior, actions, and reactions – literally public sounds [öffentliche Klänge]. While dates
and locations for the sampling of these sounds are unclear, Dieter Schnebel’s brief
description of the piece well depicts the individual characteristics of the concrete sounds:
The public makes a noise there; one hears the audience at the beginning of a
concert, in the break, also in fury; the yelling crowd in a soccer stadium; the
uproar and enthusiasm at a party meeting; but also the muffled talk in a
distinguished manner at a cocktail party.140
Antithese places sounds of the audience at the concert hall and the muffled talk at the
cocktail party at the beginning and ending of the piece, respectively. This not only
139
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outlines the entire formal structure, but also frames a specific image; a musical event at
the concert hall.
In a sketch of Antithese, Kagel itemizes six distinct public sounds: 1) applause, 2)
yell, 3) whistle, 4) cough, 5) hall (atmosphere), and 6) blowing one’s nose. Furthermore,
each category contains two or three variations, except for 2), as follows:
Figure 3.3. Classification of public sounds and their variations141
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

Applause – half-hearted, normal, agitated
Yell
Whistle – single, a few, furious uproar
Cough – separated, fit of coughing
Hall atmosphere – little, big hall
Blowing one’s nose – single, tumultuous

The selection of concrete materials and their variations ensure that Kagel had a specific
compositional plan of staging scenes of the musical event within the music of Antithese.
In order to realize the virtual staging, therefore, it was necessary to leave the concrete
sounds unmodified, rather than to transform them as Schaeffer articulates in his concrète
theory. Despite the intermingling of concrète and electronic sounds, which are overlapped
and superimposed throughout the piece, the unmodified sounds preserve contextual
cohesion in Antithese. This contextual cohesion was indeed necessary to enable Kagel’s
interrogation of the presentation and perception of new music from the perspective of a
“social critic in music,” rather than in terms of the methodological compositional
procedures of the electroacoustic piece. It is a unique aspect of Antithese compared to
electroacoustic works that consolidate concrète and electronic sound materials.
Disposition of Public Sounds and Sectionalization
In order to realize the consistency of the virtual event taking place at the concert
hall, Kagel deliberately arranged a series of public sounds. Figure 3.4 below is a listening
guide based on the recording Antithese, 1962 Komposition für elektronische und
öffentliche Klänge compiled in the music CD Siemens-Studio für elektronische Musik.142
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Figure 3.4. Listening Guide indexed to Antithese
Time point

20” 30”

1’48”

2’02”

ca. 2’35”

conversation
öffentliche

pause

pause

Sound event

elektronische

discontent
applause

applause

whistling

Time 2’55”

3’17”

3’32”

3’44”

4’50”

5’02”

5’30” 35”

6’00”

elek.
“whistle glissandi”

cough

öff.

6’20”

appl.

applause

whistling

Time

7’54”

8’07”

8’17”

8’40”

elek.
per.
5th
öff.

nose-blowing

whistling

bell
whisling

ca. 8’57”
8’50”

(end)
9’27”

appl.
party

yell

The aforementioned beginning part corresponds to an event that usually occurs before a
musical performance starts: the sound of the audience’s trivial chats followed by their
applause. Kagel converts this public sound (prologue to the performance) into a musical
part of Antithese as an introduction (beginning of the performance). Close listening
reveals that the sounds of the chatting and applause emerge not in succession, but
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overlap; thus, the former still remains after the latter fades away. This corresponds to
Kagel’s sketch for the formal structure (see Figure 3.5 below).
Figure 3.5. Reproduction of structural plan for Antithese, beginning, extracted from
Kagel’s graphic sketch143
Hall

Atmosphere
20

45”

Beifall

30”
STEREO (elek)

Shortly before the sound of applause fades out, an electronic sound begins in overlap with
the “Atmosphere” (chatting noise) sounds at ca. 0’30” (see Figure 3.5). It is striking that
the timbre of the electronic sound consists of plosive sounds that resemble the concrete
clapping sounds. With the overlap, the “applause can mutate into the ‘technical,’ metallic
crackling tone.”144 It is an illustrative example of smooth transition from a concrete to
electronic sound.
In the “introduction,” the initial sound of the audience’s conversation
(atmosphere) lasts about one minute and twenty seconds. During the event, a few distinct
electronic sounds occur and take over the sound event from the fading out confab sound.
After approximately two seconds of a “general pause” (ca. 1’48” – 1’50”) a somewhat
aggressive sound commences that consists of different types of electronic sounds.
Together with the higher volume and sound density, it produces an abrupt tension in
contrast to the serene introduction. As if reacting to the agitated sound space, public
143
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sounds of discontent (2’02”) overlap with whistling (2’16”), and eventually with applause
(2’18”). During this phase, a chaotic sound space results from the fusion of the complex
of electronic sounds and the multilayered concrete sounds. It thus creates a high degree of
sound density in the first half of the piece.
The sound of uproar calms with the diminuendo and then disappears (ca. 2’35”),
while the electronic sound part continues, but with much less musical tension. The
loudness of the remaining electronic sound diminishes gradually and fades away,
followed by another short general pause (ca. 2’53” – 2’54”). After the beginning of a new
section that starts with electronic sound materials (from ca. 2’55”), mild concrete
whistling sounds occur (ca. 3’17” – 3’32”), immediately followed by another larger unit
of artificial “whistle glissando” sounds, which Kagel produces electronically (from ca.
3’32”). As the artificial whistle glissandi take over the main musical line, another smooth
transition from concrete to electronic sounds is effected. Like the initial transition, it is
notable that Kagel’s compositional technique of musical continuity allows him to
manipulate the sound materials although they are heterogeneous in origin. Kagel forms
musical continuity between different characters of electronic sounds as well. During the
presence of the artificial whistle glissandi, another unit of electronic sound characters
converges with them. Both units are distinguishable in timbre, but a sound metamorphosis
of the latter shapes a grandiose glissando line and it seamlessly becomes the main tune,
taking over from the artificial whistles.
After the complex of glissando sounds and other shapes of electronic sound in
various timbres, an applause sound occurs in an intermittent fashion (4’50” – 5’30”).
During this concrète sound event, a small unit of cough sounds is superimposed (5’02” –
5’09”). In the background of electronic glissando sounds, which form long, sustained
ascending and descending movements, a somewhat harsh noise of nose-blowing
intervenes and lasts about twenty seconds (5’35” – 5’55”). After this sound event,
electronic sounds increase in density (from ca. 5’55”), intermingled with a sound unit of
concrete applause (6’00” – 6’13”).
In the last three minutes, Antithese constructs the final climax with formidable
musical tension. A long-lasting yell sound fades in at very low volume and gradually
increases, such that it takes a few seconds before its sound character becomes
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recognizable. This concrete sound lies in the background and a variety of electronic
sounds unfolds over it. However, this balance of concrete and electronic sounds alternates
at certain points. When Kagel adds an agitated whistling sound to the layered concrete
and electronic sounds (7’53”), the concrete yell sound abruptly gains a higher volume.
The discontented whistling sound remains until ca. 8’04”, but the yell sound reverts to the
background. Then the electronic sounds become more audible again. Following a distinct
sound unit of perfect-fifth tremolos reminiscent of a string instrument145 (ca. 8’07”), an
applause sound recurs (8’12”), along with an agitated whistling sound at high volume
(8’17”) and a crescendo of the concrete yell sound. This multilayered structure of
concrete sounds creates the highest degree of tension.
The massing of mixed public sounds, which initially seems to play the dominant
role, is nevertheless interrupted again by a unit of electronic sounds in high volume (ca.
8’30”). The bell sound suddenly occurs (8’40”) in short duration, as if it were a signal of
finalizing the electronic sound part. In fact, the volume and density of electronic sound
start to diminish right after the signal and the electronic sound ends ten seconds later
(8’50”). Finally, uproar and whistling sounds at the highest volume fill the sound space
and form the final climax of the piece. This is followed by the muffled sounds of cocktail
party conversation. Thus, in the last three minutes of Antithese, various characteristic
materials of public sound play an important role, especially in the composition of the
climactic part. At the same time, a variety of electronic sounds and their intermingling
with these concrete sounds lead to the climax.
Even though the advanced technical equipment in the Siemens-Studio made
Kagel’s sound production of Antithese possible, the sophisticated musical tension would
never have been created without his structural plan and studies of technical devices.146 In
his sketches of formal structure for Antithese, Kagel divides the piece into five sections.
Kagel’s graphic sketches of the formal design suggest that the sectionalization is
determined by the disposition of electronic sounds. More specifically, the beginning of a
section coincides with the beginning of an electronic sound unit; otherwise, the ending of
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the same or another electronic sound unit can signal the end of a section. This is not true
of the concrete sounds, which barely affect the formal structure of Antithese, especially in
terms of the sectionalization. Based on the sketches, an approximate formal structure of
the piece and contents of concrete public sounds in the individual sections are as follows:
First section (or Introduction): duration 1’50”; atmosphere and applause
Second section: duration 1’05”; yell, whistle, and applause
Third section: duration 0’49”; whistle
Fourth section: duration 1’26”; applause, atmosphere, and cough
Fifth section: duration 4’17”; nose-blowing, yell, applause, whistle, muffled talk
The formal design – and especially the durations – above are provisional, since the total
duration noted in the sketch, 7’50”, does not correspond to that of the final realization of
Antithese: 9’27”. Hence, most items of the duration above are based on my listening
analysis together with Kagel’s formal sketch.
The division between the first two sections is not difficult to identify due to the
“general pause” – silence – that is a distinct indicator. By contrast, identification of
division indicators in the remaining sections – particularly between the third and fourth
sections and the fourth and fifth sections – requires a closer observation of the musical
structure and contents. According to Kagel’s formal sketches, the third section ends
shortly after the appearance of the artificial whistle glissandi generated by technical
equipment. However, in the actual realization of Antithese, this electronic pseudowhistling sound unit does not end at the end point of the section, but rather extends into
the following section. During this particular sound event, a cluster of short electronic
noise sounds, which contrast to the electronically simulated whistle glissandi, emerges in
an unmistakably lower register. This new sound unit indeed indicates the beginning of the
fourth section. It may be hard to pinpoint the division between the third and fourth
sections at first hearing, since the structure of the sectional division is in part different
from that of the first two sections; no silence indicates the division, thus defying the
listener’s expectation of sectional beginning and ending. Yet, careful listening reveals that
the electro-whistling sound unit plays a transitional role between these sections and thus
can obscure the beginning of the fourth section even as it leads into it.
The division between the fourth and final sections is similarly perplexing. The unit
of concrete applause sounds, which occurs near the end of the fourth section, also extends
over a division line that indicates the beginning of the final section in Kagel’s formal
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sketch. Like the electro-whistling sound at the end of the third section, the sound unit of
recorded applause functions as a transitional bridge between these sections. Presumably,
the final section thus begins with a wave-like electronic sound in low volume, which
emerges right after the coughing sound disappears.
Throughout the music of Antithese, electronic sounds form the structural backbone
– more specifically, the sectionalization – and correspond exactly to Kagel’s sketch of the
formal plan. In addition, the overall structure in terms of sectionalization shows his
formal variation technique.
Figure 3.6. Formal variation in the sectionalization of Antithese
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Initial format → Reiteration

IV

V

electro-whistling glissandi

(climax)
concrete applause

→

Alternative format

→

Variant format

The sectional-formal variation illustrated in Figure 3.6 shows a process of building
tension towards the final climactic point. It also shows contrasting formal characteristics:
silence as an indicator the section’s end for the initial format and its reiteration and no
silence for the alternative and variant formats.
The first and second sections contrast in character. In the former, the structural
design of sound materials is quite simple and thus the degree of sound density and
musical tension is low. By contrast, the individual musical materials of the second section
– both the concrete and electronic – already have a higher degree of musical tension. In
addition, the multilayered structure of these materials not only heightens the tension, but
also helps to reach the first climax of the piece.
Concerning the third and fourth sections, one can hear a similar contrast to that
existing between the first and second. The third section seems to focus on establishing
itself as a whistle section, where Kagel highlights the timbre transition between the
concrete and electronic whistling sounds, as discussed above. Almost all the musical
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materials in this section have less musical tension in themselves and the whole section is
structurally uncomplicated as well. By contrast, the fourth section contains diverse
materials and its structural design is not as simple as that of the previous section. It is
noteworthy that in most of the fourth section, electronic sounds intensify the musical
space and tension. Concrete sounds in the section, however, relax the musical tension:
sparse applause, serene chatting (atmosphere), and a few cough sounds of a single person,
all of which are of low volume.
The final section embraces nearly half the piece. It also exhibits the most complex
structure and produces the highest degree of musical tension. Kagel deliberately designs
the formal structures and material contents of the first four sections to lead up the final
climactic section. It is also the climactic point where Kagel’s musical thought based on
his critical observation of new music from a socio-psychological perspective becomes
most apparent. Particularly, the aggressive dynamic force of the final section forces the
listener to consider that the series of public sounds throughout the piece never merely
forms an elaborate patchwork with electronic sounds, but preserves the cohesion of the
virtual event Kagel composed. This narrative cohesion encourages the listener to
contemplate what Kagel wanted to convey through the distinct sound materials, structure,
and soundscape. Nevertheless, one may ask why Kagel interweaves an audience’s roar of
rage – that is, a scandal – in the music of Antithese and what the underlying concept is.
Kagel’s motivation for and intention in the musical depiction of scandal becomes clear in
examining his compositional technique of “montage” and psychologization.
Montage Technique and Psychologization in Antithese
In Antithese, Kagel achieves the representation of a scandalous musical concert by
means of a montage technique. Kagel had already employed montage in earlier works,
but with utterly different approaches from that of Antithese. Sur scène, Kagel’s first work
of Instrumental Theater, for instance, “rests on the montage of musicological and musicocritical texts that come from the time of the composition and in part the past (critical
reviews of Beethoven, Chopin, or Reger).”147 The montage strategy for the texts, which a
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narrator is supposed to read aloud, is in essence to “make these statements nonsense” with
the “parody effect” yielded by changes in register, speed, dynamics, timbre and phonetic
sound.148 The juxtaposition to one another of unrelated texts eventually forms the entity
of the speech part, but the contextual inconsistency throughout the piece results from the
structure of the composite illustration. Kagel’s montage technique in Sur scène thus
serves to incorporate his sarcastic humor into the piece: another significant feature in
Kagel’s work.
While the montage principle is present in both Antithese and Sur scène as part of
the compositional design, its features are clearly distinguishable in these works. Although
neither work is serialist, the parameters to which Kagel applies montage technique in
these pieces further clarifies their distinction; he montages the text of the narrator’s part in
Sur scène and the concrete public sounds in Antithese. By means of montage, materials in
Sur scène were, on the one hand, collected and decomposed – and partially deformed as
well – and then recomposed. As a consequence, the final form, which one can describe as
a musical caricature, enabled Kagel to satirize music critics. On the other hand, the
collected materials for Antithese seem to have undergone little decomposition or
deformation. Instead, public sounds are preserved as raw materials. Therefore, the
compositional procedure of montaging public sounds in Antithese can be conceived as
“composing-out” [auskomponiert],149 rather than “recomposing.” These contrasting
examples demonstrate that how Kagel applies montage technique to a given piece
depends utterly on the concept and the underlying aesthetic inherent in it. This aspect
reaffirms a significant trait of Kagel’s philosophy of composition: as scholars have
admiringly pointed out, Kagel never rigidly codified his compositional techniques. He
employed montage principles in later works as well, but he never reused the approach he
took in Antithese. Essentially, he defined the technique but preserved flexibility in terms
of application. Flexibility – both theoretical and practical – is indeed Kagel’s
compositional hallmark.
According to Kagel, “in general, acoustic ambience presents not a synthesis but a
fragile continuum” and the music of Antithese was an “attempt to consider this continuum
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itself as context.”150 In light of this “contextual continuum,” Kagel’s use of montage
technique for the public sounds in Antithese constitutes a narrative of the concert event. In
the serene first section, the conversation of the audience and their applause exhibit an
unequivocal image of the prologue to a concert. In the second section, however, the
listeners in the music jeer at the mixture of electronic sounds offensive to their ears.
During the commotion, some applaud. In the third “whistle” section, several listeners
whistle to express their discontent with the music, but the jeering is much milder than
before. A group of public sounds – applause, conversation, and coughing – at the end of
the fourth section evokes in us (i.e., the real listeners) an image of an intermission in the
concert. In this hypothetical image, sounds of nose-blowing and applause in the final
section imply that the sound of the intermission extends over the division between the
fourth and final sections. After the applause, the virtual audience starts to smolder with
displeasure at the music. Some of them criticize the music with aggressive whistling
while others mumble; those who clap their hands do so sarcastically. These sounds are an
omen for the subsequent burst of scandal. Now that the people in the audience can no
longer control their feelings of dissatisfaction with the music, the sound space in the
concert hall is filled with their uproar. Finally, the sound of the tumult smoothly shifts
into the noise of the post-concert conversation with some drinks.
In some ways Kagel’s choice and arrangement of heterogeneous sound sources in
Antithese is reminiscent of a principle of montage structure in works by musique concrète
composers. According to Rudolf Frisius, montage is an “interconnection of heterogeneous
but, in individual characteristic traits, kindred sounds.”151 In the realm of musique
concrète, Frisius further explains, “compositional coherence results from the
incorporation of sounds into montage structure or from the polyphonic superimposition of
various sound layers.”152 An application of montage structure to an electroacoustic
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composition, regardless of the extent to which the composer incorporates Schaeffer’s
concrète theory into the piece, aimed primarily to explore a new sound characteristic and
its micro- and macro-structures. For this reason, even Boulez’s compositional process in
two Ètudes sèrielle can be regarded as “serially constructed micro-montage.”153 By
contrast, the montage structure in Antithese had nothing to do with a serial organization
(nor with the micro-structures of the concrete sound materials), but rather dealt with
contextual consistency in the sense of narrative cohesion. In this respect, while the
montage structure corresponded technically to the paradigmatic procedure presented by
Frisius, it enabled Kagel to achieve virtual theatricalization in the realm of electroacoustic
composition – a pioneering model.
The theatricalization with montage structure in Antithese represents his criticism
of new music at that time, as does Sur scène. As discussed above, however, Antithese
tends to unify the heterogeneous characteristics of concrete materials, whereas Sur scène
attempts to deform the extant materials and then reform them within the structure as a
whole. The montage structure in Sur scène thus expresses Kagel’s view of critics who
denounce new music, tacitly deriding them for attaching the greatest importance to
traditional music. The textual inconsistency and unintelligibility as a result of montage
composition of the deformed texts are indeed a distinctly sarcastic means for Kagel
criticize these critics. In other words, the montage technique in Sur scène functions
compositionally as a reformation of the decomposed materials but aesthetically as a
unique Kagelian satire of the critics of new music.
In Antithese, the concept of criticism represented by the montage structure goes
further. Kagel’s criticism is two-fold. First, it decries what had been lost or neglected in
the course of the development of electroacoustic composition – specifically, the
disappearance of the visual element, since no instrumentalist is needed in an
electroacoustic musical concert. Second, and more importantly, it implicitly challenges
social norms of musical taste which tend to exclude unheard-of new music with a clichéd
question: is it still music? Kagel reacts to the question with a counter-question: what is
music? He confronts critics and his audience with this question not by making them face
it directly, but by simulating how they are likely to behave in the face of a particular kind
153
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of new music – electroacoustic composition. That is, Kagel’s criticism and satire in
Antithese do not merely criticize musico-sociological problems. Rather, they pose a
meaningful (although unanswered) question about the definition of music – what music is
– beyond the common question with the implicit negation of the postwar avant-garde’s
unconventional music – whether it is still music. To address these issues, the montage
composition plays a vital role not only in realizing the virtual theatricalization, but also in
psychologizing the listener into thinking about Kagel’s counter-question in Antithese.
In this regard, public sounds are a crucial component of the piece. Notably, not all
the public sounds were recorded in an auditorium or concert hall. As Kagel himself
describes, and as Schnebel’s list indicates, the group of recorded sounds includes those of
sports spectators and cocktail party visitors.154 Moreover, sounds of coughing and noseblowing did not necessarily have to be recorded in the auditorium; it was possible to
record them in the studio. In the montage structure of Antithese, the harsh noises of the
sports fans play a particular role: they stand for scandal in Antithese. While the sound
characteristics share the emotional aspects of scandal in a musical performance, the sound
source itself is far from a musical content. Nevertheless, one can conceive of the sound as
the rage of an audience in a musical concert, due to the deliberate order of the concrete
sound materials. In other words, Kagel’s montage technique crystallized the narrativity of
a series of events in the performance.
Within the montage structure, Kagel succeeds in transforming the sounds of the
sports enthusiasts seething with rage into that of scandal at a musical concert. In other
words, in the well-planned series of distinct sounds, the real listener may hardly imagine
that the original sounds were recorded at a soccer game. The chatting and applause
sounds at the beginning of the piece suggest the concept of an imaginary musical concert,
making it logical for the listener to assume that subsequent concrete sound materials
derive from the same venue. What is likely to happen at the moment of musical climax in
Antithese is therefore a transformation of cognitive content, in which the listener
unconsciously makes or preserves a cohesive image of the concert event based on her/his
own musical experience. For Kagel, montage in Antithese was thus a necessary
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compositional procedure for formulating a structural layout of the particular narrative,
which to a large extent pinpoints a fictitious scandal.
Kagel’s montage technique serves to create a psychological effect on the listener,
in that it seeks to shape perceptions based on experiences and assumptions about music
and musical performances. What is clear is that this psychologization does not intend to
shock the audience. Rather, it induces the audience to re-examine those perceptions and
assumptions about what music is. The montage composition in Antithese forms the
constellation of recorded concrete sounds, which makes the individual materials – public
noises – explicitly musical. In other words, with the montage technique, Kagel proves that
a mere noise can become musical material through the way the sound is used and
structured with others. The montage structure that consists in the concatenation of the
sounds and the contextual consistency of the virtual electroacoustic concert are also
crucial to the psychologization. Thus, the inseparable relationship among Kagel’s
materialization of public noises, montage composition, and psychologization is a
remarkable tripartite aspect of Antithese.
Scandal as Compositional Material
Beneath the montage structure and the series of sound continua, in which the
distinct concrete and electronic sounds “move back and forth,”155 Kagel specifically
thematized scandal in a new music concert with the aim of asking the what-is-music
question for the listener. At the same time, this was also an important (and perpetual)
question for Kagel, derived from what he observed and experienced in the rapid and
diverse growth of postwar avant-garde compositional approaches. For this reason, he
conceptualized scandal as a concrete musical material, not as an artificial sound effect, in
composing Antithese. In other words, Kagel’s intention of integration of scandal into
Antithese was not to make the piece scandalous, nor to entertain the audience, but to
satirize scandal and its social factors.
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An essential and general definition of scandal by Timo Airaksinen – “a scandal is
always a sensation”156 – is a useful starting point for considering scandal in music.
According to Airaksinen, the general definition of sensation is “something we perceive,
what we have a sensation of, but which exceeds the limits which perception sets on its
object.”157 In the context of music, these brief but precise definitions of scandal and
sensation, as well as their inseparability, can be represented in terms of cause and effect:
the cause consists of various elements up to the moment a sensation occurs and the effect
appears as a scandal. More specifically, a shock effect given by a musical presentation
produces a sensation that the acoustic of the work exceeds one’s capability to identify it
as music. The sensation giving rise to a scandal in avant-garde music was thus an
unexpected and negative musical experience of the listener, who only expected to hear
conventional – that is, tonally harmonious – music.
For this reason, scandal in music occurred as a particular phenomenon in the
concert hall where the premiere of a radical new piece took place. When the extremely
unconventional musical contents and acoustic space were unintelligible to people in the
audience, they became insurgents and the concert of new music was interrupted by their
negative, harsh, and vehement reactions. The commotion in the audience, created by their
complaining, shouting, hissing, and whistling, no longer allowed the piece to preserve the
form of musical acoustics that the composer originally intended. The underlying cause of
such reactions was derived from the audience’s immediate conviction that “it is no longer
music.” This is a basic sensation that triggers a physical reaction of the audience. The
scandal was thus an offensive confirmation of the “scandalous” non-musical piece. In
other words, the musical piece went far beyond the audience’s definition of music.
Conversely, however, scandals in music that occurred in the twentieth century were also
indicators of musical development. That is to say, a scandal signified the evolution of
musical boundaries.
A well-known example of a scandalous premiere is Stravinsky’s Le sacre du
printemps, in 1913 Paris, where a riot broke out due to the audience’s incapability of
understanding “its rhythmic essence, hammered out by the orchestra with unrestrained
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percussive intensity.”158 Shortly after the beginning of the concert, the people in the
audience were no longer listeners; rather they became hysterical protesters who were “for
and against shouting at one another in heated debate,” and the “noise level was so high
that most of the music remained inaudible.”159 This anecdote, which has been referred to
repeatedly in discussions regarding compositional innovation in the twentieth century,
made the piece the most typical of succès de scandale: the emergence of positive regard
for a musical piece, despite the utterly uncomfortable situation for the composer and
performer(s).160
Scandal seems to have happened more frequently in the premieres of postwar
avant-garde music due to the unprecedented acoustics created by the highly complex or
experimental compositional approaches. At the German premiere of Edgar Varèse’s
Ionisation in Darmstadt in 1950, for instance, “the audience booed and hissed during the
performance,” according to Amy C. Beal’s interviews with Heinz-Klaus Metzger and
Dieter Schnebel.161 In the first half of 1950s, Stockhausen faced several scandals, when
his new compositions provoked audiences at their premieres. Karl H. Wörner briefly
reports on a few that arose from Stockhausen’s first integral serialist works Kreuzspiel
and Klavierstück VI. For the former, when the work was premiered at the Darmstadt
Ferienkurs in 1951, the audience reacted with “a lively protest”; the performance of the
latter at the same venue in 1955 “was drowned out by laughter and protect.”162
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Pierre Boulez’s intricate serial piece Polyphonie X (1950-51) for 18 solo
instruments experienced a disastrous premiere at the Donaueschingen Festival, the oldest
festival for New Music, in 1951. Although not as violent as that of Le sacre du printemps,
the premiere brought such a scandalous reaction that, according to Everett Helm, “part of
the audience saw fit to hiss and cat-call.”163 Helm’s critical review of Polyphonie X on
this occasion reports what the “part of the audience” felt; more specifically, the cause of a
sensation they had, which included the reviewer himself:
This work raises the question: how advanced can one be and still write music?
There was no doubt in anyone’s mind that this Frenchman was very advanced. . . .
Compared to Boulez, Schoenberg is an old fuddy-duddy. . . . I regret to say that I
cannot take this music seriously. It is very funny for a time; one hears the most
remarkable, destructive sounds issuing from the small orchestra. But it soon
becomes deadly boring, being ice-coldly cerebral. It seems as though it would be
no trick at all to write this kind of “plink-plink, boom-boom” music.164
After a while, Boulez withdrew Polyphonie X from his oeuvre due to his self-criticism on
the piece, not due to the scandalous event at the premiere, from which he was absent. For
Boulez, the most important matter was the establishment of a rational serial approach and
thus the audience’s reaction hardly mattered to him.
Admitting that Polyphonie X was “too exclusively governed by theoretical
problems,” Boulez later explained that “the principles and ideas of the work were well
directed but their exploitation was too schematic to be effective.”165 The piece was
perhaps not as sophisticated as another serial piece, Structures Ia for two pianos, which
Boulez composed in almost the same period. Structures Ia was a milestone in the
development of serialism, a piece of “generalized serialism” that served “the principle for
all the elements of sound phenomenon, that is to unify and universalize the theoretical
principle of the series.”166 Notwithstanding its inefficient generalization or rationalization
of integral serialism, the “interesting failure”167 of Polyphonie X was an indispensable
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stepping stone toward crystallizing the serial principle in Structures Ia. Josef Häusler
evaluates the piece as a “key work” in Boulez’s compositional development and claims
that “the Donaueschingen scandal [thus] proved itself as ‘Succès scandaleux’.”168
Finally, the most arresting scandal at a musical concert in the 1950s is perhaps the
European premiere of John Cage’s Concert for Piano and Orchestra (1957-58), his first
musical composition for orchestra. The premiere took place in Cologne in 1958,169 the
same year of Cage’s first appearance at the Darmstädter Ferienkurse as a lecturer. Each
instrumentalist had her/his own part written in quasi-graphic notation and had to decipher,
interpret, and then perform it. In addition, there was no score, which was Cage’s
conceptual framework for the piece. Thus, the role of the conductor for this particular
piece was not to coordinate the individual parts, but only to indicate “the acceleration or
slowing of the course of time with arm movements similar to those of the hands of a
clock.”170 These peculiar features resulted merely from Cage’s intention to represent his
musical idea, not to aim at creating a shock for the audience.
The performance at the premiere yielded an unpleasant and chaotic sound effect
and the audience was in a state of shock. Indeed, the piece was unbearable not only for
the audience, but also for the performers. According to Ulrich Dibelius, “the orchestral
musicians began to joke more and more and became engaged in tomfoolery”; as a result,
“the performance ended unexpectedly in complete silliness and hilarity.”171 Such an
insulting reaction of the audience and performers signified that similar to Polyphonie X’s
case, Cage’s musical idea underlying the bizarre way of Concert’s presentation was not
taken into consideration. Instead, the concept and the resultant sound and visual
immediately provoked the sensation of refusal and aversion.
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Although the type and degree of tension of scandals illustrated above were
different from one another, the common feature was that these composers’ radically new,
complex, and at times experimental compositional methods and the resultant musical
sound spaces could be too progressive for the audiences. No matter how violent and
notorious the scandal was, however, such works contributed to the compositional and
aesthetic development of postwar avant-garde music. Yet, the phenomenon of scandal in
music exposed an underlying problem in the musical scene of the mid-twentieth century.
As the examples of scandal given above suggest, along with the fact that postwar avantgarde composers came to prominence as standard-bearers of contemporary music, the
distance between them and their audience grew.
By the 1950s, it was no longer uncommon that the presentation of a new piece
placed heavy demands on the audience. In the confusion and irritation such demands
produced, however, it was not always easy for audiences to adjust their views and accept
the new music as music. Karl H. Wörner’s statement is suggestive in this respect:
In the 1920s, New Music made its way free with élan; today it attempts to
promote and convince by the idea. The autogenic disposal of my generation saw
the events after 1945 always in parallel to those after the First World War. We had
to change our ideas. We now know that New Music cannot be compared to those
changes around the 1920s.172
Wörner’s statement implies that the change in ideas – popular definitions of music – was
necessarily more challenging after 1945 than it had been two decades previously. It was
not the pace or number of changes but the nature of those changes that forced postwar
audiences to change the way they listened to music. For postwar New Music, it was no
longer possible to simply perceive and react solely to the sound of the new piece. Rather,
it became necessary to discern and contemplate philosophical issues or problems in
musical composition; evaluate in what specific aspect and to what extent the piece was
actually involved with historical and social contexts; think about whether the composer
attempted to correlate her/his own musical idea with the state of music in postwar society;
and if so, consider how.
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Such a demand was too heavy a burden for most listeners and virtually impossible
at only one listening. However, unless the listeners rose to this challenge, their perception
of postwar avant-garde music would perpetually remain merely as “plink-plink, boomboom” music. Under the title “the path to the listener” (Der Weg zum Hörer), Wörner
makes a provocative remark that can provide a key to tracing a simplified path to change
the listener’s idea (and presumably to avoid inciting an impulse to rage against the shock
effect created by a new piece):
If we are to read a very complicated mathematical development and another that is
simpler, then the logic in each is equally strong, but we need more time for the
complicated; one thought can be very much richer than the other, but it does not
change anything about the logic of thought. Applied to [musical] compositions,
this means qualitative differences. There are musical thoughts and procedural
possibilities which are ambiguous by nature. If this ambiguity lies in the
composition, then it is no longer possible to say that one executes the work solely
and exclusively by listening, even if one knows the piece very well. Because the
ambiguity is indissoluble; i.e., one can hear in various ways, it all depends on how
one hears.173
Despite this logical explanation and the clarity of this statement, it is nevertheless
questionable whether one could change one’s style of listening to music or devise new
ways of hearing. For Kagel, this also was not the heart of the problem. Rather, he saw this
problem of comprehension as only one side of a larger issue.
As a composer, Kagel identified contrasting tendencies in avant-garde composers
and listeners. The former searched for novel or even nonconformist ways to create music,
while the latter wished to attend musical performances whose repertoire was familiar to
them. As a result, Kagel articulated, the composers “inevitably leave the majority of those
listeners” who he labeled “conventional music lovers” (konventionelle Musikliebhaber)
behind.174 These discordant states can be described as momentum and stagnation. Kagel
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further observed the state of stagnation in the way the conventional music lovers
perceived music in terms of psychological and social contexts.
In Kagel’s view, a causal agent of stagnation was a common cognitive process
among conventional music lovers. Kagel claims that even if they do not have sufficient
knowledge about musical elements, structures, forms, and aesthetics, such a lack does not
factor into their own evaluation of a musical piece. Rather, their own experiences are the
paradigm within which they subjectively define whether an individual piece counts as a
musical work or not. Based strictly on their own paradigm of musical pieces as artwork,
music lovers tend to evaluate “unknown pieces as logical or unintelligible, melodious or
uncomfortable, or intensive or dull.”175 Thus it is an oversimplified cognitive pattern of
musical perception which keeps the conventional listeners stagnant.
Furthermore, Kagel discerns the causal factor of this stagnation on a deeper level.
In conversation with Werner Klüppelholz, Kagel explained that the listeners’ inattentive
and premature assessment of musical work was due to a standardizing idea of “cultural
life” (Kulturleben) as a social norm. This cultural life was always concerned with
“mannerism, isms, and propriety,” according to Kagel, which were “a latent
simplification in the assessment and position of aesthetic phenomenon.”176 In Kagel’s
view, the term and state of “cultural life” were a representation of stereotypical belief
towards what was commonly (and perhaps in a sense blindly) believed to be “culture,”
which could be propagandized by authorities. In contrast to the controlled masses,
“authors, painters, and composers are constantly preoccupied with incorporating their
own experiences into an invention of something new, to enrich the procedure.”177
Kagel’s critical stance was distinguishable from that of Wörner, who seems to
have encouraged listeners to adjust to the musical scene of postwar avant-garde by
attempting to cultivate ways of listening. Kagel’s demonstration, by contrast, criticized
jener Hörer, die als konventionelle Musikliebhaber die Konzerte mit Musik des gängigen Repertoires
besuchen.”
175
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how the notion of cultural life as a social norm gave rise to a powerful potential to
separate composers from listeners. At the same time, this norm was occasionally
solidified by the society milieu of musicians and critics, as well as by society as a whole.
His criticism thus posits that the norm of cultural life forms an essential part of the
conventional listeners’ paradigm, which tends to exclude “unintelligible, uncomfortable,
and dull” new music. Kagel explicitly spoke of the cause:
Most people do not participate in the great decisions of culture; they delegate this
to the hands of a few. Through this general impotence, . . . concert organizers feel
confirmed in restricting themselves to a single repertoire, which one hears over
and over again.178
It is indeed a significant aspect; Toop maintains that “‘criticism’ is a key word for any
discussion of Kagel’s music,” and hence he labels Kagel a “social critic in music.”179
The standardized cultural life guards the listeners from new musical works as
“ugly ducklings,” which do not fit their belief in pre-established social “harmony.”
Among postwar avant-garde composers, the expansion of compositional method and
aesthetic was a tacit goal, but their aim was neither to astonish their audience, nor to
create a scandal. Their avid exploration of original compositional approaches that
reflected their views of present music resulted at times in cutting-edge musical pieces;
meanwhile, these pieces often went beyond the listeners’ paradigm. Although the
composers might to some extent be conscious of this fact, neither they nor the listeners
could predict the occurrence of a scandal at the premiere of their new works. If it were
possible, few would have wished to be at the concert. In fact, the chance that a scandal
would occur in a musical performance was unpredictable because it hinged on the
characteristics of the piece, the venue, and attitude of the audience. This can be confirmed
by a “preliminary definition of scandal” addressed by Manfred J. Holler: “Human beings
learn by experience, communication and introspection. As a consequence, the properties,
causes and effects of scandals will change along with their appearance and analysis.”180
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This theory fits the postwar avant-garde’s musical pieces that elicited scandal, since they
were extremely unconventional and had difficulty communicating immediately with the
listeners. Listeners derived such perception from their beliefs not only in their own
musical paradigm, but also in the notion of cultural life, a standardized idea of how music
is supposed to be and sound.
Kagel saw through the system of scandal and thus his criticism perfectly
corresponds to Holler’s concise summary of “the constituent elements of a scandal,”
which are “the motives and objectives of the agents and the social constraints and preconditions.”181 Kagel’s musical materialization of scandal in the music of Antithese was
therefore not intended to induce a shock effect, but rather was an embodiment of his
critical thought in music. However, the composer’s motivation for incorporating scandal
as a musical element into the piece was derived not solely from his critical observation,
but also from his own (presumably unexpected) experience of scandal at the premiere of
one of his new pieces.
Sonant Scandal in 1961
The piece is Sonant (1960/....) for guitar (an electronic guitar included), harp, fivestring double bass, and membranophones (two percussion instrumentalists), composed
between February and December of 1960. Sonant consists of ten sections, but no printed
score exists for three of them. An ensemble of performers is supposed to “choose at least
five sections” arbitrarily in advance and then form an order under certain conditions.182
Each part of the printed sections contains conventional and graphic notations, as well as a
number of symbols and signs Kagel invented, along with detailed instructions. The
performers have to follow some notations and instructions precisely; unless otherwise
instructed, they need to create their own interpretation.
Depending on the section, the degree of durational determinacy varies; either 1) in
seconds and/or minutes (Faites votre jeu I, Faites votre jeu II, Pièce touchée, pièce jouée,
Fin I, and Fin II/ Invitation au jeu, voix) or 2) in part in a conventional meter (Marquez le
jeu (à trois)), or 3) in an approximate time frame ((Rien) ne va plus, Fin III (Plein), and
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Fin IV (Demiplein)). In Pièce de résistance, no specific framework for duration is given.
In Faites votre jeu I, the “duration of each measure is given in seconds”183 but some
measures are indicated to be played F (free) instead of in seconds, in which the duration
“is determined by the method of attack and/or the manner of articulating sound.”184 Fin
II/ Invitation au jeu, voix provides a verbal score with parameters of duration, dynamic,
and tempo, which looks similar to that of Sur scène. Given that each part has its own
detailed instructions on how to act and produce sounds, all instrumentalists individually
realize the theatrical-musical section, following the series of specific durational units. By
contrast, Faites votre jeu II indicates only the total duration, three minutes (3’), at the
beginning of the section. Since each part consists of five systems, “the duration of each
system takes 36 seconds; [h]owever, the time articulation is left up to each performer,
making acceleration and deceleration possible.”185 Marquez le jeu (à trois) allows
performers to choose an arbitrary tempo and duration without any indication in seconds
or minutes, except for the last six measures in which Kagel specifies the time signature of
3/4 with a tempo between 48 and 76 beats of quarter tone per minute. In Fin III and Fin
IV, which have no scores, all performers can make a musical collage by combining
fragments they arbitrarily extract from other sections, but the duration of both sections is
restricted to three minutes. Also, there is no score for (Rien) ne va plus, in which the
musician literally no longer [ne va plus] performs, and yet this particular section is not
supposed to last more than 90 seconds.
There are also significant aspects of arbitrariness in Sonant. In the score, Kagel
indicates spots where performers may speak, whisper, whistle, scream, murmur, and
cough (omitting such a voice “embellishment” is also another option). Furthermore, the
guitarist is allowed to substitute a singing voice or whistle for notes that are difficult or
impossible to perform, for instance in Pièce de Résistance. These voice options not only
expand the range of timbre, but also, more importantly, theatricalize the piece. Another
indeterminate and theatrical aspect is what Kagel calls “virtual” interpretation.186 In
sections of Marquez le jeu and Pièce touchée, pièce jouée, the instrumentalists can mimic
183
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the performance without actually producing sounds. This is an example of Kagel’s unique
theatricalization of music, an approach to “music as seeing” as a significant concept of
Instrumental Theater.187 Finally, in the theatricalization of Sonant, it is also notable that
the Fin II’s vocal realization is a musical event, in which the individual performers are
supposed to read the given texts, following instructions for the duration, dynamic, tempo
change, and rhythm. The overall theatricalization of Sonant was markedly unconventional
and thus to a large extent outside the musical paradigm of ordinary listeners.
The premiere of Sonant took place at the Concerts du Domaine Musical in Paris
on 1 February 1961. Invited by Boulez, it was the second time Kagel presented his music
at the Domaine Musical.188 Before the premiere was held, a portent of scandal was
already apparent. According to Kagel, two French percussionists refused to perform
Sonant after a rehearsal for the premiere; as a consequence, Kagel and a Swiss composer
Giuseppe Englert expeditiously substituted the membranophone parts.189 Kagel had
already admitted that the piece was “very strange, curious,”190 and he characterized it as
“non-heroic music” in “the heroic period of serial music.”191 Hence to Kagel, a negative
reaction to the piece might have been more or less predictable, as he was aware of its
idiosyncratic nature and failure to conform to standards of the heroic music of that time.
However, the audience’s rage at the Sonant premiere was stronger than expected. Despite
Kagel’s gratitude for Englert’s unexpected acceptance of the performance,192 he later
informed David Tudor in a letter that the “creation of SONANT in the growling Domaine
Musical was the most horrible scandal after ‘sacre du printemps’” and “[t]he people make
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[sic] a civil war in the concert hall!!”193 Although the letter barely refers to the details of
scandal, nor to its primary cause from Kagel’s perspective, his language implies his great
astonishment at the first scandal resulting from his own musical piece. A Japanese music
journalist Kuniharu Akiyama, who attended the concert, reported the state of the civilwar-like scandal: “creating a sound world that seemed as if it went beyond the limit of a
human being’s sense of hearing, Sonant had raised the audience’s hackles completely.”194
Later, Kagel himself also remembered that the event “was a mild earthquake.”195
Presumably, the premiere of Sonant produced unheard-of noises, which together
with the bizarre actions of the performers on stage, incited the audience to react.196 The
audience seems to have become so irate that Boulez, the organizer of the concert, had to
go “up on the stage to ask for silence”; nevertheless, they “flung coins and other objects
on it.”197 In Kagel’s interpretation of the Sonant scandal, he says that it “can be related to
the musical education or non-education of the audience.”198 It may seem that Kagel is
criticizing the audience; however, what this criticism really insinuates is that the problem
lies in the idea of cultural life as a force of musical standardization.
Regardless of whether the premiere of Sonant became a case of succès de
scandale and to what extent it re-emblematized Kagel as a postwar avant-garde, the
experience sharpened his critical thought concerning the relation between music and
society. Besides, the composer incorporated the scandal experience into Antithese.
Through such an approach, Kagel posed problems concerning not only the friction
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between composers and listeners, but also the current musical scene, especially with
regard to the issue of ways to present electroacoustic music.
Criticism of Electroacoustic Music in the Electroacoustic Piece
Kagel’s thematization of scandal in Antithese has another significant aspect as
social criticism in music. As is true of his contemporaries, Kagel became aware of the
fact that, on the one hand, scandal in music is “still a normal occurrence in some concerts
of instrumental music” but that, on the other hand, in a concert of electroacoustic music,
scandal as the audience’s “disapproval is not possible, during the [tape] playback of the
work.”199 A one-way presentation of an electroacoustic piece from loudspeakers to the
audience had in fact been a debated problem since the 1950s, as had Boulez claimed.200 A
famous photograph of the premiere of Stockhausen’s Gesang der Jünglinge in the
auditorium of the WDR201 is a useful document to recognize what Boulez meant. John
Smally’s description of the situation is helpful: “four of the channels were played back by
a four-track tape machine over four groups of speakers surrounding the audience, while
the fifth track was projected by a separate machine through a fifth loudspeaker set up on
stage.”202
Kagel gained insight into the problem from a more audience-leaning perspective.
Public performances of electronic music usually take place so that an appropriate
hearing is impossible, because of the extreme volume of the sounds, which are
produced through loudspeakers. It is not evident if the composer is seeking to have
such a volume in order to compensate for the absence of players. The fact is that
the physical strain of hearing electroacoustic music causes simple exhaustion, due
to the completely saturated presence of the sounds. The listener is struck in his
attention, so that his spontaneous reaction is mostly due to rejection.203
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Kagel apprehended the frustrations of the audience as twofold. One was their exhaustion
and discomfort because of the excessive volume that was mechanically reproduced.
Another was that no matter how much the sound vexed their ears, they knew there was no
point to shout out their grievances to the loudspeakers on stage. Unlike a presentation of
instrumental music, the reproduction of the taped music proceeds, no matter how loud the
audience yells, and it could even drown out their angry roar.
Kagel’s stance on scandal in music in this respect is noteworthy because it is a
different angle from his criticism of standardized cultural life. Although the composer in
fact experienced “the most horrible scandal since Stravinsky’s Le Sacre du printemps” in
the Sonant premiere, he understood that a scandal in music was nevertheless a kind of
natural human reaction to demonstrate one’s disapproval. Kagel never, of course,
endorsed scandal, but regarded the restraint of human nature – even though no composer
hopes for disapproval – as more problematic. Hence, Kagel conceptualized the music of
Antithese “as a kind of ‘illusion music-theatre’” that illustrates a concert of
electroacoustic music and events of the audience’s reaction to it. The series of montaged
public sounds in Antithese is a constitution of actions that a real listener of the piece
could make on the occasion of electroacoustic concert.
In other words, the virtual audience in Antithese acts for the real listeners, who are
unlikely to react to the music without instrumentalist. The real listeners are thus placed in
a concurrence of reality and unreality: it is real that they listen to the music as the
audience, but what they hear then is a fictitious concert and its scandal. This particular
concept does not aim at entertaining the real listeners, but rather it questions “if electronic
music would be at best only appropriate for the totally individual house concerts; there
one can sit at one of the few spots where the stereophony is literally stereophonically
perceived and where various readings – concert programs are so one-sided! – and other
entertainment [sic] are easily accessible.”204
The music of Antithese thus raises the question of how to present electroacoustic
music but offers no clear solution. That is to say, Kagel did not seek an absolute answer
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to the question, no matter how critical it is. Rather, his statement above is a significant
reflection of his musico-critical thought on the musical piece; through the musical
representation of this thought, he expected to evoke a reaction from the listener, critic,
concert organizer, and his contemporaries. Perhaps Kagel believed that the reaction
would help to illuminate the problem of presentation of electroacoustic music. Hence, the
amalgamation of musique concrète and electronische Musik principles in the piece was
merely a necessary approach to embody this thought. It was not primarily an attempt of
new compositional theorization, like that which Kagel undertook in Transición I. While
the repercussions of the concrète-elektronisch debate, which peaked in the mid-1950s,
were still present in the early 1960s, Kagel dismissed this with criticism of the “ridiculous
rat-race” between Cologne and Paris (see Chapter Two). Leaving aside the controversy
among the connoisseurs, Kagel emphasized the need to focus on the listener as one of his
main intentions in Antithese. The piece thus has a particular dimension that attempts to
convey the issues underlying the way electroacoustic music was presented and the way
people listened to it. Kagel wanted to make people recognize and critically evaluate the
standardization of cultural life, which encompassed problematic aspects of “conventional
music lovers,” music education, and politics in postwar avant-garde music.
Kagel planned a second version of the music of Antithese, which would preserve
all the electronic sounds unchanged but replace the concrete sounds with another series of
public sounds. He seems to have wanted to create a new formal structure for the piece;
however, this plan was not realized. Hence, it is unclear that what specific “human
reaction sounds”205 Kagel had then in mind. Instead of realizing the second version,
Kagel composed the stage version of Antithese, i.e., real theatricalization of the piece, so
that it contains the twofold dimension of theatricalization; the virtual and real. Antithese
then became Kagel’s first Instrumental Theater work for electroacoustic music.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THEATRICALIZATION IN ANTITHESE

Introduction
The growth of electroacoustic composition resulted in antithetical situations. On
the one hand, utilization of technical equipment vastly expanded the capability of
generating and modifying sound material, as well as forming the micro- and macrostructure of a sound or sound unit. Composers involved in electroacoustic composition
enjoyed an advantage in creating new sound materials and their formal-structural
organization, which expanded upon the range offered by traditional musical instruments.
In the presentation of electroacoustic music, the “spatial transmittance of sound” has been
also realized, according to M. J. Grant, “by giving the effect of sounds approaching or
retreating, being nearer or further away.”1 On the other hand, mechanical reproduction as
a common mode of electroacoustic musical presentation no longer requires live
performances. Grant even contends that “concert halls are on the whole totally unsuited”
to these types of performances as the audience experiences discomfort facing the
loudspeakers in the absence of a performer.
The discomfort was felt not only by audiences, but also by composers. Boulez, for
instance, attempted to solve the performer-absence problem at an electroacoustic musical
concert in his presentation of Poésie pour pouvoir (1958), a piece composed of three
ensemble groups – two divisions of an orchestra and a group of soloists – and
electronically generated sounds recorded in a five-track tape. Each group was located on a
platform at different heights, an arrangement that the composer called “a mounting
spiral.”2 The loudspeakers were set behind the audience and “into the room immediately
above the upper orchestra,” so that the entire spiral was completed with instrumental
ensemble groups on the three different platforms. Boulez’s specific aim with this stage
setting was a “spatialization” of instrumental and electroacoustic sounds.
Although creative, Boulez’s spatial approach in Poésie did not deal with
theatricalization of music at all. In the first place, the individual sound groups were purely
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musical and the physical-spatial arrangement of these components was pragmatically
rather than artistically motivated. Thus, together with the purpose of realizing a spatial
sound transmission, the setting of loudspeakers merely served to make them less visible
or disturbing than the traditional concert style of electroacoustic music. Boulez specified
not only the structure of the music, but also the structure of the physical dispositions, and
thus the piece was delivered with a firm hand. No part of the Poésie was ever allowed to
behave independently of other parts. It is exactly the reverse in musical theater, where the
independence of individual compositional components is to a large extent guaranteed,
regardless of whether a component belongs to the category of music or musical genre, or
whether it is brought from different art genre.
As Heile points out, one can trace the early development of musical theater in
works of the pre-war avant-garde, particularly those of Stravinsky and Schoenberg.
Distinct features of their development of theatrical approaches were, according to Heile,
new ways of combining theatrical and musical elements which steered clear of the
established division between the two spheres in traditional opera on the one hand
and the static text delivery of song cycles and oratorios on the other.3
Whereas these features lay at the heart of pre-war musical theater, postwar avant-gardists
extended them. Their conceptual extension stemmed from the “re-conceptualization of
the nature of performance” that comprised their procedure of deconstruction and
reconstruction of the form.
Deconstruction did not necessarily mean complete destruction of the preconceived
notion of musical theater. Instead, it entailed a clarification of what was heard and seen. A
visual component, which might have been used to merely decorate and dramatize,
regained its original identity as a genre independent of music. The reconstruction was
therefore a reintegration of the rediscovered genre into musical composition. The visual
component, despite being a compositional element in a musical piece, no longer had to
function as a subordinate visual accompaniment to the music, nor did the musical
component have to serve as a sound accompaniment to the visual. Inevitably, the new
form of musical theater required the collaboration of a musician and an actor, dancer, or
painter.

3
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The work of John Cage was the first to exemplify this new concept of musical
theatrical form. Strongly inspired by Antonin Artaud’s The Theater and Its Double, Cage
formed a concept and aesthetic of theatricalization where “each event is centered on its
own experience.”4 That is, in a form of theater that consists of heterogeneous components
(i.e., different art genres), there is no “absolute center, rather a collection of phenomena
that are each at the center of their own experience.”5 A concrete example of this notion is
that
rather than the dance expressing the music or the music expressing the dance, . . .
the two could go together independently neither one controlling the other. And this
was extended on this occasion not only to music and dance, but to poetry and
painting, and so forth, and to the audience. So that the audience was not focused in
one particular direction.6
In 1952, Cage attempted a bold interdisciplinary collaboration as an embodiment of the
concept of theater at Black Mountain College, North Carolina. It was a one-time event to
which Cage invited Charles Olson (1910-1970), modernist poet; Mary Caroline Richard
(1916-1999), poet, essayist, translator, and painter; Robert Rauschenberg (1925-2008),
artist; Merce Cunningham (1919-2009), dancer and choreographer; and David Tudor,
pianist.
Aside from inviting such an array of avant-garde talent, what Cage “organized”
was just a time frame for the event and an approximate place and space for each
performer. A brief plan was provided, but there was no rehearsal. Consequently, the
individual performers had virtually no idea of what the others would do. Cage described
how the performance went:
At one end of a rectangular hall, . . . was a movie and at the other end were slides.
I was up on a ladder delivering a lecture which included silences and there was
another ladder which M. C. Richards and Charles Olson went up at different
times. . . . Robert Rauschenberg was playing an old-fashioned phonograph that
had a horn and a dog on the side listening, and David Tudor was playing a piano,
and Merce Cunningham and other dancers were moving through the audience and
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around the audience. Rauschenberg’s pictures were suspended about the
audience.7
While this multimedia theatrical event later came to be regarded as an archetype of a
“Happening,” Cage focused more on theatricalization of music by simplifying the form as
a whole and specifying visual elements.
In the same year of the Black Mountain event, Cage composed the quasi-theatrical
piece Water Music (1952) for a pianist. The piece was his “immediate reaction to that
event.”8 Arguably, however, the piece can be subsumed under the category of musical
theater, even though the performer “plays no role of singing and/or acting and there is no
narratable action, whose individual stations are tied together.”9 All “instruments” for the
music are specified in the instructions and the pianist is expected to follow these and
perform specifically according to the score. Aside from the piano, the instruments are a
radio, three types of whistles, containers filled with water, a stopwatch, a wooden stick, a
deck of cards, and four objects that are inserted between strings of the piano (prepared
piano). The published score indicates specific time points at which the pianist produces
sounds of individually indicated instruments.
Water Music does not require the pianist to act; nevertheless, a closer observation
of the piece reveals its theatrical characteristics. Every movement the pianist makes
producing a sound (e.g., pouring water, shuffling the cards, blowing the whistles, hitting
the piano with the stick, plucking at the strings of the piano, and playing notes or broken
chords on the piano), is a distinct scene. The audience is expected to hear the sound and
see the action at the same time, which was exactly Cage’s theatrical intention. In addition,
in the performance of Water Music, a large sheet score hangs over the stage. By
displaying the score in this manner, the audience can also look at the entire score
consisting of graphic, verbal, and traditional notations. This prop becomes another aspect
of the performance that the audience can attend to, while the pianist produces the sounds
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and actions. In Water Music, the visual exposition of musical contents is a theatrical
concept that Cage invented.10
The only electronic device that Cage employed in Water Music is a radio, which is
placed on or beside the piano, where the pianist is able to reach to change the volume and
frequency. In fact, the radio is an important object to draw the audience’s visual attention,
which is aesthetically antithetical to Boulez’s solution in Poésie where he obscured the
existence of loudspeakers by the spiral stage setting. After Water Music, Cage continued
to use theatrics in Music Walk (1958) for pianos and radios and Water Walk (1959) for
piano, radios, water, and water-related items such as a bath tub, a pressure cooker, a
watering can, among other items.11 In these pieces, Cage intensified theatrical features in
which the actions of the performer were more vivid than in Water Music. Particularly
notable was the enhancement of the theatrical characteristics by the placement of the
radios and musical instruments. Unlike Water Music, the radios and instruments are
separated in Music Walk and Water Walk, so that as the titles of these pieces imply the
performer has to walk between them to produce their sounds. Although not dramatic, the
action of the performer is unmistakably theatrical.
Cage was undoubtedly an innovator, if not a pioneer, of musical theater by his
unique re-conceptualization of the genre. His works defined postwar avant-garde musical
theater, distinguishing it from its pre-war existence. Heinz-Klaus Metzger interpreted
Cage’s “liberation of action” as a significant factor in his “new” musical theater work.12
Metzger praised the “spectacular aspect of actions” in Music Walk and Water Walk,
asserting that
[h]ere – after the downfall of opera, the failure of the epic music theater, and the
necessary end of realism in theater itself – is the beginning of a new music theater,
tentatively evident, responsible only to not betraying its own possibilities.13
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After establishing the new musical theater with the three pieces discussed above,
Cage developed the idea of theatricalizing electroacoustic music. In an interview with
Roger Reynolds, Cage explained the basic concept:
I think that the most important thing to do with electronic music now is to
somehow make it theatrical, and not through such means as turning the lights out,
but rather through introducing live performance elements. That is to say, people
actually doing things. . . . the actual, visible manipulation of the machines.14
No application of this idea, however, appears to have been realized by Cage. Instead, for
an event celebrating his 50th birthday, one of his friends dedicated a piece to Cage
embodying theatricalization of electroacoustic music. This friend was Kagel and the piece
was Antithese für einen Darsteller mit elektronischen + öffentlichen Klängen, which he
intentionally characterized as an Instrumental Theater work, rather than as a musical
theater piece.

Instrumental Theater as a Distinct Form of Musical Theater
Kagel’s conceptualization of Instrumental Theater was based on his multimedia
experiences and his ambition to establish his own interdisciplinary aesthetic. A review of
these two imperatives reveals not only subtle and clear distinctions between Kagel’s
Instrumental Theater and Cage’s musical theater, but also an extended application of the
concept in Antithese, a piece without an instrumentalist. Cage’s musical theater
undoubtedly inspired Kagel’s ambition to forge a new and original theatricalization of
music. They shared the basic conviction that visual elements, which include movements
or actions, are indispensable in the theatricalization of music. In her study of Kagel’s
Instrumental Theater, Inge Kovács identified significant similarities between the
theatricalizations of Kagel and Cage. Kovács sees Cage’s theatrical pieces in which he
underscored the visual as “historical models for Kagel’s conceptual design of
Instrumental Theater,”15 especially in Music Walk and Water Walk, as described above,
where actions on stage were an essential part of the visual. Indeterminacy pertains to their
14
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theatrical works, but the degree of indeterminacy depends on the individual pieces, as
well as on the interpretation of a performer. Barbara Zuber also refers to Kagel’s remark
concerning the visual significance of his Instrumental Theater principle, which was
characteristically similar to Cage’s musical theater, stating that “[a]s a matter of principle,
the visual always played a great role in music. . . . Where music is performed, theater
takes places as well.”16 Richard Toop also emphasized Cage’s influence such that
one of Kagel’s preoccupations, namely [is] that the production of music in the
concert hall consists not only of sounds which are heard, but also of actions which
are seen. Perhaps this fascination with “visible music” (to borrow an expression
from Dieter Schnebel) had its source in the performances given by Cage and
Tudor in Europe in the late fifties.17
Cage’s theatrical compositions and their presentations more or less influenced the
formation of Kagel’s Instrumental Theater concept and aesthetic. However, Kagel was
never an imitator of Cage’s musical theater. Rather, he pioneered his own genre of
theatrical work and crystallized it in a manner distinct from Cage’s musical theater.
A clear aesthetic and philosophical difference between Kagel and Cage emerges
from their different motivations to theatricalize music. Antithese highlights these
distinctions and evinces the originality of Kagel’s Instrumental Theater. In Antithese,
Kagel specifies an actor for the stage version rather than an instrumentalist, while in
previous pieces of Instrumental Theater, for example in Sur scène and Sonant, musicians
performed their individual musical parts and theatrical actions. By placing an actor on
stage with explicit acting instructions, the degree of theatrical characterization was greatly
extended in Antithese. According to Toop, “in Kagel’s work there is no longer any
question of the players’ visible actions being a subsidiary factor: sound and action are
treated as two autonomous fields, sometimes working in harness together.”18
In Instrumental Theater, the instrumentalist must be not simply an accomplished
musical performer, but a skilled actor as well. In his lecture “About the musical theater”
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at the Slee Lecture Recitals in Buffalo, Kagel’s clear statement was unmistakably
different from Cage’s concept of musical theater:
For instrumental theatre, you need musicians who are also actors, not only
musicians. I criticize the fact that musicians are not actors. In general, they are bad
actors, and they are not trained to make any kind of movement. . . . When I
criticize the fact that musicians are not actors, I start staging. . . . The problem with
acting musicians is not a matter of the stage director, but of training and
education.19
A distinct element of Kagel’s Instrumental Theater work, according to Zuber, is the great
importance of “role playing” (Rollenspiel) that he assigned to individual musicians. This
aspect differentiates Instrumental Theater from Cage’s theater works. Zuber observes the
varying degrees of indeterminacy in this respect:
Kagel seeks more or less to control all conditions of theatrical musical actions, so
that he parameterizes (which varies, depending on a composition) elements of
musico-theatrical instruments (also the actor) and newly composes. In contrast,
Cage . . . radically dissociates components of theatrical instruments . . . , so that
he gives its composition over to the chance and the choice over to the
performance. His principle of theater or musical theater always deems a nonrecurring realization of indeterminate possibilities of theatrical actions.20
Instrumental Theater thus includes the composition of actions or movements, in contrast
to Cage’s principle of indeterminacy, which can be clarified in part by “his dictum that
‘process should imitate nature in its manner of operation’; or, . . . ‘everything is
music’.”21 In the link between music and theater, as well as between them and
indeterminacy, both Kagel and Cage anticipated that an unexpected sound or artistic
event would emerge. However, while Cage’s idea of indeterminacy was derived from the
idea of freedom without bounds, Kagel regarded indeterminacy as only one of the
principles within the conceptual framework of an Instrumental Theater piece. In other
words, indeterminacy itself was the framework (or even a goal) of Cage’s theatrical
19
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composition, but for Kagel, it was a means to an end, integrated into a compositional
plan.22 Kagel’s approach thus suggests as if he sought a middleground between Boulezian
serialist strictness and Cagean unlimited freedom. This aspect is highlighted particularly
in his Instrumental Theater work.
In his first Instrumental Theater piece, Sur scène, Kagel stages a narrator, a mime,
a bass solo singer, and instrumentalists, each of whom has a specific role along with its
own musical part. The composer also specifies the individual spatiality: for example, the
appearance and disappearance of the performers, their stage position, and their actions or
movements. In this context, Kagel also describes implicit and explicit interactions among
the performers. In his reference to “chamber musical theater” (i.e., “musicalization of a
chamber music theatrical situation”23), Kagel defines Sur scène as a “total composition”
(totale Komposition). According to Kagel, the work was “never a Gesamtkunstwerk (total
work of art), nor total theater,” but rather “a composition of all materials, both sounding
and non-sounding, that are relevant to the piece.”24
In the total composition, “all elements are already driven to interconnect to the
extreme,”25 which becomes apparent upon analysis of the verbal score of Sur scène.
Matthias Rebstock identifies the first section of Sur scène as the part in which “the
scenic-musical relationships are most precisely composed and the network of interaction
among the performers is the most dense.”26 Rebstock’s detailed description of the
speaker’s movements captures this interaction by highlighting the
rhythm of gesture, whose accents and organization are supposed to be different as
far as possible from the rhythm and accents of the spoken text. Here the
significance of gesture stands in contrast to the speaker’s deformed and ridiculous
way of speaking at this spot, [since he] obviously suffers from a speech
impediment. In addition, however, the gestures of the speaker correspond to those
of the mime. As the speaker makes a gesture with his right hand, he leads his left
22
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hand to his chin at the same time and takes the same action as the one the mime
already took earlier, a kind of thinker’s pose.27
In the verbal score, Kagel indicates the precise timing of the mime’s thinker’s pose and
related actions, and how the speaker reacts to the mime. More specifically, the mime
takes its cue from the speaker’s “als” (“as” in English) in that scene. After a long pause,
the speaker glances at the mime’s thinker’s pose and then strikes a similar pose. Likewise,
specific words are given as cues for individual actions of the instrumentalists and singer.
In this way Kagel choreographed the performers of Sur scène.
Aside from this choreography, Kagel added another layer of control,
parameterization, as Zuber claimed above with regard to his Instrumental Theater work.
For the speaker’s text, Kagel assembled texts relating to music from various eras,
deformed words in some parts (decomposition), and then composed a series of these in a
manner of montage (recomposition). Hence, the text is inconsistent and in some passages
even unintelligible, which results in, as Rebstock claims above, “the speaker’s deformed
and ridiculous way of speaking.” This was precisely Kagel’s intention. Kagel provided
further parameters for this text: dynamic (loud, normal, quiet, etc), pitch (high, normal,
low, etc), and tempo (fast, normal, slow, etc). The speaker was to read each text segment
aloud, observing the combination of three levels indicated by the respective parameters.
Kagel’s application of parametric thought to Sur scène, however, consciously
diverged from the control characteristic of serialism or electroacoustic composition. The
levels of each parameter are verbally precise but never arithmetical nor algorithmic. This
aspect suggests an implicit indeterminacy: even though the text and instructions are
verbally determined, the musical result is not as precise as that determined by means of
arithmetic or algorithm. Kagel’s parameterization in Sur scène thus has hidden depths. It
provides the performers a space for creating their own fashion of presenting the piece but
allows the composer to express his critical message as well.
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Indeed, the parameterization of the speaker’s part appears to be a satirical attempt
to expose the authoritative or dogmatic air of serialism, which had been so influential in
postwar avant-garde music of the 1950s. Different combinations of levels in the three
parameters often contort the seriously written texts, which could be interpreted as Kagel’s
derision against “the academicism of Darmstadt . . . , bringing the piece into proximity
with a satirical sketch.”28 This aspect underpins the characteristics of control in this
particular Instrumental Theater piece, which subtly criticizes the tendency toward
complete control in serialism. On this basis, Sur scène requires musical and theatrical
creativity from the speaker within the detailed instructions and indications of each
parameter, as opposed to simply reading the text aloud.
Creativity is an indispensable keyword not only for Kagel’s theatrical
compositions, but also for the musicians who enact them. In Sur scène, the
instrumentalists and singer rely most upon their musical creativity to construct a form
based on their interpretation of the piece’s structure as well as Kagel’s satire. In the
published score, there is no conventional musical notation, only verbal instructions. For
example, at the beginning an instrumentalist plays apparently arbitrary notes on a piano in
practicing fashion and at times plays some chords fortissimo. After the following pause,
two instrumentalists produce the sound of an arbitrary chord on the piano and a celesta,
the dynamic range of which is soft to very loud (p – ff). According to Rebstock, Kagel’s
manuscript example of the instrumental score for the premiere of Sur scène, which is
unpublished, is written in conventional notation. Although notes and their individual
registers are determined, “the performer has musical freedom within exact limits
(note/chord materials), by which a typical activity of musical life, i.e., practicing, is
represented.”29 This reaffirms the direction of Kagel’s parametric thought as different
from that of the serialists. Sur scène’s parameterization provides exact limits, but only as
a general framework within which musical freedom must be exercised.
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The controlled indeterminacy of Sur scène is comparable to Cage’s Water Music,
for instance, in that its detailed time points, dynamics, and “instrumentations” are charted
in the score. No doubt these are also parameters, but Cage composed the individual
parameters of Water Music by chance operations; in other words, he used the
indeterminate/aleatoric procedure for the composition of the piece.30 Thus the way the
pianist performs was fixed at this point and notated in the score in detail. Nevertheless,
Cage anticipated hearing sounds and seeing actions that he did not expect in the course of
a performance of Water Music. Such an expectation was also true of Kagel in Sur scène.
However, a marked difference between Cage and Kagel concerning controlled
indeterminacy in these pieces was that the latter never relied on any kind of chance
operation like the former did. Furthermore, Kagel had a deterministic idea of his
theatricalization that it must be realized by the “highest clarity to unify music and theater
to a third dimension.”31 In his conceptualization of Instrumental Theater, according to
Kagel, clarity is a necessary factor
to activate a listener’s visual sense, while he preserves a sight of what occurs and
how it is made. That is to say, the less accessible the realization processes are kept,
the less the active participation of the listeners can be aroused.32
With regard to the idea of multimedia composition, Cage’s Water Music may have
inspired Kagel to conceptualize a space unifying acoustic and visual elements.33 Hermann
Danuser even regards the piece as paradigmatic for Kagel’s – or avant-gardist –
Instrumental Theater, in addition to “an early model of experimental action music,”
“scenic composition,” and “musical theater of avant-garde.”34 Notwithstanding, the
aesthetic directions underlying Water Music and Sur scène (and other Instrumental
30
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Theater works including Antithese) are different. Cage’s use of water as an acoustic as
well as a theatrical element derived from an aspect of his idealism, although his inclusion
of water as a compositional material also had practical reasons. Cage recounts “the notion
that the world is made up of water, earth, fire, etc. and . . . that water was a useful thing to
concentrate on.”35 In contrast, even before Antithese the satirical contents of verbal,
acoustic, and action presentations in Sur scène censured “a set of old problems of modern
music: the increasing degree of specialization and distance between the contemporary
musical work and the (non-professional) audience.”36 Thus, even if Water Music was a
paradigm of Kagel’s Instrumental Theater, Kagel pioneered his own musico-theatrical
vocabulary in Sur scène.
Ulrich Dibelius’s statement concerning Kagel’s developmental process of
theatricalization suffices to summarize characteristics of Instrumental Theater, as well as
its aesthetic distinction from Cage’s musical theater.
Kagel’s attempts to question traditional aesthetic norms and to annul them as
much as possible. . . . His ventures gradually moved in a wider radius and gained
every new, compositionally usurped element – space, countenance, light, stage
setting, film, artificial or real scenes, common or strangely invented objects –
meanwhile, also a new foreign substance of catalytic potency.37
The individuality of Kagel’s theatrical approach must have given him confidence to be
the inventor of Instrumental Theater.

Structure of Theatricalized Antithese
While Cage never set out to realize his idea of theatricalization of electronic
music, which he addressed in the 1962 interview with Reynolds (see page 143), that same
year Kagel undertook to compose the stage version of Antithese. Although the
35
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fundamental concept of Kagel’s Instrumental Theater requires a musician to perform
music and to act simultaneously on the stage, Kagel applied it differently to Antithese.
Here an actor concentrates exclusively on the acting and does not perform a musical
instrument. This concept was not simply a replacement for the absence of an
instrumentalist, but an attempt to consolidate the electroacoustic music, action, and stage
scenery.
Kagel’s theatricalization of Antithese is in a sense more multimedia and more
theatrical than Cage’s conception of theatrical electronic music. Cage’s idea, on the one
hand, entails “the actual, visible manipulation of the machines”38 and implies his
expectation of seeing movements that a machine operator (or a musician who operates the
machines) makes. The machine operator has nothing to do with acting, however, so Cage
had no reason to plot out the course of performance. On the other hand, Kagel’s
installation of the actor in Antithese indicates a newly added dimension, a parameter in
which he provides a “libretto” for the actor.
Furthermore, as Rebstock explains, the stage version of Antithese is in fact
Kagel’s “first piece that is directly conceptualized for a theater stage.”39 In Sur scène, for
instance, the stage instructions specify only the positions where individual performers
should stand. In contrast, Antithese prescribes the specific stage scenery consisting of
various electronic devices for the reproduction of music; for example, loudspeakers,
radios, turntables, magnetic tapes, and tape recorders. The instruction for the stage
scenery in the published score gives further details:
The scenery is provided by a collection of electro-accoustical machines of various
kinds and vintage on movable stands with tables. This scene should characterise a
neglected, dusty laboratory and at the same time give the impression of a
retrospective exhibition of the apparatus which has been used for relaying sound
from the beginning of the century up to the present day.40
This particular theatrical staging does not aim at entertaining the audience. It is rather a
necessary component to which “the actor in silence is supposed to react.”41
The predetermined stage design of Antithese has no parallel in Cage’s musical
theater. The detailed staging in Antithese is of the “highest clarity,” an essential principle
38
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of Instrumental Theater, which was necessary for creating an interaction between the
performer and a set of electronic devices. By contrast, Cage gives the performer of
Theatre Piece (1960) “complete freedom for determining his original material”42 as well
as actions, except for the time frame, which is the only “parameter” the composer fixes.
Rebstock observes that in terms of “compositional control,” Theatre Piece and Antithese
are at opposite poles, because in the latter “Kagel gives the performer limited creative
freedom only for [determining] the series of actions.”43 In short, while Cage “expected”
the unexpected, Kagel “composed” a specific situation for an actor to interact with the
electronic equipment.
The clarity of composition of the stage design for Antithese is also necessary for
representing Kagel’s musical and critical thought, as previously discussed in the context
of his thematization of scandal in an electroacoustic concert. The stage scenery is in
essence a counterpart to the tape music, as both are preconditioned compositional
components. Kagel’s intention with the stage scenery was to represent a concise but
compendious history of music technical devices “from the beginning of the century up to
the present day [the early 1960s].”44 This “exhibition” makes concrete the ways that
technology had increased accessibility to music both inside and outside the concert hall.
Such progress likely had a positive connotation for the audience. The music itself,
however, reflects issues of the time (presumably between the early 1950s and early
1960s), particularly the negative reception of electroacoustic music and its means of
performance. Indeed, the virtual audience in Antithese is confused, agitated, irritated, and
incited to turmoil by the electronic sound. The set of electronic and electronically related
devices on the stage complements the set of fictitious events in the music. In other words,
there is a dexterous combination of the visually real and the audibly conceivable, a predefined conceptual space in – and with – which the actor is supposed to act and interact.
Indeed, the interaction between the multimedia components in Antithese – in terms
of the music and stage scenery – already “addresses the historicity of [compositional]
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technique.”45 This particular concept is a salient aspect of Kagel’s work overall –
thematization of one or more issues concerning musical composition. With the
multidimensional presentation of his musical thought in Instrumental Theater, this aspect
becomes more evident and observable.
The theme of historicity of compositional technique derived from Kagel’s sociocritical observation of electroacoustic composition and its public presentation at a concert
hall, as discussed in Chapter Three. Kagel’s criticism in this respect prompted his unique
satire of the fact that the rapid and unprecedented development of technology had
confused both composers and listeners. Among the historical technical devices exhibited
for the stage of Antithese, there are machines listeners could use to enjoy musical
listening; for example, radio, turntable, loudspeakers and even television. Despite the
listeners’ debt to such equipment, which could cultivate their musical knowledge, it was
sometimes difficult to operate and thus occasionally resulted in displeasure or frustration.
Electroacoustic music essentially intensified these feelings. Kagel sought to highlight the
confusion in the way the real audience in a presentation of Antithese sees the abstruse
looking, inhuman objects and hears the electronically generated music at the same time.
In other words, Kagel wanted to stimulate sensual interaction between the visual
historicity of technological development and the music derived from its advances.
Furthermore, Kagel added another layer of interaction to these sensual impulses: the
performer’s physical actions. That is, in the complete form of Antithese’s stage version,
the audience is also to look at another listener – the actor on stage – who physically
interacts with both the devices and the music.
As briefly touched upon in Chapter One the published score of Antithese lists
twenty-three main actions. Each main action includes further detailed forms for its
realization (except for “AD LIBITUM” whose realizations are literally ad-libs); e.g., for
“GASTRONOMIC,” there are four choices, namely; “a) drink furtively from bottles
concealed in various places, b) take sandwiches out of pockets, machines and attaché
case; then . . . , c) chew gum, d) chew nails.”46 Some main actions include realization
forms that are associated with electronic devices and their accessories in the stage design.
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In “EXIT,” for instance, three out of six forms involve electronics; “c) holding a portable
radio to the ear, d) backwards, unrolling wire (or tape, or cable),” and “e) pulling a table
of apparatus.” The Figure 4.1 extracts electronic-apparatus-related forms of realization.
Figure 4.1. Main actions and their realization forms relating to electronic-apparatus47
ATHLETIC:
CLEAN:
COMMAND:

CONNECT:

DESTROY:

DISTORT:
EVASIVE:
EXIT:
FURIOUS:

GENTLE:

PREVENT:

47

15-19.

a) - physical training (a voice calls directives through megaphone or
loudspeaker)
b) - weight-lifting (a radio or something similar in each hand)
c) - blow dust (talcum!) from machines and valves, causing thick clouds of dust
d) - pick up certain machines and polish them on overall sleeve
f) - breathe on and polish, for instance, television screens.
a) - cause several loudspeakers standing some distance away to stop by means of
hand-given signals.
b) - stand at the front of the stage, give a signal upwards with the right hand
while pointing with the left to a loudspeaker
d) - indicate television sets in working order, which should be switched off from
backstage
a) - several machines by means of hosepipe or vacuumcleaner pipe
b) - pull long cables and tapes out of machines, wind them round a chair (at the
front of the stage) and knot them round table-legs and apparatus [omitting the
rest]
c) - pull cables and tapes from tables and apparatus and wind them (cocoon
fashion) round the body
a) - drop a container of radio valves
d) - let a heavy object fixed to a cord fall from above with great force onto the
apparatus [omitting the rest]
e) - have a number of iron objects, fixed to cords, let down onto the apparatus in
the same tempo
a) - place objects in the cone of one or more open loudspeakers
c) - turn various knobs. At the same time, the technician in the control room
performs distortions of the sound and feedbacks
a) - walk very quickly, almost at a run, towards a loudspeaker and jump aside at
the last moment
b) - move forwards on hands and knees, clearing cables and wires out of the way
c) - holding a portable radio to the ear
d) - backwards, unrolling wire (or tape, or cable)
e) - pulling a table of apparatus
a) - tear out several cables and other connections
b) - hit loudspeaker or radio with the flat of the hand
c) - place a small loudspeaker or radio on the ground and maltreat it with hands
and feet (without touching it)
a) - pick up a transistor radio, stroke it, sink slowly to the ground and embrace
the radio
b) - dismantle one or several loudspeakers or other machines
d) – knealing [sic] near a loudspeaker [omitting the rest]
e) - tenderly embrace a machine
a) - turn radios and loudspeakers around or place them face-downwards on the
table

Items in the list are extracted from the instruction for “Realisation of the main actions” in ibid.,
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SURPRISED:

TEST:

TIMID:

UNEASY:

b) - hold hand in front of loudspeakers
c) - hide radios and open loudspeakers with back and hands
d) - cover machines and tables with cloths
a) - turn a radio or loudspeaker around and inspect it from the rear
d) - set an old gramophone going (if possible with horn); stop it after about 2
minutes
e) - play a tape (of TRANSICION I for electronic sounds by Mauricio Kagel);
stop tape after about 4.5 minutes. A technician can start the tape and connect
it to the other loudspeakers, or it can actually be played over the loudspeaker
of the tape-recorder
a) - plug in a radio and twiddle all the knobs
b) - plug in radios, tape-recorders and gramophones, vary their timbre and
volume
c) - turn on a television set and vary brightness, contrast and channels (turn the
volume up high and operate it sporadically and staccato)
d) - turn on several television sets with different programmes
e) - poke head into radio or loudspeaker
f) - listening carefully, follow the sound at various loudspeakers and machines
a) - look around in all directions, then crawl into an empty television set and
make appropriate facial expressions behind the screen
b) - handle certain dismantled machines extremely carefully [omitting the rest]
c) - startled by the music, the performer tries to turn down the volume, which
instead grows louder. There is a gradual crescendo until the loudspeakers’
greatest power is reached. The performer winces and laughs embarrassedly;
at this moment the volume starts to return to normal
b) - keep putting headphones on and taking them off again, getting more and
more nervous. Put them on again

The action forms above do not necessarily represent negative aspects of
electroacoustic music, but rather they are possible activities with electronic agents that
transmit recorded music or visual images. In any case, these instructions tacitly permit the
actor to create a unique interaction with the apparatus, so that the technical aspect of
“historicity” is accentuated. Antithese also allows the performer to combine this
interaction with another – an interaction between the performer and the music.
For realization of the stage performance, Antithese offers three different
compositional procedures. That is, the process of structuring a form to perform the piece
is determined, dependent upon which component from the music, actions, and stage
scenery the performer first takes as the starting point of the composition. Theoretically,
this concept allows the performer to produce at least three different versions. When taking
the music as the point of departure, for example, the performer has to first understand the
contents and formal structure of the music thoroughly, and then form a series of main
actions that reflects an interpretation of the music. The performer is thus supposed to opt
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for realization forms that can translate “the musical sections into dramatic activity.”48
Consequently, the performer as a second listener (the first audience is “composed” into
the music) interacts with the music and the machines (and their accessories) on stage.
Due to the pre-programmed structure, Rebstock’s identification of the
theatricalized Antithese as the opposite extreme to Cage’s musical theater becomes more
convincing. Kagel himself stated, too, that Antithese’s “scenic event must not be
improvised, but rather rehearsed in a highly precise manner for the respective
performance.”49 In comparison to the musical and stage setting parts, the action part holds
a larger degree of indeterminism insofar as it consists of three layers of arbitrariness: the
choice of main actions, their order, and the choice of a compositional procedure to
combine the music, actions, and stage scenery. However, arbitrariness is limited by the
framework of the graphic score, because the “performer should begin with one main
action, and, by following one of the lines [indicated in the graphic score], make a
selection among the next main actions.”50
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Figure 4.2. Graphic score of Antithese (Henry Litolff’s Verlag/C. F. Peters, 1965),
English version51

If starting a series of actions from ENTER, for instance, then the following action could
be TEST, EXAGGERATE, EXIT, HASTY, DISTORT, or CONNECT. In the course of
forming a series of main actions, the performer can select an action more than once (but
not simply repeat it), but the realization form must be different than before. While there
are more detailed instructions for actions, Kagel did not aim to control the performer, but
rather to stimulate the performer’s creativity.
Antithese’s high demands on the performer’s creativity seems related also to the
piece’s unique concept, compared to Kagel’s other Instrumental Theater pieces. Instead
of requiring a musician who is capable of acting, Kagel reversed the basic concept of
Instrumental Theater by requiring an actor who may or may not have an understanding of
music. More specifically, Antithese requires an actor capable of “composing” a series of
actions based on the understanding of the piece’s concept. This particular variation of the
Instrumental Theater concept suggests his enthusiasm for exploring interdisciplinarity
51
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Compare ibid., 2 (German), 14 (English), and 26 (French). The German and French versions are reproduced
in appendix B by kind permission of Edition Peters, New York.
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beyond merely combining music and extra-musical elements from other disciplines. In
Antithese, Kagel transformed a principle of the compositional structural process into the
action part; this procedure was necessary to distinguish the interdisciplinarity of his work
from a simple combination of heterogeneous compositional components. Especially
noteworthy is that this transformational approach to the interdisciplinary aspect did not
inherently reduce the practicality of both realization forms, nor of the procedure for
making a series of these. The degree of practicality, however, relied on the skills and
commitment of a gifted actor, whom Kagel found in Alfred Feussner.

Composition of Main Actions with Alfred Feussner
Published Version (1965)
Feussner was a significant figure not only in the formalization of Antithese’s stage
version, but also in the development of Kagel’s Instrumental Theater and film
productions. It was Feussner who performed the speaker’s part of Sur scène, the first
piece on which Kagel and Feussner collaborated, at the premiere in Bremen on 6 May
1962 and at the following performance in Munich 1963. In an obituary for Feussner in
1969, Kagel wrote that he was one of the first to understand that Kagel “strove not for a
total theater . . . , but rather for a totally anti-total theater.”52 Kagel also admired the
actor’s “sovereign creativity” in the speaker’s role.53 Their collaboration on the staging of
Antithese and the film version (1965) was much more intensive and engaged after they
formed a deep friendship through performances of Sur scène. Not only did Feussner
appear as the actor in performance events of Antithese, but he and Kagel also wrote the
film script together. Furthermore, Feussner might have contributed to the realization of
the film version; although the recipient is unclear, Feussner wrote a proposal to shoot the
film of Antithese.54 In any case, Feussner also appeared in Kagel’s first film production,
52
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Antithese: Film für einen Darsteller mit elektronischen und öffentlichen Klängen, as the
protagonist.55 Kagel and Feussner further cooperated on scripts for Kagel’s films, Solo
(1957) and Duo (1967-68), and also produced these for television. Like Antithese, these
films were directed by Kagel and acted by Feussner. Moreover, as an actor, Feussner
premiered Kagel’s Tremens: Szenische Montage eines Tests für zwei Darsteller und
elektrische Instrumente (1963-65) in Bremen on 6 May 1966,56 and Kommentar und
Extempore and Variaktionen in Frankfurt on 5 June 1967.57
The published score of Antithese, appeared in 1965, is the final form of the stage
version as a result of several revisions. By the time of publication, Kagel had attended not
only the premiere at the Kölner Schauspielhaus on 23 June 1963, but also at least one
other performance at the Settimana Internazionale di Nuova Musica (International Week
of New Music) in Palermo, Italy, in the same year.58 Feussner was the actor at least in the
Cologne premiere. Presumably, the published version of Antithese is based on the
practices of these performances and thus gives not only instructions for a structural
procedure, but also interpretive suggestions. For instance, in the instructions for the
procedure that takes the music as the starting point, which is briefly discussed above,
Kagel adds the following footnote:
Because of the permutable, preformed actions, it will be clear that the actor cannot
give an interpretation of the musical processes, as, with the variable forming of the
scenic order, the independence from music is determined beforehand. In any case,
a “faithfully adapted” transference into adequate movement-sequences would be
out of place.59
At first glance, this note may seem perplexing, because it implies the impossibility of
conveying the performer’s interpretation.
However, one can understand Kagel’s structural intention for the staging, if not
overlook the important keywords “independence from music.” Formulating main actions
Werkstattarbeit soll dann anschließend in einer eigenen Film und Fernsehgerechten Produktion den
Abschluß dieser ‘Entwicklungsgeschichte eines Stückes’ geben,” underlined by Feussner.
55
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after listening to the music several times does not really mean that the action part is
supposed to “accompany” the music. Rather, since the musical part is merely an initial
motivation to construct the entire form of the performance, the actor is not supposed to
physically mime images pictured when listening to the musical part.
The exclusive task of the performer remains, therefore, to find the superior reasons
– analytical – psychological, frivolous, psychosomatic, senseless, peripatetic, tonepsychological, etc., etc. - , which justify his acting to himself. . . . One thing . . . ,
remains important: he must play his part extremely intensively [sic], and
especially convincingly and realistically. A stylised performance – between
pantomime and dance – would destroy the artificial character of the piece.60
With this concept, Kagel characterized the stage version of Antithese as “antiillusionistic,” which may give rise to a peculiar tension when the performance takes place
with the “illusionistic” music.61 Presumably, Kagel encountered this tension in Feussner’s
performance, which must have been “extremely intense, convincing, and realistic.”
Hence, it is possible to assume that Feussner contributed to Kagel’s composition of
detailed instructions for the action part. At the same time, Kagel perhaps became
convinced of the necessity of a certain degree of indeterminacy, which he found in
Feussner’s outstanding creativity.
Also, if Kagel already had the idea of excluding miming-like actions in the early
conception of the action scheme, no doubt a decisive factor in solidifying this concept
was his collaboration with Feussner. For the premiere of Antithese, it was indeed
Feussner, who designed a series of main actions. Recalling their collaboration, Kagel
wrote: “the more we became familiar with the mechanics of this mutative libretto, the
clearer the necessity for performing all actions as realistically as possible became to us as
well.”62 This anecdote suggests that Feussner was an important compositional partner of
Antithese, and not just a mere actor. In other words, the final form and variegated contents
of Antithese could have not been realized as published without Kagel’s intensive work on
the performances with Feussner.
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Initial Sketch to First Version (1962/63)
Between the final published version and the previous versions there are significant
differences. Especially worth reviewing are the revisions of main actions and a change in
the total number of actions. For the former, the process of revisions can be divided into
three phases: initial sketch – first version – final version. The latter change is closely
related to the revision between the first and final versions (and a few minor changes in the
course of the revision). The list below offers an overview of the revisions. Since Kagel
completed the whole process of revisions in German – i.e., the template for the English
and French versions he subsequently composed, presumably for the published version –
the discussion here deals with the German version.
Figure 4.3. Variants of action schemes of Antithese
Initial sketch → First version (1962/63)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Published version (1965)

ABTRETEN
ABTRETEN
AUFMERKSAM
AD LIBITUM
AUFTRETEN
ÄNGSTLICH
AUSWEICHEN
ATHLETISCH
BEEILEN
AUFTRETEN
BEFEHLEN
AUSWEICHEN
BEFREMDET
BEEILEN
BRÜLLEND
BEFEHLEN
DESPOTISCH
BEFREMDET
FROMM (EISERN BLEIBEN)
GASTRONOMISCH
HYSTERISCH
GERÄUSCHVOLL
LUSTLOS
HYSTERISCH
SANFT
PRÜFEN
SCHLUMMERND
PUTZEN
TEILNAHMSVOLL (SCHUATLEN)
REPARIEREN
TUSCHELN
SANFT
ÜBERLEGEN
ÜBERTREIBEN
ÜBERTREIBEN
UNRUHIG
UNRUHIG
VERBINDEN
VERBINDEN (VERFREMDEN)
VERHINDERN
VERHINDERN
VERZERREN
VERZERREN(VERNICHTEN)
WÜTEND
WÜTEND
ZERSTÖREN
ZUSAMMENBRECHEN (ZURÜCKBLEIBEN)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
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Main actions in parentheses in the left column are those which Kagel initially sketched
and then crossed out.63 Kagel essentially fixed the first version, replacing these five
crossed out actions with new actions. Also, main actions in bold in the left column were
eliminated in the final version. According to Kagel’s sketches, preserved in the Paul
Sacher Stiftung in Basel, Kagel drafted at least two different graphic scores for the action
scheme. While both are web-like in appearance, prototypical of the published graphic
score, not only the shapes of the webs, but also connections among main actions are
different.
Of the two sketches, Kagel settled on the one and revised it as the first version.
Meanwhile, he made a list of realization forms for each main action, which looks similar
to that of the published score. Based on the graphic score and list (and presumably, based
on Feussner’s “composition” of a series of main actions), Kagel created a concrete plan
for performance, which displays main actions he selected, the individual realization
forms, loudness of the taped music, degrees of lighting, and a specific timing for
superimposing another taped piece of music, Transición I, and its duration.64 This
detailed plan confirms Kagel’s remark that a performance of the stage version has to be
rehearsed as precisely as possible.
While it is unclear if this plan was actually carried out at the premiere, Kagel and
Feussner did use the first version of the main actions on that occasion. Decroupet and
Kovács assume: “In an earlier version of the work (Antithese), on which apparently the
premiere with Alfred Feussner was based, Kagel had still . . . specified 24 main
actions.”65 The authors’ attention to the number 24 reflects one of the most consequential
principles of musical composition in the panorama of postwar avant-garde musical scene
– serialism, as the number is a multiple of twelve. From this perspective, Decroupet and
Kovács seem to presume that 24 actions in Antithese allude to the influence of serialism
on Kagel’s aesthetic and technique of musical composition. The authors contend that
63
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“serial thought (serielle Denken) is nevertheless clearly present” in the piece.66 Although
Kagel had no intention of composing Antithese as a serialist piece, Decroupet and
Kovács’s claim is persuasive when recalling that the performer is supposed to form a
series of actions. However, their assumption of a direct relationship between the use of 24
in Antithese and serial thought may be debatable.
In the initial sketch, Kagel indicates numbers 1-24 on the left-hand side of each
main action. This proves that Kagel adhered to the number 24 when he began composing
the stage version of Antithese, and that the intention lasted at least until the premiere.
Also, Kagel notes an Arabic numeral 24 in some drafts of the graphic score for the first
version, as if it were a framework for composition of the action part, reconfirming the
total number of main actions. It is nevertheless unclear whether Kagel consciously
decided on the number of main actions, as a multiple of 12, and if not, whether 24 was
vaguely set as the starting point of the composition.
Decroupet and Kovács also point out that the revised number of main actions in
the final version, 23, represents Kagel’s deliberate avoidance of direct connection to a
serialist principle, as he tended to regard himself as an objector to serialism at the time of
the composition.67 They therefore assume that Kagel meticulously bypassed numbers that
were arithmetically related to twelve in the final version. In addition, Decroupt and
Kovács suggest that “the actor is supposed to account for at least 11 realization forms
[instead of 12], and has to perform 5 minutes and 30 seconds [instead of 6] at the least,”68
as evidence of Kagel’s circumvention of any 12-related numbers. In this hypothesis,
however, it is still unclear if the numbers 23, 11, and 5.30 really resulted from his
conclusion to substitute them for 24, 12, and 6, respectively.
In any case, it does not seem that he mechanically subtracted one item from 24
actions. For instance, the Paul Sacher Stiftung holds an interesting draft of instructions for
the outline of scenic realization. At the beginning of the description, Kagel writes that
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“the libretto consists of 26 main actions.”69 In another draft for realization forms of 24
main actions (for the first version), which is neatly typewritten, Kagel notes two
additional main actions by hand; PUTZEN (CLEAN in the English version) and
LAUFEN.70 Hence, it is plausible to assume that Kagel temporarily intended 26 main
actions. These materials prove that Kagel explored and attempted a variety of options for
a final version,71 rather than simply seeking to avoid “serialist numbers.”
Regarding collaboration with Feussner on performance of Antithese’s stage
version, Kagel designed other action schemes, noting “2. Fassung Feussner” (second
version Feussner) and “3. Fassung A. Feussner” (third version A. Feussner),
respectively.72 These manuscripts display main actions and the individual realization
forms only briefly, but in both versions, all the items of main action correspond to those
in the published version. Since there is no indication of dates, it is unclear when Kagel
and Feussner organized these earlier versions and performed them. And yet these
materials prove convincingly that by attempting various realizations with Kagel, Feussner
played an indispensable role in the process of solidifying Antithese’s concept and
compositional materials. It is therefore no exaggeration to say that realizations of the
published version and the film version derived directly from the elaborate plans for the
stage presentation and the performing practices of Kagel and Feussner. Feussner’s
contribution to the developmental process not only of Antithese, but also of the
Instrumental Theater concept, is enormous and worth further study.
Reviews of Antithese’s Premiere in Cologne
On the occasion of Antithese’s premiere in Cologne, Kagel intentionally did not
provide a detailed introduction to the piece in the program pamphlet, “since the plot
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exhibits no directional tendency, but can be demonstrated by permutable actions.”73
Because so little information on the piece was known to most critics present in the
premiere, reviews of the performance varied. Although critics had already experienced a
new stylistic approach to musical theater in the performance of Stockhausen’s Originale
in 1961 Cologne, Antithese seems to have been too radical for some to appreciate the
significance of its theatricalization.
Following the instructions for the stage setting, the premiere of Antithese
embodied various kinds of technical apparatus on the stage, which one reviewer described
as a “radiophone museum.” According to the reviewer Christiane Engelbrecht of
Recklinghäuser Zeitung, the “museum” ranged “from Edison’s phonograph cylinders to a
Grundig transistor radio [one of the newest radios at that time], as well as from “Luigi
Russolo’s ‘Intonarumori’ (Lärmtöner) [noise-generating devices], . . . Volksempfänger [a
radio apparatus in the Nazi era] . . . to modern magnetic tape devices.”74 Besides these
reviews, H. Schäfer of Neue Württembergische Zeitung reported that there were
“loudspeaker systems, magnetophon devices [reel-to-reel tape recorders], turntables,
cables . . . , a stool, and a leather attaché case.”75 Swaantje Cale of Neue Presse identified
the overall view on the stage as “a seamless, antique exhibition of all transmission
apparatuses.”76
This highly idiosyncratic and unprecedented stage scenery might have astonished,
bewildered, or even disgusted some critics. On the other hand, others were aware of the
fact that “the performance already had began before anything happened on the stage.”77 It
was indeed a prologue to the “anti-illusionistic” piece that contains the “illusionistic”
electroacoustic music (the music of Antithese is illusionistic because it presents a
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fictitious audience; by contrast, the stage performance is anti-illusionistic because the
performer’s interaction with the music and props on the stage are a real presentation). In
other words, the exposition of the idiosyncratic stage scenery prior to the performance
was the tacit introduction of the piece. In front of the radiophone museum, according to
Paul Müller of Rheinische Post,
a man in white lab coat sits on the console, turning his back on the audience. And
then he, the actor Alfred Feussner, wordlessly bustles about the apparatus relief,
turns and pushes the buttons, listens to and hears, turns and turns, and it sounds
and tings “antithetically.”78
Another more concise portrayal of the actor’s performance conveys a rough outline of the
process: “First, he marveled, and then there was confusion. And what was initially a chair
became, at the end, like a cocoon braided by magnetic tapes and colorful cords.”79
Interestingly, Feussner wound the tapes and cables around the stool, not around
himself. This realization form was already present in the first version and remains in the
final version as well under a main action VERBINDUNG (CONNECT in English). In the
published score, however, Kagel added another realization form of CONNECT in a
direction to “wind them (cocoon fashion) round the body,”80 which Feussner in fact
demonstrates in the film. One can thus postulate that Kagel obtained this idea through
early performances of Antithese with Feussner and also that the word “cocoon” in the
review probably inspired him. It is an important example that even a concert review
provided a hint to constituting the final form of the piece.
Some reviewers, however, were severely critical not only of the stage presentation
and composition itself, but of Kagel as a composer. For instance, Müller maintained that
Antithese is so unnecessarily long that “boredom is quickly established.”81 Likewise, Cale
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assumed that “one will not be fully pleased with the performance,”82 and she questioned
whether Kagel’s intention in theatricalizing Antithese was a mere substitution for a real
orchestra. Evaluating the whole presentation of Antithese at the premiere as a poor result,
Engelbrecht sarcastically asked: “when will the electronics [electronic music] finally get
out of the awkward age and grow up?”83 Evidently, these reviewers were discontented not
only with the performance, but also with the theatrical concept. Presumably, few were
familiar with Kagel’s conceptualization of Instrumental Theater.
Above all, Schäfer’s review was perhaps the harshest. Even in the subtitle to his
review article, Schäfer protested that the piece “denotes a prostitution of music;
otherwise, a total bargain-sale of theatrical phantasy.” The reviewer further attacked
Kagel:
After Stockhausen and Koenig composed in part very good electronic pieces in
recent years, the Kagelian gimmicks appear doubly trivial. In addition, what
poverty and lack of ideas for the theatrical realization! . . . What was offered here
as an experiment – and was applauded – appeared quite miserable in its total lack
of inspiration.84
Although some whistled or laughed at Feussner’s performance and sound contents of the
music during the performance, the premiere ended “in overall amused applause” (another
unknown reviewer reported that “the audience reacted in part with ‘boo’ and in part with
‘Bravo Kagel!’,”85 although it is unclear whether it happened during the performance or
at the end). Perhaps for this reason, Schäfer speculated that “in any case, Kagel would be
entitled to rejection or agreement.”86
By contrast, the first presentation of the stage version of Antithese was not entirely
unintelligible to reviewers. There was a reviewer whose commentary referred to the term
“Instrumental Theater”: Marion Rothärmel of Köln Rundschau, who seems to have much
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better acknowledged the new style and concept of Kagel’s musical theatricalization than
others:
The inventive and humorous Argentine has now developed a synthesis of a
concert piece and absurd theater from his already well-tried “Instrumental
Theater” . . . Kagel discovered a convincing form for the synthesis of various
forms of expression, and next to the destructive means, a vital zest holds its
ground on the play, a play on multilayered domains.87
From this remark, one can infer that Rothärmel had some knowledge of Instrumental
Theater as well as of Kagel’s compositions.88 Thus, she seems aware of a necessary
viewpoint to observe the conceptual invention and his aesthetic of the multimedia musical
composition. In other words, Rothärmel was able to perceive the significance of this
particular theatrical piece that featured the simultaneous occurrences of electroacoustic
music and theatrical visual elements on the stage.
Conversely, without the cognizance which Rothärmel very likely possessed, it is
not easy to discern the conceptual and aesthetic significance of the piece. In this regard,
one may raise the question of how to analyze a piece of Instrumental Theater, especially
for a piece like Antithese whose primary components – music, action, and stage scenery –
are independent in the first place. If the state in which these independent constituents
coexist to unify the piece as a whole characterizes “anarchic unity” or “omnipresent
anarchies,” it is necessary to clarify the objects or aspects to be analyzed in terms of the
musical structure of Antithese.
Analysis of the Stage Version
In Komposition zwischen Musik und Theater, which thoroughly examines Kagel’s
early Instrumental Theater pieces, Matthias Rebstock claims that a conventional method
of music analysis is unable to deal with various forms of theatricalized musical pieces.89
It is not only because of their unconventional musical notations, but also because one has
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to take their instructions for action into consideration as indispensable parts of the
analysis. Under the circumstances, Rebstock asks what the main object of such an
analysis could be: that is to say, the score, performance, or an interaction between these.90
In the face of this particular issue, it is necessary to reconsider what prerequisites are
necessary to undertake an analysis of Antithese, and further, what analysis really is in the
context of postwar avant-garde music.
Because the unity of Antithese consists in a consolidation of those heterogeneous
compositional components with their specific concepts, it already defies conventional
analysis. Indeed, any approach to analysis must be reassessed. Perhaps this was also
Kagel’s intent: to clarify the necessity of a new analytical approach. In this regard,
Kagel’s discussion of analysis with regard to postwar new music suggests the need to
have a new perspective on musical analysis. This does not mean, however, that his idea of
analysis is completely detached from the conventional, but that musical analysis needs to
be rethought.
In his essay “Analyse des Analysierens” (Analysis of Analysis), Kagel offers a
discourse on ideas about the meaning of analysis inherent in musical composition, or
more specifically in compositional methods, from various angles. Especially interesting is
how he represents the range of compositional characteristics of postwar new music.
When surveying the history of music from a perspective of information theory,
then one can classify works of various epochs according to their particular degrees
of order. At the present time, the utmost boundary could lie between the ordering
degrees of 0 and 1, or between an ideal disorder and a perfect order.91
He thus implies a characteristic polarity of musical composition in the musical scene of
the mid-twentieth century. That is, a twofold emblem of “new music” or “postwar avantgarde” resulted from the contrast between aleatoric or indeterminate music versus
serialism. In this regard, Kagel’s statement above suggests the underlying analytical
problem for each compositional style. Kagel regards aleatory/indeterminacy as ideal
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disorder (degree of 0), which implies infinite possibilities of analysis due to its inherent
randomness. In contrast, he recognizes serialism as perfect order (degree of 1), which
implies only one possible conclusion due to the rigid framework.
However, this does not mean that these are the only principles of postwar new
music. While contrasting compositional principles were coming to the forefront of
postwar avant-garde music, attempts to integrate these emerged as well. Well aware of
this tendency, Kagel argues: “If an information theorist is asked what type of music today
most likely represents ideal disorder, then he will cite examples of stochastic music and
twelve-tone row.”92 Here Kagel seems to refer to a serialist’s adoption of an
indeterminacy principle; that is, a combination of indeterminacy and a complex serial
method: Stockhausen’s Klavierstück XI, for instance. According to this hypothesis, Kagel
implicitly claims that serialists’ perception of chance or indeterminate principles could be
scientific rather than musical. That is to say, for Kagel, serialists potentially
misunderstood the principles in musical-aesthetic terms.
If one hears stochastic music, then no audible happenstance is perceptible. We can
here most easily ascertain how little the scientific definition of chance agrees with
the recently practiced chance in composition. . . . If chance actually manifests
itself during a performance, then it is not “pure” in the sense of probability laws
but an obscure chance.93
Between the lines, one can read Kagel’s dislike of excessive systematization (i.e.,
“scientific definition of chance”), which he regarded as an authoritarian trait of serialism
that was influential in developing postwar new music.
In terms of analysis and compositional method, Kagel insinuates that every
analysis of “totally determined serial music” (total determinierte serielle Musik) is likely
to reach the same conclusion. For instance, he claims that a musical piece as the
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“substantiation of previous analysis” must not be analyzed, “since the dismantling of the
composition already took place.”94 In a strictly serialized musical piece, Kagel asserts
[a]nalysis and composition are inseparable from each other, as the compositional
method is already analytical in nature: both complement each other. In this case, a
question arises whether the analysis or the composition is unnecessary.95
This statement presents Kagel’s stance against the kind of anesthetic, mechanicalmanipulative, and dogmatic nature of serialism, although he does not completely dismiss
serial compositional procedure and its inseparable principle – parameterization. As in his
String Sextet (see Chapter Three), extended serial application can be traced in Kagel’s
work, but in his unique fashion.96 In Antithese, too, not only is serial thought reflected in
the action part, but the action part itself is an independent “musical” parameter.
Kagel’s question in the proposition above derives from his conviction that for
strictly serialized and controlled music, “no analysis is possible, but only a description.”97
At the same time, he sees a lack of musical creativity due to a standardized tendency of
serialist composers to be obsessed with “the sentimental slogan ‘following Anton
Webern’”98 (that is, taking Webern’s compositional style as a starting point of serial
development). Such a direction is, Kagel continues, “identical to the doctrine of their own
compositional procedures and to the way of analyzing their own works.”99
Interestingly, Kagel also applies the same dictum – no analysis is possible, but
only a description – to aleatoric or indeterminate music. His connotation of the term
analysis, however, is different from that of serialists. In “compositions that include
chance” (i.e., aleatory or indeterminacy), according to Kagel,
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[t]he image of the score does not correspond to the things heard. Therefore the
instructions of performance and explanatory notes take the place which originally
befitted the analysis as well: an interpretative help with the presentation.100
Thus, his idea of analysis for chance or indeterminate music has nothing to do with
systematic organization or technical manipulation, but rather with detailed contents in the
original concept. Hence, even if there was conventional notation, it would be of
secondary importance or merely subordinate to the concept. Without recourse to the
elucidatory description, one could easily misinterpret these notes and misuse them. An
analysis thus requires engagement with the underlying musical thought of the composer.
While the stage version of Antithese includes both serial and aleatoric principles, a
focus mostly on the proposition of analysis for aleatoric or indeterminate music is
necessary for the following reasons. First, Kagel’s serial thought in the piece is in a sense
included in the verbal instructions. In other words, it is a basic concept to form a series of
main actions, in which the individual actions as discontinuous elements constitute a
continuous series. The actor has therefore nothing to do with serialist mechanicalmanipulative composition of the series, but rather needs to be attentive to the details of
the instructions. Second, the graphic score provides a guideline to construct a series of
actions, not requiring of the actor any “scientific” formulation. As a result, “one can
arrange his own performance version by himself,” unlike Kagel’s other Instrumental
Theater pieces, e.g., Sur scène or Match, whose courses of events are determined.101
For this reason, a description of a performance of Antithese can be a kind of
analysis, as the reviewers actually observed the theatricalized musical event, the version
of which took place only once in that particular venue. However, the description has to be
based on their pre-analyses – that is, their preliminary understanding of the concept and
structure. As the premiere of Antithese received extremely mixed reviews due to the
mutable nature of the action and staging parts, it is virtually impossible to standardize an
analytical approach to Antithese’s stage version. Indeed, this can be one reason for
Rebstock’s claim that multifaceted analytical angles are inevitable due to the
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heterogeneity of the compositional elements. The negative reviews of Antithese’s
premiere discussed above can thus be analyses deriving from individual critics’
observations based on their musical knowledge and experiences. Among them, many
seem to have overlooked the interaction among the music, performance, and props set on
the stage, which was a significant aspect perceptible only by observing the actual
presentation. Still, it is worth noting that some reviewers presented their unique analytical
points of view, as Müller perceived the antithetical characteristic in Feussner’s
performance, for instance. Also, despite his severe criticism, Schäfer’s speculation about
poles of rejection and agreement as a result of the mixed reception of Antithese is a useful
description, because it suggests the necessity of further examination of the piece and its
underlying aesthetic. Schäfer’s explicit attack on the piece simply showed that he stood
on the “rejection” side with no hesitation.
In the case of Antithese’s premiere, a collection of statements from various
viewpoints may be considered to be an analysis of this single performance of the piece,
not of the composition itself. Rothärmel’s review stands out, since it was developed on
the basis of her pre-analysis of the piece, but it does not seem to be the only interpretation
Kagel may have wished. Rather, he expected a variety of analytical comments on the
performance, arguing that “it is interesting to compare how the performance of the piece
[Antithese] was described by different critics.”102 For Kagel, the idea of analysis was thus
not only to identify structural and aesthetic features within a piece, but also to observe the
various aspects of a performance practice. His comments above suggest that this was a
new approach to analysis that facilitated understanding of both the structure and aesthetic
of a multimedia/interdisciplinary piece in a comprehensive manner. Conventional
analysis is not applicable to Antithese due to the libretto-score, including the graphic
notation. Nor could the piece be satisfactorily analyzed in the frame of “ideal disorder”
and “perfect order” (that is, “degrees of 0 and 1”), due to the “musicalized” extra-musical
elements. Only the combination of pre-analysis and multiple perspectives allows analysis
of the piece in a new and fruitful way.
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Incidentally, Rothärmel also describes Kagel’s Instrumental Theater work “to a
certain extent a musico-dramatic Ionesco, or, . . . a new mode of John Cage with
[Kagel’s] independent method.”103 Here is a reference to Cage again, as if it were a
common practice to study Kagel’s theatricalization of music in Cagian terms, even
though Antithese is one of the non-Cagian musical theater pieces. It is true that Cage’s
works and aesthetic of music influenced Kagel’s composition, especially in the first few
years after he moved to Germany. On the surface, one can find compositional approaches
in Kagel’s work similar to those of Cage; e.g., quasi-conventional-quasi-graphic notation
of Transición II or Mimetics (Metapiece) to that of Concert for Piano and Orchestra,
projection of graphic score onto a screen in Prima Vista or Diaphonie to Fontana Mix
(1958), etc. However, such similarities do not necessarily mean that their aesthetics were
similar. Especially in the light of Instrumental Theater or musical theater, the distinctions
are evidently clear.
Regarding Antithese as “Kagel’s composed commentary to Cage,” one can further
speculate that the piece has an implicit message of the composer’s compositional and
aesthetic independence from his contemporaries, including the dedicatee. Indeed,
Antithese seems to have already proved the statement that Kagel’s and Cage’s aesthetics
are “diametrically opposed” and thus their “basic compositional approaches are very
different” as well.104 Before Antithese, Kagel was an enthusiast of Cage and perhaps
understood traits of Cage’s aesthetic of music better than other postwar avant-garde.
Presumably, both composers were at that point already well aware of their differences and
simply shared a concern for exploration of unheard-of sounds and the consolidation of
music and visual elements from a viewpoint of multimedia/interdisciplinary composition.
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Relationship to Cage’s Music
Involvement in Cage’s Music
As touched upon in Chapter Three, Kagel first met Cage at the Expo in Brussels in
October 1958, where his Sextet was performed in the program of Musique de Chambre. In
the same program, Cage also performed his Music for 3 Pianos and Winter Music (for 3
pianos) (1957) with David Tudor and Marcelle Mercenier. In conversation with Werner
Klüppelholz 1991, Kagel tells the following anecdote about Cage:
Promptly, Cage told me a nice story and we both burst into laughter. On the
occasion of the premiere of one of his works on the West Coast (probably Seattle
or Los Angeles) at the end of the 1930s, a critic wrote: “Cage’s music contains
even less substance than there is meat in a hamburger.105
The anecdote probably pleased Kagel, with his sense of humor, such that he might have
imagined it was his first encounter with Cage.
However, Kagel had already seen Cage and Tudor in the Internationale
Ferienkurse für Neue Musik, in September 1958, about a month before the Brussels
Expo.106 In the Darmstadt event, Cage performed his Music for two Pianos, Variations
(1958, later re-entitled Variations I), and Winter Music with Tudor, as well as pieces by
the New York School composers – Earle Brown, Morton Feldman, and Christian
Wolff.107 In addition, Cage held lectures on “Changes,” “Indeterminacy,” and
“Communication” separately, which were later all compiled in his first and highly
influential book, Silence, published in 1961. Described as “Cage-shock,” Cage’s
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1959), 70.
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contribution to the event and its impact on his contemporaries were so enormous that his
method and aesthetic of musical composition immediately became controversial.
Kagel, who was present at both concerts and lectures by Cage, immediately
reported their extraordinary impact with his sharp insight in the short essay “John Cage en
Darmstadt 1958” (John Cage in Darmstadt 1958) in Buenos Aires Musical, which
appeared in October 1958. Cage’s music and lectures came to convince Kagel of the
decline of European serialism.
Undoubtedly, the American composer John Cage has wisely swept away most of
the concepts of compositional technique employed until now by European young
composers. With a sense of almost “a-perspective,” he has contributed to the
downfall of modern serial myths instituted by the academicians of dodecaphonism
and the ignobly serious spirits of publicity.108
The impact of Cage’s music on Kagel would soon be enhanced in a musical event in the
concert series Musik der Zeit sponsored by the WDR Cologne, which took place on 19
September 1958, just ten days after Cage’s final lecture at the Darmstädter Ferienkurse.
Besides the second performance of Kagel’s Sextet, the concert included the European
premiere of Cage’s Concert for Piano and Orchestra, at which both Kagel and Cage were
present. Kagel would then confront the aforementioned scandal of the Concert.
Kagel and Cage struck up a friendship during these encounters, and in the spring
of 1959 at the latest correspondence between them began. At the same time, Kagel also
formed an important friendship with Tudor, who performed Kagel’s Transición II with
Christoph Caskel, the percussionist, in the following year. Kagel went into raptures about
Tudor’s interest in the piece in his first letter to Tudor, dated 18 June 1959. Kagel also
informed Tudor that he had already scheduled rehearsals of Transición II with Caskel and
that Tudor would be welcome to perform the piece in concerts that were at that time being
108
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planned. While Kagel himself premiered Transición II with Caskel on 4 September 1959
at the Darmstädter Ferienkurse, Tudor performed the piece in Cologne and Düsseldorf in
November the same year.109 Tudor’s engagement in Transición II’s performance resulted
in the recording of the piece in 1960 and the release of a vinyl record (1961).110
In 1960 and 1961, Kagel had more opportunities to experience Cage’s music, as
well as to meet Cage and Tudor at various concert events. For instance, at the premiere of
his Anagrama at the IGNM – Internationale Gesellschaft für Neue Musik (International
Society for New Music) – concert in Cologne 11 June 1960, Kagel may have met Tudor,
who was premiering Stockhausen’s Kontakte. In September, Kagel may have been
present at the 23rd Festival Internazionale di Musica Contemporanea of La Biennale die
Venezia (International Festival of Contemporary Music of the Venice Biennial), where
Tudor and Caskel gave the Italian premiere of Transición II and Cage performed his Suite
for Two, Winter Music, and Variations with Tudor, and Music with Dancers with Carolyn
Brown and Merce Cunningham. More remarkable, however, was the participation of
Kagel, Cage, and Tudor in a series of interdisciplinary artistic presentations between 1960
and 1962 at the Atelier Mary Bauermeister in Cologne.
It is not clear how often Kagel attended the concert and lecture events in this
series. What is clear is that he attended the opening event, where two pages from the
score of Transición II were exhibited and that he heard Tudor’s performance of Water
Music at the Bauermeister’s studio, which took place on the first day (15 June 1960) of
the Contre-Festival zur IGNM (Counter-Festival to the IGNM) Bauermeister
organized.111 In early October of the same year, Bauermeister also organized a
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spectacular Ballettabend (Ballet Night) showcasing Cage’s collaborative work with
dancers – Carolyn Brown and Merce Cunningham – in the auditorium at the FriedrichWilhelm-Gymnasium in Cologne. Cage’s remark in a 1965 interview with Lars Gunnar
Bodin and Bengt Emil Johnson indicates that Kagel probably saw the performance.
. . . take the response of, . . . Kagel in Cologne, who had seen the work of Carolyn
and Merce together, and now sees the [entire dance] company. He was extremely
impressed by the choreography and felt that something had changed, whereas all
that changed were more people and the complexities that result from more people
dancing together, to obscure the simpler aspects of dance and to introduce to the
observer the more complex and seemingly more contemporary aspects.112
The collaboration of music and dance, which are independent of one another in the
performance, may have stimulated Kagel to think out a new theatricalization of music. In
this hypothesis, Antithese’s collaborative structure of music, action, and stage scenery
could amount to a translation of these simple aspects into “more complex and
contemporary aspects.”113
On 20 May 1961, as the director of the Ensemble für Neue Musik Köln, Kagel
organized a concert program at the Muzički Biennale Zagreb: internacionalni festival
suvremene muzike (Music Biennale Zagreb: International Festival of Contemporary
Music).114 In the concert, Tudor performed Transición II with Caskel after a tape
playback of Transición I and Kagel conducted Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire in which
Tudor performed the piano part. To round out the program, Kagel conducted Cage’s
Concert for Piano and Orchestra for the first time. Presumably, this was a significant
opportunity for him to study the concept and notation of this controversial piece, the
influence of which one can trace in Kagel’s pieces of the early 1960s.
In August 1961, Kagel, Cage, and Tudor met again in the International Week of
Today’s Music, part of the 26th annual season of the Montreal Music and Drama Festival
her letter to Tudor, see intermedial, kontrovers, experimentell: Das Atelier Mary Bauermeisters in Köln
1960-1962, ed. Historisches Archiv der Stadt Köln (Köln: Emons Verlag, 1993), 24.
112
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dance collaboration, not aesthetic inspiration.
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Zeitschrift für Neue Musik 7-8/28 (1961): 248-249.
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in Canada. On 3 August, Kagel conducted Earle Brown’s Pentathis (1958) for nine solo
instruments and a piece by Canadian composer Serge Garant (1929-1986). Kagel’s
Sonant/… also had its Canadian premiere.115 On the following day, Kagel gave a
presentation “Traitement des mots et de la voix – sur l’Anagrama” (Treatment of words
and voice – on Anagrama), and Transición I was played that evening. In the concert
program on that night, Tudor performed Wolff’s Duet I (1961) with another pianist Toshi
Ichiyanagi, and Cage participated as a conductor for the musical part in the world
premiere of Aeon, a work choreographed by Merce Cunningham. Kagel might have been
interested in the multimedia art work: nine dancers including Cunningham and Carolyn
Brown, Cage’s music, and Robert Rauschenberg in charge of costumes, objects, and
lighting. Finally, Kagel gave another lecture “Les Activités Récentes du Studio de
Musique Electronique de Radio-Cologne; dir. : Dr. Eimert” (Recent Activities in the
Studio of Electronic Music at Radio-Cologne directed by Dr. Eimert) on 7 August.
Kagel’s letter to Cage dated 16 September 1961 indicates that they spent time
together in the United States on the occasion of Kagel’s first concert tour there, either
before or after the Montreal Festival. In the letter, Kagel expresses his lingering
excitement about his time with Cage:
The days we spent together were for me the most touching of the trip to America.
What a memory! Also your friends and the mass of Americans who were dancing
and chatting around the table at “Restaurant of … artists.” Oh well, the visit was
unfortunately too short . . . .116
At any rate, the establishment of musical, artistic, and private contacts between Kagel and
Cage allowed them to exchange their ideas and aesthetics of musical composition, not just
compositional techniques and methods. In the course of this exchange, they could
recognize their theoretical and aesthetic differences. This may be a reason why they never
collaborated musically. At the same time, however, both composers must have shared at
115
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least one aesthetic conviction: that the reciprocal stimulus between music and thought
gives further impetus to musical creation.
“Music = Thought”
Kagel took an intense interest in Cage’s musical thought in the late 1950s and this
lasted at least until 1962, the year he finished composing the stage version of Antithese.
Having read Cage’s book Silence and planned for its German publication with Brücher,
Kagel offered to write a preface. Kagel was induced to make this offer not only by his
enthusiasm for Cage’s work, but also, and more importantly, his strong desire to enlighten
European (or German) intellectuals as to their misunderstanding (in Kagel’s view) of
Cage. In a letter to Cage dated 6 October 1961, Kagel writes that Cage’s “thoughts are
generally prostituted in Europe and degraded for demagogic purpose.”117
Kagel’s publication project of the German version of Silence was not realized and
thus no text for the preface appeared.118 Nevertheless, one can conjecture that the content
of his short essay “Über J. C.” (1968) may be what Kagel would have intended to address
in the preface, even though he wrote it a few years after his last letter to Cage in 1965.119
Already in the first paragraph, Kagel expresses his dissatisfaction that
those organizers who ventured to include Cage’s music in concert programs
always did so with a sense of sheepishness and foreboding that it could be a
disaster. . . . One can only observe with schadenfreude how the prestigious music
critics of the new moderate modernity today begin to put in a word for Cage’s
work.120
Kagel’s criticism of his contemporaries’ superficial reception of Cage seems to inquire to
what extent it would have been possible to gain the “courage, strength, and impetus to
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their own inventions without Cage.”121 Kagel was capable of recognizing such a tendency
due to his encounters with negative reactions to and misinterpretations of his music (see
Reviews of Antithese’s Premiere in Cologne as an example).
Knowing well that his music frequently led to confusion or misunderstanding,
Kagel was not only tolerant of various interpretations and critiques, but more or less
expected them. However, that does not mean that Kagel did not care if compositional
aesthetic was degraded and as a consequence, his music was badly performed. For the
latter, particularly, professionalism with regard to musical presentation was important to
both Kagel and Cage. Talking about a performance of his 34’46.776” for 2 Pianists, a
piece of indeterminacy, Cage claimed that the freedom in the piece as such can produce
“extraordinarily beautiful” music, if it is given to a disciplined “musician like David
Tudor, while it does not mean much to an undisciplined musician.”122 This remark
reflects Cage’s negative experiences with his aleatoric or indeterminate pieces when the
performers failed to contemplate the concepts and underlying aesthetic in those pieces.
Kagel’s criticism on the mistreatment of Cage’s music resulted from such a failure.
. . . the misunderstanding, . . . already looms now on the horizon; one could reach
for one of Cage’s scores every time one faces difficulties of casting or setting a
meager recital program with limited rehearsal time. This practice mostly ends up
making Cage’s music sound amateurish, watered-down, didactic, unprofessional
and mainstream. The opposite of this has always been John Cage’s intention.123
For Kagel, such thoughtless treatment of music evinced nothing but a contemptuous
attitude towards the composer. Also, his frustration seems to have derived from a
tendency to propagandize Cage’s music merely as a useful icon to represent postwar
avant-garde music. Perhaps Kagel perceived that Cage’s music was being discussed only
on a shallow level that gave rise to such misconceptions, leaving aside the depth of
Cage’s aesthetic intention: i.e., his thought as the most significant origin of musical
composition.
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Regarding “the West German reception of Cage’s work during the 1960s,” Beal
relates that
[s]ome scholars, critics, and composers in Germany believed that Cage’s music
carried a hidden political agenda, a belief that almost became a self-fulfilling
prophecy . . . . Increasingly, the contemporary musical world split on its
interpretation of Cage and definitions of a musical work. Many musicologists
criticized indeterminate scores for not revealing the actual sound of the piece in
the expected way.124
The statement suggests that for some music intellectuals, a musical piece was supposed to
exhibit stylistic, structural consistency and rationality, and its sound has to be realized as
the way it is written. This idea did not agree with Kagel’s aesthetic of music. Rather than
the rationality of correspondence between music written and music heard, that music
cannot be realized without thought was the core of his aesthetic belief. In a conversation
with Martin Geck, Kagel speaks of a formula “music = thought,” which, according to the
composer, is “an essential part of ‘weapon’ in music”:
Among other things, music is a means to activate thoughts that are not just
musico-acoustic sensations, but also articulable ideas. It is this double role of
music that animates me over and over to continue composing: on the one hand,
music is capable of triggering thoughts and on the other hand, it must be
complemented by the thoughts. A piece of music that activates no thought is
simply imperfect.125
It is thus understandable why Kagel was so irritated that Cage’s thoughts were
“prostituted and degraded” and that, as a result, his music was frequently ill-treated.
Kagel’s engagement with Cage’s works occasionally activated his own musicalcompositional thought. In a letter to Cage dated 12 November 1961, Kagel discusses his
successful presentation of Cage’s Double Music (1941) in Oldenburg, as well as other
projects to perform Cage’s pieces (e.g., Amores, 7’7.614”, and In a Landscape). Kagel
also asked for Cage’s permission to combine his piece (presumably, In a Landscape) with
Kagel’s piano piece Mimetics (Metapiece) (1961), which is to be “performed with another
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piece together . . . to become a form.”126 This distinct formal concept reminds us of, for
instance, Cage’s Fontana Mix (1958), Aria (1958), and Concert for Piano and Orchestra,
any two of which can be performed simultaneously.127 However, the distinction of
Mimetics (Metapiece) from these pieces of Cage is that one can combine it with
instrumental or electroacoustic compositions of Kagel or other contemporary composers.
Although a solo piano performance is also possible, Mimetics (Metapiece) is in itself “less
a piece.”128
In any case, in the early 1960s Kagel had tremendous opportunities to give
premieres of his own compositions, lectures, and performances of Cage’s and his own
pieces, often with Tudor. At the same time, Kagel was becoming dissatisfied with the
Europeans’ formal-structural supremacy that tended to neglect the idea of reciprocal
compositional process between music and thought. Kagel even considered, therefore,
leaving Europe shortly before starting composing music of Antithese. At that time, Kagel
received an invitation to conduct his Anagrama in the Ojai Music Festival 1963 northwest
of Los Angeles from Lukas Foss (1922-2009), a Berlin-born American composer and the
music director of the festival in that year. Kagel writes Cage: “I should like so much to
go, because I am tired from this European perfume,”129 despite the insufficient financial
guarantee.
As noted earlier, Antithese was originally excoriated as “prostitution of music”
and “a bargain-sale of theatrical phantasy,” because the reviewer did not grasp the
underlying compositional idea. For the reviewer, virtually everything that happened on
the stage was a mess of frivolous experiments without a formal structure in a traditional
sense. For Kagel, by contrast, such a superficial perspective, which he evidently
recognized in the severe criticism of Cage’s music and perhaps of his own as well, was
nothing but an aesthetic deficit. In Kagel’s view, music activates a composer’s thought
and the thought in turn provides momentum for the creation of new music. This creative
chain was indispensable, especially in compositional activities of both Kagel and Cage.
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Anarchy in Music
In Cage’s Concert for Piano and Orchestra, Heinz-Klaus Metzger, one of the first
Cage enthusiasts in Europe, finds an anarchic state. Anarchy in Metzger’s perception is a
“socio-political concept where rule would be abolished and no power either held or
practiced.”130 In this respect, Metzger applies the idea of abolition to the absence of the
musical score in the Concert, which he recognizes as a breakthrough in the history of
composition. Given total freedom to interpret their own parts, instrumentalists need not
make ensemble with others in the performance, nor is anyone cued by the conductor, who
functions only as a “clock” for the time span of the piece. Overall, Ian Pepper’s
characterization of the “musical anarchism” in Concert is apt, describing it as a “model of
a non-authoritarian society of free individuals, and more specifically, of a nonhierarchical division of musical labor that would liberate the creative capacities of the
musical proletariat, the orchestral musicians.”131
Cage also had his own notion of anarchy in music, which is evident in other
indeterminate compositions on a smaller scale than the Concert. In a 1972 interview with
Nikša Gligo, Cage explains “a very simple example of anarchy” that he often
demonstrated with Tudor:
two of us were working together, but independently. I was not telling David Tudor
what to do, nor was he telling me what to do, and anything that either of us did
worked with everything the other did. . . . When we have the facility to do and to
work without constraint, or when we have the things that we need to use, I think
we have all that we need. We do not need to have the laws that tell us not to do
this but to do something else.132
The last half of the citation above may give us, however, a sense of inconsistency,
considering the fact that Cage does provide an individual concept in each piece. Every
musical piece in fact needs to have at least a concept to be realized as the piece and this
concept is also a necessary frame to characterize the piece. Cage seems to have made a
vague distinction between the ideas of concept and law; a concept is a much looser
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constraint than a law. If so, such a conception can preserve its consistency; nevertheless,
the vagueness makes Cage’s aesthetic of music debatable and could thus lie at the root of
his argument with Morton Feldman, who understood Cage’s music well. Again,
Feldman’s only disagreement with Cage was, as cited above (see page 145), “his dictum
‘process should imitate nature in its manner of operation’ . . . or, ‘[e]verything is music’.”
Even if a concept contains the idea of “work without constraint,” it simultaneously has to
have at least a set of rules in order to individualize the piece. For Cage, the idea of law
was perhaps all too negative, a cause to limit a composer’s creativity, and thus he desired
total liberation in musical composition. Feldman may have seen a lack of persuasive
power in such a notion and it can also be associated with the weakness in Cage’s idea of
anarchy.
If Cage directly relates the notion of freedom, in which he elucidates the dictum
Feldman argued with, to that of anarchy, the way of application probably is reflected in
his somewhat naïve, utopian socio-political point of view. He thought that the failure of
anarchy in the nineteenth century was due to its impracticability considering available
methodological resources at the time. Based on this hypothesis, Cage proposed his
original principle: “the necessary technology to put anarchy into practice and to live
without being governed,” and the “economy must become natural again, that is nonfinancial.”133 Although interesting, Cage’s belief here seems questionable because in
reality freedom and anarchy cannot be implemented without a framework, which does not
necessarily govern every single detail, whether in musical composition or in human
society.
Kagel’s remark on the structural feature of the action part in Antithese as “an
anarchic unity of life and art” may seem to suggest a connection to Cage’s theory of
anarchy. However, unlike Cage’s principle of “work without constraint,” Kagel
emphasized the framework, being meticulous in his compositional design, performing
procedure, and instructions in order to achieve unity in the entire piece. These were all
necessary and positive constraints to guarantee the performer’s freedom, not to govern
her/his creativity. In addition, Kagel’s serial thought coexists with his own idea of
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anarchy in Antithese. One may argue that such a state is a dichotomy resulting merely
from the random mixture of various thoughts, especially if anarchy is simply regarded as
uncontrollable chaos. Yet Kagel never aimed at shattering Antithese’s structure, but rather
saw anarchy as a constructive characteristic of the piece. It is comparable to Borges’s
liberal anarchism, a notion that is “constructed on the idea of the strong individual” with
“an ethics of self-restraint.” That is to say, each compositional component of Antithese is
self-contained and in the first place completely independent of others. In other words,
each functions as a “strong individual” that results from its operational self-restraint by
following the instructions to form its own component. This does not mean, of course, that
everything is predetermined, although the contents and structure of the musical part are
unchangeable.
The action part of Antithese best illustrates the concept of liberal anarchy, since in
a stage performance the performer of Antithese is the only human being participating
onstage. Given freedom to choose the main actions, the actor must take into consideration
the time slot, available stage scenery and props, formation of an acting series, and musical
content. The successful execution of the action part entails attributes of a liberal anarchist:
a strong individual capable of self-discipline. Kagel does not intend to restrict or totally
control the action pattern, but rather to make the performer create her/his “own version”
under the given conditions. Only by grasping the concepts of Antithese both as a whole
and in detail does the performer become capable of producing artistic interaction between
her/his “composition” of a series of actions and the musical and stage scenery parts.
Cage would agree that in his piece the performer should be a strong individual
capable of self-restraint and thus, in this respect, his idea of anarchy may include an
aspect of the liberal anarchism inherent in Kagel’s. But in fact Cage seems satisfied with
his idealized anarchy in an indeterminate musical performance with Tudor, as the
simultaneity of their independent music-making is the entire form of the piece. Cage’s
anarchism even excludes “pre-agreement” with his co-performer prior to the
performance, which he would see as an unnecessary boundary. Indeed, this focus on
spontaneity reveals a subtle difference between Cage and Kagel.
In Cage’s anarchist notion, one is supposed to determine whether a boundary
within and of a musical piece is removable, while Kagel attempts to go beyond or
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penetrate the boundary that he leaves in place. Moreover, for Cage, the idea of
“openness” is much more important than the concept of “wholeness” or unity, in which
he sees boundaries.134 What underlies Cage’s idea of openness versus wholeness is
inconsistency, which he recognizes as an inevitable trait of anarchism: “being an
anarchist automatically makes you inconsistent with what you do.”135 Although it may
seem to be a bold statement, this remark becomes “consistent” if observing what Cage
insists upon and actually does in connection with openness, wholeness and boundaries.
Cage’s concept of openness can be demonstrated in, for instance, the piece 4’33”,
in which all emergent sounds and noises become musical materials. Under this particular
condition, the materials cannot be unified in the course of “performance” due to the total
unpredictability of all the sounds. Nevertheless, while open with regard to the sound
quality, the piece has the precisely fixed time frame. More specifically, the entire duration
of the piece – namely, four minutes and thirty-three seconds – encompasses all the
musical parameters in terms of the framework of the wholeness. The significance of
openness is even more marked in his Concert for Piano and Orchestra. In fact, Cage
himself states that “in order to ensure the audible and visible clarity, the performers are
spatially separated from one another insofar as possible in a conventional concert hall.”136
Cage would prefer temporal openness as well. However, the composer (or performers)
has to determine the total duration of the piece, which is realistically necessary, even
though it is not his real wish. This fact illustrates that perfect openness cannot be realized
in Cage’s musical composition, and this is exactly an aspect of inconsistency between his
concept – or better, his ideal – of openness and actual pieces. In other words, this
inconsistency is an inescapable contradiction that Cage may even highlight in his work. In
this respect, Cage’s definition of anarchism – “you can’t be consistent with anarchy in
what you say”137 – justifies not only itself, but also his “works.”
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Metzger’s observation of Cage’s Concert in terms of anarchic characteristics is,
however, slightly different from the composer’s. Drawing a connection between the
anarchy in the piece and the political idea, Metzger claims that
If one applies what Adorno called social decipherment by art works to such a
composition [Concert], it turns out to be precisely a political code; obviously, it
concerns a model of individual anarchism with limited cooperation, the
formulation is strictly inherent to the medium of music and suggests a more
reasonable world order.138
Metzger’s specific characterization of anarchy in Concert as “individual anarchism with
limited cooperation” is striking. This idea seems very close to Borges’s liberal anarchism,
since each part of the piece is independent of others and even the existence of each part is
arbitrary.
Metzger’s interpretation of Concert’s anarchist character goes further: not only
can each of the individual parts be performed as “solo piece,” but one could perform the
Concert for Piano and Orchestra without the piano part, as a symphony. The idea of the
solo piece in fact shares the fundamental concept of liberal anarchism – a self-sufficient
individual – especially if it is performed by a “disciplined” musician. Intriguingly, the
extreme case exemplified by Metzger approaches Cage’s openness concept, perhaps more
nearly than the 4’33”. Even if all parts of Concert are omitted, according to Metzger, “the
non-performance (Nichtaufführung) of the work is a possible version of its
performance.”139 In this way, Cage’s openness can be achieved conceptually, but not
practically, as a musical piece. This is perhaps the point the “work” is refigured as
concept rather than artifact. Since only nothingness (Nichts) is a perfect “figure” of
openness, anarchy cannot be achieved; thus, the notions of anarchy and openness are
virtually irreconcilable. This verifies the incompatibility of Cage’s anarchism with the
essentials of his aesthetic “everything is music.”
By contrast, Kagel’s principle of anarchy in music seems to retain consistency
with his musical work. Unlike Cage, Kagel considers anarchy to be a promising means to
form the “unity of life and art,” especially in the action part of Antithese. For Kagel,
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anarchy means neither unlimited openness nor constant emergence of a revolution in
mind and in society,140 as it does for Cage. Instead, anarchy is the idea that the specific
structure and organization of a given musical piece is intended to achieve. In the case of
the entire structure of Antithese, the achievement is not possible without selfdetermination of the individual components and even the materials of each component. It
is in principle equivalent to Borges’s idea of liberal anarchism that “self-restraint makes a
self-organized society possible.”141 As is true of Antithese, anarchy in Kagel’s music
cannot be brought into existence without an operation of organization and an idea of
unity. In addition, this operation does not eliminate any boundaries within the framework
Kagel provides. Rather, the boundaries in this particular multimedia piece must remain to
create a necessary tension, concealed or apparent, crucial to Kagel’s idea of anarchy.
Years after his composition of Antithese, in an interview with Anthony Coleman in 2004,
Kagel described himself as a “soft anarchist,” due to his belief that “without the need to
organize your anarchy you never get any kind of deep discourse.”142 This remark is
precisely relevant to the formal structure of Antithese, a piece composed a half century
before the interview. That is to say, in both theatrical and absolute music, Kagel’s
compositional work seems to have preserved the cohesion of his unique aesthetic of
musical composition – anarchy as a specific way of organization.
Kagel hoped to encounter an unheard-of sound and unseen visual image in any
performance, but within the given conceptual framework of a piece. More importantly, he
expected such an unexpected musical or artistic event to come across as a result of a
performer’s creative force. A new sound event accidentally gained without the formalstructural framework was not really creation in Kagel’s mind, but mere discovery
(although he did not disregard this). In this respect, boundaries among the heterogeneous
components in Antithese form the internal frame necessary not only to maintain the
individual identities, but also make possible the performer’s creativity. Due to the
heterogeneity of elements, one may claim that the piece has a multilayered structure. The
description “multilayered” or “stratified” does not imply a hierarchical structure, even
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though one then imagines the picture that one component lies beneath or above others. In
reconsidering Kagel’s conception of anarchy in the structural and aesthetic contexts of
Antithese, the multilayered structure is the unique structure of a non-hierarchical type.
Kagel kept existing boundaries among the multifarious components as they are, so that
each intensifies its self-sufficiency and meanwhile coexists with others. It is quite natural
that tensions between those “strong individuals,” so to speak, appear conspicuously,
especially as the interactions emerge. However, regardless of how violent or destructive
the performance of the piece is, no single individual component can dominate, and the
tensions derived from the interactions among them are an inevitable and intentional
phenomenon in organizing the omnipresent anarchies. Even if a performance gives a
strong impression of violence or destruction, it is merely one possible production, never
the composer’s aim. In other words, the stage version of Antithese necessarily generates
tensions among the compositional components, regardless how the piece is produced.
These tensions reflect Kagel’s realistic observation of anarchy that the tensions
inevitably emerge where human beings construct or reconstruct their own society, no
matter to what extent they enjoy freedom. Furthermore, another type of tension inherent
in Antithese is the one between the realistic thought as such and the piece’s fictitious
presentation consisting of artificial audience in the music and seamless arrangement of
electroacoustic equipment on the stage. For this reason, Kagel’s remark “anarchy in the
piece is omnipresent” can also be interpreted as the omnipresent tensions, and these
remain unresolved. All these tensions are, again, not harmful or threatening, but rather
natural as an instinct of human beings.
Anarchism is difficult to understand if you don’t know about the deep idealism of
radicality. It is a way of humanizing society.143
While Kagel made this statement over four decades after composing Antithese, it still
describes the key characteristic of the piece. The piece expresses one’s struggle with and
confusion by electroacoustic music at the time of the composition, rather than neglecting
or excluding these facts. Such incorporation is thus reflected in the idea of “anarchic unity
of life and art,” which posits explicit and implicit tensions. More specifically they are
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physical tension visible or audible in the actual presentation and conceptual tension
perceptible in the characteristic of unity comprised of omnipresent anarchies.
Finally, it is worth reconsidering the perceptual difference of anarchism between
Kagel and Cage, which suggests that Kagel’s idea of anarchy and its application in his
composition are more realistic or practical than those of Cage. If a conception of antiauthority or non-conformity is regarded as an essential feature of anarchy in music, it is
true that Kagel and Cage to some extent agree. However, a close observation of each
composer’s individual motivations for being conscious of anarchism reveals a sharp
difference in their aesthetic and ideological views of anarchy.
In Cage’s case, his interest in Oriental philosophy probably activated his
consciousness of musical anarchy. In his remarks, Cage often stressed his discovery of
Oriental thought, especially Zen-Buddhism, as a watershed in his career. This was
significant liberation not only from his long discontent with the precepts and lessons in
the Protestant Church and public schools he attended. Learning Oriental aesthetic and
modes of thought, Cage attempted to liberate himself from tacit strictures on Western
practice of musical composition. Particularly his two-year long attendance at classes of
Zen-Buddhism taught by Daisetz Suzuki at Columbia University was, according to Cage,
“a determining influence upon” his music and thinking.144 The “effect it had was,” Cage
explains,
first to change what it was that I was trying to say in my work. And, second, to
change how it was I was making my work. And what it was that I was saying was
very much influenced by such Oriental notions as creation, preservation,
destruction, and quiescence. . . . Then I began composing . . . [with] a spirit of
acceptance, rather than a spirit of control.145
This principle developed into his bolder aesthetic “letting sounds be themselves” and one
can see this aesthetic conception in Cage’s pieces from the early 1950s onward.
Although it is unclear to what extent the influence of Oriental philosophy
propelled him towards an idea of “idealized social structures,” Cage’s compositions in the
decade could, as David W. Bernstein suggests, “later provide us with models of
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alternative forms of social and political organization.”146 Bernstein considers these
models as Cage’s “desirable political and social structures” and in music, as a
representation of Cage’s “rejection of an organicist assumption that a musical work
should be a unified whole”; musical anarchy.147 Occasionally, Cage confuses the ZenBuddhist thought with a socio-political structure of anarchism, due to the fact that they
share a common principle of nonconstraint of others. This tendency became more and
more conspicuous from the 1960s together with the fact that “Cage paid increasing
attention to the relation between art and political and social structure.”148
As an extraordinary innovator and inventor in the developmental course of
postwar avant-garde musical composition, Cage had to engage opponents who blatantly
denounced his music. For Cage, such opponents (who are not only critics and his
contemporaries, but also instrumentalists) blindly followed musical-social conventions,
behind which authority was likely to reign over the society of music. It is thus not
inappropriate to postulate that in Cage’s view, the political pressure or interference in the
realm of musical society overlaps or is derived from an authoritarian hierarchy immanent
in the society as a whole. Due to his radical compositional approach (though he seems not
to have considered it so), Cage occasionally faced a ban on performance of his music. For
example, while making a sensational German debut in the Donaueschingen Music
Festival in 1954, not until the 1970s was his music ever again performed in the
historically significant international music festival.149
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As a consequence of his experiences of this kind and elevation of his interest in
the anarchist social structures, Cage sets forth more clearly an idealistic view of “art as
social activity . . . [which] is communal, non-hierarchical.”150
Less anarchic kinds of music give examples of less anarchic states of society. The
masterpieces of Western music exemplify monarchies and dictatorships.
Composer and conductor: king and prime minister. By making musical situations
which are analogies to desirable social circumstances which we do not yet have,
we make music suggestive and relevant to the serious questions which face
Mankind.151
This statement in the late 1970s aptly demonstrates that in relation to musical
composition, Cage at this point weights structure in social context more strongly than
Oriental philosophy. At the same time, it also postulates that Cage’s idea of anarchy in
music stemmed not exactly from his political concerns in the first place, but rather from
his immersion in Zen-Buddhism philosophy.
By contrast, Kagel’s keen awareness of anarchism is attributed to primarily his
own social and political experiences in his Buenos Aires era, while Borges’s liberal
anarchist thought could be an influential factor as well. As discussed in Chapter Two,
Kagel’s music for the film Muetres de Buenos Aires was immediately destined never to
see the light of day due to the censorship of Perón regime. Restriction of freedom of
speech and expression was a fact in his everyday life, and the proscription of the film was
his first-hand experience. Political control of music and art was unmistakable reality and
Kagel was constantly confronted with the authorities’ ill-minded perception of culture.
In consideration of his unpleasant experiences with the cultural control of the
Perón government and the ideological inheritance from his family, Kagel’s idea of
anarchy was never a simple desire. Rather, it was a particular notion one has to form
wisely, keeping sort of skepticism about whether it is really possible to realize an
anarchic society or if it is more a philosophical stance, as “a rich and fertile area of
imaginative social perception.”152 Cultivating a “social critic” temperament in his Buenos
Aires period, Kagel seems very careful of his statements about anarchism or anarchy in
music (at least more careful than Cage with regard to this particular topic). At least, Kagel
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never thought to change or influence society by musical composition, as Cage once did.
Conversely, he knew well that it had always been social and political conditions that
changed music, and thus he raised social issues – the politics of musical society as well –
in his compositions. Kagel’s idea of the anarchic unity of life and art in Antithese,
therefore, has nothing to do with an attempt to change society directly, but rather it is a
representation of Kagel’s musical thought in connection with the current social context
and, meanwhile, an intention to pose the question for others.
Kagel realistically differentiates anarchy in music from anarchy as politics, and
thus he claims his musical compositions “manifestly have no political content.”153 This,
of course, does not mean that Kagel negates all existing political structures. Rather, while
admitting that any form of artistic activity involves cultural policy as reality, Kagel never
composed a musical piece as an overt political message. Kagel would nevertheless take a
stance against cultural policy, if it “adopts totalitarian forms,” by “writing very
uncompromising music independent of trends and expectations of any so-called society of
music.”154 The notion of independence within structures of society is indeed applicable to
that of the independence of the individual compositional components and techniques in
Anithese as well. In this respect, Rebstock’s claim that “there are perhaps no other pieces
that show as clearly Kagel’s position in comparison to Cage’s music theatrical pieces as
Antithese does”155 is also true.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SERIAL THOUGHT AND VERFRANSUNG IN ANTITHESE

Introduction
In its conceptual framework, Antithese embraces two controversial issues at the
time of the composition: serial thought and multimedia or interdisciplinary composition.
At first glance it may appear that the contrast between these spheres is irreconcilable,
especially in terms of compositional method. However, serial thought does not
necessarily refer to twelve-tone-based serial technique – a strict serialist approach of
musical composition – but rather literally to the idea of ordering regardless of whether it
is fixed or changeable. More specifically, the fundamental idea of serial thought was
strongly connected with a serial principle that enabled a composer to form “an entire
musical organization . . . from the tiniest component up to the complete structure”1;
however, this does not mean that serial thought can only derive from composing a
musical piece by means of a strict serial concept and procedure. Nor does the thought
necessarily deal exclusively with twelve notes, as Boulez claims.2 For this reason, serial
thought can underlie both serialist and non-serialist compositions and thus, as is true in
the stage version of Antithese, it can be applied to a multimedia musical composition as
well.
As discussed in the previous chapter, a striking aspect of Antithese in formalstructural terms is that Kagel’s serial thought is intrinsic not to the musical part, but
solely to the acting part in which the actual serial procedure (that is, the formation of
main actions) is executed by the performer. In this respect, the serial thought in the piece
is an indispensable medium for shaping the musical and extra-musical materials and
components that make up the whole structure. Whereas one can easily label the
integration of these particular approaches as inventive, what is more important is that it
pinpoints two of the most controversial issues in the compositional development of the
mid-twentieth century.
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In “totally determined serial music,” as Kagel’s observation that “the
compositional method is already analytical in nature” posits,3 the serial method and its
manipulation are traceable by analyzing the piece and definable as a result of the
analysis. For serial thought, however, it is necessary to understand the aesthetic of the
composer, which is not as immediately apparent or straightforward as the serial method
and manipulation. Palombini’s brief definition of the distinctions between serial method,
technique, and aesthetic aptly highlights the significance of serial thought within the
realm of music:
Serial techniques . . . [are] procedures that can be identified in the music of Bach,
Beethoven and Schaeffer for instance. [S]erial method . . . [is] the systematic
application of such procedures, defined from the starting-point of Schoenberg’s
dodecaphony. Serial aesthetics would be the personal uses diverse composers
make of the serial method to express themselves. From the notion of serial
aesthetics one may derive an abstraction, the serial aesthetic, encompassing all
those personal aesthetics based on the use of a serial method.4
In this definition, the term “serial aesthetic” is virtually equivalent to the idea of serial
thought. A salient point of the definition is the diversity of aesthetics that results in the
individual approaches to serial composition. For example, Boulez’s Études sérielle, as a
first breakthrough in the extended use of serial method, epitomizes his personal aesthetic
at that time.5 His recognition of electronic equipment’s unprecedented possibilities
stimulated the composer to form his original aesthetic, which viewed the machine as a
significant medium for new sounds and rhythms of serial music.
Boulez’s brief definition of serial thought is illustrative: “serial thought is based
on a universe in continuous expansion.”6 Whereas this definition is an essential and
important characteristic of serial thought, the achievement of Boulez’s Études – nontempered pitches and intervals and a complex of note values and rhythms – was made
within the realm of serialism. In other words, his serial thought focused mainly on the
“continuous expansion” of the serial method. Furthermore, although one could call these
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pieces multimedia due to their utilization of electronic devices,7 they did not interact with
any non- or extra-musical component, but rather were compositions strictly within the
genre of music. Together with his later pieces, Boulez’s musical practice scarcely
engaged the interdisciplinary integration as Kagel and Cage did. As a result, while
Boulez was an exponent of serial thought, who maintained the “universe in continuous
expansion” as the fundamental principle, there was a certain limit to it in his
compositional aesthetic.
The series has become a polyvalent mode of thought and no longer simply a
technique of vocabulary. Modern serial thought insists that the series must not
only generate the actual vocabulary, but must expand into the very structure of the
work. It is thus a complete reaction against classical thought, which wishes form
to be, practically, something pre-existent.8
Kagel’s Antithese realized the further expansion of Boulez’s principle of serial
thought in a non-serialist composition. For Kagel, “totally determined serial music” was
already “something pre-existent” as he started his career as a composer in Europe. Just as
Boulez was critical of “classical thought,” so Kagel was critical of serialist thought,
though not exactly of serial thought. Thus, when considering Kagel’s serial thought and
its realization in Antithese, Palombini’s definition above has to be broadened to include
non-serialist method. That is, a serial aesthetic neither always required nor necessarily
generated a serialist method, but rather was able to spawn a new form of musical
7
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composition; therefore, the aesthetic origin of the serialist method can be attributed
strictly to a serialist thought.
For further clarification of the distinction between serial thought and serialist
thought, Umberto Eco’s comparison of serial thought to structural thought is useful,
though the author neither uses the term serialist thought nor mentions its concept. While
there are indisputable shortcomings in Eco’s theory of serial thought,9 its focus in relation
to theory of “open work” is worth reviewing to illuminate an aesthetic aspect of Kagel’s
serial thought. This does not necessarily mean that the serial thought of Antithese
completely fulfills the aesthetic definitions of Eco’s theory or vice versa. Rather, it will
help to make clear that Kagel’s serial thought crystalized in Antithese is more advanced
than Eco’s aesthetic theoretical paradigm of serial thought.
Despite the presence of Kagel’s serial thought that lies not only in Antithese’s
parameterization – a conceptual-technical feature of serialism – but also in the application
to the extra-musical part, the piece cannot be subsumed under the category of serial
music. In short, the serial aspect in the piece is merely part of its structure, and not a
primary structural principle. For this reason, it is not necessary to reevaluate serialism in
detail. However, reconsideration of the essential aesthetic and its concept highlights how
serial thought in Antithese plays an important role to realize a more extended case of “a
universe in continuous expansion” than any serialist works at that time.

Serial Thought in Connection with Open Form
Serial Thought as a Vision of Structural Innovation
In this connection, a useful resource is Eco’s theorization of serial thought in
connection with his concept of “open work,” developed on the basis of “the distinctive
features of serial thought” that Boulez defined.10 Eco’s attempt to theorize serial thought
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was primarily a response to Claude Lévi-Strauss’s “unfavourable judgment on
serialism,”11 based on his conviction that “serial interest in structure has been
superficially mistaken for the properly structuralist study of structures.”12 In Eco’s
discussion, one can trace a few conspicuous disagreements with Lévi-Strauss’s antiserialism and thus the predominance of structural thought over serialism. Comparing
serial thought with structural thought as a point of departure for his discussion, however,
Eco did not renounce all aspects of Lévi-Strauss’s structuralist method. Rather, Eco
acknowledged, for instance, the existence of an “Ur-code” that is at the core of “the real
Structure of all communication, all language, all cultural manifestation, all acts of
signification.”13 A characteristic distinction Eco made in this regard is the rigidity
inherent in structural thought and the generativity inherent in serial thought. In this
distinction, the Ur-code – an archetypical structure and its quintessential paradigm –
played different roles; in structural thought, the Ur-code was unchangeable and deductive
to be ultimately traced, whereas in serial thought it was also unchangeable but inductive
to explore a new structure.
This particular view of serial thought thus affirms that serial music (and inevitably
other types of postwar avant-garde music) developed not as something completely new
with no connection to musical styles and structures of the past (that is, modal, tonal, and
atonal music). Instead, a new mode of musical expression or presentation created with
serial thought resulted from the thorough research into these earlier forms. Eco’s
conception of expansion inherent in serial thought implies an idea of continuity in a
specific way; historical and developmental continuity. Serial thought neither denies nor
detaches itself from extant musical principles. Because one can regard musical
composition as a unique language, renaming it as “musical language,” the following
statement by Eco is convincing, concerning the distinction between the language of
structural thought and that of serial thought:
. . . after modern culture surrendered to the evidence that languages, along with
other social systems, differ from population to population and from time to time,
structuralism . . . is today aiming at the discovery of constant structures, simple,
universal articulations capable of generating all the various systems that they
11
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underlie. . . . [T]herefore . . . whereas structural thought tends to recognize
“universals,” serial thought prefers to denounce them as “pseudo-universals.”14
Serial thought thus functioned as a significant vehicle for giving impetus to a composer’s
distinct creativity, and its aesthetic had to do with “the construction of new structured
realities.”15
Another significance of Eco’s theorization of serial thought is that the principles
suit the concept of open work in terms of the structure of a musical piece and its
underlying aesthetic. In fact, Eco’s theory attempted to justify that “the theory of open
work is none other than a poetics of serial thought.”16 Eco’s conception of open work was
based on his knowledge of musical pieces written in mobile form, although it was limited
to Stockhausen’s Klavierstück XI, Boulez’s Troisième Sonate, and Pousseur’s Scambi.17
Identifying the structural and formal openness in these pieces, Eco saw serial thought as a
positive and new mode of organization that liberates a composer from the reuse of a preexisting code: that is, the recycling of Ur-code he defined as a distinctive principle of
structural thought.18 By contrast, Eco maintained that serial thought challenges the
“continuous restructuration”19 of the code.
The characteristic contrasts between serial and structural thought, however, do not
necessarily mean that they are completely at odds and thus irreconcilable, especially in
terms of musical composition. Rather, Eco claims that serial thought is capable of
embracing the aesthetic and technical principles of structural thought. Notable in this
regard is his succinct description of an essential feature of serial thought that it “aims at
the production of a structure”20; that is, impetus for the generativity of a new code or a
new mode of thought. Perhaps Eco related the idea of the production of a new structure to
open form and was convinced that only serial thought was capable of realizing the form.
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If open form was the outcome of Eco’s notion of serial thought and resulted from
his observation of the course of European serialist development, the concept of open form
identifies itself as European and thus distinguishes itself from that of Cagean (American)
indeterminacy. Concerning the relationship between serial thought and open form in
music, Eco drew inspiration also from Pousseur’s notion of serial-mobile form in
addition to Boulez’s statement describing serial thought. One can thus assume that Eco’s
idea of open form was related to Pousseur’s assertion of “the very important difference of
attitude between him [Cage] and the European composers of my [Pousseur’s] generation
regarding the questions of form, use of randomness, control of the results.”21 By the same
token, Cage did not acknowledge Stockhausen’s Klavierstück XI as an indeterminate
work.22 In any case, Eco’s theorization of serial thought never focused on the
developmental and conceptual difference between the European open work and American
indeterminacy. Nevertheless, the theory represents itself as one derived from the
European serial and structuralist tradition; in particular, Eco’s European resources were
the decisive elements for his views on serial thought, as well as the open work.
Inspired by the aforementioned pieces of Stockhausen, Boulez, and Pousseur, Eco
attempted to prove the capability of serial thought for pioneering a new foundation for
structure. Interestingly, his serial thought recognized the idea of “absent structure”
(struttura assente) as the new foundation. For Eco, the embodiment of absent structure
was only possible in an open work that abandoned the permanence of preexiting
structure, a primary principle of structural thought. As a result, an open work derived
from serial thought gained the permanence of a change of formal structure. This is
exactly the case in a socio-historical and aesthetic context as well, as Eco asserts that a
[s]eries will no longer be a negation of structure; rather, it will be the expression
of a structure that questions itself and sees itself as a historical phenomenon. . . .
In other words, [a] series will be a structure that . . . is constantly looking for it
within itself, in a state of continuous tension and permanent methodological doubt
which alone can produce meaning.23
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In serial thought, therefore, the thought itself was primarily supposed to take a current
condition in a prodigious stream of history into consideration. Serial thought had no
purpose to deny any structures in the past, regardless of the degree to which it criticized
them. And yet criticism was a necessary element of serial thought to renew the preexisting structure, and its invented structure represented itself as a “historical
phenomenon.” In this theory, it was thus inevitable that any new form created as a result
of critical observation reflected the creator’s questioning, doubt, or skepticism derived
from that critical observation. Thus, open form did not simply mean structural
randomness.
Eco’s theorization of serial thought advocates a vision suitable for the time, rather
than presenting itself as a pioneering avant-garde work. It is thus hardly bound up with
technical details of the serial compositional methods that serialists individually
employed. In fact, Eco uses the term “serial technique” from a philosophical point of
view. Viewing serial thought as “an activity that involves the production of forms,” Eco’s
definition of serial technique is one “that may imply a vision of the world, without being
itself a philosophy.”24 Thus, one can interpret Eco’s conception of the term “serial” as the
reflection of a present zeitgeist that recognizes itself as a specific transitional phase. In
this respect, music that we generally define as serial, to which adjectives such as “total”
or “integral” have often been attached to represent its degree of control, is not necessarily
the only mode of serial thought. Rather, Eco’s emphasis on the idea of serial seems to be
more on a state of flux in the course of formal-structural reform.
From this viewpoint, the notion of open work is more suitable for Eco’s theory of
serial thought and as such, in his writing the definition of the term “serialist” is highly
idiosyncratic in the context of music history and music theory. In Eco’s sense a serialist
was an artist or composer who attempted to implement “the organization and continuous
restructuration of new codes, and the historical evolution of modes of communication.”25
In other words, it was not necessarily a serialist who employed musical serial
organization and formation. Instead, for Eco a serial composer was one who undertook
these tasks with serial thought and who did not follow the model of a universal structure
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(Ur-code), a fundamental structuralist principle. For this reason, one must distinguish the
meaning of serialist in Eco’s text from that in postwar avant-garde music. This distinction
is indispensable for understanding Kagel’s unique serial thought in Antithese.
In order to examine it as thoroughly as possible, however, a problematic point of
Eco’s theory of serial thought has to be clarified, because both the flaws as well as its
broader implications help to better illustrate Kagel’s serial thought and its characteristics.
In part, the theorization relies heavily on Boulez’s statement concerning the continuous
expansion of compositional development. Presumably, Eco could recognize the
consistency between Boulez’s aesthetic characterization of serial thought and his mobile
form piece Troisième Sonate. However, as Gianmario Borio points out, Eco “disregards .
. . the early history and technical procedures of serialism”26; moreover, “Eco’s mental
leap is . . . attributed to his fragmentary knowledge of the most recent history of
composition at that time.”27 Hence, Eco’s theory seems applicable only in a limited
period and style of serial compositions: pieces that amalgamate serial method with open
form. It is thus plausible that Eco would regard the piece of Stockhausen as another
positive example in his theory of serial thought as well as open work.
In any case, as Borio identifies, the shortcomings of Eco’s theory of serial thought
are twofold: a lack of appreciation of both “the early history and technical procedures of
serialism.” For instance, Eco asserts that
[a]ll we need is to remember the correlations posited by Henri Pousseur between
the universe of tonal music and an aesthetic of repetition, closure, and cyclicality
that involves and reflects the conservative ideology and pedagogy characteristic of
a particular political and social structure.28
Pousseur’s discussion, to which Eco refers, had in fact appeared already almost a decade
before Eco’s writing of “Series and Structure.”29 In the early phase of serialist
development, serial composers perceived that tonality and traditional musical forms
strongly represented their conservative nature as an antidote to new music. It is believable
that such a nature symbolized a conservative aspect of political and social structure if
26
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considering its long lasting tradition of a set of rules as Ur-code in a strucuturalist sense,
which one discovers and uses as a template. In particular, the conservative will become
more hostile to the idea of open form whose nature is to create the alternative to the Urcode.
In music, however, a problematic aspect in this regard was the musical and formal
characteristics of the Second Viennese School. Especially in the twelve-tone music of
Schoenberg and Berg, one can easily recognize their presentation of traditional formal
design. In his well-known essay “Schönberg is Dead” (1952), Boulez severely criticized
Schoenberg’s “use of pre-classical and classical forms” in his twelve-tone works,
regarding it as a result of his “lack of ambition”30 (On the contrary, Boulez identifies the
“perpetual variation, or non-repetition” in Schoenberg’s specific atonal works as “the
most significant elements within Schoenberg’s development”31). It is unclear whether
Eco failed to touch upon this particular issue out of ignorance or intentional neglect. In
any case, Eco’s theory of serial thought neglects the point that Boulez made with regard
to Schoenberg’s synthesis of the twelve-tone series and classical forms. Although harsh
in character, it in fact played a vital role in the development of both serial and serialist
thought among postwar avant-garde composers.
What Borio regards as “Eco’s mental leap” could thus contain this issue, together
with his disregard of the fact that opposition to traditional forms was one reason Boulez
and his contemporaries held Webern’s music in high esteem. Even if the idea of “serial
technique” in Eco’s sense did not mean a serialist method of organization, the
development of such a method was a connecting thread leading to European mobile
form. In other words, even if Eco’s main focus on serial thought was to seek the
conceptual rationality of open form, the developmental process from the twelve-tone
method to serialism was an indispensable stepping-stone towards the theoretical and
aesthetic formation of open form. Since, according to Eco, “serial thought aims at the
production of history,”32 his theory could have included the postwar serialists’ negative
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responses to the compositional styles of Schoenberg and Berg. Pousseur’s succinct
explanation to some extent complements Eco’s view in this respect.
[W]e were possessed by an implacable desire for strict organization, for rigorous
and clear control of what we were doing. . . . [W]e had undertaken to apply, on all
possible levels and in every perceptible dimension, methods of guiding and
combining the musical elements which we had deduced from the Schoenbergian
and above all Webernian system, stressing almost exclusively the rational,
quantitative, and metrical aspects.33
This may at first glance seem contradictory to the principle of open form due to the
specific aim of structural and formal control. However, from a perspective of invention of
a new code (serialist method) based on Ur-code (Schoenbergian or Webernian twelvetone system), the particular goal and process of serialist development Pousseur claims
unmistakably could have been included in Eco’s theory of serial thought.
The shortcoming of the theoretical formation aside, a thought-provoking point in
Eco’s discourse on serial thought in “Series and Structure” was his suggestion that serial
thought could be applied to art works other than music. Eco did not consider the
possibility that serial thought might tie two or more different art genres together. This
was perhaps due to his limited knowledge of multimedia art work. Eco found that the
expandability of serial thought was an essential aesthetic principle of the open work and
thus that it was “the basis of any theory of the ‘open work’ in music as well as in every
other artistic genre.”34 This idea hints at Kagel’s intention of making use of an
idiosyncratic use of serialization in Antithese.
There seems, however, to have been neither direct contact nor mutual inspiration
between Eco and Kagel, or more specifically, between Eco’s notion of the expandability
of serial thought and Kagel’s application of serial thought to Antithese. To fill the gap,
Pousseur’s Scambi (1957) is a useful example to contrast with Kagel’s serial thought
underlying Antithese. Scambi is an intriguing piece distinguishable from other serialmobile works in three ways. First, it is an electroacoustic piece in which Pousseur
characterizes individual sound elements by setting four distinct parameters. Second, there
is no musical score, which rules out a conventional analysis of musical structure and
form. Finally, and most importantly, Scambi is the first serial electroacoustic work to
33
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adopt a mobile form, so that almost an unlimited number of different presentations are
possible. Presumably, Eco to some extent learned the serial-mobile theory of Scambi: the
methodological principle and procedure that a recreator must grasp in order to construct a
new form of the piece. This theory and its embodiment in Scambi may have influenced
Eco in terms of the aesthetic of serial thought in relation to the idea of open work.
Pousseur’s Serial Thought in the Open Work Scambi (1957)
As a possible source of Eco’s theorization of serial thought, it is worth examining
Pousseur’s conception of serial-mobile theory in Scambi. It is plausible that Eco’s
familiarity with serial composition and serial thought relied to some extent on his
personal contact with Pousseur. The Belgian composer produced the electroacoustic
serial-mobile piece Scambi at the Studio di Fonologia Musicale (Studio of Musical
Phonology) of RAI (Radio Audizioni Italiane) in Milan, where he was given a limited
period of time35 and where, according to Grant, “Eco was a frequent visitor.”36 Eco could
to some extent learn aesthetic and theoretical principles of serial composition from
Pousseur, but perhaps not the details of Scambi’s technical processes, except for the
concept of mobile form. In fact, this formal concept was striking enough for Eco,
regardless of his limited knowledge of and interest in electroacoustic music. Pousseur’s
serial-mobile compositional approach and the aesthetic intention may even have inspired
Eco to theorize serial thought, due to the consistency between theory and practice in
Scambi. Also, the developmental process of Pousseur’s serial-mobile method in Scambi
seems to underpin Eco’s theorization of serial thought, while Eco’s theory does not
sufficiently explain the musico-theoretical and postwar musico-historical aspects.
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Pousseur’s serial compositional and serial aesthetic development stemmed from
his keen interest in “the great strictness and economy”37 of Webern’s method. Being in
attendance at Boulez’s “class for questions about the Webernean harmonic concept,”38
which was his first meeting with Boulez in 1951, Pousseur realized “Webern as the basis
of his own compositional activity.”39 After his Trois chants sacrès (1951) for Soprano
and String Trio, a twelve-tone work reflective of his analysis of Webern’s tone row usage
and the resultant harmonies, Pousseur composed his first “through-serialized”40 piece
Prospection en deux phases (1952/53) for three pianos tuned in sixth-tones. The series of
the piece consists of six elements instead of twelve, and the composer set up parameters
of pitch, duration, and dynamic on this basis. Of these parameters, Pousseur focused most
on pitch organization, setting up a further three parameters: six tones an octave apart, six
tones within an octave, and six sixth-tones within a semitone.41 Hence, one can call
Prospection a microtonal-serial composition for musical instruments. In 1954 Pousseur
composed his first electroacoustic piece Seismogrammes at the WDR studio, a piece
modeled on Stockhausen’s Studie I and Studie II, and based on the concept of “total
organization”42 “with absolute precision of control.”43 In this sine-wave-based
composition, Pousseur “focused on a higher sound density” by means of “continuous
sound transitions” on the basis of a complex ratio of harmonic proportions (7:13:19).44
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Pousseur’s early compositions reflect not only the developmental process of his
own serial methods, but also his eager search for “a new, fresh, and aggressive sound
material.”45 During or shortly after the realization of Seismogrammes, Pousseur became
aware of the somewhat monotonous character of sound material composed only of sine
tone waves, no matter how complex the structure of the sound unit. Concerning the
electronic study pieces of Stockhausen (Studie I and Studie II) and Pousseur
(Seismogrammes), Pousseur admits to a discontent with the acoustic characteristics:
In these first attempts, we were still very far from the desired goal. Instead of a
situation in which the sine tones came together to form more complex sounds,
they remained basically discrete and identifiable; we had a situation in which the
sine wave material was used like an easily recognizable instrument. Sometimes
(with a decrease in volume) like a very sweet, attackless vibraharp, sometimes
(with more sustained sounds) like the softest tones of a pipe organ.46
Thus it is no surprise that Pousseur was deeply impressed by Gesang der Jünglinge and
publicly praised Stockhausen for his epoch-making integration of the recorded boy’s
voice with sine-tone sound materials. Nevertheless, Pousseur did not adopt this technique
for synthesizing heterogeneous sound sources, but rather sought a new style of form.
Indeed, Scambi was the crystallization of Pousseur’s ambitious project on
structural innovation, as well as the embodiment of his serial thought. However, it is
necessary to bear in mind that Pousseur’s accomplishment of the first open or mobile
electronic music47 could not have been realized without the influence of Cage as well as
of the significant aleatoric pieces by Pousseur’s European contemporaries. In his
theoretical writings, Pousseur says that, on the one hand, the encounter between
European serial composers and American composers of the “Cage-group (especially
Cage himself)” triggered the momentum for further compositional development.48 On the
other hand, however, Pousseur underscores stylistic and aesthetic differences in aleatoric
concepts between American and European composers. Insisting that “the concept of
chance/aleatory must . . . be critically examined,” Pousseur claims:
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Everything foreign to musical intention is viewed as chance. It is already a
substantial expansion of the other type of conception . . . . [o]ne learned that
properly understood (that is, defined in its boundaries and bases) chance is a
condition for true freedom of choice (which is rare in American compositions:
there chance provides precise, full statements about the procedure; chance itself,
that is: no one is responsible for the decisions). These teachings also fertilized
some other experiences of composers (for instance, the realization of controlling
exchangeability in certain serial structures, the observation of its irrelevant inner
variability for the global characters, or the discovery of possibility of a new, nonlinear perception of time).49
Stockhausen’s Klavierstück XI and Boulez’s Troisième Sonate were indeed the
embodiment of these “experiences” which Pousseur admired as “the first works of a ‘new
instrumental style’ [which] came to light in Europe.”50
Pousseur thus conceptualized a structural formation based not on the Cagean idea
of chance, which expects an unforeseeable sound event, but rather on the idea of “the
relationship between freedom of performance and the conditional chance, which is
determined by the material nature of the score, and thus regulated by the composer.”51 To
make “conditional chance” possible, one has to compose sound units that are in principle
independent of each other; only then does one provide freedom of choice to a performer.
That is, in Pousseur’s theorization of chance or aleatory, the composer is responsible for
composing determined musical elements using a method of total control, and the
performer for selecting them and thereby constructing the form. It is a fundamental
principle of the open form, a specific formal characteristic capable of mobility,
exchangeability, and variability, in which the musical elements are given and then
chosen.
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Although the establishment of Pousseur’s open form theory relied heavily on the
formal-structural principles of Klavierstück XI and Troisième Sonate, Pousseur realized
Scambi in the realm of “pure” electroacoustic composition. Pousseur produced thirty-two
sequences by electronic operations which dealt with “pitches of the sound, the dynamic
level and the mean speed of playing the material.”52 Interestingly, Pousseur did not apply
a serial method in this procedure, but “permanent control by ear was decisive.”53 Instead,
the composer contrived a serial (and ultimately serial-mobile) method for the acoustic
characterization of each sequence and for the structural organization by means of
parameterization.
Scambi’s four parameters and individual characteristics are: “the relative pitch
(low ‘0’ to high ‘1’), the statistical speed (slow ‘0’ to fast ‘1’), the homogeneity of sound
material (dry ‘0’ to reverberated ‘1’), and continuity (inclusion of pauses ‘0’ to
continuous sound ‘1’).”54 Thus, one sequence can be distinguished from another
numerically, by the pattern of sound characteristics. For instance, the characteristics of
sequences 3 and 4 are: pitch 0/1, speed 1/1, homogeneity 0/1, and continuity 1/1, where
the numerals on the left represent the characteristics of the beginning of the sequences,
while those on the right represent the ending. These can be indicated in shorthand:
‘0101’as the beginning and ‘1111’ as the ending.55
The structural scheme of the sequences is designed so that the numerical pattern
of the beginning of a sequence matches that of the ending of the previous sequence.
Sequences that could follow sequence 3 or 4, for instance, are sequences 7-8 (pitch1/0,
speed 1/1, homogeneity 1/1, and continuity 1/0) and sequences 9-10 (pitch 1/1, speed 1/0,
52
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homogeneity 1/0, and continuity 1/0), due to the identical pattern of ‘1111’ which stands
at the beginning of the 3-4 and the ending of the 7-8 and 9-10. In this manner, an
interpreter can form a series of sequences. Moreover, it is possible to create a polyphonic
structure, as Pousseur himself demonstrated in one realization of Scambi. Starting from
sequence 3, for instance, sequences 7 and 9 can follow simultaneously. These sequences
can in turn be followed by others in the same manner. In this case one can speak of a
polyphonic texture in “two-voices” (John Dack demonstrates a complicated polyphonic
structure of the piece by expanding it to the maximum in four-voices).56
In Scambi (“Exchanges”), as the title represents, Pousseur’s serial thought dealt
with the virtually limitless exchangeability of the musical elements. Putting the theory
into practice, the composer himself demonstrated the possibilities of the serial-mobile
method by realizing two different versions of the piece. Shortly thereafter, Luciano Berio
(who was the musical director of the studio RAI at that time) produced two realizations
of Scambi, and Australian composer Marc Wilkinson realized yet another version. With
regard to these realizations, Pousseur maintains that “it is remarkable to see how very
different personalities can express themselves through the same single material – itself so
characterful,”57 even though these composers did not exactly follow Pousseur’s method
of serialization. Presumably, Pousseur was content with the variety of versions because
he was convinced that it derived primarily from the concept of “freedom of choice” with
the “conditional control.”
Pousseur’s substantiation of the theory and practice of serial-mobile form as a
pioneering approach in the field of electroacoustic composition perfectly matches the
principle of “modern serial thought” Boulez advocates. As Carl Dahlhaus points out, the
only problematic point of the piece is the difficulty of recognizing “the sound structures
and their differences and connections at a hearing,”58 due to the somewhat homogeneous
sound characters derived only from one sound source – white noise.59 On the other hand,
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Dahlhaus suggests that Pousseur’s composition of Scambi embarks on a higher level of
aleatory, asserting that “the idea of emancipation of a performer was utopian.”60 Based on
the premise that “electronic music is the extreme form of an opposite tendency to
aleatory,” Dahlhaus claims:
If aleatory and electronic music, emancipation and exclusion of performer, are in
principle incompatible, it seems . . . that a presentiment of the dilemma, . . .
announces itself in Pousseur’s practice . . . . [T]he performers felt the freedom of
determination . . . , while they rehearsed various version of an aleatoric piece and
fixed upon the most effective one before the performance. They composed the
work to the end, instead of leaving an element of improvisation . . . . The faith in
the resources of spontaneity was not even shared by the performers. If, however,
the improvisational character is just an illusion, then Pousseur’s realization with
electronic means anticipates a destiny, so to speak.61
That Pousseur broke new ground with realization of Scambi resulted significantly from
the structural innovation based on his serial thought. Aesthetically, this can indeed be
explained by Eco’s theory of serial thought. Concerning the expandability of serial
thought in terms of open form “in music as well as in every other artistic genre,”
however, Kagel’s Antithese was at the cutting edge.

Serial Thought in Antithese
Kagel had consistently refused to compose serialist musical pieces not because he
was uninterested, but rather because he attributed a “rigid dogmatism”62 to the inner
circle of serial composers.63 Klüppelholz’s succinct portrait of this bizarre group helps
one understand what Kagel saw:
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In Europe, he [Kagel] encountered a situation that was characterized by group
leaning; for instance, they met . . . to read “Finnegan’s Wake” for a time together
with author Hans G. Helms. In addition, composers and theorists of serial music
were connected by the feeling they were supposed to work together on something
totally new. . . . After all, strict group norms existed; Schoenberg would be
moribund or the use of octave doublings would be forbidden. Everyone was
supposed to submit to these proclaimed principles by the leaders of the school,
Eimert and Boulez.64
Kagel found this odd situation – a highly esoteric and closed society – incompatible with
his ambition to pursue his career as a composer in Europe, and thus decided to remain an
outsider.
But even though Kagel decided against serial composition, it does not necessarily
mean he rejected serial compositional principles. In fact, as discussed in Chapter Two,
Kagel’s studies of Schoenberg’s twelve-tone music and Messiaen’s Mode were
indispensable elements of the foundation of his compositional skills. In addition, Kagel
successfully established his unique applications of serial technique to Sextet and
Anagrama, and thus there was no reason to abandon all serial-related principles and
techniques. Hence, Kagel’s serial thought persisted even though he was critical of the
total control latent in serialism, as well as of its aesthetic norms. In consideration of the
concept of action-series in Antithese, Kagel’s serial thought seems to fulfill the conditions
of Eco’s concept more than any of the composers Eco had in mind, and perhaps even
exceeds it.
First, the idea that a performer is supposed to form a series of actions unconnected
to each other is a basic principle of serial thought that, according to Eco, “aims at the
production of a structure that is at once open and polyvalent.” Eco believed that this
principle was applicable to “every other artistic genre,” but he did not foresee it being
used to integrate elements from different genres altogether. Pousseur’s realization of open
form in Scambi, for example, unmistakably fulfills Eco’s basic principle. More
“Gespräch über Ästhetik,” in György Ligeti: Eine Monographie in Essays (Mainz: B. Schott’s Söhne,
1994), 256.
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specifically, Scambi demonstrates a significant expansion of technique and aesthetic of
musical composition, as well as a dexterous embodiment of serial thought that is “to
produce.”65 And yet Kagel’s invention of serial construction for an actor in Antithese
obviously goes further.
Moreover, given main actions and the instructions for each, the performer has to
create the individual actions, because there are no “physically” predetermined materials.
This aspect clearly distinguishes Antithese from Scambi and other open form works by
Boulez and Stockhausen, whose individual material units are pre-formed. The composers
of serial-open-work expect to hear exactly what they wrote (Klavierstück XI and
Troisième Sonate) or produced (Scambi). In contrast, the verbal instructions for
individual actions in Antithese connote Kagel’s wish for the performer to present
something creative and even unexpected, regardless of whether it satisfies the composer.
In other words, the uncertainty of the individual material units of the action part in
Antithese allows the performer to invent the composition’s actual form in which a series
is the expression of a structure. This even surpasses the principle of Eco’s theory of serial
thought, assuming that his formation of it deals primarily with the external result of a
serial operation. In Antithese, the internal structure of each main action reflects the entire
form as the external operation, or vice versa. In other words, the piece has the potential of
expandability – a significant principle of Eco’s theory of serial thought – more than the
open form pieces of the serial composers.
Kagel’s intention to integrate uncertainty into the main actions of Antithese
sought to represent not only the composer’s but also the performer’s perception of music
today in social and historical contexts, and thus should not be confused with Cagean
indeterminacy. In fact, Kagel composed Antithese not primarily for the purpose of an
unanticipated musical and artistic presentation, but rather in the belief that the
presentation should aim to mirror current issues of musical life that are never separable
from their social and historical contexts. This belief may correspond to the serial
perspective that Eco advanced – “a vision of the world” which he identified as the
essence of serial thought.”66 Given freedom of artistic expression on two levels (creation
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of a series of main actions and creation of an internal structure of the individual actions),
the performer demonstrates a particular view of a musical world, as well as of current
socio-historical issues, in musical terms. This conceptualization as a whole seems to
illustrate his vision of the world in terms of the expandability of expression and its form.
Worth noting is that Kagel was able to realize this distinct approach through his analysis
and synthesis of the materials. Klüppelholz describes Kagel’s analytical and synthetic
process:
. . . Kagel analyzes the wide continuum of variants of a given material and creates
an overarching framework, whose elements are synthetically composed by the
interpreters in the performance.67
Regarding Antithese, Kagel’s several revisions of main actions attest to his thorough
analysis in the way Klüppelholz describes. Although the analysis does not have to do
with serial-mathematical or -mechanical operations, its process serves as a creative force
for the realization of Antithese’s unique formal structure and content, which matches an
important axiom of Eco’s theory; serial thought is to produce new forms.68 As a
consequence, Kagel’s serial thought helped to foster the amalgamation of electroacoustic
composition and serial-theatrical visual elements as a distinct form of Instrumental
Theater in Antithese. Although extraordinarily creative and original, this multimedia
compositional approach gave rise to vexing questions of how to define music.

Verfransung – Infringement or Straying off Course
Introduction
Apart from the development of serial music, often in tandem with that of
electroacoustic composition, another controversial issue in the early 1960s was the
blurring of the boundaries between the arts. Technically, each genre of art became
capable of transforming or translating the materials, techniques, and ideas from other
genres back into its own works. Aesthetically, however, this practice gave rise to
questions about definition of art genre. Concerning this particular aesthetic problem,
Theodor W. Adorno, thoroughly investigated the new musical aesthetic of the
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interpenetration between different genres of art. Adorno described this new phenomenon
as Verfransung of art, which derived from the verb form sich verfranzen: “to lose one’s
way,” “to stray off course,” or “to infringe.”69
As the meaning of the term insinuates, Verfransung theory represents Adorno’s
misgivings about the phenomenon that composers (and artists) create a new structure and
form of composition by means of the consolidation of art genres. A question most likely
to arise, however, is whether composers who became engaged in multimedia or
interdisciplinary compositions really did lose their way or stray off course. In
consideration of this question, it is necessary to bear in mind that there is a deficiency in
the Verfransung theory. This seems to have derived from Adorno’s insufficient
familiarity with postwar avant-garde music. More importantly, one must not overlook the
fact that Kagel’s aesthetic of musical composition is to some extent incompatible with
Adorno’s theory of postwar avant-garde music, as well as of the Verfransung of art.
In the present study, it is nevertheless worth exploring Adorno’s theoretical
account of Verfransung of art, not only because his keen criticism of
multimedia/interdisciplinary works isolates the technical and aesthetic issues, but because
it ultimately casts light on the originality of Kagel’s musical aesthetic by omission. This
comparative examination also reveals that Antithese signals his later compositional
directions in a very determined way.
Crossover among Art Genres
Focusing on the ongoing upheaval in musical composition, Adorno’s technical
and material concepts have now been partly hybridized with those from other fields of art
and given the catchword Verfransung. This eye-catching term appeared in an essay “Die
Kunst und die Künste” (henceforth “Die Kunst”), published in 1966,70 in which Adorno
applied it to the analysis of the incongruous cultural and aesthetic phenomena that
occurred in the 1960s. Christine Eichel, for instance, reformulates Adorno’s investigation
of Verfransungen as “the phenomena of border crossing” [die Phänomene der
Grenzüberschreitung]. More interestingly, she asserts that “the theme of Verfransung of
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arts transforms an anarchic moment into its reflection.”71 The anarchic moment means,
according to Eichel, a phenomenon that art works “no longer allow analysis without
further knowledge and meanwhile, also transgress the historical concept of avant-garde”;
thus, “the aesthetic reflection again must rely on perception more than before.”72 Eichel’s
interpretation of the transgression of art genres – i.e., phenomena that straddle or exist
between boundaries – between genres of arts as “artistic anarchy”73 (that is,
Verfransungsphänomene for Adorno) aptly conveys the complexity of “Verfransung’s
theme.” The idea of Verfransung itself, according to Eichel, can still “outline the
possibilities for interdisciplinary aesthetics today” and thus “be fertile for an engagement
with the art situation today.”74
Adorno once had great influence on postwar avant-garde composers by virtue of
his extraordinary insight into “new music,” – in particular, his aesthetic position laid out
in his epoch-making Philosophie der neuen Musik [Philosophy of New Music] (1949). In
addition, his extraordinary “verbal virtuosity and the sharpness of his mind”75 in the
theorization of musical aesthetics was respected by postwar avant-garde composers.
Regarding his idea of Verfransung, however, there are questionable statements that
appear incomplete or misleading when applied to contemporary musical works, despite
the intriguing theme and its conceptualization. A key problem in this regard is that
Adorno failed to consider certain crucial aspects of postwar avant-garde music.
Furthermore, his choice of contemporary musical works and the individual focal points –
while to some extent they deserve to be seen as instances of Verfransung – are dubious
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for reinforcing the credibility of the theme, at least from the perspective of the role that
postwar avant-garde music played in the phenomenon.76
In fact, the incompleteness of Adorno’s theoretical construct of Verfransung may
be useful as an analytical condition that paradoxically provides an opportunity to reassess
the missing parts of the phenomenon. Omnipresent varieties of interdisciplinary works
“in rapid musical development”77 are especially significant in this regard. Many other
aspects of Verfransung that Adorno neglected are in fact of as much importance as the
foci in his essay. Indeed, they point to Kagel’s compositional aesthetic, philosophy of
music, observation of musico-historical and -sociological problems, and the technical
schemes he provides that are capable of representing them. Therefore the dubious parts in
Adorno’s Verfransung theory have the potential to illuminate Antithese, an art work that
consists of an aleatoric series of discontinuous main actions, autonomous music
reproduced by electronic equipment, and a pseudo-museum stage setting. With the aid of
the extant critical studies on Adorno’s reception of postwar avant-garde music, such an
investigation of Verfransung theory is useful for the present study.
First of all, Adorno’s verbal choice Verfransung/verfranzen (verfransen in his
text), which appears most frequently in “Die Kunst,” is interesting. From an etymological
perspective, the word derived from a male first name, “Franz,” used jokingly to refer to a
co-pilot in an old two-seater plane who, in the absence of navigational technology, strays
off course. The term became “airman’s slang” [Fliegersprache].78 For this reason, it can
be conjectured that verfranzen was at first used mostly in the field of aviation and then
gradually spread to various contexts. The verb form verfranzen, therefore, refers
principally to the loss of orientation as a physical event with a geographical locus. In
other words, the doer described by the term would, in most cases, be a human being and
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would be likely to encounter a situation that is unexpected. Adorno’s use of
Verfransung/verfranzen is appropriate to the context of his observation, because the term
implies that an accident (unforeseen event) occurs in the air (sphere of arts) where the
plane is still flying (process), regardless of what the result is. In this respect, Eichel’s
phrasing Grenzüberschreitung (border crossing or transgression of boundaries) well
represents the condition of Verfransung where the boundaries of distinct art genres
become blurred and, by extention, distinguishes itself from the condition of being
grenzenlos (borderless) which Adorno never meant. Gerhard Richter’s definition of
Verfransung, based on Adorno’s writing up to “Die Kunst,” presents a precise and
concise summary of what Adorno senses to be the historically irreplaceable phenomenon
of music as well as the other arts: “interpenetration of philosophy with modernist
strategies of art, literature, and music characterized by a gradual dissolution of the
generic and material boundaries that have been staples of the Western avant-garde at least
since surrealism.”79
The reason for Adorno’s verbal choice of Verfransung is unclear, although it is his
typical rhetorical strategy to draw attention to a topic that he has a strong view about.
Adorno could have chosen another term, such as verirren, verfliegen, or verfahren, all of
which are capable of capturing the sense of “losing one’s bearings” and applying to his
text. But by virtue of the etymological uniqueness which originates from an inherited
name and is distinct from the others presented above, one may speculate that Verfransung
would be most suitable to his context, for Franz, who strayed from the area he could
navigate, could now be put into analogy with someone who has lost their bearings in the
arts. For Adorno, each field of arts now seemed to be straying in its categorical definition
and so crossed boundaries of art genres as an inevitable consequence. If we accept the
analogy between Franz’s situation and the arts, it would allow us to assume further
whether Adorno’s position can be likened to that of Franz. In his Verfransung theory,
Adorno was accurate about the blurring of boundaries, but he drew the wrong conclusion
from this. Thus, Adorno’s perception of postwar avant-garde music could, in fact, give us
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the impression that he himself may have been baffled in the labyrinth of blurred frontiers
of art genres.
This aspect, as a crucial weak point in Adorno’s observation of postwar avantgarde music, is grounded in two crucial and inseparable problems. First, there is a tension
between Adorno’s perception of the “new music” he evaluated and the postwar avantgarde new music he was trying to evaluate. More specifically, on the one hand, Adorno’s
idealization (or even idolization) of Schoenberg’s music – mainly of his earlier
expressionist music – as a great part of his aesthetic in regard to “new music” appears to
have a partial, latent survival in that “Adorno considered Philosophie der neuen Musik
(henceforth Philosophie) as definitive for everything he subsequently wrote about
music.”80 Then on the other hand, he “attempt[ed] to overcome his outmoded past and
become more aktuell, more up to date.”81 This apparent contradiction is likely to bewilder
his reader. Secondly, and much more problematically, not only does he give too few
examples of avant-garde work to illustrate the Verfransung phenomenon, but also there is
a lack of balance in these few examples. These facts expose Adorno’s continuing
unfamiliarity with postwar avant-garde musical works that subsequently gave rise to the
theoretical deficiency of his Verfransung theory (despite the fact that he already had, up
to the time of “Die Kunst,” many opportunities to listen to “new” musics in the
Darmstädter Ferienkurse and at other major concerts or music festivals featuring
contemporary musical works). By the same token, his unfamiliarity with electroacoustic
music, as Adorno himself admits in his essay “Musik und Neue Musik” [Music and New
Music],82 further weakens the theoretical applicability of Verfransung to the musical
pieces that he discusses in “Die Kunst.” Postwar avant-garde music was, at least for
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Adorno, perhaps too different to apply his aesthetic theory of new music to and thus he
seems to have focused more on its problematic nature.
Also in the aesthetic theory, centered upon Schoenberg’s compositions and
apparently indifferent to electroacoustic music, Adorno seems to have underestimated the
fact that electroacoustic composition provided significant momentum not only for
inventing a new structural design, but also for extending composers’ ideas towards
multimedia/interdisciplinary approaches. From this perspective, when reevaluating the
aesthetic significance of Adorno’s observation towards the Verfransung of arts, what
becomes clear is the fact that certain aspects of electroacoustic music which he
disregarded were what would be an indispensable contribution to the “crossover among
art genres”: the phenomenon of Verfransung.
Potential Origin of Adorno’s Verfransung Perception of Avant-Garde Music
As a prerequisite to the investigation of issues of the Verfransung theory in “Die
Kunst,” it is necessary to touch upon Adorno’s Philosophie as a possible source of the
problems that may have given rise to the logical and theoretical inconsistency of
Verfransung.83 The Philosophie is Adorno’s “foundation for writing on new music”84 and
a “comprehensive philosophical project [in music] for the first time” as well.85 It is no
exaggeration to say that it provided the most revolutionary and pioneering attempt to
logically integrate philosophy and contemporary music, and that it heavily influenced
postwar composers and music critics, particularly “as crucial to the development of
German musical avant-garde;”86 and so was “one of the most read treatises that provide
philosophical information about the state of emergency in musical language.”87 Above
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all, Adorno’s predilection for Schoenberg was explicitly laid out with his claim of the
composer’s achievement by means of integrating “the twelve-tone technique” with
“traditional elements of musical language,” by his mediation of “the subjective and
objective dimensions of materials.”88 With this basic tenet of dialectic, he expanded a
sphere of scholarship: philosophy of music or aesthetic of music. At any rate, the strong
impact of this treatise influenced not only postwar composers and critics, but also Adorno
himself.89
It may be remarked that the four musical treatises of the Princeton Project,
together with the German one [“O]n the fetish character in music [and the
Regression of Listening”], contained the embryo of Philosophie der neuen Musik
which was not completed until 1948: the points of view I had put in the American
musical texts as questions of reproduction and consumption should be applied to
the sphere of production itself. Then again, the Philosophie der neuen Musik,
finished in America, was binding upon everything I wrote about music after that,
including the Introduction of Music Sociology [Einleitung in die
Musiksoziologie].90
This attribute is also noticeable in his later writings which deal with postwar avant-garde
music. However, the aesthetic “embryo” crystallized in the Philosophie91 seems to have
later become a cause of his negative perception of postwar avant-garde musical works.
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From Marcus Zagorski’s study on “Adorno’s engagement with postwar music,”
which in part focuses on debatable ideas in Adorno’s later writings, two essays are of
special importance for the current project: namely, “Das Altern der Neuen Musik” [The
Aging of New Music] (1955)92 and “Vers une musique informelle” (1961).93 In these
significant essays, Adorno’s self-assertion concerning his writing on music cited above is
present.94 At the same time, however, these essays reflect his negative reaction to the
postwar avant-garde music (especially in “Das Altern der Neuen Musik,” henceforth
“Das Altern”) by emphasizing that Schoenberg’s musical embodiment was crystallized
by aptly sublating his compositional thought and theoretical procedure. For this reason,
Adorno regards Schoenberg’s composition as the truth of new music. In doing so,
however, his reference to Schoenberg’s music in these writings serves somehow as the
best “tool” to criticize contemporary musical works. For example, despite more and
closer references to avant-garde music “today” than in the Philosophie, “Das Altern”
criticizes principles of serialism in which each musical material and element is
parameterized causing those works to completely renounce subjective expressivity.95 This
was already a problem for Adorno in Schoenberg, asserting that “[t]he subject rules over
the music by means of a rational system in order to succumb to this rational system
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itself.”96 Adorno regarded serialism as more problematic, because he was critical even of
twelve-tone music’s “streamlined aspect”:
In reality, the technique should serve goals that lie beyond its own nexus. Here,
where such goals are lacking, technique becomes an end in itself and substitutes
for the substantial unity of the artwork an exactitude of calculation.97
According to Hermann Danuser,
[a]s far as the construction appears detached from traditional principles of
expression, the serial music is understood historically in those two positions,
which still served as antitheses in Adorno’s Philosophie der neuen Musik: the
constructivity of the row principle of the Schoenberg School where a completely
different idea was granted by the generalization, and the objective anti-expressive
aesthetic that is based on Stravinsky’s Neo-classicism.98
This statement indeed suggests that the conceptual origin of Adorno’s criticism on
serialism originates from the Philosophie.
Adorno once identified Boulez, for instance, as one who was “at the top” among
the serial composers and as “an unquestionably thoroughly educated, extremely gifted
musician of the highest level of form and craft.”99 Meanwhile, Adorno criticized Boulez
as a composer who relied on the sovereignty that resulted from “disowning all
subjectivity,” “eliminating every single compositional freedom,” and “replacing
composition altogether by an objective-calculative arrangement of intervals, pitches,
durations, and dynamic levels – an integral rationalization.”100 In short, in his
understanding of serial music and its compositional procedure, Adorno “sees this
tendency a fundamental logical flaw.”101
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Among his criticisms directed towards compositional development of the postwar
avant-garde, both musique concrète and elektronische Musik seem as devalued as
serialism in Adorno’s aesthetics, despite the lack of thoroughgoing research of pieces of
these types. In electroacoustic music, he found neither notable conceptions of “artistic
idea[s],” nor the presence of the necessary theoretical significance in the process of sound
generation, manipulation, and formal construction. Rather, for Adorno, the sound-colors
[Klangfarben] in an electroacoustic work were merely “their chemical purity,” which
“monotonously resemble each other”; hence, “[i]t sounds as if one would perform
Webern on Wurlitzer’s organ.”102 Furthermore, Adorno’s views on electroacoustic
composition remind us of his discourse on the degradation of the artistic value of music
by its technical reproduction as a mass product. This was a central argument of Adorno’s
“Über den Fetischcharakter in der Musik und die Regression des Hörens” (1938) [On the
Fetish Character in Music and the Regression of Listening].
The obligation to leveling down and quantification in electronic music seems to
be stronger than the aim of qualitative unleashing. Of course, it remains to be seen
whether, for that matter, the limited intelligence and one-sided-sensoriness of
technical development in contemporary society is not more responsible than the
technique itself.103
For Adorno, it appeared as if composers engaged in electroacoustic composition were
primarily preoccupied with both technical innovation and perpetually ongoing technomechanical progress in society, without seeking any improvement of musical quality.
“Das Altern” shows that Adorno scarcely admits much of serial music and
electroacoustic music to be art works in the light of his aesthetic theory. Regarding those
composers, Adorno argued that their excessive preoccupation with, or devotion to,
progress in compositional technique had led them to lose the musical idea and its artistic
momentum. In his theory of musical aesthetic, such momentum was an indispensable
element yielded by the dialectic tension inherent in a piece. For the composers, in
contrast, electronic media was an important instrument for generating and organizing
sound materials and theorizing the entire process. In this regard, the aesthetic differences
102
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between the composers and Adorno were almost irreconcilable. Thus, no matter how
much composers strived to pioneer a new realm of art music through electronic media,
Adorno undervalued most pieces in the oeuvre of electroacoustic musical works right up
to the moment he published “Das Altern.”104 That is to say, he hardly regarded them as a
flowering of the music that was supposed to play a significant part in the course of music
history.
In considering Adorno’s negative assessment of postwar avant-garde music,
which may at first sight appear unilateral, a work by Adorno’s younger contemporary
Heinz-Klaus Metzger, “Das Altern der Philosophie der Neuen Musik” [The Aging of
Philosophy of New Music] (henceforth “Das Altern der Philosophie”) written in response
to Adorno’s “Das Altern,” is important for several reasons.105 First, whereas the position
of Metzger was that of a defending advance guard (literally avant-garde) for
contemporary music and composers, that of Adorno “dropped back to the premise of
material concept, which he himself had convincingly formulated, with his analysis of
present times.”106 In other words, the two essays exhibit an almost polar opposition.
Furthermore, “Das Altern der Philosophie” triggered a debate about “new music”
between the pioneering musical philosopher, whose treatise had already attained
“authority,”107 and the young radical spokesperson, who enthusiastically supported
104
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current music and was also supported by the composers. Metzger’s severe criticism of
Adorno’s inadequate knowledge of postwar avant-garde music underscores the
developmental processes and subsequent accomplishments by composers of the “young
generation” as now or contemporary, rather than new. The gap of perception and
interpretation about contemporary music between Adorno and Metzger anticipates the
degradation of “old modern,” and at the same time, the acceleration of progress in artistic
development.
One of Metzger’s most significant accusations concerning Adorno’s avant-garde
reception was that, as Zagorski explains in his article dealing with Adorno’s observation
of postwar avant-garde music, the decisive shortcomings of his avant-garde perception
were “poor knowledge of postwar repertory” and “exclusion of musical examples”108
(although these shortcomings were true, his observation was nevertheless brilliant and
“prophetic” as Metzger later admitted109). In “Das Altern der Philosophie,” Metzger
exposed Adorno’s unfamiliarity with current composers’ compositional principles,
processes, and struggle to establish their own musical language.
Admittedly, the handed down musical texts now also show the general
arrangements of intervals, pitches, durations, and dynamic range not as a
substitute for composing, but as being composed. And one did not manage
without calculation. Only with the producers of “objective calculative
arrangement” are there cases where the traditional numeration is replaced either
by estimation or by a time-oriented regulation that lies on the border of technical
practicability, and likewise, where the traditional intervals and pitches of liberated
intonation move within the defined field, where the constrained freedom there is
set in the rigidly fixed numerical area. Apparently Adorno is not familiar with the
new notations that express the like. . . . Adorno seems, however, to be taken in by
the myth that predetermination of music is to a certain degree inherent in, for
instance, twelve-tone technique. . . . For a long time, Adorno seemed hardly
aware, if at all, that composers such as Boulez, Stockhausen, and Cage, who are
becoming recognized as historically significant, have further advanced the extent
to which form is unforeseenable [and thus cannot be completely anticipated], and
whose unity is self-asserted.110
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Here Metzger insisted emphatically on historical significance from the perspective of
each of those compositional theories or procedures sought out by the above-mentioned
composers and others. Even though Adorno’s logical construction and “verbal virtuosity”
formed his own aesthetic theory, Metzger’s keen observation of contemporary musical
works, their compositional procedures, and orientations as ongoing reality was more
reliable in theoretical-developmental terms.
Notable is that in “Das Altern der Philosophie,” Metzger discussed many
examples of postwar avant-garde works as well as their compositional principles. Having
closer contact with the contemporary composers and access to their works than Adorno,
Metzger offered some bitter advice.111
However, perhaps Adorno should keep surveying everything as it becomes
available today. There is a musical meaning even aside from every antecedent and
consequent, and there is also a compulsory musical connection across all the
thematic-motivic relationships, in which Adorno only catches sight of the
“musical language.” Does he know nothing about Stockhausen’s groupconcept?112
Moreover, while assuming that “Adorno would revise his opinion as soon as he heard
electronic productions like Stockhausen’s Gesang der Jünglinge, Koenig’s Klangfiguren
II or even a piece of musique concrète like Brown’s Octet I for 8 loudspeakers,” Metzger
critically asked “which paradigm of electronic music he [Adorno] has experienced that
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sounds as if ‘one would perform Webern on Wurlitzer’s organ’.”113 Although he was
aware of Adorno’s unfamiliarity with electroacoustic compositions, Metzger did not even
stop criticizing it: “possibly his [Adorno’s] and my knowledge of works in this domain
[of electroacoustic music] never overlap.”114 The gap between their knowledge of
electroacoustic music was a useful aspect to represent Adorno as the aging critic, as well
as to stress Metzger’s own greater suitability as a spokesperson of the postwar avantgarde composers.
Because unlike Adorno, he was familiar with the abovementioned pieces, Metzger
as an enthusiastic, determined, and up-and-coming young critic was able to stand up for
the composers. Metzger opines that
[n]ot only did the whole gamut become conceivable, but also the individual tone –
or noise . . . has become available for composition of its inner structure. It need
not be taken any longer as the fixed state of each given instrument, as its
immutable “character.” The sound direction has itself become a variable
parameter: in different degrees, Stockhausen, Koenig, and Brown composed for
disbursed groups of loud speakers in the space and therewith exploited a
dimension for the articulation of musical form that was already planned, to a
rudimentary degree, by Berlioz and Mahler, and theorized for the first time by
Varèse.115
This statement is significant in two aspects: musical material and form. For the former,
the generation of a single sound material no longer necessarily depended on the
traditional musical instruments that had enabled great composers in the past to create a
musical art work. Instead, the production or invention of a new sound became possible by
means of electronic devices that were able to manipulate “its inner structure.” That is to
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say, the skill to create a timbre from a conventional musical instrument in the process of
musical composition could be replaced with the aid of newly developed technologies that
enabled the composer to literally “compose” it. Then the routine was situated in a space
of, so to speak, microorganisms. In contrast, the idea for musical form was located in a
larger conception that dealt primarily with transformations of sound as a spatial
dimension of a piece. The aspect of controlling or instructing sound transformation
within this space was a compositional element not contributing to shaping a frame of
form, but, as Metzger describes, to articulating the form.
From a compositional-theoretical point of view, on the one hand, Metzger’s
observation suggested advances of compositional scope that were accomplished by
expanding the elements and methods of musical composition. On the other hand, he
inferred a historical link with regard to a notion of sound transformation, which Adorno
hardly took into consideration in his criticism of electroacoustic music. In fact, Adorno’s
own phrases such as “chemical purity” and “monotonously resemble each other”
represented his perception of electroacoustic sound characteristics. These phrases,
however, commented at no deeper level than his aural subjectivity. In reality, the medium
of electroacoustic music has become an important element that provides composers with
potentials for their own compositional-theoretical development. Thus, there existed a
potential for contributing to their artistic attempts at crossover of art genres. In any case,
Adorno’s insight into electroacoustic music seems to have been a one-sided perception
that ultimately led to the questionable idea he presented in “musique informelle” and then
“Die Kunst.”
Another interesting aspect concerning Metzger’s argument against Adorno’s “Das
Altern” is that this partly arose from a commission by the leading figures of European
serial music; namely, Karlheinz Stockhausen and Pierre Boulez.116 As a consequence of
hearing or reading “Das Altern,” “a younger school of serialism began to agitate, upon
perceiving the betrayal of their senior, with whom they had believed to have been
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allied.”117 This fact substantiates that, in the practical sense of musical composition,
Adorno’s viewpoint on contemporary avant-garde music had already started to become
obsolete by the middle of the 1950s. Hence, “Das Altern” represented the crucial point
that separated Adorno’s aesthetics from those of avant-garde composers. And since the
essay, according to Adorno, “faithfully carries through motives that were already exposed
in the Philosophie der neuen Musik,”118 the incompatibility of his aesthetics and those of
the avant-garde potentially existed already before “Das Altern.” Zagorski’s statement in
this regard is very persuasive:
The further postwar music moved from the orbit of the Schoenberg school . . . ,
the more Adorno was perceived as, and felt himself to be, isolated. . . . [The
d]ifference between Adorno and the younger generation can be traced back to
their first encounter: in Philosophie der neuen Musik.119
Finally, Adorno himself already knew very well that his musical aesthetic in
Philosophie remained the paradigm for understanding and explaining postwar new music.
In an intriguing debate between Adorno and Metzger which was broadcast by WDR in
1958 under the title, “Jüngste Musik – Fortschritt oder Rückbildung” [The Most Recent
Music – Progress or Regression],120 Adorno implicitly admits the rigidity of his musicoaesthetic ideas in the Philosophie.
I think first that both you [Metzger] and I are convinced by the central character of
technology, of technical issues for aesthetics and for music in general. I just mean
though that the technical questions . . . are always at the same time something
more-than-technique, too, that therefore the technical analysis is, by means of
remaining a strict technical analysis, not allowed to cease by itself, but by virtue
of the definitions of technical matter of facts and connections, should always at
the same time come together with the spiritual matter of facts and connections. In
this respect, my current position still fully stands by the Philosophie der neuen
Musik, which you have in fact countered in my later works in a certain manner. At
this point my thought has not deviated from the musical philosophy.121
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Adorno may have been aware that his adherence to the set of ideas in the Philosophie
caused him to have difficulty in understanding postwar avant-garde music.
Path to the Verfransung
Metzger’s accusation that Adorno had an inadequate appreciation of postwar
avant-garde music made Adorno to some extent pay attention to wider repertoires and
analyze them in a different manner from that which he used to examine Schoenberg’s
works. And yet, it is undeniable that Adorno’s discussion of those musics in essays after
“Das Altern” still reveals that, for him, Schoenberg holds a position of priority in the
field of “modern” music. This tendency remains noticeable in “Vers une musique
informelle” (henceforth “musique informelle”), where Adorno ´perceived postwar avantgarde music as bringing a specific conception of informal music into focus.122 Perhaps
also due to Metzger’s reproach of his inadequate references to the avant-garde musical
repertoire in “Das Altern der Philosophie,” Adorno mentioned more works and discussed
the theoretical content of a few of them in “musique informelle.” In this regard, it is
plausible that the essay was supposed to remedy these lapses and reconstruct his aesthetic
theory of postwar new music. However, the rigidity of Adorno’s musical aesthetics
hardly enabled him to embrace most of these works, since so few satisfied his basic
principles.
Musik überhaupt. Nur meine ich allerdings, daß die technischen Fragen, . . . immer zugleich auch ein
Mehr-als-Technik sind, daß also die technische Analyse, in dem sie strenge technische Analyse bleibt, doch
nicht bei sich selber stehen bleiben darf, sondern vermöge der Bestimmung technischer Sachverhalte und
Zusammenhänge immer zugleich auch geistige Sachverhalte und Zusammenhänge treffen sollte. Insofern
ist meine Position heute mit der Philosophie der Neuen Musik, die Sie ja in gewissem Sinn meinen späteren
Arbeiten entgegengehalten haben, noch vollkommen einig. Ich bin also an dieser Stelle von meinen
Gedanken aus der Musikphilosophie nicht etwa abgewichen.”
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In “musique informelle,” no concrete musique informelle work appears except in
those of Schoenberg’s pieces. More specifically, while the essay explores “new criteria
for the composition, interpretation, and criticism of music in the post-tonal and post-serial
era,”123 nevertheless, “the ideal of ‘musique informelle’ stems from the approximate
redemption in Schoenberg’s third piano piece from op. 11 and the monodrama
Erwartung.”124 For Adorno, Schoenberg’s early work was indeed an ideal prototype of
musique informelle. Nevertheless, Adorno claimed that a composer today was no longer
allowed to mimic the style that was “Schoenberg’s most productive one” for reasons of
irreversibility that the “nature of history, the wheel of time . . . cannot be turned back.”125
Because the ideal he identified was historically bound, no contemporary work of “real”
musique informelle fulfilled the criteria Adorno presented. That is to say, it was an ideal
style of new music that no composers have yet reached; thus, Adorno abstractly theorized
about it in a manner not of practical compositional instruction, but of philosophical
yearning for the past. Indeed, Adornian informal music was an unattainable ideal type or
that it had already been attained.
For Adorno, an ideal configuration of musical composition was capable of
procuring and then preserving all his ideals – such as new rationality, truth content,
meaning, and dialectical solutions at multiple levels, rebellion against fetishism. The
configuration seems even to have fallen into a realm of conceptualism. On the contrary,
musical compositions around the time of the lecture on musique informelle were allowed
a further attempt to engage with exploration of new musical expressivity. In addition,
some of them were already associated with the idea of interdisciplinarity, especially in
connection with visual arts. Therefore, the directions that actual contemporary musical
composition took and Adorno’s presentation of what a musique informelle would be were
conspicuously different.
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By expressing a sort of agreeable impression of contemporary compositions such
as Stockhausen’s Zeitmaßen, Gruppen, Kontakten, and Carré, Boulez’s Marteau sans
maître, Deuxième and Troisième Sonate, and Sonatine pour flute et piano, and Cage’s
Piano Concert, Adorno may at first glance seem to show some slight affinity for these
works. However, his appreciation of these pieces was essentially different from works he
regarded as having an ideal, high aesthetic value in “the whole tradition down to . . .
Webern’s last works.”126 In addition, that he was present in the Darmstädter Ferienkurse
and festivals of new music does not necessarily mean that he had opportunities to hear
these pieces and look at the scores. In the 1957 conversation with Metzger, Adorno
recalled the inaccessibility to “the most important works of serial and electronic school”
at the time he presented “Das Altern” as a lecture.127 For this reason, presumably Adorno
had few sources to examine these “contemporary musical works,” given his ignorance of
postwar avant-garde music – a deficit he presumably acknowledged but did not remedy.
Kagel’s short remark in this regard, however, implies that there were other reasons than
the inaccessibility to postwar new music. “Already in 1960,” Kagel claims, “Adorno’s
interest in the new music began to flag in the absence of experienced information,” which
he was already aware of, “but which was not allowed to be given away for many
reasons.”128
With regard to electroacoustic composition, various attempts to explore new
sound possibilities together with their theorizations had been made by the early 1960s.
Not only did a musical sound generated by or through the electronic device become a
possible sound element in musical composition, but also a composer was now able to use
the equipment in live performance to replay the sound on stage. One of the best examples
in this respect is Kagel’s Transición II, where the sound produced by a pianist and a
percussionist is recorded during their performance and then replayed alongside another
tape of a pre-recorded performance. Kagel also allows these recorded sounds, if possible,
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to be electronically modified. Meanwhile, Adorno’s insistence on rejecting the sonority
of electroacoustic music in “musique informelle” is stronger than in “Das Altern.”
Laxer methods, . . . for example, in electronic music, are recognizable by their
liking for “attractive sonorities [Klangreiz],” to use an old-fashioned Impressionist
word, and they are betrayed by their peculiarly ineffectual speculativeness, which
seems both cunning and stupid at the same time.129
It may be supposed that the generative procedures of electroacoustic composition,
and as a consequence the sounds, are relocated in a trivial musico-aesthetic dimension far
from Adorno’s aesthetic theory. The author’s footnote for the statement cited above
confirms this presumption:
The false emphasis on the idea of sonority [Klang] in new music is the sign of the
dilettante and of those people who place arbitrary interpretations on what they
have failed to understand. The dimension of sonority is perhaps the most
prominent element in new music, having been liberated by it and, though newly
discovered, it is less in conflict with older listening habits than anything else.
However, in the works which count, it is never an end in itself, but instead is both
functional in the context of the work and also provides an element of
fermentation.130
One can recognize Adorno’s skepticism about electroacoustic sound or music and socalled sound composition by contrasting to his reference to Schoenberg’s aesthetic of
musical sound. Adorno presents it clearly in the last half of the footnote.
Schoenberg always stressed that sonority [Klang] was a means to achieve the
adequate representation of the musical idea. If the new music is at all
incompatible with what preceded it, it is in the absence of sonic attractiveness
[Klangreiz] as a categorical concept. This is still the most popular way into mishearing it. This has been confirmed by the most recent development, in which
sonority has been integrated into the overall construction as one of its
parameters.131
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This statement also seems not only to characterize the electronically generated sound as
lack of musical idea, but also to claim that such aesthetic deficiency originated with
parameterization: the primary principle of serialism.
Around the time of the lecture and publication of “musique informelle,”
composers no longer relied so much on serialist parameterization; instead, many had
become more and more skeptical about its conception and principles. On the other hand,
Adorno seems unenthusiastic about the ongoing exploration and development of new
music among postwar avant-garde composers, especially in the realm of electroacoustic
composition. Adorno’s failure to appreciate contemporary attempts to seek new sound
possibilities thus resulted from two related factors: lack of interest and lack of exposure.
Justifying these deficiencies, Adorno was inclined to trivialize the “newness” of postwar
new music and for electroacoustic composition, he overlooked the historical, theoretical,
and aesthetic significance. Adorno’s stance toward postwar avant-garde music coupled
with his desire to focus on unrealizable informal music led him to the idea of
Verfransung.
“Die Kunst und die Künste”
In the essay “Die Kunst,” Adorno primarily scrutinizes transboundaries of art,
places “blurring the neatly classified divisions of art” [Verwischung der säuberlich
geordneten Klassen der Kunst] by presenting actual musical, literary, and visual art
works that he believed suitable to be examples. One useful illustration is, for instance, the
“de-representationality” [Entgegenständlichung] of Fritz Wotruba’s sculptures “towards
quasi architectonic forms.”132 Adorno contends that some pieces of Wotruba blurred the
boundary between sculpture and architecture. Although it is unclear to what specific
pieces Adorno refers, one can trace the tendency of de-representationality (in Adorno’s
terms) by observing the process of Wotruba’s stylistic change.133
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In contrast, Adorno’s choice of musical works and statements for them from the
viewpoint of a “frontier-crossing” [Grenzüberschreitung] phenomenon are as problematic
and disputable as his deficient perception of postwar avant-garde music in “Das Altern”
and “musique informelle.” For this, despite the stimulating theme and discourse, there is
an underlying irony: while Adorno aptly illuminates the significant characteristic of “derepresentationality” in the field of visual art, the statements about musical Verfransung or
Grenzüberschreitung made by the “new music” connoisseur are in part questionable.134
For the latter, the state of Verfransung was not only a phenomenon that concurrently
emerged among various genres of art, but also may have represented the perplexity and
skepticism Adorno had in the face of further diversification of compositional style than
those he had seen just a few years before. According to this implication, one hypothesis is
that the exponent (Adorno) of the Verfransung phenomenon was the Verfranser or
Verfranzer (Franz) in the phenomenon.
Adorno, in the first place, presents Italian composer Sylvano Bussotti as an
example of the interrelation of music and visual in which conventional musical notation
is completely taken away: graphic notation. At the time that Adorno worked on this
essay, there had already been various approaches to graphic notation; nevertheless, he
selected only Bussotti because, according to Adorno, he “was a graphic designer before
he turned to music.”135 Although unclear whether his remark below is meant in reference
to Bussotti’s work or a piece written in graphic notation in general, Adorno’s interpretive
insight elucidates the essential characteristic of the notation:
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the graphic notations, to the invention of which playfulness makes an entirely
legitimate contribution, corresponds to the need for holding musical events more
flexibly and more precisely than the traditional, standardized signs in the tonality;
conversely, sometimes they will also provide some space for improvisatory
response. Everything here becomes obedient to purely musical desiderata. Hardly
might it overly have difficulty to recognize similar immanent motivations in the
most Verfransung phenomena.136
While what this statement posits seems somewhat abstract, somewhat unclear, it aptly
illuminates the striking fact that current art works, virtually of necessity, possess
heterogeneous elements, which may in some cases consist in polarity. Here Adorno
points out the conflicting characteristics inherent in most graphically notated musical
pieces, which he describes by presenting the antonyms: flexible versus precise. This pair
of contradictory musical characters immediately recalls another coupling of contrary
principles in music that brought about an immense controversy right after the appearance
of John Cage at the Darmstädter Ferienkurse in 1958, namely that of indeterminacy
versus determinacy. In any case, Adorno need not any longer present a specific work in
graphic notation with its details, since however much the purpose and design of graphic
presentation differed from one another, the distinct contextual flexibility and preciseness
coexisted in the piece. The degree of balance between the changeability and
unchangeability thus depended on the specificity of the composer’s theoretical and
aesthetic intention.
In contrast to his keen insight with regard to the structural nature of musical works
in graphic notation, Adorno’s perception of electroacoustic music is still debatable. In
“Die Kunst,” Adorno implies that electroacoustic music is a problematic “genre” that can
give rise to the Verfransung’s phenomenon. However, such an interpretation seems
equally problematic. Adorno refers to electronics in musical composition in a curious
way in explaining the analogy of the phenomenon in art to that in music.
An orchestra is intrinsically not an integral whole, nor a continuum of all possible
tone-colors, but fragile between these yawning gaps. Certainly, the electronics
were originally intended to produce the non-homogeneous nature of orchestra to
136
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this day, although it immediately came to ifeslf and could not help accepting its
difference from all traditional sound production and it [therefore] sacrificed to be
a model of the integrated orchestra. With this force lost, the relationship of art to
arts can be compared to that of historically formed orchestra to its instruments.137
What is debatable is Adorno’s insistence on the intention of electronics “to produce the
non-homogeneous nature of orchestra.” It seems reasonable to assume that Adorno
possibly thought that the original intent of electroacoustic devices and techniques was to
mimic or reproduce the Klangfarbe of the orchestra. To confront this idea, the works of
Xenakis (Metastaseis and Diamorphoses) and Ligeti (Glissandi and Atmosphères)
discussed in Chapter Three are worth reconsidering.
As discussed in that chapter, their attempts in the course of composing these
pieces were to transform the idea and technique from orchestral work to electroacoustic
work and vice versa, not precisely to restore or complement what the orchestra and all
traditional musical instruments were incapable of. More specifically, these composers’
explorative focus was on a new musical structure, which is constituted from glissandosounds [Glissandoklänge] and continuous sound movements [kontinuierliche
Klangbewegungen] that constitute a formal unity. The individual developmental attempts
and achievements in this specific respect could have enhanced the Verfransung
phenomenon in musical composition as a positive model and thus been logically more
convincing as well.
Taking over the studies of his predecessor, Pierre Henry,138 and succeeding in
incorporating the structures of sliding sound motions with static notes Metastaseis,
Xenakis further developed the glissando-structural principle in the electroacoustic work
Diamorphoses. In a reverse manner, Ligeti embodies the glissando sounds first in the
electronic work Glissandi, a piece consisting literally of various types of sliding sound
materials. And then, scarcely satisfied with the “technical and sound simplicity of his first
studio production,” the composer presents an orchestral work of a “quasi glissando
137
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structure,” Atmosphères.139 Regardless of this difference in their developmental
processes, it is obvious that the electronic medium played an indispensable role in
establishing individual compositional styles at that time.
In the case of Xenakis, there seems to be a morphological similarity between
Metastaseis and Diamorphoses. Segments of the beginning and end conspicuously
emphasize glissando-sound elements, and throughout the pieces they oscillate between
background and foreground of the entire sound structure. Based on this principle,
Diamorphoses takes the opportunity to expand the character and structure of glissandoelements by means of electronic composition. Glissando-elements that only string
instruments are capable of in Metastaseis are now no longer homogeneous in
Diamorphoses, but vary in quality. That is to say, the sound of the electroacoustic work
as a whole is composed of glissando-materials and -structure with different sound colors
which neither invoke the sound of a Wurlitzer, nor any longer “monotonously resemble
each other.” Furthermore, the superimposition of glissando-materials not only reinforces
the trait of “continuous sound movement” [kontinuierliche Klangbewegung],140 but also
yields a stereoscopic sound space.
By contrast, although Ligeti engaged the notion of sound continuity and adopted
various figures and colors of glissando materials in Glissandi (as the plural form of the
title indicates), he was not satisfied with the first electronic composition “due to technical
and sound simplicity.”141 In fact, despite having a richer variety of electronic sound
material than Xenakis’ Diamorphoses, the sound texture of Glissandi as a whole appears
thinner. In terms of sound characteristic, the simplicity the composer himself sensed may
to some extent correspond to what Adorno meant by “monotonous” in electroacoustic
music. Nevertheless, a gap between the perceptions of Ligeti and Adorno is clear; the
former recognized and acknowledged a lack of sound density and structural profundity
despite the variety of timbre, while the latter relied essentially on his sensory detection
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without taking the compositional concepts and processes of electroacoustic composition
into consideration. At any rate, regardless of his dissatisfaction with the piece, Ligeti’s
compositional experience through the electronic medium was a necessary stepping stone
on his way to establishing his own structural approach, and with it, to crystallizing a most
successful work, Atmosphères.
Instead of further exploring glissando-structure as well as electroacoustic musical
presentation, Ligeti obtained an extraordinary intensity and density of sound structure in
compositions for conventional instrumentation. In Atmosphères, the immediately
identifiable glissando figures, such as a clear curve with unstable sound motions and
ascending and descending sound swells, which are to be heard in Glissandi, almost
disappear and in their place we find the multilayered sound cluster structure, individual
substructures of which metamorphose into other figures and appear not always
simultaneously, but rather as if engaged in a chase. Adorno identifies the work as “very
significant, highly designed” and characteristic of tone-cluster structure in that “no
individual notes are distinguishable in a conventional sense.”142 While he provides no
further details, Adorno’s description aptly grasps the essential character of Atmosphères.
However, in the following short discussion of Edgard Varèse’s Ionisation, where he sees
the connection to Atmosphères through an unidentifiable organization of pitch, Adorno
appears to miss the point, due to “the absence of experienced information” for postwar
avant-garde music.143
First, the “unidentifiable” pitch structure in Ionisation derives from the
instrumentation for a percussion ensemble, while that in Atmosphères results from
multilayered tone clusters and the formation of continuous structure in orchestral
instrumentation. For this reason, Adorno’s characterization of Ionisation as a “prototype”
[Vorform] of works like Atmosphères is highly doubtful. The idea of a connection
between Ionisation and Atmosphères could be intelligible only if he meant that the loss of
perceptibility of traditional pitch structure in musical composition was a representation of
Verfransung at a very local level. In terms of inventing a new musical structure and form,
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however, Ionisation is hardly comparable to Atmosphères, even if the main purpose of
this connection made by Adorno was merely to spotlight a potential cause of the
Verfransung. Perhaps Adorno failed to observe the theoretical and structural course of
Atmosphères and thus simply chose Ionisation as the prototype of Atmosphères.
Ligeti’s reference to Stockhausen’s Gruppen für drei Orchester in his essay
“Metamorphoses of Musical Form” illuminates the particular formal, structural, and
material-composing procedures that would become important theoretical sources for
Atmosphères’ continuous structure (although the work was not completed at the time he
wrote the essay): static form and micropolyphony. In Gruppen, Ligeti paid special
attention to a case where a unit of twelve-tone series as a group of sounds was
compressed to a narrower range than an octave. In this operation, the prefigured contour
and interval relationships in ratio within the contour were preserved. The breakthrough
Ligeti made in this theory led him to a basic principle of “static form”:
Sequences of notes and vertical complexes of notes are for the most part
indifferent in respect of the intervals of which they are composed. Concepts of
“consonance” and “dissonance” can be no longer applied: tension and relaxation
are surrendered to the statistical properties of form, i.e., relationships of register,
density, and weave of the structure.144
In connection with this theoretical construction, he focused also on the density gained
from a “complex pile-up” that gives rise to undistinguishable intervals so that “octaves
cannot be recognized as an individual shape.”145 This insightful, inventive study by Ligeti
of a new compositional method aptly explains the theory and procedure for constituting a
structure and form consisting of tone cluster groups. That is, the achievement and
characteristic of Atmosphères’s tone-cluster structure resulted from Ligeti’s thorough
study of Stockhausen’s Gruppen and its advanced application of the formal-structural
principle to his work. Thus, Ionisation was hardly a predecessor or pre-form for
Atmosphères.
Secondly, Ligeti’s theoretical development of static form or micropolyphony
might not have been realized in the way it was without his studies and experience of
electroacoustic musical composition. The principle of a compressed tone group that can
“fit into a span of less than an octave” suggests an origin of his realization of
144
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micropolyphony which Ligeti initially described as “micro-relationships” and “microstructure.” What is noteworthy is that Ligeti recognized the capability of technical
equipment to systematically embody this principle. “The original series can,” Ligeti
states, “have its proportions retained if electronic means of sound-production are
employed.”146 Another important methodological concept for Ligeti was “permeability”
that different structural materials reciprocally interpenetrate and ultimately synthesize
themselves. Ligeti asserts that it is a “necessary procedure for producing individual
contexts first and later synthesizing them” in electroacoustic composition.147 Even if, in
Ligeti’s own view, his first electronic work, Glissandi, had been a failure, what he gained
through his engagement with the electronic medium played an enormous role in
establishing his own structural, formal method and sound space. Although Adorno’s
reference to Atmosphères in “Die Kunst” appears to express his admiration for the work,
he merely touches upon the most superficial aspects of the sound itself and thus seems
hardly interested in the theoretical profundity.148
Finally, a statement near the end of his “Metamorphoses” essay makes the
impression that Ligeti tacitly points out Adorno’s misconception about electroacoustic
music in relation to developmental processes of postwar avant-garde music. Regarding
those uneasy processes, Ligeti claims that
one is forced to design every particular differently from all the others, to write
every little bit of music as if one had to think everything out right from the start,
as if there were not even any sounds, but one had to create them first so as to be
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able to manipulate them, “like a writer who has to provide himself with a special
vocabulary and syntax for every sentence he writes.”149
And Ligeti’s argumentative footnote for his citation from Adorno’s Philosophie150
exhibits the exact point that “[s]urely it was this realization that drove composers into the
realm of electronic sound-production.”
Verfransung as a Result of Diversified Compositional Approaches
Adorno’s argument for the Verfransung phenomenon of art does not focus
primarily on the developmental processes and musical characteristics of electroacoustic
music, nor on their contribution to the Verfransung tendency. Rather, it attempts to
exhibit multi-combinatorial oscillations between art genres in “the constellation of art and
arts” which is “inherent in art itself.”151 However, as discussed above, the inadequacy of
Adorno’s appreciation of postwar avant-garde music led him to form a questionable
aesthetic theory, especially with regard to the contribution of electroacoustic composition
to the Verfransung phenomenon. Curiously, Adorno himself conceded that he was
unacquainted with electroacoustic music in “Musik und neue Musik” published six years
earlier than “Die Kunst.” In fact, his straightforward admission that he had not “worked
in the realm of electronic music” and thus was “not qualified . . . to pronounce on the
relationship between electronic music and musical meaning” illustrates a contrasting
attitude to his dismissive perception of electroacoustic composition in “Das Altern.”
Adorno even seems sympathetic to this particular medium.
Given the fact that composers have only seriously experimented with it over the
last few years, no blame can attach to them for failing to go beyond the initial
stages . . . . The criticism that many electronic pieces lack consistency and
modernity is much too convenient a pretext for those who want to nip the modern
movement in the bud. There is no call to fall into ecstasy over the products of
electronic music like jazz fans.152
This statement implies Adorno’s effort to understand and accept electroacoustic
composition as a new genre of avant-garde music, a significant “modern movement.”
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In this regard, Adorno’s comparison of the distinctive characteristic of electroacoustic
music to the traditional orchestra in terms of Klangfarben might have merely aimed to
explain that the former’s compositional procedure and underlying aesthetic of tone-colors
were very different from those of the latter.
As the first lecture of “Die Kunst” was delivered, various interdisciplinary
approaches to musical composition using electronics were already established. Adorno
could have illustrated some suitable to the theme and content of his Verfransung
discourse. But, presumably, either most such works were still unknown to him, or his
perception of electroacoustic music remained virtually unchanged from that presented in
“Musik und neue Musik.” Whereas Adorno was already aware that “electronics and
internal musical developments are converging with each other,” he seems to have
associated these exclusively with serialist principles. This is perhaps because they shared
a common feature that “[t]he composer has at his disposal – at least in theory – a
continuum consisting of pitch, dynamics and duration.”153
Already in “Musik und neue Musik,” Adorno distinguished timbre as an
uncontrollable sphere from other musical elements. It seems that for Adorno, timbre was
the last and only realm left beyond the reach of control and parameterization, and so he
believed that its nature – originating from the orchestra – would remain.
As far as timbres are concerned, even in their most comprehensive array, in the
orchestra, they tend to occur independently of each other and sporadically. Their
anarchic origins continue to have their effect. Even today there is no scale of
timbres comparable to those of intervals or dynamics. Electronic music promises
to make good this defect which is familiar to every musician. It is an aspect of the
tendency in the new music to integrate all the dimensions of music in one
continuum.154
This remark suggests Adorno’s preoccupation with timbre and understanding of the
noteworthy role in manipulating tone-colors that only electroacoustic music plays. The
principle of the integration of “all the dimensions of music in one continuum”155 was in
fact applicable to many works of electroacoustic composition existing at the time of
writing “Musik und neue Musik.” In this respect, Adorno seems at first glance to have
been more familiar with electroacoustic pieces than his self-assessment. But by the time
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of the first lecture for “Die Kunst,” the continuum was no longer to be simply grasped
from such a point of view because electroacoustic composition was by then already
engaging in interdisciplinary compositional approaches. In other words, the Verfransung
phenomenon of musical composition was then more diversified and complicated than
Adorno perceived, in terms of both structure and aesthetic of composition. Indeed,
Kagel’s Antithese is the best example in this regard.

Antithese as Work of Grenzüberschreitung
In consideration of aesthetic aspects of the multimedia piece, the concept of
Grenzüberschreitung156 is more suitable than that of Verfransung, due to the positive
connotation of exploring a new form of structure and aesthetic in musical composition.
An examination of Grenzüberschreitung aspects in Antithese reveals that they result not
from a mere experimental attempt to combine heterogeneous components, but rather from
Kagel’s profound insight into the situation of postwar avant-garde musical composition.
It also highlights Kagel’s non-conformist trait as a composer, underlying the fact that he
established the unique compositional approach with a critical eye.
Among Rudolf Frisius’s characterizations of Kagel’s music, his definitions of
“paradoxes” and “Grenz-Überschreitungen” are particularly useful. For the former,
Frisius asserts that “Kagel is a composer of paradoxes and unresolved contradictions”157
which precipitate musical characteristic of multiplicity and ambiguity. In this distinct
state, the contradictory nature remains as a significant characteristic in his composition as
well. A paradox, as a state in which irreconcilable elements, components, or even musical
ideas coexist, plays an important role in realizing a Grenzüberschreitung approach.
According to Frisius, Kagel’s use of the paradox as Grenzüberschreitung makes his
“music become Instrumental Theater or experimental opera,” in doing so, “it alienates
traditional material.”158
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Frisius points out specific characteristics of the paradox as “almost ‘classic’
stylistic features of his [Kagel’s] music”: “predictability of the unpredictable and
tradition of anti-traditionalism.”159 These paradoxical characteristics can be reversible as
well: namely, his music may also incorporate the unpredictability of the predictable and
the anti-tradition of traditionalism, especially from a listener’s perspective. Curiously, the
thesis of this paradox seems similar to the aesthetic principle of Eco’s serial thought
especially in terms of the open work: i.e., an idea that an operation of antithetical
elements or ideas enables a composer to create a new form of musical work. In this
regard, Kagel’s aesthetic of musical composition can be virtually an all-embracing vision
of both Grenzüberschreitung and serial thought.
My intention was always to associate as large a number of situations as possible
with each other in my pieces. I want an art work to bring infinitely many
dimensions into play. I do not like pedagogical works, since I distrust the sheer
practical application. I prefer to make things which are so complex that everyone
can find a totally personal relationship to them, and that I myself still see them
with fresh eyes after years have passed. I do not want completion, and most of all,
I need no model. . . . I especially make a case against the general opinion that one
must formulate everything one wants to say with an end in mind.160
This suggests thus that the Grenzüberschreitung characteristic in Kagel’s musical
composition results in part from his unique conception of serial thought and in part from
his non-conformist traits.
However, Kagel’s non-conformist traits neither led purposelessly to creating an
unconventional – more specifically, anti-academic and paradigmatic – piece, nor was his
compositional approach of Grenzüberschreitung derived from an offhand collection of
contradictory components. Rather, the impulse to expand the frame of musical
composition and to invent a new form of musical expression came from Kagel’s distinct
aesthetic of musical composition. The multidimensionality of Kagel’s music culminated
thus in his deliberate observation and choice of musical elements as well as in the
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specific way he composed “ambiguous pieces from unambiguously formulated
details.”161
Interestingly, Adorno’s vision of the Verfransung tendency of art seems to match
Kagel’s original development of Grenzüberschreitung composition with open form in
Antithese (and his other pieces). Defining “‘openness’ or ‘dissolution of boundaries’ of
work . . . as a correlate of increasing capability for the aesthetic integration of something
diffuse and schismatic,” based on Adorno’s aesthetic theory, Albrecht Wellmer asserts
that
Adorno himself saw invigoration of aesthetic subjectivity as a precondition of
such openness of art as the “leftover scum of phenomenal world.” In this respect,
for Adorno the open forms of modern art are already set into relation to a form of
subjectivity which no longer corresponds to the rigid unity of the bourgeois
subject, but exhibits the more flexible organization form of a “communicatively
fluid” identity of the self.162
Antithese particularly expresses the “form of aesthetic subjectivity” as a “flexible
organization” of the interactive identity. What distinguishes Antithese from other musical
compositions of open form is indeed its fundamental principle of interactive identity. In
fact, the piece requires the performer to engage in multiple interactions with the music,
objects on stage, and the real audience (since the performer is supposed to act a fictitious
audience as a representation of the real). The necessity of these interactions flowed from
Kagel’s deliberation of musical materials and structures not only in the form of a musical
piece, but also in the form of society at that time in which he centered music.
This practice remedies a deficit in Adorno’s aesthetic-theoretical development of
open form and Grenzüberschreitung of art genres. Wellmer points out that “[w]hat
hindered Adorno from considering these thoughts a step further is that he no longer
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conceded to modern society what he had conceded to modern art.”163 Kagel’s formulation
of the compositional plan – not by his “verbal brilliance” – allowed Antithese to achieve
what Adorno could not concede. In fact, the distinct characteristics of Antithese seem to
match Wellmer’s aesthetic theorization of modern art from a viewpoint of “dissolution of
boundaries” – Grenzüberschreitung of art:
new forms of aesthetic synthesis in the modern art refer to a new form of
psychological and social “synthesis.” This is the emancipatory potential of the
modern: a new type of “synthesis” becomes conceivable aesthetically,
psychological-morally and socially, in the boundary-less forms of art, as well as in
the open structures of a no longer rigid individuation- and socialization-type. With
this type, the diffuse, non-integrable, non-sense, and schismatic would be
overhauled in a space of unfettered communication.164
The term “unfettered” connotes a harmonious amalgamation of heterogeneous
components in the course of the composition without the exclusion of an incompatibility
that might create a destructive state if they were to exist together. The possibility of a
physically destructive action is neither required nor excluded, because the structure of
Antithese depends upon the performer’s choice of the main actions and interpretation.
The structural concept of Antithese for the stage version itself is indeed a form that
consists in the dissolution of boundaries and “open structures.” Importantly, the concept
was formed by Kagel’s deliberate compositional plan and process, not by an overhaul or
recollection of materials that were once regarded as non-integrable or schismatic. At least
in Kagel’s aesthetic of music, extra-musical materials, elements, and components did not
have any negative connotation per se; all could be musical. Therefore, Kagel’s
theatricalization of music never aimed to compose music for theater; instead, he regarded
theater as a musical component.
In his theatricalization of music, Kagel’s aesthetic requires that every action or
expression of a performer has clarity and intelligibility, since they are the decisive factors
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capable of preserving the musical (and artistic) tension in the performance.165 However,
what Kagel expected as a result of the aggregation of all the presentations is not
necessarily a higher degree of tension, but rather a state of ambiguity, “which appears
totally improvised.”166 Kagel’s compositional aesthetic consistently reflected the pattern
of creating “ambiguous pieces from unambiguously formulated details.” For this reason,
his choice and use of extra-musical elements had to be both careful and elaborate, even
though the performance as a whole could give an impression of a series of improvisations
to the audience. Antithese embodies this idea and shows its potential for suggesting a new
way to unite structure and freedom.
Such a deliberate compositional plan, which resulted in the Grenzüberschreitung
approach, thus aimed neither at shock value, nor at an experimental integration of extramusical materials into the piece. Instead, his sharp observation of music in its social
context induced Kagel to outline his plan and underpinned the distinct theory and method
he developed. Kagel claims:
It is undeniable that in this century, composition is no longer conceivable without
an approach to the most difficult and complex problems in our world. And it is
undeniable that this process, which I would like to name the ideologization of
composing, emerged as the actual engine [of composition]. When I speak of
ideologization, what I mean is, . . . not artificial politicization or superficial
connection to everyday political questions, but a very concrete form of
examination of music, art, aesthetic, and life par excellence.167
That is, Kagel’s ideologization of composing did not deal with anything utopian or
unrealistically ideal, but it was supposed to engage ongoing problems in the realm of
musical composition from a social point of view. Indeed, Antithese is a piece that
explicitly represents the specific form of Kagel’s observation, as a “social critic in
music,” of music, art, and aesthetic in musical life. For the real audience, Antithese may
seem to create a conflict between illusion and reality due to the sound of the fictitious
audience, the performer as a representation of the real audience, and the multilayered
165
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compositional components with their complicated structures. Even though Kagel knew
that such a conflict would easily occur, he conceptualized the piece as one capable of
illustrating the messiness of reality and thus disillusioning the listener. In Antithese,
therefore, the distinct ideoligization of Kagel’s composing would have not been realized
without the Grenzüberschreitung composition.
In contrast to theories of Eco’s serial thought and Adorno’s Verfransung of art,
Kagel’s Grenzüberschreitung approach in Antithese and the underlying aesthetic
illustrate a cutting-edge philosophy of music at that time in a practical way. That is to
say, they are the musical embodiment of his questions and arguments for music, not of an
answer to the frequently asked question of whether so-called postwar avant-garde
musical pieces are still music, or even what music is. Attinello’s summary of Kagel’s
standpoint, which Bussotti and Schnebel shared, illuminates his aesthetic inclination:
[I]f we look . . . at works and polemics by Bussotti, Kagel and Schnebel among
others, we cannot avoid an acute awareness of their radical political positions. . . .
[I]t is possible that such music could be seen as vastly more important than it now
is, partially because it seeks to make radical and necessary statements about the
traps and limitations of the administered society; but even more because the
processes and embedded concepts of the music suggest an alternative way of
seeing, and of being in the world, outside the concert hall.168
Although Antithese primarily dealt with a musical event that was likely to occur in the
concert hall, the conception of the piece was precisely “an alternative way of seeing,” or
in today’s parlance of “thinking outside the box.”
In addition to such a distinct standpoint, Kagel’s work of theatricalization was not
simply the visualization, but rather the musicalization of his thought. Even though the
theatrical part of Antithese, for instance, hardly produces musical sound, Kagel believed
it was an indispensable musical component to present his aesthetic and for this reason, he
musicalized it with his serial thought. Perhaps Bussotti, Schnebel, and Cage, for instance,
whose works were engaged in integration of visual art into music, could share Kagel’s
conceptualization. However, their Grenzüberschreitung approaches were not always
acknowledged as significant, or otherwise controversial. Even contemporary composers
at times showed their skepticism about “visual music” (Sichtbare Musik), new musical
theater, and Instrumental Theater works. For instance, while Boulez understood these
168
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works as a “source for a vision of new musical theater,” he once criticized “lack of
theater knowledge in Kagel and Ligeti” and the thinness of the musical aspect in their
theatrical pieces.169 This remark, made in 1967, suggests that Kagel’s basic concept of
theatricalization (or Instrumental Theater) – that theater is a component to be musicalized
– was not comprehensible to Boulez, who was not as eager to compose theatrical music
as Kagel was.170
In a 1978 interview with Zoltán Peskó, Boulez seems to have acquired a better
understanding of Kagel’s theatricalization. Concerning an application of “musical form to
an extramusical material,” Boulez claims that Kagel
tries to organize in a musical sense . . . elements which are not necessarily
musical, for instance, experiences taken from real life. Of course we might ask
ourselves whether there is not a split between method and materials. Kagel’s
recourse is humour, irony. I am convinced that irony is absolutely necessary in
order to make this split functional.171
Nevertheless, Boulez still sees the necessity of a further solution in Kagel’s use of irony
in his Grenzüberschreitung approaches, “because irony is sublimation as well as solution
of this split” and it is “a dialectic which . . . still needs a solution: how to establish a
relationship between the new theatrical material and musical form.”172 Yet Kagel already
established his own compositional style inherent in his Instrumental theater pieces,
although the method and materials varied. Furthermore, Antithese seems to have
implicitly challenged Kagel’s contemporaries to reconsider whether method and
materials or materials and form have to be dialectically synthesized to be true art music.
As far as Antithese is concerned, what was important to Kagel was to convey his musical
thought that includes ongoing or unresolved problems in music in a social context, rather
than to form a dialectic synthesis of method, materials, and formal structure.
In order to realize such an intention, it was necessary for Kagel to create tensions
not only in the piece, but also between the performance and the audience. More
specifically, they were musical tensions in the former and aesthetic tensions in the latter.
169
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These tensions were indeed an invisible component necessary for Antithese, and from this
point of view Kagel’s Grenzüberschreitung approach played an auxiliary role in the
piece. Therefore, although significant, serial thought and the Verfransung of art genres in
Antithese only partially highlight specific aspects and are, so to speak, secondary
aesthetic to the concealed “fourth” component: musical and aesthetic tension.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS
Kagel’s remark that “anarchy is omnipresent” in Antithese never referred to a
political context. Rather, by anarchy he meant to delineate a peculiar state deriving from
the concurrence of compositional elements of different kinds, qualities, and natures. In
this particular context, however, the state has as its distinguishing characteristic not
perfection, but tension. Adorno’s discourse on issues of dialectics in a musical piece,
although Adorno himself did not think it was possible, influenced postwar avant-garde
composers. Some of them may have even explored their individual theories and methods
capable of a dialectic solution in music. In contrast, Kagel already seems to be
intentionally adversarial in entitling the piece, Antithese, which one can interpret as
meaning “dialectics at a standstill” in Benjamin’s and Adorno’s terms. What Antithese –
and Kagel himself – desired is not a harmonious synthesis of heterogeneous
compositional materials, components, and ideas, but rather an anarchic state of tensions
among these materials that are regarded as “self-sufficient individuals.” But these
tensions were meant to be neither harmful nor destructive but instead, they were to be
essential components in an interdisciplinary piece. At the same time, the idea of
preserving these tensions is an example of Kagelian sarcastic humor, where there is
neither an ‘anti’ nor, a ‘thesis’ – as he explains to Cage – and thus synthesis is not
necessarily required. Or, from a slightly different angle, all the elements could be held in
antithetic tension, with synthesis denied.
If the various tensions discussed in the preceding chapters are the hidden element
that emerges in different phases of Antithese’s realization, the title makes more sense. For
Kagel, these tensions were irreducible and bound to remain at each moment as essential
characteristics of the piece. In this sense, antithesis was situated not against thesis, but
rather against the idea of synthesis. Thus, if paradoxical aspects in Antithese were
mitigated or removed by a synthetic operation, the piece would lose its identity. It is
worth recalling that, for instance, Kagel’s composition of a fictitious audience and
conceptualization of a fictitious listener were not meant to lead the real audience in the
concert hall to an unrealistic, illusionistic world. Rather, his aim was to make that
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audience notice a reality that they might not otherwise be aware of. For this reason, the
paradoxes in Antithese can be understood as intentional conflict or inconsistency Kagel
planned.
In musical terms even Kagel’s idea of anarchy in the piece is paradoxical, since
while it offers creative freedom to the performer, as well as formal freedom (open form)
in itself, Kagel is the composer who outlined the concept and specified the materials,
components, and ways of structuring these in detail. However, this paradox is realistic if
one understands anarchy as a deliberate type of organizing process with a resultant state.
This is different from Cagean anarchy in which all happenstances are regarded as musical
material and the structural organization results merely from how and in what order they
appear and disappear. In this regard, if Antithese was a response to a thesis, that thesis
might be the Cagean concept of freedom, especially in the realm of theatrical musical
composition. Aesthetically, this hypothesis also supports Rebstock’s view that Antithese
is the piece that explicitly illustrates Kagel’s opposite position to that of Cage. Even
though Cage may have acknowledged paradoxes that occurred accidentally in the course
of his piece, he did not create them intentionally. Such a distinction between Kagel and
Cage confirms Kagel’s remark that their basic compositional approaches are very
different and their aesthetics are “diametrically opposed.”
These distinctions also illuminate the compositional and aesthetic tensions within
Antithese that create Kagel’s vision of anarchy in unity. Representation of such a vision is
a way of raising philosophical questions about music in society while expressing Kagel’s
love of music through the structural and aesthetic complex of the piece. Despite Kagel’s
anecdote that he took the idea of anarchy from an encounter with the Spanish anarchists,
the piece contains neither a political message nor any political aims at all. Through his
experiences in Argentina, Kagel had already learned that music was not capable of
changing society, but was very easily controlled, oppressed, and misused by society.
Thus, the representation of political-ideological thought had no place in Kagel’s
aesthetics; he abhorred such compositions. Of course, Kagel’s conception of anarchy
cannot be understood without considering Borges’s liberal-anarchist thought and the leftleaning orientation of his family in his Buenos Aires period. Still, his own use of the term
has a distinctive aesthetic sense based on his multifaceted views on music. Kagel’s
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reference to the idea of anarchy is thus primarily within the context of Antithese, which
critiques how performed music was affected by musical-social norms at that time.
Attinello discerned “a crucial philosophical and cultural message”1 in Kagel’s
music. Specifying humor as a distinctive characteristic of Kagel’s musical style, Attinello
claims that his music rephrases
our human limitations in ways that do not point to some new illusion to raise our
hopes, but instead present us with our own existing, concrete perceptions and
realities in a densely complex, richly exciting way, a way whose endless distortion
reflects the real and constant distortion of physical living.2
Indeed, Antithese is a striking representation of specific realities, putting Kagel’s idea of
anarchy into the piece as a “philosophical and cultural message.” The way public sounds
are incorporated and the resultant complexity of Kagel’s representation of the fictitious
audience, for instance, clearly show the “real and constant distortion.” That the published
score of Antithese deals primarily with the main actions, including their interactions with
music and stage setting, reveals Kagel’s desire to make the action part predominate in
presenting “an anarchic unity of life and art.”
In a broader sense, the idea of an anarchic unity of life and art can be understood
as a statement that multitudinous musical/artistic styles exist. Antithese spotlights a
distinct phenomenon of musical life at a specific point in the developmental course of
postwar new music. It is the reality that technology has become not only a medium of
musical composition but also a musical instrument derived from the accumulation of
compositional development up to that point. No matter how different may be the way
performance of technologically involved pieces, compared to that of conventional
instrumental ones, no matter how much one insists the former is no longer music in
comparison to the latter, pieces came into being in reference to and even in conflict with
traditional ways of musical composition. Kagel knew that despite the composers’ hard
work in this process, the realization of a new musical piece with an unprecedented sound
(and visual presentation) was likely to trigger confusion, irritation, and discontent simply
because it was unfamiliar. Antithese casts light on the friction between composers and
listeners from both groups’ perspectives. The tension derived from this friction does not

1
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function as a destructive force, but rather as a psychological factor, a necessary and
inevitable element in the anarchic unity of life and art.
Regardless of whether Kagel recalled the Borgesian idea of liberal anarchism
when he referred to the characteristic of anarchy in Antithese, its fundamental principles
are traceable: “the strong and self-restrained individual” who is capable of “a law-abiding
ethos and the respect for impartiality.”3 In using concrète and elektronische sound
materials in Antithese, Kagel’s intent was not to ascribe equal value to them, but to
illustrate their individual functions. The concrète sounds give narrative consistency to the
scandalous concert event. Furthermore, they play a role not only in creating formal
continuity, but also the psychological effect on the real listener, invoking a scene of
concert event with scandal. The elektronische sounds, on the other hand, articulate the
formal sectionalization; in other words, the formal framework of the piece. Neither
attempts to exert priority over the other; instead, they exist cooperatively to form the
musical unity, while preserving their individual musical identities. In the main actions,
each action is supposed to preserve its own identity as clearly as possible, regardless of its
place in the arbitrarily “serialized” series of actions. Thus, no “transitional” action is
necessary; the fact that adjacent actions have no logical connection with one another
highlights their uniqueness. Finally, various audio devices and accessories on stage
succinctly display the short history of technological advances in listening, reproduction,
and composition. This stage setting unifies the different periods in which the devices were
invented and used, and denies any hierarchy among them; they all exist as what they are
without the idea of superiority and inferiority.
Thus, in Antithese the unavoidable occurrence of tensions results from the
coexistence of different types of “self-sufficient individual” – a fundamental concept of
Borgesian liberal anarchism. As we have seen, this aesthetic involves concepts such as
theatricalization of the electroacoustic music, ideologization of musical and critical
thought, and materialization of public or social phenomenon. And yet, this distinct
compositional approach cannot be characterized as an all-embracing vision of the postwar
avant-garde musical panorama. Rather, the conceptual themes that Kagel wove into the
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composition of Antithese were related to more specific issues in historical, social, and
psychological contexts, which he could not put aside.
Although Kagel explained that the main actions “appeal to an anarchic unity of
life and art,” this particular unity is only realized when a full articulation of music, action,
stage setting, and tension is complete. Kagel already knew that “anarchy in the classical
sense is certainly one of the noblest equations for utopia,” but he was enough of a realist
to know that such a “classical sense” was no longer applicable to any real situations,
including musical composition. For this reason, Antithese includes the tension which is
absent in a utopia as an implicit and necessary component to realize the practical and
omnipresent (but not socio-political) anarchy within the piece. However, the tension in
Antithese is not a physically pre-composed component, but conceptually planned in the
framework of compositional and performing concepts. It is a consequence of the
performer’s freedom to choose main actions and whether or not they are related to the
music. This sort of unpredictability is also included in the idea of anarchic unity.
This unpredictability differs aesthetically from Cagean indeterminacy. From this
perspective, it is notable that Antithese’s open form is correlated with the serialization of
main actions: that is, serial thought. This approach is thus not random eclecticism. In fact,
Kagel insists that compositional eclecticism does not belong to his musical aesthetic.
If I mixed up all possible influences and argots, throwing them into a pot, that
would be an eclectic, but no one dares to say that, because I am not.4
Kagel’s “harmonization” of open form and serial thought results rather from his critical
view of both indeterminacy and serialism, his sense that they had gained a dominating or
dogmatic characteristic. In his 2000 conversation with Klüppelholz, Kagel remembered
that
[a]s one began to regard chance as the sole coherent alternative to serial music in
the 60s, the danger became clear to me that this singularity could be just as
dogmatically implemented, as happened with the ideologically tainted serial
thought. A new theology would then replace the old. We can glorify neither the
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perfect chance nor the most accurate determination of all compositional elements
as a definitive solution.5
If this idea was already present in Antithese, the “harmonization” was perhaps Kagel’s
sharp sarcasm that could imply the cultural-political singularity he experienced under
Perón’s regime. In Kagel’s eyes, this might also have overlapped with his perception of a
negative aspect of European institutionalism or academism that tended to codify certain
compositional practices: a tendency to build authoritative statues one after another.
Kagel’s reaction to this tendency was conspicuously antagonistic, for he asserted that the
“only one thing I am interested in is my freedom to do what I think necessary [a]nd I
proscribe ideological barriers and confinements.”6 Together with this remark, which
explicitly stresses freedom of choice, the amalgamation of aleatory and serial thought in
Antithese represents a clear difference from Cage’s indeterminate compositional
principles. At least here, Cage had no intention to compose or create tension.
Though Kagel stated in a letter to Cage that there is neither ‘anti’ nor ‘thèse’ in
Antithese, the compositional concepts and underlying aesthetics examined in this
dissertation suggest that most of these are antithetical to those fostered by Cage at that
time. This does not mean, however, that Kagel had a critical view of or did not
understand Cage’s aesthetic of musical composition. On the contrary, Kagel was very
sympathetic and could not hide his frustration that Cage’s “thoughts are generally
prostituted in Europe and degraded for demagogic purposes.” This remark reveals
Kagel’s sharp insight into the misconception or even complete misunderstanding of
Cage’s compositional aesthetic. As a non-European outsider, Kagel probably had a
perspective in common with Cage. From this viewpoint, he was able to discern the causeand-effect situation concerning the misapprehension of Cage’s music. His contemporaries
attempted to integrate Cage’s methods and musical ideas into their own compositions
with the intent of developing European principles and systems of aleatoric/indeterminate
operation (see pages 208-209 in Chapter Five). However, some of them highlighted and
5
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propagandized such a developmental direction as if it were a new mainstream alternative
to serialism. As a result, Cage’s aesthetic intention was frequently misunderstood,
exaggerated, criticized, and distorted. Kagel never followed this trend, but rather
concentrated on his own stylistic development, which mirrored his musical thoughts,
including his keen observation of the musical scene. The idea of tension embodied in
Antithese was not for or against Cage’s musical aesthetic, but merely Kagel’s distinct
creation. His dedication of Antithese to Cage was, in a sense, the manifestation of the
distinction.
From a broader perspective, Antithese’s prismatic character can be described as
anarchy in a unity in which compositional and aesthetic tensions are also intermingled.
The multifarious structure that resulted from Kagel’s multimedia/interdisciplinary
compositional plan was necessary for him, not to solve underlying issues of postwar
avant-garde music, but rather to share and reconsider the problems with the performer and
audience.
I wish to have no listeners who just seek diversion in the concert. Not under any
circumstances at all. I require the listeners to work. However, this is not meant in
an authoritarian sense, but with greater beneficence, because they work not for
me, but for themselves. If the listeners struggle, think, and contemplate, then they
will gain something.7
Anarchy, like Kagel’s description of Antithese, thus connotes not only the listeners’
freedom to interpret, but also Kagel’s expectation that the resulting interpretation include
their evaluation of new music in the social context – a context that was inseparable from
the technology involved. This interpretation forms the listeners’ vision and standpoint
about the piece as their original thought. It is in essence the crystallization of a “decisionmaking process”8 undertaken without a preconception or prejudice given by critics and
media. Indeed, this conceptualization of the listener’s role and freedom reflects a
fundamental principle of Borgesian liberal anarchism – “constructed on the idea of the
strong individual.”
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This principle is omnipresent within the complex structure of Antithese as well;
from this point of view, “anarchy in the piece is omnipresent.” The conception is not to
force unity on the heterogeneous elements, but to highlight them individually within that
unity, a skeletal framework of the structure. Already in 1957 Kagel wrote that “the best
hierarchy is anarchy” in his congratulatory text on the occasion of Koenig’s birthday.9
Kagel’s idea of anarchy here urges the listener to avoid defining what music is and
instead reconsider it as a proposition. For Kagel, it was also a perpetual question, a
driving theme throughout his career as a composer.
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APPENDIX A
COPYRIGHTED MATERIAL AND PERMISSIONS
The citations from Kagel’s letters to Cage are reproduced by kind permission of
the Kagel estate, and with the help of Matthias Kassel at the Paul Sacher Stiftung, Basel.
These documents are in the custody of the Northwesstern University Music Library, John
Cage Collection, Evanston, Illinois.
The citations from Kagel’s letters to Tudor are reproduced by kind permission of
the Kagel estate, and with the help of Matthias Kassel at the Paul Sacher Stiftung, Basel.
These documents are in the custody of the Getty Research Institute, Research Library,
“David Tudor Papers” archive, Los Angeles, California (980039).
Musical examples and the extraction of libretto from the score of Antithese are
reproduced by kind permission of Edition Peters, New York. Figure 4.2 in Chapter Four
and Figures B.1 and B.2 in appendix B are photographic reproduction. The extracted
items of main actions from the libretto in Figure 4.1 are edited by me.
The musical example of Transición I and Kagel’s sketches of Antithese are
reproduced by kind permission of the Paul Sacher Stiftung, Basel. Figure 3.2 in Chapter
Three is photographic reproduction. Figures 3.3 and 3.5 in the same chapter and the
reproduction of Kagel’s sketch of the list of public sounds in appendix D are edited by
me.
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APPENDIX B
GRAPHIC SCORES OF ANTITHESE
Figure B.1. German Version

Figure B.2. French Version
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APPENDIX C
KAGEL’S PERFORMING ACTIVITY OF WORKS BY JOHN CAGE
AND MORTON FELDMAN
Date

Venue/Event

Piece

Instrument
Kagel performed

Co-performer

October 6 1960

Atelier Mary
Bauermeister,
Cologne

Cage: Cartridge Music
(1960)

?

May 20 1961

Zagreb, Muzićki
Biennale

Conducting

November
1961
January 4 1962

Schloss Theater,
Oldenburg
Radio Bremen

Cage: Concert for
Piano and Orchestra
1
(1957/58)
Cage: Double Music
(1941)
Cage: Amores (1943)

John Cage,
Cornelius Cardew,
Hans G. Helms,
Christian Wolff,
Benjamin
Patterson, Kurt
Schwertsik, David
Tudor
Kölner Ensemble
für Neue Musik

February 2
1962

Munich
(Konzerte für
Moderne Musik)

Cage: Amores,
7’7. 614” (1960)

March 5 1962

Brussels

August 1962
(?)

Siemens Studio
for Electronic
Music, München

Feldman: The swallows
of Salangan (premiere)
Cage: Imaginary
Landscape No. 3
2
(1942)

1

Conducting
Piano
Piano (Amores),
preparation for
magnetic tape
(7’7. 614”)
conducting
Electronic
realization

Kölner Ensemble
für Neue Musik
Siegfried
Rockstroh,
Karlheinz Böttner
Siegfried
Rockstroh,
Karlheinz Böttner
?
Kölner Ensemble
für Neue Musik

According to a review of the music festival, Kagel and the Kölner Ensemble für Neue Musik also
performed works of him, Cornelius Cardew, and Schoenberg’s Pierrot Lunaire. See Wolfgang Steinecke,
“Jogoslawien nützt die Chance seiner kulturellen Freiheit aus,” Melos: Zeitschrift für neue Musik (JuneAugust 1961): 248-249.
2
This recording is compiled in a compact disc Siemens-Studio für elektronische Musik, Siemens
Kultur Programm, recordings compiled by Josef Anton Riedl. Nevertheless, as Heile suggests in The music
of Mauricio Kagel, 45, “[t]he realization of Cage’s Imaginary Landscape No. 3 which Kagel carried out at
the Munich studio is . . . virtually unknown.” A booklet of the music CD does not indicate the date of
recording. Incidentally, the disc also contains Kagel’s Antithèse: Komposition für elektronische und
öffentliche Klänge (1962).
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APPENDIX D
REPRODUCTION OF KAGEL’S SKETCH FOR PUBLIC SOUNDS

1) Applaus

Lau
normal
aufgerehgt

2) Schreie
3) Pfiffe

einzelnen
ein paar
tumalfriös

4) Husten

vereinzeln
Hustenanfall

5) Saal (atmosphere)

wenig
groß Saal

6) Nase Putzen

einzeln
tumaltös
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